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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the objectives for FY 1974 Study 2. 3 was to implement 
the Systems Cost/Performance Model as a digital computer program. The 
progrant would be, used to perform initial program planning, cost/perform­
ance tradeoffs, and sensitivity analyses. .1 
Contained herein is a discussion of the operating environment 
in which the program was written and checked;. the program specifications 
such as discussions of logic and computational flow;, the different subsystem 
models involved in the design of the spacecraft; and routines involved in the 
nondesign area such as costing and scheduling of the design. Preliminary 
results for the DSCS-II design afe also-included. 
Section 2 of this volume coverg the Operating Environment. 
This includes both hardware and software considerations for the IBM 370/155 
Section 3 contains 'the Program Specifications. These include 
the computational flow, a discussion of the MACRO-MICRO concept, a de­
tailed discussion of the COMMON struttures used for communication 
the model, and the Hardware Selection procedure. 
Section 4-coveis the subroutines that select hardware 
from the data base. These include Stabilization -and Control (Subroutine 
SANDC), Adxfliarj'Propulsion (Subroutine AP), Data Processing and In­
strumentation (Subroutine DPI), Communications (Subroutine COMM), and 
Electrical Power (Subroutine'EP). A discussion of the communication within 
with the main program is included along with the default parameters- set 
in the DATA statements. 
Section 5 covers the subroutines that do not select equipment 
but do size or calculate information that is pertinent to the design. 
Subroutines included are: FILTER, which filters out incompatible designs; 
INITIL, which initializes certain default numbers that are needed early in 
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the model but are not computed until later in the model; READDB, which 
reads the data base for any one subsystem at a time; SAVE, which saves 
certain matrices to be used by later subroutines; VESIZE, the vehicle 
sizing routine that computes Weights*, lengths, and inertias for the design; 
STRUCT, thit computes the data needed to size the structure; RELY, which 
comptites'th reliability for the spacecraft; THRML, which computes the 
thermal requirements for the spacecraft; COSTS, whichcalculates the 
various costs involved in building and -integrating the entire spacecraft 
system; SKED, which conputes the schedule for the spacecraft from initial 
design phase to the launch- phase; and PRNT, which outputs the final design 
attributes. 
-Section"6 contains a discussion of the data base format and 
tape requirements. Also discussed is the PRESORT routine which allows 
one to presortthe data base-into-a different order-based on cost, weight, 
reliability, etc. 
Section 7 summarizes the restrictions and limitations estab­
lished within the program. 
Section 8 contains a discussion of the actual sample case used 
to check the program. Also included is the input section including all 
default values and changes pertaining to the sample case. The results of the 
test case are discussed, here also, 
Sections, 9Wand T0 contain the source code listing and the detailed 





Section 2 contains a description of the operating environment 
within which the program was coded and checked. Paragraph 2. 1 summarize 
the hardware involved and Paragraph 2. 2 summarizes-the software involved. 
2.1 HARDWARE 
2. 1.1 Computer 
IBM 370- 155 
2. 1. 2 Main Memory Utilization 
270K Bytes - to compile
 
162K Bytes - to link edit
 
108K Bytes - to execute
 
2. 1. 3 Magnetic Tapes 
Required only for presort (see Paragraph 6.2) 




2. 	 .6 Disk 
Unit I - requires about five tracks on an IBM 3330 
(cataloged space)
 
NOTE: A tape may be substituted.
 
2.2 SOFTWARE 
2.2. 1 Operating System 
HASP-OS Release 21.7 
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2.2 Programming Language 
FORTRAb 




















Paragraph 3. 1 contains a description of the over-all program 
flow and a discussfon of the MACRO-MICRO concept. Paragraph 3. 2 contains 
a discussion of the common structures. Paragraph 3.3 contains a discussion 
of the hardware selection procedure. Detailed discussions of all subroutines 
can be found in Sections 4 and 5. 
3. 1 COMPUTATIONAL FLOW CHART 
In general, it can be said that the program has an outer loop on 
configurations and an inner loop on iterations. The inner loop on iterations 
includes the calling of all subsystem subroutines and for ITER = 0 the calling 
of the reliability subroutine. For ITER = 1 (second pass) reliability is by­
passed. The strudtures, thermal, cost, and print subroutines are called 
once per outer loop on configurations. A general flowchart is shown in 
Figure 3-1. 
3. 1.1 MACRO-MICRO 
A prerequisite to the understanding of the MACRO-MICRO con­
cept is an understanding of "configuration". A set of rules for selecting ­
equipments is 
 associated with each subsystem. Which set of rules is to be 
used at any moment in time is determined by NCONF (configuration number) 
for that subsystem. For example, if NCONF(1) = 5, a star sensor will be 
selected by reference to the appropriate equations. However, if NCONF(1) = 
1, a star sensor will never be selected. Thus, the configuration numbers 
-determine a subset of the sets of equipments, and only this subset is consid­
ered for the configuration design. 
A MACRO search is a method for testing all possible combina­
tions of configuration numbers (one per subsystem) and determining within 
this subset of equipments and within the subset of selection procedures thd 
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are never acceptable, and some are ruled out by mission requirements; 
but a MACRO search will, in general, produce many acceptable designs. 
In a MICRO mode all configuration numbers except the one 
being "MICROed" are fixed. Care must be taken that these numbers are 
compatible. For example, VESIZE should not be set to configuration 2 
"when SANDC is set at 2; that is, a box shape for the equipment bay is incom­
patible with dual spin. Within the subsystem being "MICROed", all con­
figurations are checked and all possible combinations of'equipments within 
the subset determined by configuration are checked. Within a configuration 
then, it is essentially the stopping point which determines the difference 
between a MACRO and a MICRO. A MACRO selects the first acceptable 
-equipment in each category. The MICRO seledts all combinations of accept­
able equipments. 
COMMON REGIONS 
The main COMMON regions consist of user COMMONs, DBCOM, 
BTWN, CHOSE, and PRTCOM. 
The various user COMMONs (USER-l, USER-2, USER-3,.etc.) 
are for storage of user specified values. these values are preset to default 
values by a block data routine but are overwritten by values specified in 
the namelist form by the user. For a complete description of the contents 
of the namelist variables in each user's COMMON see Paragraph 8.1. The 
COMMON and NAMELIST.names with corresponding variables are as follows: 
Named COMMON NAMELIST Subsystem 
Block Name Name Subsystem 
USER-.I USRSC Stabilization and control 
USER-2 USRAP Auxiliary propulsion 
USER-3 USRDP Data processing and 
instrumentation 
USER-4 USRCM Communications 
USER-5 USREP Electrical power 
USER-6 USRVS Vehicle sizing " 




Block Name Name Subsystem 
USER-8 USRSK Schedules, 
USER-9 USRST Structures 
USER-I MODE General 
USER-R USRRE Reliability 
-
USER-C USRCS Cost 
DBCOM acts as storage for blocks of the data base. All data 
base values for one of the hardware, selection subroutines (i. e., all 55 
attribut~s associated with all equipments relevant to that subsystem) are 
read at one time. These values are stored in matrix DATAB (55, 90). In 
addition, the COMMON contains IDB(30) (see Paragraph-3. 3) which is filled 
by the read routine. IDB(I).contains the last column number for the Ith 
equipment of the active subsystem. 
The named COMMON block CHOSE contains values pertaining to 
equipment already chosen. ICHOSE(60) and NCHOSE(60) are concatenations 
of the separate ICHOSE(I) and NCHOSE(I) of each subsystem which selects 
hardware as discussed in Paragraph 3.3. COST(5, 60) 'is A matrix formed 
by selecting the following rows from the data base for each equipment 
selected: 
Matrix Row ofMatrix DATAB Description 
COST (1, I) 46 Design engineering cost 
COST (2, I) 47 Test and evaluation cost 
COST. (3, I) 48 Unit production cost 
COST (4, I) 49 Reference quantity 
COST (5, I) 50" Factor
 
SKD(7; 
-60) is a matrix formed by s'electing the following rows from the data 




SKD (1, I) 
SKD (2, I) 
SKD (3, I) 
SKD (4, I) 
SKD (5, I) 
SKD (6, I) 
SKD (7, I) 
Row ofDATAB Description 
46 Design engineering cost 
47 Test and evaluation cost 
51 Development constant 
5Z Development variable 
53 Qualification constant 
54 Qualification vrariable 
55 State-of-the-art factor 
REL(6, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the data 
base for each equipment selected: 
Row of 
Matrix DATAB Description 
REL (1, 1) 23 Weight 
REL (2, I) 41 Failure model 
REL (3,I) 4Z kor 
REL (4, 1) 43 o 
REL (5, I) 44 q 
REL (6, 1) 45 Maximum redundancy 
THM(4, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the 
data base for each equipment selected: 
Row ofMatrix DATAB Description 
THM (1, 1) 17 Maximum power 
THM (2, I) 18 Minimum power 
THM (3, I) 27 Maximum temperature 
THM (4, 1) 28 Minimum temperature 
DPIA(1, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the 





DPIA (2, 1) 
DPIA, (3, I) ­
.DPIA (4, I) 
DPIA-(5j I) 
DPIA (6, 1) 
DPIA (7; I) 
DPIA (8,I) 
DPIA%,(9, I) 
DPIA (10, I) 
DPIA (it) 
These rhatrices aretneeded by the 


















Number power commands 
Number other commands 
Number time tags 
Numl.r'iligh rate analog points 
Number high rate digital points 
High sample rate 
Word length 
Numbet lbw rate analog 'points 
Number low rate digital points 
Low sample rate 
Word length 
subroutines that have similar names. For 
REL:is used by RELY, SKD is'used by 
SKED, THM is used-by THR-M'L, and DPIA is used by DPI 
PRTCOM is used to pass values to the print subroutine which 
are not needed (except for output) outside of a given routine. A description 
of the variables in this COMMON block is given below: 
Name From Units 
ACCRCY SANDC deg 
CISTAR EP amp-hr 
IREL RELY ---
MMDOLD RELY mo 
TRUNG RELY mo 
ITRUNG RELY ---
DE COST $ 
TE COST $ 
TOOLR COST $ 




0 means single string 
1 means dual string -
Mean mission duration 
Reliability truncation-time 
Index for reliability 
Design engineering cost 
Test and evaluation cost 
DDT&E tooling and test 
equipment cost 





































































test equipment cost 
Investment quality control cost 
Investment systems engineering 
and integration cost 
Investment program manage­
ment cost 
DDT&E spacecraft cost 
Spacecraft investment cost 
DDT&E mission equipment cost 
Mission equipment investment 
cost 
DDT&E total payload cost 
Total payload investment cost 
DDT&E qual. units cost 
DDT&E GSE 
Launch support operations cost 
Flight operations cost 
DDT&E contractor fee 
Investment contractor fee 
DDT&E program total 
Investment program total 
Operations program total 
Design and component devel­
opment time 







































































Subsystem development time 
Subsystem qualification time 
Sub'system development and 
'flight readiness time 
Re-liability of 'eachmodule 
Skin thickness ' 
Number of stringers 
Stringer thickness 
Stringer height 
'Number of frames 
Frame thickness 
Frame height-
End cover thickness forward 
End cover thickness center 
End cover thickness aft 
Computer operations rate 
Communication of all design variables'between subsystems is 
accomplished via COMMON block BtWN. A description of all variables 
contained in BTWN is given below: 
Name From To Ulits Description 
WT ALL VS lb-. Accumulated equipment wt 
VOL ALL VS ft3 . Accumulated volume 
DT INITIL, VS SANDC ft Dist. from c. g. to engine 
D INITIL, VS SANDC ft Vehicle diameter 
DX INITIL, VS SANDC ft 
DY INTIL, VS SANDC ft Gas jet lever arm 
DZ INITIL,INITIL, VSVS SANDCSANDC ftft (bll, pitch,, and yaw) 
XJ INITIL, VS SANDC .slugft: 
YJ INITIL, VS SANDC .slug-ft ( Vehicle inertia 





































































































Depth of discharge of 
battery capacity 
Solar array area 
Vehicle length 
Solar array weight 
Number of cells 
Propellant weight 
Harness weight (wiring) 
Thermal control weight 
Converters weight 
Propellant feed systems weight 
Equivalent structures weight 
Vehicle weight, 
Mission length 
Battery location (column No.) 
Radiator area 
Battery radiator area 
Total radiator area 
Heater power 
Battery heater power 
Total heater power 
Heat pipe 
Variable conductance heat pipe 




Name From To Units Description 
FC SANDC REL hr- APS thruster-cycle rate 
XNZERO EP 
- RELY rad/sec Otbitaf mean re'otion 
COMRT COMM DPI ips Command rate" 
ACSSN SANDC REL Number oftsensors 
BITRAT DPI COMIe bps Bit rate (mission equipment 
-and housekeeping) 
HARDWARE SEL.ECTION PROCEDURE 
This section describes the hardware selection procedure, the 
method of communication between the MAIN program and the hardware 
selection subroutines, and the general procedure used ir systematically 
checking all'hardware'paraxneters until a component is found that meets 
the specifications. Discussions as to which hardware is selected can be 
found in the appropriate subsystem subroutine sections (see Section 4). 
There are five subroutines in which hardware is selected: 'SANDC (Stabiliza­
tion and Control), AUXPRO (Auxiliary Propulsion), DPI (Data Processing 
and Instrumentation), COMM (Communications), and EP (Electrical Power). 
The Procedures described in Table 3-1 and Pigures 3-2 through 3-4 are 
applicable to all of these subroutines. 
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Table 3-i. Hardware Selection Procedure in Kth Subsystem 
Calling Sequence 
SUBROUTINE SSK (IPIC, 







IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, NCNOSE) 
hardware index indicating data 
base column 
NSIZE = maximum number of 
equipments sized for any configu­
ration 
= message flag 
0 means no message 
1 means first message only 
10 means second message only 
III means first, second and third 
messages are applicable 
= iteration flag (0 means firsttime 
through)
 
= system configuration indices 
I. D. of hardware chosen 
NEQUIP = maximum equipments (in 
general, more than one manufacturer 
per equipment) in any configuration 
= number of identical pieces of 
hardware required 
Additional Variables Used in Selection Pr6cedure 
7. DATAB(NR, NC) = data base for subsystem 
8. IDB(NTOTL)* 
Assiumptions in Example 
NR = total equipment attributes 
NC = totalnumber of individual 
pieces of hardware 
= last hardware column index for all 
equipment 
NTOTL = total number of equipments 
in data base for this subsystem (all 
configurations) 
Routine Described Below 
I. Two equipments require sizing in the first configurhtion. 
- See Figure 3-2 for further explanation 
3,-16 
FIRST ROW CONTAINS 
HARDWARE I. D. 
4- CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 2-
EQI E02 E03 E04 E05 EQ6 
II I I I I I f 
I I I I 
I I I 
F I a 
IFHIS PICEOF HARDWARE IS 
-IDB(5) 
-3(Last manufacturer, 
5th equipment in . 
- subsystem data base) 
ICHOSE (3) =DAT'AB(,1,JI) = 
4 digit I. D. 
3RD EQUIPMvENT, 2ND. CONFIGURATION 
HR' 
J1 = IDB(5) + 3 





ICHQSE(I) = 0 
NCH9)SE(I) = 0 
I = 1, NEOUIP 
IERR = 0 
SELECT HARDWARE NOT SIZED 
i.e., ICHOSE(NI) = DATAB(1,N2) 
FOR APPROPRIATE Ni AND N2 
SET NONZERO VALUES OF NCHOSE 





JIE = J2E = IDB(M)IDB(MM) 
ATLEAS
ONE VAU OF YES =0" I-_CHOSE(',;­
iPIC DIFFERENT 
ZERO 
FROM ITER IPIC(1) :J1E IPIC(2) :J2E ICHOSE(LL) 
RETURN 
= -
42 =J   
V " 




=IPC~)J2  IPIC(2) + I 
J2 = IPIC(2) + I 
COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS 
SELPR1 
SELPR2 
SEE IF HARDWARE J1 AND J2 ARE 
ACCEPTABLE 
HARPR2 = DATAB(-,J2) 





IPICI) = 41 
IPIC(2) = J2 
ICH0SE(L) = 
DATAB(1,Jt) 





J2 = J2 +1 
,+ 1 
ICHOSE(L) = -1 
ICHOSE(LL) = -1 
RETURN 
(Could not find acceptable 
equipment) 
Figure 3-4. Main Program Logic 
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4. SUBROUTINES WHICH SELECT HARDWARE
 
4.1 SUBROUTINE SANDO (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, 
NCHOSE) 
4. 1. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The Stabilization and Control Subsystem stabilizes a spacecraft 
to a desired accuracy about a tracking line from a reference on the vehicle 
to an external reference. The external reference may be the local vertical 
of a planet, the sun, or a more distant star; an inertial reference; or the 
line of sight to a natural phenomenon like a gravity gradient or the lines of 
the earth's magnetic field. In many cases, a platform free to rotate with 
respect to the main structure of the vehicle must also be aligned with an 
external reference. The necessary accuracy of attitude stabilization depends, 
of course, on the mission of the vehicle. 
-
-
The principal calculations, other than those necessary to select 
stabilization and control equipment, are containedinequatibns for thrust 
and total impulse. These are necessary for the correct sizing of equipment 
in auxiliary propulsion. 
Those equipments which are selected on the basis of data base 
values, rather than merely by equipment type, vary widely from configu­
ration to configuration. Sensor selection is based on factors such as dead­
band and pointing errors (with respect to various axes). 
- I The equations for 
sensor selection tend to be quite complicated and involve user input, 
numbers from other subsystems, and values- from the data base for many 
of the selected equipments. As an example, star sensors are selected 
on the basis of type (mappers or trackers), rate error, pointing error, 
sensitivity, and compatibility with the selected gyro and control moment 
gyros (CMGs). CMGs are selected on the basis of momentum, gimbal 
rate, an%,rque. Reaction (or momentum) wheels axe, selected on the basis 
of the angu%1 momentun required. 
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The five configurations and their equipments are as follows: 
a. Dual Spin 
1. Despin mechanical and electrical assembly 
2. Valve driver assembly 
3. Sun sensor
 
4. Nutation damper 
5. Gimbal electronics 
6. Control timing assembly 
7. Gimbal drive assembly 
8. Nonscanning earth sensor 
9. Power converter 
b. Yaw Spin 
I. Sun sensor
 
2. ACS electronics 
3. Rate gyro 
4. Horizon sensor 
5. Reaction wheel 
6. Power converter 
7. Valve driver 
c. Three-Axis Mass Expulsion 
1. Attitude reference electronics 
2. Valve driver 1 
3. Power converter 
4. Rate integrating gyro 
5. Scanning earth sensor 
d. Momentum Exchange 
1. Electronics processor 
2. Valve driver 
3. Horizon sensor or sun sensor 
4. Control moment gyros 
5. Rate integrating gyros 
6. Star sensor 
e. Pitch Momentum Bias 
1. Valve driver 
2. Electronic error processor 
3. Horizon sensor 
4. Momentum wheel 
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4. 1. 2 Comnunication with Main Program 
The variables in the calling sequence ai~e discussed in Paragraph 
3.3. 
User inputs are communicated by the COMMON areas USER-I and 
USER-L. These are discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs USRSC and 
USRI). Variables are passed to and received from other subroutines through 
the COMMON area BTWN, which is discussed in Paragraph 3.2. The fourth 
COMMON area in this subroutine is DBCOM, which contains all necessary data 
base values and an indexing scheme to reference the values. DBCOM is also 
discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
4. 1. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
Seven variables appear in DATA statements. Six of these (XMD, 
YMD, ZMD, XMD2, YMD2, and ZMD2) are approximations for external tor­
ques (ft-lb). The other, DI is a minimum gas jet on-tb-ne in seconds. 





AUXPRO (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, 
4.2.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The auxiliary propulsion subroutine selects hardware which is 
required to provide attitude control forces and stationkeeping or maneuvering 
forces. Three configurations are considered.in the subroutine. These config­
urations are characterized by the nature of the propellant under investigation: 
cold gas, monopropellant, bipropellant. 
All thrusters, isolation valves, filters, regulators, and tanks are 
selected by comparing appropriate attributes listed in the data base with 
satellite performance requirements determined by the model. Thrusters are 
selected on the basis of thrust level, isolation valves on the -basis of effective 
flow area, filters on the basis of flow impedance, regulators, on the basis of 
effective flow area and pressure operating range, and tanks on the basis of 
volume and pressure. 
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The model does not include selection criteria for the fill and 
vent valves, fill and drain valves, or the relief valves. The first valves 
in the appropriate equipment slots in the data base are simply called up. 
The sequence in which equipments are selected in each configu­
ration are given below: 
a. Cold Gas [NCONF(2) = 1] 
1. Attitude and control thrusters 
2. Translational thrusters 
3. Pneumatic isolation valves 
4. Pneumatic filters 
5. Pneumatic regulator 
6. Pneumatic tank 
7. Fill and vent valve 
8. Relief valve 
b. Monopropellant [NCONF(Z) = 2] 
1. Attitude and control thrusters 
2. Translational thrusters 
3. Fuel circuit isolation valves 
4. Fuel circuit filters 
5. Pneumatic regulator 
6. Pnjeumatic isolation valve 
7. Fuel tank 
8. Pneumatic tank 
9. Fill and drain valve 
10. Fill and vent valve 
11. Relief valve 
c. Bipropellant rNCONF(2) = 31 
1. Attitude and control thrusters 
2. Translational thrusters 
3. Fuel circuit isolation valves 
4. Oxidizer circuit isolation valves 
5. Fuel circuit filters 
6. Oxidizer circuit filters 
7. Pneumatic regulator 
8. Pneumatic isolation valve 
9. Fuel tank 
10. Oxidizer tank 
1 . Pneumatic tank 
12. Fill and vent valve 
13. Fill and drain valves 




Plumbing and connector weight-in each configuration is estimated 
from the combined tank weight. 
4. 2. 2' Communication with Main Program 
The variables lisfed in the calling sequence are common to all 
subroutines which select hafdware and are discussed in Paragraph 3.3. 
In addition to the calling sequence,. subroitine AUXPRO com­
municates with the inain program via three COMMON blocks: USER-2, 
BTWN, ahd'DBCOQI. Variables coming through USER-2 are user inputs 
discussed in Paragraph 8.1 (see NAMELISTs USRAP and USRSC). The 
variabies in BTWk and DBCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
4.2.3 Variables Specified iii DATA'Statements 
DATA XMR/l. 5/
 
XMR = mixing ratio for bipropellant configuration
 
4. 2.4 Other Subrountines Called 
None
 




4.3. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The data processing and instrumentation subroutine selects 
hardware which is required for mission equipment data processing, command 
decoding, and monitoring purposes. Two configurations are considered in 
the subrbutine: general purpose processing and special purpose processing. 
In the general purpose mode, a computer on board the satellite performs 
all data processing tasks unless there is a requirement for separate proc­
essing of telemetry data. In this case, a separate digital telemetry unit 
(DTU) is used-to process the housekeeping data. In the special purpose mode, 
all processing is perforimed by DTUs. If the communications configuration 
involves uplink plus downlink, unified link-common antenna, or unified 
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link-separate antennas, a single DTU performs all mission equipment and 
housekeeping data processing. If the communications tonfiguration involves 
unified link- common antenna plus downlink, or unified, link- separate antennas 
plus downlink, one DTU is used for mission equipment data processing and 
one DTU is used for housekeeping, data processing. 
The general purpose computer is selected on the basis of total 
required instructions (or operations) per second. The DTUs are not sized. 
The first DTUs in the appropriate equipment slot in the data base are simply 
called up. 
The following quantities are computed in the sequence indicated: 
a. 	 Requirement for a digital multiplexer 
b. 	 Number of mainframe words 
c. 	 Word length 
d. 	 Bit rate 
e. 	 Number of words per subframe 
f. 	 Number of subframes 
The above quantities are computed regardless of the configuration in sub­
routine DPI. Depending on the configuration, the following operations are 
performed in the sequence indicated: 
a. 	 General Purpose Processing 
1. 	 If telemetry data is processed separately, select one 
DTU. Otherwise, compute telemetry operations per 
second.
 
2. 	 Compute attitude control, command, and total operations 
per second.
 
3. 	 Select general purpose computer. 
b. 	 Special Purpose Processing 
1. 	 Depending on the communications configuration (as 
discussed previously), a DTU may or may not be selected 
for mission equipment data processing. 
2. 	 Select DTU for housekeeping data processing. 
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4. 3.2 Communication with Main Prqgram 
The variables- listed in the calling sequence with the exception
 
of NOWAT5 are common to all -subroutines whidh select hardware and 
are
 
discussed in Paragraph 
-3. 3. NOWAT is one greater"than the number of
 
entries in the ARRAY table. (see DPIA Matrix in 
 Paragraph 3.'2). 
In addition +o the calling sequence, subroutine DPI communicates 
with the main program via five COMMON blocks: CHOSE, DPITAB, BTWN, 
DBCOM, and USER-3. Variable's coming through USER-3 are user inputs 
described in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELIST USRDP). The variables in BTWN 
CHOSE, and DBCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3.2. The variables in 
DPITAB are'listed below: 
FIRST = Sample rate - high (sec - I 
TLPTH = Number of analog and digital points - high rate 
GRANH = Word length..- high rate (bits) 
XSRT = Sample rate - lpw (sec 
TLPTIJ = Number of analog and digital points - low rate 
GRANL = Wo.rd length - low rate (bits) 
4.3.3 . Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA ACSRT, ACSOP, COMOP, OPREQ/ 10., 50., 6., 4./ 
where: 
- ACSRT = ACS rate (sec - 1) 
-"ACSOP 
- = ACS operations 
COMOP = Command operations,
 
OPREQ = TLM operations required
 
4.3.4 Other Sibroutines Called 
4.3.4.1 Subroutine MIS (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, NCHOSE) 
The purpose of this subroutine is to select a DTU for mission 
equipment data processing. It-is called from subroutine DPI in the special 
purpose processing configuration for the specific communications configura­
tions discussed in Paragraph 4.3. 1. The same six quantities (i.e., 
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requirement for digital multiplexer, number of mainframe words, word 
length, bit rate, number of words per subframe, and number of subframes) 
which are computed in subroutine DPI for all equipment on board the satellite 
are computed for the mission equipment in subroutine MIS. 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are discussed in 
Paragraph 3.3. 
4.3.4. 2 Subroutine ORDER (N, A, B, C, XM2, MEDIAN) 
The purpose of this subroutine is to order array A from the 
highest to the lowest entry and determine the median entry in this array. 
The high rate telemetry points are ordered with respect to both sample rate 
and word length while the low rate telemetry points are ordered only with 
respect to sample rate. This information is used to determine mainframe 
sample rate and maximum word length. 
This subroutine is called by both subroutines DPI and MIS. The 
variables in the calling sequence are defined as follows: 
N = Number of entries in telemetry points table 
A = One-dimensional array consisting of sample 
rates or word lengths 
B = One-dimensional array consisting of number of 
analog and digitalpoints 
C= One-dimensional array consisting of sample 
rates or word lengths 
XM2 = Twice the median value of array A after it has 
been ordered 
MEDIAN = Median entry in array A 
SUBROUTINE COMM (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, 
NCHOSE) 
4.4. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The communication subroutine selects hardware for the satellite 
command and telemetry system. Five configurations are provided for in the 
subroutine. These are determined by the complexity of the data processor 
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being used and the amount, of data-to, be transmitted. The pieces of equip­
ment which may be selected are: baseband assembly unit, transmitter anten­
na(s), transmitter(s), receiver antenna, receiver, diplexer, and signal con­
ditioner. The pieces chosen and the number chosen are configuration depend. 
ent. 
Eachpiece of equipment to be chosen is selectdd by'comparing 
the attributes as computed from. the user input, configuration number, and 
default parameter values,. "with the attributes for that piece of equipment 
in the data base. ' 
-
There are pijeces of equipment which have constraints placed 
on them for the selection process. For. example, a given baseband assembl) 
unit may be constrained for use with a given frahsmitter and no other. Thes, 
constraints are built into the data base. 
For the present, the antennas in the data base are limited to 
one of each type and the steerable parabolic antenna option is to be included 
in a later version. 
The -sequences in which equipment are selected in each configura 
tion are given below: 








4. 	 Receiver 
5. 	 Signal conditioner 
b. 	 Unified Link, Common Antenna [NCONF(4) 2] 
1. 	 Baseband assembly unit 
2. 	 Antenna 
3. 	 Transmitter 
4. 	 Receiver 
5. 	 Signal conditioner 
6. 	 Diplexer 
c. 	 Unified Link, Separate Antennas [NCONF(4) 31 
1. 	 Baseband assembly unit 
2. 	 Transmitter antenna, 
3. 	 Transmitter 
4. 	 Receiver antenna 
5. 	 Receiver 
6. 	 Signal conditioner 
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d. Unified Link, Common Antenna plus Downlink ENCONF(4) = 4] 
1. Baseband assembly unit - ­
2. Transmitter antenna (unified) 
3. Transmitter antenna (nonunified) 
4. Transmitter (unified) 
5. Transmitter (nonunified) 
6. Receiver 
7. Signal conditioner 
8. Diplexer 
e. Unified Link, Separate Antennas plus Downlink [NCONF(5) = 5] 
1. Baseband assembly unit 
2. Transmitter antenna (unified) 
3. Transmitter antenna (onunified) 
4. Transmitter (unified) 
5. Transmitter (nonunified) 
6. Receiver antenna 
7. Receiver 
8. Signal conditioner 
4.4.2 Communication with Main Progran 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are common to all 
subroutines which select hardware and are discussed in Paragraph 3. 3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, Subroutine COMM communi­
cates with the main program via three COMMON blocks: USER-4, BTWN, and 
DBCOM. Variables coming through USER-4 are user inputs discussed in 
Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELIST USRCM). The variables in BTWN and DBCOM 
are discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
4.4.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA 	SIGNOI/10., 10./, LMARG/6.,6./, SLANT/-I.E+l0/, 
GTOT/-l.E+l0/, GR/-I.E+I0/, T/-I.E+I0/, NF/-I.E+l0/; 
TCLOSS/-0.,0./, POLOSS/0./, GAMMA/.I/, BETA/I.8/, 
GT/-I.E+l0, -I.E+I0/, MODX/0., 0./, ANTLO/0./, 
COVER/0. / 
where: 




LMARG(Z) = -Link margin(s) (dB)
 
SLANT .... = Slant rang64(nn'i)'
 
GTOT. = Gain-to-temperatur& 'rbtio
 
GR . - Receiving antenna (do.whlink) gain (dB)
 
T System noise temperature ( K)
 
NF,- Noi-se figure ,(dB) 
­-
TCLOSS(2) 
- = Transmitter(s) circuit loss, 
POLOSS = Polarization loss 
ANTLOS =- Satellite antenna off-axis loss 
GAMMA = PRN modulation index: 
BETA - = Subcarrier modulation index 
GT(2) Antenna(s) gain (dB)-
MODX(2) - = Transmitt&r(s) modulation type 
"
-; MODX = 0 no equipment depiendence 
MODX = 1 phase modulation 
MODX = 2 frequency modulation 
MODX.= 3 amplitude modulation 
COVER = Transmitter ahtenna coverage (in-perceht) 
4.4.4 Other Subroutines Called 
4.4.4.1 Subroutine BESS (X, BESJ, NMAX) 
This subroutine uses a recursive procedure for evaluating 
tables of the Bessel function, Jn(x). 
The variables in the calling sequence are defined as;f6llows:
 
X = floating point single precislon argument
 
BESJ = one-dimensiofnal array of values if Ju(x)
 
NMAX = one less than'the nurber of values in BESJ array:
 
i.e., BESS (n + 1)= J (x), n 0 ... iNMAX 
4.4.4.2, Function RESET (K) 
This subroutine, as the name implies, resets or initializes 
equipment indices in the data base. 
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4.5 SUBROU-TINE EP -(IPIC, IERR, ITER, ICONF, ICHOSE, NCHOSE) 
4.5.1 Purpose of-Subroutine 
The electrical power sibtoiitine selects hardware which is 
required to regulate-the electrical power for the spacecraft and batteries 
to store the electrical power . Six configurations are considered in the sub­
routine. These configuratidns are-characterized by the nature of the regula­
tion and the configuration of the solar arrays. 
All regulators, batteries and battery chargers are selected by 
comparing appropriate attributes listed in the data base with satellite per­
formance determined by the model. Regulators are selected on the basis 
of their ability to regulate the power load, batteries on the basis' of the 
capacity needed -durihg the eclipse portion of orbit, and battery chargers 
on the 	basis of being able to use the exc'ess power to store energy back into 
the battery. 
The model does not include selection criteria for power control 
units, central control-units, solar power distributor, and power distributors. 
The first~equipments available in the data base are simply called up. The 
solar array area and weight are based primarily on the average power load 
required for the spacecraft. 
The sequences'in which equipments are selected in each config­
uration are given below: 
a. 	 Shunt Regulation - Paddle and Body Mounted Arrays 





3. 	 Battery charger 
4. 	 Power control unit 
b. 	 Shunt and Discharge Regulation - Paddle and Body Mounted Arrays 
[NCONF(5) = 3 or 4j 
1. 	 Discharge regulator 
2. 	 Shunt regulator 
3. 	 Battery 
4. 	 Battery charger 
5. 	 Central control unit 
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c. 	 Series Load Regulation - Paddle-and Body Mounted Arrays 
TNCONF(5) = 5 or6J 





4. 	 Power distributors 
5. 	 Solar power distributors. 
4.5.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling-sequence are common to, all 
subroutines which select hardware and are discussed in Paragraph 3.3. 
In addition to the .calling sequence, subroutine EP comniunicates 
with the main program via four named COMMON blocks: USER-5, USER-I, 
BTWN, and DBCOM. Variables comifig through USER-5 and USER-I are 
user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8,.1 (see NAMELISTs USREP and USRI). 
The variables in BTWN and DBCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
4.5.3- Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATADELF/.03/, DELI/.02/, DELM/.01/, ETAI/.105/, 
ETAR/l.0/, KI/1.02/, K2/1.4/, LMBDP/.9/, SOL/1353/, 
VC/I.I/, PIE/3.1416/, CHMINT/2.0/ 
where: 
DELF = Coverglass and coverglass adhesive transmissivity 
loss factor (dimensionless) 
DELI = Array fabrication loss factor (dimensionless) 
DELM = Miscellaneous loss factor (dimensionless) 
ETAI =" Solar cell efficiency at 28 0 C, AMO illumination 
(dimensionless) 
ETAR = Power distribution loss factor (array.to loads) 
K1 = Battery packing factor (dimensionless) 
KZ = Battery structure weight factor (dimensionless) 
LMBDP = Solar array factor (dimensionless) (active surface 
area/actual surface area) 




VC Minimum allowable cell voltage (V de) 
C-MINT = Minimuri allowable charge time (fir) 




5.- SUBROUTINES WHICH DO.NOT SELECT HARDWARE
 
5. 1 	 SUBROUTINE FILTER (NCONF, ICODE) 
5. 	 1. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
Some cofibiations of configurations are known to be tiadceptable, 
These are filtered out without the necessity of calling any subsystems. As 
an eximple, configuration 1 in S&C and configuration I in EP are incompat­
ible because 1 in S&C is-a spinning vehicle and 1 in EP requires solar array 
paddles which cannot be used on a spinning vehicle. A complete -description 
of these restrictions is presented in Section 7. 
5. 	 1. 2 Corhmunication with Main Program 
NCONF is an array containing the number of each subsystem's 
configuration. ICODE is a return code of 0 for compatible configurations or 
-I for unacceptable combinations of configurations. 
FILTER also uses values from COMMONs USER-i, USER-3, 
USER-4, and USER-5, all of which are discussed in Paragraph 8. 1. 
5. 1.3 	 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None 
5. 1.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5.2 	 SUBROUTINE INITIL (NCONF, IERRI) 
5. 	 Z. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
Some values are needed before they are calculated. For example, 
subroutine SANDC needs moments and lengths which are calculated 'down­




5. 2.2 Communication with Main Program 
NCONF is as previously discussed. IERRI is a flag set when 
the estimated satellite diameter exceeds the maximum allowable size. 
INITIL also uses values- froni USER-I and USER-I (bdth described' 
in Paragraph 8. 1) and places values in BTWN (discussed in Paragraph 3.2) 
5.2.3 Variables' Specified in DATA Statements 
None 
5.2.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5. 3 SUBROUTINE READDB (IENDDB) 
5. 3. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
This subroutine reads all data base values for One subsystem at 
a time and calculates the numbers to fill the IDB array. Of major importance 
are the equipment numbers which exist as the first two digits of the four 
digit equipment identification numbers. These are counted by groups (all 
l's, all 2's, all 3's,....) and these counts exist as IDB(l), IDB(2), and 
so on. The routine returns when equipment for the next subsystem is 
encountered, i.e., when the equipment numbers begin to decrease. 
5. 3.2 Communication with Main Program 
IENDDB is the last column in the data base for the active sub­
system. This is needed for the SAVE routine. DBCOM is filled by this 
routine (see Paragraph 3. 2). 
5.3.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA STORE/55*0. /
 
STORE = variable used for temporary storage
 
5.3.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
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5.4 	 SUBROUTINE SAVE (IIN, NIN, NOWAT, ITEST, IENDDB) 
5.4..1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The purpose of this subroutine is to build matrices needed by 
other subsystems. Specifically this routine concatenates separate ICHOSE 
andjNCHOSE arrays (with,zeros taken out) which contain the hardware 
I. D. 's of equipment selected for the five satellite subsystems and the number 
of each equipment type. It also saves the data required to fill the COST, REL 
THM, DPIA, and SKD arrays for ,their subroutines. 
5.4.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
IN and NIN 	are ICHOSE'and NCHOSE of the active subsystem 
(described in Paragraph 3. 3). NOWAT is described in Paragraph 3. 3. 
ITEST is the largest possible number of types of equipment chosen by a 
subsystem. The two COMMON areas (DBCOM, CHOSE) which are also used 
for communication with the main program are discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
5.4.3 	 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None 
5.4.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5.5 	 SUBROUTINE VESIZE (IERR, NCONF, ICHOSE) 
5.5. 1 	 Purpose of Subroutine 
The vehicle sizing subroutine determines the satellite structural 
weight, the total weight, the satellite volume, dimensions, center of 
gravity locations and the satellite inertial characteristics. , Three config­
urations are considered in the subroutine. These configurations are 
characterized by the shape of the equipment bay: cylinder, box, sphere. 
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The following quantities are computed in the sequence indicated:' 
a. 	 Equipment bay equipment weight and volume 
b. 	 Equipment bay length 
c. 	 Satellite length 
d. 	 Solar array dimensions 
e. 	 Equipment-bay structural weight 
f. 	 Mission equipment bay structural weight 
g. 	 Mission equipment -support weight 
h. 	 Total volume of mission equipment bay 
i. 	 Solar array boom and mechanism weight (paddles) 




k. 	 Harness weight 
-1. 	 Structural thermal protection system weight 
mn. Satellite dry weight 
n. 	 Satellite gross weight 
o. 	 Satellite launch weight 
p. 	 Mission equipment and mission equipment bay structure CGs 
q. 	 Equipment bay structure COGs 
r. 	 External equipment COGs 
s. 	 Solar array CGs 
t. 	 Satellite CGs 




v. 	 External equipment incremental inertia 
w. 	 Solar array incremental inertia 
x. 	 Mission equipment bay incremental inertia 
y. 	 Total satellite inertia 
z. 	 Distance from satellite CG to mfain engine 
a. 	 Gas jet lever arms on roll, pitch, and yaw axes 
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5.5.2 Communication with Main Program 
All three variables listed in the calling sequence are discussed 
in Paragraph 3. 3. (In this subroutine ICHOSE is a scalar which is set 
to -1 when the current design is unacceptable.) 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine VES(ZE corn­
muni'cates with the main program via three COMMON blocks: USER-I, 
USER-6, and BTWN. Variables coming through USER-I and USER-6 are 
user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8.1 (see NAMELISTs USI and USRVS). 
The variables in BTWN are discussed. in Paragraph 3.2. 
5.5.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None 
5.5.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5.6 SUBROUTINE STRUCT (NCONF) 
5.6. 1 Purpos'e of Subroutine 
The structures subroutine specifies th& satellite loads environ­
ment and sizes the solar array extension supports, the equipment bay 
structure, the end covers and the midsection bulkhead if appropriate. 
One configuration is considered in the subroutine. This configuration is 
characterized by the type of equipment bay structure: semi-monocoque. 
The following quantities are computed in the sequence indicated: 
a. 	 Solar array paddle applied load 
b. 	 Nominal radius and wall thickness of solar array extension 
supports 
c. 	 Loads applied to equipment bay structure 
d. 	 Equivalent axial load on semi-monocoque strctu're 
e. 	 Equivalent thickness of stiffened cylinder 
f. 	 Skin thickness of skin-stringer assembly 
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g. 	 Stringer thickness, height, spacing, and efficiency 
h. 	 Number of stringers 
i. 	 Cylinder frame, radius of gyration, area, height, thickness 
and spacing 
j. 	 Number of frames 
k. 	 Forward and aft end cover thickness 
1. 	 Applied uniform load on midsection bulkhead 
m. 	 Midsection bulkhead thickness 
If the equipment bay shape is a box instead of a cylinder, quan­
tities comparable to those listed above in steps d - k are computed for the 
box shape.
 
5.6.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variable in the calling sequence is discussed in Paragraph 
3. 3. 	 In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine STRUCT communicates 
with the main prbgram via three COMMON blocks: USER-6, USER-7, and 
BTWN. Variables coming through USER-6 and USER-7 are user inputs 
discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs USRVS and USRST). The variables 
in BTWN are discussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
5.6.3 Variables Specified in 'DATA Statements 
DATA E, XNU, RHO, SIGY, PI/I.E7, .33, .1, 3.E4, 3.1416/ 
whe re: 
E = Young's modulus (psi) 
XNU = Poisson's ratio 
RHO = Weight density (lb/in3 
SIGY = Yield stress (psi) 




5.7 SUBROUTINE RELY (IRIN, IDS, NEQUIP) 
5.7.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The reliability subroutine incrementally increases the level 
of redundancy in the spacecraft system until the system reliability, 
R(TRUNC), and' the-mean mission duration, MMD, specifications are met. 
The procedure is constrained by a maximum total satellite weight on cost 
and available equipment reserves. - The subroutine operiates to meet the 
system reliability specification prior to meeting the mean mission duration 
requirement. 
The principle of operationiis to add a redtindancy to a single 




This is repeated for each module where -equipment reserves are available. 
The module offering the greatest payoff is selected, and the following three 
tests are applied: 
a. Is RHO large enough? " (The threshold is preselected.) 
b. Is spacecraft weight or cost below the maximum allowed? 
c. Is theR(TRUNC) still short of the requirement? 
If these tests are passed, the subroutine begins the selection process 
again. This loop is retraced until one or more of the tests is failed. 
Failure of tests a or b results in termination of the design procedure. 
If a configuration is found which meets'the system reliability require­
ment, then the above is repeated replacing R(TRUNC) with MMD. A 
final design is recognized as optimum subject to the imposed R(TRUNC), 
MMD, weight, and cost constraints. 
The subroutine contains the additional feature in that sub­
system reliabilities may be specified. The'task of meeting subsystem 
requirements is performed prior to any total system considerations. The 
same logic as presented above is used for determining the appropriate 
subsystem redundancies. 
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5.7.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are: a return in­
dicator, a double string design indicator, and a vector of the number of
 
equipment types per subsystem, respectively.
 
Subroutine RELY additionally communicates with the main
 
prograin through the COMMON blocks: USERR, USER-5, BTWN, and
 
CHOSE. Variables in USERR and USER-5 are user inputs and are dis­
cussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs USRRE and USREP). The 
variables in BTWN and CHOSE discussed inare Paragraph 3. 2. 
5.7.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None' 
5.7.4 Other Subroutines Called 
5.7.4. 1- Subroutine RIMOD (J, DELH, ITRUNC, NT, IADD, IOPT 
Subroutine RIMOD is called by subroutine RELY. Subroutiiie 
RIMOD computes the reliability function for a specified module with, or 
with6ut a redundancy added. Five different models are used, depending on 
the failure mode of an individual module. The calling parameters are: 
J Current module number
 
DELH = Time increment
 
ITRUNC = Number of time points
 
NT = Input option 
IADD = Input option 
IOPT = Input option 
Parameters passed through COMMON block CHOSE are: 
NCHOSE = Initial number of:elements by module 





Parameters passed through COMMON block DBCOM are: 
R = Resultant reliability function 
NR Nurhber"of redundancies' by module 
5.7.4. Subroutine QSF (H, Y, Z, NDIM) 
Subroutine QSF is called by subroutine RELY. Subroutine .QSF 
computes a vector of integral values for a given equidistant table of func­
tion values. QSF is a member of the System/360 Scientific Subroutine 
Package. The calling parameters are: 
H = Increment of argument values 
Y = Input vector of function values 
Z = Resulting vector of integral values 
N DIM = Dimension of vectors Y and- Z 
No parameters are passed in common. 
5.7.4.3 Subroutine GAM (X) 
The function GAM is called by RIMOD. Function GAM computes 
the gamma -function of its argument, X, GAM uses a polynomial approxi­
mation on the interval (1.0, 2.0). 
5.7.4.4 Subroutine CERF (X) 
The function CERF is called by RIMOD. Function CERF com­
putes the error function for X in (0. 0, 4.'0) and the compliment of the error 
function for X in (4. 0, co). A Chebyshev approximation is used in 
both cases. 
SUBROUTINE THRML (IERR, NCONF) 
5.8.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The thermal sizing subroutine determines the phase change 
material weight, insulation area, heater power, radiator area, and types 
of heat pipes to be used. Various configurations are considered in the 
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subroutines dependent upon variables such as orbit, shape of vehicle, 
type of stabilization, power requirements, temperature limits, and 
'battery temperatures. These variables are determined elsewhere in the 
model and passed to THRML via the common blocks. 
The output quantities are computed in the following sequence: 
'a. Radiator area (RADA) 
b. Heater power (HTRPWR) 
c. Heat pipe (HTPIPE) 
d. Battery radiator area (RADAB) 
e. Battery heater power (HTRPRB) 
f. Battery variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP) 
g. Total radiator area (RAT) 
h. Total heater power (HPT) 
i. Total heat pipes (HTPT) 
5.8.2 Communication with Main Program 
Both variables listed in the calling sequence are discussed in 
Paragraph 3.3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine -THRML com­
municates with the main program via four COMMON blocks: USER-I, 
USER-7, CHOSE, and BTWKN. Variables coming through USER-I and 
USER-7 are user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8.1 (see NAME-LIST USRI 
and USRTH). The variables in BTWN and CHOSE are discussed in 
Paragraph 3. Z. 
5.8.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA SIGMA/0.1714 E-08/, QS/442./, EMISS/60./, 
ALBDO/155./, CONST/I.5/; PIE/3.1416/ 
where: 
SIGMA = Boltzmann constant in Btu/(hr-ft-deg R 4 ) 




EMISS = Earth emission in Btu/(hr-ft 2 
ALBDO = The Albedo in Btu/(hr-ft 
CONST = The K constant (dimensionless) 
5.8.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
SUBROUTINE- COSTS (NCONF, NEQUIP) 
5.9. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The cost subroutine determines the cost of building and inte­
grating a payload from the design engineering phase to the launch phase. 
Costs are broken down into the following categories (variable names are 
in parenthesis): 
DDT&E (Nonrecurring) Investment (Recurring) 
Design engineering (DE) Unit "engineering (FE)
 
Test and evaluation (TE) Unit production (PU)
 
Tooling and equipment (TOOLR) Tooling and equipment (TOOLtf)
 
Quality control (QCR) Quality control (QCU)
 
Systems engineeriig and integration Systems engineering and integra­
(SEIR) tion (SEIP) 
Program management (PMR) Program management (PMP) 
Other costs which are computed' are listed in-the table below (variable 
names are written in where computed):" 


















Cost Category DDT&E Investment Operations 
Flight operations CTOT 
Contractor fee FEER FEEINV FEEOPS 
Program total DDTE XVEST OPS 
5.9.2 Communication with Main Program 
Both variables' listed in the calling sequence are discussed 
in Paragraph 3.3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine COSTS com­
municates with the main program via four COMMON blocks: USERC, BTWN, 
CHOSE, and PRTCOM. Variables coming through USERC are user inputs 
discussed in Paragraph 8.1 (see NAMELIST USRCS). The variables in BTWN, 
CHOSE, and PRTCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
5.9.3 Variables Specifi-ed in DATA Statements 
DATA FR, FP, FT, FE, RE, RT, RP, BE, BT, BP, PI, SF 
where: 
FR(6) = Subsystem design engineering cost factor 
FP(6) = Subsystem unit production cost factor 
FE(6) Subsystem unit engineering cost factor 
FT(6) = Subsystem test evaluation cost factor 
RE(6) = Design engineering CER constant 
RT(6) = Test evaluation CER constant 
RP(6) = Production CER constant 
BE(6) = Design engineering CER exponent 
BT(6) = Test evaluation CER exponent 
BP(6) = Production CER exponent 
The six values in each of the above arrays are associated with the follow­
ing equipment or systems in the order indicated: 
a. Solar array 













SF = Optional factor (e. g., staridardization factor)
 
5.9.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5. 10 SUBROUTINE SKED (NEQUIP, NCONF) 
5. 10.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The purpose of this subroutine is to calculate component 
development lead time, subsystem development, component qualification 
time, subsystem qualification lead time, test lead time, and a total time 
for each subsystem and for the mission equipment. The critical path is 
determined and the associated times are passed to the PRNT routine. 
5. 10.2 Communication with Main Program 
Both variables in the calling sequence are discussed in Paragrap 
3. 3. Subroutine SKED also communicates with the main program via three 
COMMON areas: CHOSE, USER-8, and PRTCOM. Variables coming throu 
USER-8 are user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELIST VSRSK) 
The variables in BTWN and PRTCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
5. 10.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA CONF, ICI 
where: 
CONF(22, 5) = Configuration dependent weighting factors 
ICI(5) = Index with which the CONF array is addressed 
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5.10.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5. 11 	 SUBROUTINE PRNT (IERR, NEQUIP, NACCEP, NCONF) 
5. 11. 1 	 Purpose of Subroutine 
This subroutine prints all output determined by the model. A 
sample of the output may be found in Paragraph 8. 3. The output consists of 
a glossary and acceptable design attributes for the specified mission. 
5.11.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
The variables IERR and NCONF listed in the calling sequence 
are discussed in Paragraph 3.3. NEQUIP is discussed in Paragraph 3. 1. 
NACCEP is a counter maintained by MAIN and used only by PRNT. It is 
the acceptable design number identifying the particular run. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine PRNT communi­
cates with the main program via four COMMON blocks: BTWN, PRTCOM, 
CHOSE, and DBCOM. The variables in these common areas are discussed 
in Paragraph 3. 2. 
5. 	 11. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None 
5.11.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
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6. DATA BASE 
Paragraph 6. 1 contains the discussion of the data base, the 
position of the attributes contained therein, and a description 'of the data 
base tape. Paragraph 6.2 discusses the PRESORT program which may 
reorder the data base as an input to the model. 
6.1 FORMAT 
The data base tape is a seven track, BCD tape, 800 bpi and 
blocked'84 characters per record. The format is illustrated in Figure 6-1. 
Equipments in the data base are ordered by: (1) subsystems, 
(2) configuration within each subsystem, and (3) equipment types within 
each configuration [sized equipment(s) first, selected equipment(s) second]. 
Within equipment types, the equipment is ordered according to the prime 
technical performance parameter. (This ordering may be changed by the 
PRESORT routine discussed in Paragraph 6.2.) A list of the data base 
equipment in the order determined by these considerations is given below: 
a. Stabilization and Control 
1. Despin mechanical and electronics assembly 
2. Valve driver assembly 
3. Sun sensor with electronics 
4. Nutation damper 
5. Gimbal electronics assembly 
6. Control timing assembly 
7. Biaxial drive assembly 
8. Nonscanning earth sensor 
9. Sun sensoi with electronics 
10. Control electronics assembly 
11. Rate gyro assembly 
12. Horizon sensor
 
13. Reaction wheel 
14. Power converter 
15. Attitude reference electronics
 
16. Valve driver assembly 
17. Rate integrating gyros 
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18. Horizon sensor (with electronics) 
19. Electronics processing assembly 
20. Single gimbal control moment gyro 
21. Star sensor with electronics 
22. Electronic error processor 
b. Auxiliary Propulsion 
1. Cold gas pneumatic thruster 
2. Cold gas isolation valve 
3. Cold gas filter 
4. Cold gas pressure regulator 
5. Cold gas pneumatic tank 
6. Cold gas fill and vent valve 
7. Cold gas relief valve 
8. Monopropellant thruster 
9. Monopropellant isolation valve 
10. Monopropellant filter 
11. Monopropellant spherical tank 
12. Monopropellant fill valve 
13. Bipropellant thruster 
14. Bipropellant isolation valve 
15. Bipropellant filter 
16. Bipropellant tank 
17. Bipropellant fill valve 
c. Data Processing and Instrumentation 
1. General purpose processor 
2. Special purpose processor (digital telemetry unit) 
d. Con-muications 




5. Signal conditioner 
6. Diplexer 
7. Converters (transmitter and receiver) 
e. Electrical Power 
1. Shunt regulator 
2. Battery cells 
3. Battery charger 
4. Discharge regulator 
5. Shunt regulator 
6. Battery charger 
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7. Central control unit
 
8. Series load regulator 
9. Battery charger
10. Solar power distributor 
11. Power distributor 
12. Power control unit 
6.2 PRESORT 
A small program exists to sort the data base prior,to submitting 
a run for obtaining preliminary spacecraft designs. It will sort the data 
base according to weight, cost (data base row 46 or 48), or reliability. 
A single digit in Column I of a card (to be read on unit 5) determines the 
sort-variable: 1 = weight, 2 or 3 = cost (row 46 or 48), 4 = reliability. 
Input tape is expected on unit 8. Output tape is unit 9. Either disk or tape 
is acceptable for both input and output. Output should be input to the main 
run. If this presort capability is not used, the order of the data base is 

































16 Ave Pow 
17 Max Pow 
18 Min Pow 
19 Nom Volt 
20 Max Volt 
21 Min Volt




25. Rand Vib 





30 No. Pow Cmd 
31 No. Other Cmd 
32 Time Tags33 No. Hi 'T Ana 













8E10. 0 Card 4
 






























No. Lo 'T' Ana 
No. Lo 'T' DigSamp Rate 
Granularity 











8E10.0 Card 6 
Devel Const 
Devel Var Qual Const 
Qual Var 
State-Art 
5E10. 0 Card 7 
Figure 6-1. Data Base Format (7 Cards/Equipment) (Continued) 
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7. RESTRICTIONS AND/OR LIMITATIONS 
The following tables detail both restrictions anid limitations 
of the model. The first type of restriction is that of some configurations 
not being compatible with the user requirements. Both analyses and actual 
flight experience show that limitations exist for the utilization-and per­
formance of each of the Stabilization and Control configurations. These 
limitations are'shown in Table 7-1.' The second type of restriction is 
that of incompatibility between subsystems which is shown in Tables 
7-2 through 7-8. 
Table 7-1. Stabilization and Control Configuration Selection 
Requirements DualSpin 
Payload yaw scan requirement No 
Orientation 
Ine rtial Yes 
Earth pointing Yes 
Sun pointing Yes 
Maneuverability requirements
Powered flight control Yes 
Stationkeeping Yes 
Orbit correction control Yes 
Vehicle slewing No 
Altitude 
185-566 krn (100-300 mi) Yes 
556-46, 300 lan (300-25, 000 mi) Yes 
>46, 300 km (25, 000 mi) Yes 
Pointing accurady 
35-170 mrad (2-10 deg) Yes 
3.5-35 mrad (0.2-2 deg) Yes 
0.17-3.5 mrad (0.01-0. 2 deg) Yes 
<0.17 mrad (<0.01 deg) No 
Rate accuracy
1. 7-17 mrad/sec (0. 1-1.0 deg/sec) Yes 
0.17-1.7mrad/sec (0.01-0. 1 deg/sec) Yes 
<0.17 mrad/sec (0,01 deg/sec) No 
Legend:
 
Yes - Configuration can be used 
















































































Table 7-2. Stabilization and Control Configuration Compatibility 




Three-Axis Mass Expulsion 
Mass Expulsion with
 




Pitch Momentum Wheel 

Legend: 
Yes - Compatible 
No - Incompatible 
Data Processing Subsystem 










Table 7-3. Auxiliary Propulsion Configuration Selection 
Input Requirements Cold Gas Monopropellant 
Thrust 
< 224 newtons (< 50 lb) Yes Yes 
224-4450 newtons (50- 1000 ib) No Yes 
> 4450 newtons (> 1000 lb) No No 
Total Impulse 
< 4.4 x 104 newton-sec (< 104 lb-sec) Yes No 
4 
.4 x 10 4Z.Z x 10 newton-sec (10 4- 5x 104 lb-sec) Yes Yes 
-45 2 
. 
2 x 10 - x 5.0nwo-e1 n - 5x1 4 10 lb-sec) No Yes 
> 8.9 x 105 newton-sec (2 x 105 lb-sec) No No 
Legend: 
Yes - Acceptable 









Table 7-4. Data Processing Configuration Compatibility 
Communication General Special Purpose ProcessorsConfiguration Purpose 
Processor 1 DTU 2 DTUs 
Uplink, plus downlink (I Data Rate Y'e s Yes No 
Computed) 
YesUnified link, common antenna (i Data Rate Yes No 
Computed) 
YesUnified 'link, separate antennas (I Data Rate Yes I1o 
Computed) 
Unified link, common antenna Yes No Yesplus downlink (2 Data RatesComputed) 
Unified link, separate antennas Yes No Yes 
plus downlink (2 Data RatesComputed) 
Legend:
 
Yes - Compatible 
No - Incompatible 
Table 7-5. Communication Configuration Selection 
Separate 
Configurations Ranging Mission LinkRequirement Requirement 
Uplink plus downlink No No 
Unified link, common antenna Yes No 
Unified link, separate antennas Yes No 
Unified link, common antenna Yes Yes 
plus downlink 
Unified link, separate antennas Yes Yes 
plus downlink 
Legend: 
Yes - Acceptable 












































Yes - Compatible 
No - Incompatible 
Table 7-7. Vehicle Shape Compatibility 
S&C Configuration Cylinder Sphere Box 
Spinning Yes Yes No 
3-Axis Yes Yes Yes 
Legend: 
Yes - Compatible 
No - Incompatible 
Table 7-8. Structural Configuration Compatibility 
Structural Vehicle Shape 
Configuration Cylinder Sphere Box 
Monocoque Yes No Yes 
Semi-Monocoque Yes No Yes 









,8. 'SAMPLE TEST CASE 
Paragraph 8. 1 discusses the input variables to the model. 
Paragraph- 8. Z discusses values that were used in the sample test case. 
Paragraph 8. 3 contains the results of the sample test case. 
8.1 	 USER INPUT VARIABLE LIST 
inputs to the model are listed in Table 8-1. NAMELIST names 
are shown in the parenthesis. All NAMELIST blocks must be in the order 
given. If the user wishes to use the default parameters, the variables need 
not be entered. However, NAMELIST control input must exist for each 













8.2 	 INPUT VARIABLES FOR TEST CASE 
Figure 8-1 lists the variables which were changed for the 
sample test case. Only those variables that are changed from the default 
need to be entered. 
8.3 	 SAMPLE TEST CASE RESULTS 
The test case corresponded to the DSCS-II satellite. This satel­
lite provides for expanded communications service for worldwide military 
installations and the National Command Authority. The satellite is drum­
shaped. Two dish antennas on top of the spacecraft are deployed in orbit to 
provide narrow beam coverage. Conical horn earth coverage ahtennas are 
mounted on top of the spacecraft. An omnidirectional command and telemetry 
antenna is deployed beneath the main body. Communications equipment is 
mounted on a mechanically despun platform. Other subsystems are housed 















ISTRT4 ' 1-5 
IEND4 5
 




Stabilization and Control (USRSC) 
User input Lidt 
Units - Description 
Set to 0 for macro, set to 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 
for micro. If', programoperates in 
macro mode. If 1, Z, 3, 4, or 5, pro­
gram performs micro search for SANDC,AUXPRO, DPI, COMM, or EP subsysten 
respectively. For micro search on a 
specific subsystem, user must restrict 
all other subsystems to one configura­
tion each. 
First of all allowable five configurations 
to be designed for the SANDC subsystem. 
ISTRTI and IENDI effectively limit the 
number of SANDC configurations whose 
designs will be attempted. (Must be 
equal to IENDI for micro search on 
another subsystem.) 
Last of the allowable five configurations 
to be designed for the SANDC subsystem. 
As above for auxiliary propulsion 
As above for data processing and 
instrunentation 
As above for communications 
As above for electrical power 
As above for vehicle sizing 
As above for reliability 
DPHI! .Z5 deg Main engine alignment to thrust axis 
FE 4.1 lb Thrust (translational) 
TSMALL 100. sec Main engine burn time 
:kNU 3. --- Control system efficiency 






sTimes that disturbance torques are in 
TAUZ 62208000. 




Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
Description 
Required accuracy on roll, pitch, and 
yaw axes 
Maximum maneuver rates 
Number of maneuver about roll, pitch, 
and yaw axes 
Required system rate accuracy 
Spin rate about yaw axis (applies only to 
yaw spin configuration) 
Spin rate of rotor (applies only to dual 
spin configuration) 
Platform spin axis inertia (applies only 
to dual spin configuration) 
Time between spin axis corrections 
(applies only to dual spin configuration) 
0 if errors for spin axis relative to 
nadir; I if errors for payload relative 
to nadir (applies only to dual spin con­
figuration) 
1 = power flight control, 
2 = station keeping,
3 = orbit correction control,
4 = vehicle slewing 
0 to 1 for payload yaw required (no or 
yes) 
Maximum progranned pitchover rate (applies only to three-axis mass 
expulsion configuration)' 
Misalignment errors in mounting inertia 
measurement units (applies only to 
three-axis mass expulsion configuration) 
Aatenna.misalignnent (applies only to 
pitch momentum bias configuration) 
Antenna elevation (applies only to pitch 
momentum bias configuration) 
FORTRAN Name Default Units 





































Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
FORTRAN Name Default Units Description 
Stabilization and Control (USRSC) (Continued) 
ALPHA - 12.0 deg Thruster offset in roll-yaw plane (applies 
only to pitch momentum bias configura­
tion) 
TL 1.0 day Time between unloading wheel momen­
tum (applies only to CMG configuration) 
TACCEL 20.0 sec Acceleration time for maneuvering 
(applies only to CMG configuration) 
XNNN 4.0 --- Number of single gimbaled gyros 
(applies only to CMG configuration) 
THOLD 100000. min Time vehicle in inertial hold (applies 
only to CMG configuration) 
PDOTAV 0.01 deg/sec Average body rate for low orbit when 
high accuracy is required (applies only 
to CMG configuration) 
PDTST 0.0667 deg/sec Maximum rate at which star informa­
tion is obtained (applies only to CMG 
configuration) 
PHIFOV 40.0 deg 	 Maximum range of attitude freedom re­
quired to track specific stars (applies 
only to CMG configuration) 
ISAT 	 Earth painting flag. Equivalent to
 
ISATQR in Thermal (do not input)
 
Auxiliary Propulsion (USRAP) 
CLIFE 50, 000. cycles 	 Cycle (or pulse) life 
BTRMX 1.024xi0 6 bit/sec 	 Maximum bit rate 
SLSFL 0. 	 Special command syhchronization flag 
(0 means no synchronization required, 
1 means synchronization required) 
TPRFL . 0. --- Telemetry processing flag (0 means 
telemetry processed separately, 1 means 
otherwise) 
OPSMS 0. ops/sec Number of mission operations 
ARRAYN(11, 3) 0 --- Mission data for up to three (3) equip­
ments: 
Power switching commands 
Other commands 
Time tagged commands 
High rate telemetry 
Number of analog points 
Number of digital points 
Sample rate (sec 
Word length (bits) 
Low rate telemetry 
Number of analog points 
Number of digital Points 
Sample rate (sec 













Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
Description 
Mission data processing flag (1-means
 




Number of mission equipment (maximum 
of 3) 
IOPTCM(1) is ranging 
IOPTCM(2) is separate link 
IOPTCM(3) is separate antenna 
(0 or 1 for no or yes) 
Link SGLS flag-(0 = no, 1 = yes) 
Link USB flag (0 = no, I = yes) 
Frequency of downlink transmitters 
(Second number refers to separate 
downlink) 
Apogee (must be less than or equal to 
ALT) 
1 = NASA net, 0 = AFSCF net 
Nadir coverage flag (0 = no, 1 = yes) 
Receiver frequency 
Receiver command rate 
Bandwidth for transmitter.(default values 
are flags that cause bandwidth to be 
computed as a function of bit rate) 
Battery temperature 
Flag 0 = voltage need not be regulated 
I = voltage regulated 
Equipment packing factor 
Mission equipment bay shape (I means 
cylinder, 2 means box) 
No. I mission equipment bay length 
No. I mission equipment bay width 
No. I mission equipment bay height 
No. 2 mission equipment bay length 
No. 2 mission equipment bay width 
No. Z mission equipment bay height 
FORTRAN Name Default Units 













BWIDTH(Z) -i.ElO, -l.El0 
Electrical Power (USREP) 
OPTEMP 15. 
IVOLT 0 





























User Input List (Continued) 
Units 	 Description 
Solar array boom orientation (0 means 
not oriented, 1 means oriented) 
--- Number of external equipments (maxi­
mum = 9)
 
lb External equipment weight
 
ft3 
 External equipment volume 
in. 






--- Location of external equipment (I means 
front, 2 means center, 3 means aft end) 
--- Location of external equipment (I means 
right, 2 means left, 3 means top, 4 
means bottom) 
--- Location of solar paddles (1 means 
front, 2 means center, 3 means aft end) 
--- Location of body mounted solar array 
(I means front, 2 means center, 3 
means aft end) 
lb 	 Mission equipment weight (must be
zeroed out if there is no EQMZ) 
ib Mission equipment weight (must be 
zeroed out if there is no EQM2) 




---	 1 earth oriented, 2 sun oriented, 
3 inertially oriented 
---	 Orbital inclination 
---	 Expense option indicator (I,. expense is 
weight; otherwise expense is cost) 
---	 Initial system reliability (mission equip­
ment reliability is set by an interval 
variable RFNL) 
Table 8-1. 
FORTRAN Name Default 























































Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
FORTRAN Name Default 






































Initial system weight (should include a 
estimate of all fixed, e.g., structural, 
weight) 
Maximum system weight 
Single point failure requirements option 
(0 = not in effect, otherwise in effect) 
Subsystem requirements option (I = 
at least one subsystem has a reliability 
spec, otherwise no reliability specs 
on subsystems) 
Mean mission duration system require­
ment 
R(TRUNC) requirement for SANDC 
subsystem 
R(TRUNC) requirement for AUXPRO 
subsystem 
R(TRUNC) requirement for DPI sub­
system 
R(TRUNC) requirement for COMM sub­
system 
R(TRUNC) requirement for EP sub­
system 
R(TRUNC) requirement for system 
mo Schedule data for up to-three mission 
equipments:
(1) Design engineering cost ($1000) 
(2) Test and evaluation cost ($1000)
(3) Development lead time constant (mo) 
(4) Development lead time variable (mo)(5) Qualification lead,time constant (mo)
(6) Qualification lead time variable (mo)





Number of flight vehicles 
Number of qualification vehicles 
' Jf SPEC 1 g 0. 1, MMD MODE is skipped in RELY 
**If SPEC(K) : 0.00001, R(TRUNC) MODE is skipped for subsystem K in RELY 
-*R(TRIUNC) = reliability at the end of mission life 
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Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
FORTRAN Name Default Units Description 
Costs (USRCS) (Continued) 
XMER 0." $ Mission equipment DDT&E cost 
SMEU 0. $ Mission equipment average unit coE 
FEEPCT 0.07 Contractor's fee percentage 
IMETYP 2 Mission equipment type (1 means 
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PAYNP(1,1) =[6.;ARRpAYN(8,1)=6a.,ARPAYN9,1) =l6.,ARRAYN(1O,l)=.oo75, 
APRAYN( I , 1)=P .,NMSFO= 1, 
SUSRr M 




















F,F N D 
F F PrlEIJSPCS, 
NFV=6 , NOV=I,XMFR=3.Z3E7,XMFU=3. 34E6,FFEPCT=-.07, IMETYP=I, 




-- e NFe*URAT NSr;(NCONF)
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL (NCONF(I)) 

NCONF(I)=I IS DUAL SPIN 

1-11 SPIN;
r+)2 is VA 
NCUNFI1)=3 IS MASS EXPULSION 
NCONPE1)=4 IS MASS EXPULSION W1 CMG-S 
.NCCIN(1h-5IS 4A5S ULIOtN Wf .W.. 5 

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION (NCONF(3)h 

NCONFP3)=1 IS GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 

NZWNr(31-p !s 5'feZIAL -PUPOrs: pcROESSOR

ELECTRICAL POWER (NCONF(5)) 

NCONF(t)=I IS SHUNT REGULATION - PADDLE MTD. 

r"Cm-8d- I9SH~UNT RCHLATI3N BZOY "To.NCON?(5)=3 IS SHNT + DISCH.REG - PADDLE MT. 

NCONF(5)=4 IS SHNT + DISCH.REG.- BODY HTD. 





IERR = D MEANS,NO MESSAGES 
AiXILIARY PROPULSION (NCONF(2)I
 




NCONF(2I=3 IS BIPROPELLANT 
COMUNICATIONS iNCOkF(f4) 
CO I4)-i IS SEPARATE UPLfN *A OWLN 
NCONF(412 IS UNIFIED LINK-CONNON ANTENNA 
NCONF(41=3 IS UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATf ANTENNA 
rCaONF!&- is UNIFIED LINKCMO *M *A DWNIN 






NCOIF(6I3 IS SPHERE 
REDUNDANCY CONFIGURATION = 0 IS SINGLE STRING

REDUNDANCY CONFIGURATION = I IS DUAL STRING 
TERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES 
00IERR,=. I MEANS MAX ALLOWABLE SYS.. ERROR UNSATo JERR = I MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF ATTITUDE AND CONTROL
 
IERR IXX MEANS 3-AXIS WHEELS ACCEPTABLE 
IERR F 1XXX MEANS'OBL GIMB.CMGS ACCEPTABLE 

DAAPRCetSZXNG AND :NSTRUME:CIINI 

= 0ERO MEANS"NO MESSAGES 

IERR = I MEANS MUX REQUIRED 

-ER 13 W0RC LENSTI GqEA:Fr~ T:A:; 256 

ItRR = 100 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE 

IERR 1000 SPEC.COMD.SYNC.FLG NE 0 

!ER iz000 LEND OF DATA BASE SENiSEDCCAC 
VEHICLE SIZING 

IERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES 
!ERR -1 ME*Nfs BODYV R4DU$~ED SOLAR ARRAY LE;GWa
EXCEEDS EQUIPMENT BAY LENGTH 
IERR = 10ONEAMS CYCLE LIFE OF TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTER 
IS TOO SHORT 
!E - it MEAN~S CVCLC LIVES OF BOTH THIRUSTERS ARE 
TOO SHORT 
THERMAL 
IE~fA !XXXX MEATT 5*f AD AREA !S SUPIAICO 
IN RAGAB 
IERR = XIXXXXXXXX MEANS OSR CONY. AND VARIABLE CORD 
IrAT PIPE INFO IS REQU1 IRED-
IERR = XX1XXXXXXX MEANS PHASE CONTROL MASS IS 
SUPPLIED IN P 
!ERR -XXXXXXXMr*N ISOTHLRMALIZER IS REQUIRE 




IERR = XXXXXXIXXX MEANS OSR RADIATOR IS REQUIRED 
IERR = XXXXXXXIXX MEANS CONY. RADIATOR IS REQUIRED 
IERR = XXXXXXXX1X MEANS HEATER POWER IS SUPPLIED 
IN HTRPWR 
!ERR - ........ X. . AREA S SUPPLIED 
IN RADA 
FRRn X co&:. HEAT IS REQUIRED 
Figure 8-2. Sample Test Case Results 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
- - DESIGN NUMbFR I 
STAPILIZATIQN ANO-CNTROL 
CDNFIGURATICtI IDENTIFIER 1 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER 101 202 302 401 501 601 701 801 1401 






CONFIGURATION IDENTIFIER 2 
EQUIPMENT COOF IDFNTIFIER b07 L07 901 1001 
-QUTPRENT QtAN-kT-E-S ......-------­ t--
TCTAL IMPULSE 0.1842E 05(LB-SEC) 






DATA PRDCLSS-IN- A*Nr--S*RFNA+ 
----......... 
CONFIGURATION ID&NTIFIER 2 
&CUIPMLNT CODE IDENTIFIER 201EoUxPME-N* -QUMJ*-fl-.........
-2--........... 
COMPUTFR OP-RATIONS RATE 0.0 (IPS) 
IERRCOt'iUNICATUON5- 1 
....... 
CONFIGURATION IDENTIFIER 2 




FNGINFERING DATA RATE 
MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA RATF 
CLFeT.IC. .PO ER -..... 
3r--- -­t- -z, 
O.100OF 01(KBPS) 
0.0 (KBPS) 
. ... . ..----- - - -­
- 2 
CONFIGURATION IDENTIFIER 2 
LQUIPMENT COOE- IDENTIFIER 101 05 301 1201 
TOTAL AVFRAGE POWER REQUIREMENT 
SOLAR ARRAY AREA 




- - . 
THFR4AL CONTROL 





. ------T-At--RADIATOR- AREA 
0.3066E 03 (STU/HR) * BATTERY HEATER POWER 0.5122E 01 (FI** )0.IIOOF 3 BTU/HR) 
HEAT PIPE-. s.tiI**'- 1I i 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
tr lRtAtt_ ONDUCTANCtf . 
0.4166E 03 (dTU/HR)





O.:'0PIE O5 IbTU/HR) 





STRINGER NOTHICKNESS.HT 420., 0.1587E-01 (IN), 0.3112E 00 (IN)

FRAME NO, THICKNESS, HT.' 5.t O.6300E-01 fIN), 0.6942E 00 (IN)

END co8VER rqfCKtESS FORWARD z.2Oz7E czrIN).CETER 0.0nr .2f:czl;
VEHICLE SIZING 
ol CONFIGURATION IDENTIFIER I
 
LMJ:ANCI WEfIT, 4.1:976E c.U LBS), LENGTI 0.8664E OZtt!M
 
WIDTH O.6L9TE 02(IN), HEIGHT 0.619TE 02 (IN)t






REDUNDANCY CONFIGURATION 0 
MEA MISSION DURATION 0.92c~j~,EIDL~3GRELIA&fiLfT TRUNCS.7ic 0.6083E 023)PI-I.2464E TIME 
COST (ALL AMOUNTS ARE IN DOLLARS)
DDT4e INVESTMENT(RECURRING)

DESsr4 ENGIzNEING 8050V20.0 UN4IT ENGINEER-INGT!2~,~
TEST AND EVALUATION 
 5008816.0 UNIT PRODUCTION 2661070.0 
TOOLING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 0.0 TOOLING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 0.0 QUALITY ZONf~TIW ZW&.AIVwlw 61SYSTEMS ENGINEERZING AND INTEGRATION 3928616..0 SYSTENS ENGINEERING AND rTEGRATION 1313515.0PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 1629812.-0 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 485518.8
 
-W .COST CATE ' 1INVESTMTENT . OPERATION 
00 SPACECRAFT 19439936. 42852176. 
MISSION EQUIPMENT 32300000. 20040000. 
-TGftA PAYLOAD 51;739936. 4?2ZT. 







CONTRACTOR FEE 2020739. 2999652.
 




DESIGN AND COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME 14.4INONTHS) 
tOMPENT QUALIFICATION TINE 14.1(MONTHS)
SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION lIME 8.2(MONTHS)
 
SYSTEM mDcvfLus-.ZT ANDg FLI6LT REZADIESS TIME .42.3i.GiTI.S!
 
SCHEDULE DURATION (TO LAUNCH) ,4.3(MONTHS)
 
Figure 8-2. Sample Test Case Results (Continued) 
PAGE INTENTIONALLY BLANg7 
-9. SOURCE CODE LISTING 




LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 3 0S/360 FORTRAN H
 




C THIS I$ THE MAIN DRIVER 00000010
 
C IT SEQUENCES ALL SEGMENTS OF CODINCHANDLES I/0,SETS 00000020
 
C 
 CONFIGURAIIONS 00000030 
ISN 0002 COMMON/USERIjDPHIFCTSMALLXNUtPOOTOtTAUXTAUYTAUZT, 00000040 
*PH1RXPHIYPHIRZ,P0UTXPDITYPDOJTZXNYNtZNPDOTRXPDUTRYt - 00000050 ­
*PDOTRZdMtGSOML&kPJ XNNKMANVIPAWAWEPIAXAYAZ 00000060 
S __4PA,EANIALPi~A,ILTACCFLXNNN,THOLD#PLUTAVPDUTSToPHIFOVISAT 00000061 
ISN 003 t C~tNON/SERZTTHSC00000070b~ 
ISN 0004 COMMON /USERA/tTRMXCSFLTPRFLOPSMSARAYN(1I,3hIMSEQ 00000086 
XSN 0005 COMMON /USER4/IOPTCM(3)uIMSScPISEQLSGLSwLUSBFREQ(2jAPOGEE, 00000090 
# NtTNADIRFMFQRCOMRAIBWIDTH(2) 00000100 
ISN 000O COMMON /USER/IVOLTOPTEMP 0000011C 
ISN 0007 COMMuN fUSERt/EQPFrMD12SHkHMIXLEQMIYLEQM1ZLEQM2XLEQM2YL, 00000120 
. EQM2XLJSB--FGNUMEQtE-QWT(9)EEQVL(91.EMIYCGtEMIZEGtEM2YC, 0000130 
* EMZZCGtCGE&X49),EELOCf9)tXCGSALsXCG4A3 0060140 




IsN 0lo COMMON /USER9/CACf 00000157N I514 0011 COMMUN /&LWN/WI,VLJLT,TODXD)Y,DZXJ,YJZJRJ.FFTi rLPLMIN, 00000160 
* LMHI U ,AREkSATLGWATEC;-ACSWfPtkHARIWTTHCMT,CONVT,TNKWTPASSTR,)0000170 
* SATIWTIPRIMItiTLOCtRADARAABRATHTRPWRHTRPRB, 00000180 
* HPTtHTPIPfVL$PgnTPTFCXNZEROCOMRTACSNgBaTRAT2) 0000019o 
*4E"%,SAbOLG,SATWI 000p0191 
ISN 001z COMMON /DOCunh/Vb(3O),bATAb(t,590) 00000200 
iSN 0013 COMMON /ISukq/ frIWTEQMZWl,0iAMAXALT 00000210 
- ISN 0014 COM AtI- USERRPKEOPTSYSLBhFIXEDSLB&4XISPTSPECf6),SPECI SUB 00000220 
ISN 0015 COMMJN /CHLSf/ILHOSE(60),NCHOSE(60)tCOST5,bO),REL(660)THMCA.,60)00000Z30 
cOPIA(1160),SKDC7TbO) 00000240 
ISi- 0016 . OMMN /USFRCItfbVNQ*VXMRXMFUFEEPCTIMETYP 0000242 
ZSN 0011 COMMON /PRTCOH/ACLRCYCISTARI1RELMMOOLDTRUNCwITRUNCIDEfTE, 00000245 
4 TOLRQCRSLJ ,PMRPPUiOLUQCPSEIPPMPSATRSAIIVMERI 00000246 
.... - V-,pAYRvpAYINVPAYUUL GSE,-XLT0 CTO~tFEERFEEINVDDTE.XVEST, 00000Z47 
OPSSKTAU(6),ROLD(60),TTTARTStBSAMTFBFTCTATBTOTOPS 0000L248 
ISN 001b DIMENSION NCONF(),NEQUIP(5),IERR(7),IPII(3).IPICZ(Vd.1PIC3(2)1 0000250 
....P-C4(9),IPIC5iICHOSI9) ICHOSZ(14).ICHOS3I2)hICHOS4(11), 00000260 
*ICHOS(5(1,NCHOSI(9),NCHUS2t14JiNCnOS3(2),NCHOS4(11)tNCH0S5(5) 00000270
 


































































































*ILNDS,15T1T6,IE~Nf6,1SRTR.ENiR/1,513ti, ,1, ,6,1,3,1/ 






























































00000500 10 C5 



















































































2 0M I I=ISTRTI,IENDI 
















































11 	LALL INITIL(NCONF,1LRRI) 

IF tIERR1*E 1) GOTO I 







































































































































































DO 101 'I=1,ITEST1 

IF (ICHOSILI) *LT. 0 3 GO TO 1 









IF LITER *NE. 0 .-OK. MICRO *EQ. 2) GO TO 92 









DO 102 11,JTESTZ 

IF IICHOS2(II *LT. 0 .AND. MICRO .LT. 2) GO TO, 13 

IF (ICHOS2(I) .LT. 0 .AND. MICRO .EO. 2)G0 TO 1 

















IF EICHOS3(I) .LT. 0 .AND. MICRO .LI. 3) GO TO 13 

IF (ICDS3(I) *LT. 0 -AND. MICRO .EQ. 3) GO TO i 







CALL RADDB ILNDDB) 

IF (ITER.NE.0 .OR. fICRO.EG.4) GO TO 94 









D0 104 I=lTFST4 

IF (ICHOS4I) .LT. 0 *AND. MICRO *LT. 4) GO TO 13 








































































































































































IF (ITER .NE. 0 .OR. MICRO ,EQ. 5) 60 TO 95 
 00001530
 











DO 105 1=1,ITEST5 
 00001600
 
IF (!CHOS5El) *LT. 0 .AND. MICRO *LT. 5J GO TO 13 
 00001610
 
IF (ICHOS5(1) *LT. 0 .AND. MICRO EQ. 5) 60 TO 1 00001620
 
IF (ICHOS5(!) .(T. 0) ftEQUIP(5)=NEQUIP(5)&I 
 00001630
 










IF (TC-fiS6 .LT. 0) 0 TO 13 
 00001680
 








3000 FORMAT (5H IRTN,110) 
 00001722
 





















DO 32 IR=IIRZ 
 00001800
 


























ISN 0193 ' 34 IRl=IR1+1 050001900
IsN 0194 IR2=NEQUIPf5) 
 00001910
ISN 0195 DO 35 IR=1,IR2SN u10-
- 96 NCHOSS{IR )=NcHOS T11RI ) O000192O 
- _ _ _ - .0 001930 __ _ _ 
ISN 017 35 IRl=IRI I, 00001940
 
ISN 0198 I0.CONTINUE 00001950
 
--Nf 0y19 .. -cWC& LL.STRUCT(NCONF) 
_0001950
 









ISN 0203 CALL SKED(NEQUIP,NCONF) 
 00001993
ISN 0204 NACCEP=,ACCEP l 
 00001995I5N 0205 CALL PRNIHIERRNEQUIPtNACCEPNCONF) 00002000ISN 020b 13 IF (MICRO GT. 0) GO To 11 0000200
 
XSN 0208 PRINT 900,NCONF o- 00002010
 
ISN 0209 PRINT 9000(ICh sL(JFI=1,rOWT) 00002011
 
ISN 0210 PRINT 9000,(NCHOSE(),1=,NOWAT) 00002012
 
ISN 0211 9000 FORMAT (10110) 00002013

-I- 022I CONTINUE .....1 _ N -6-l _200002014 0000202o
 
ISN 0213 IF (IREL. .EQ. IENDR) GO TO 99 00002030
 
-iSm 0215 IREL=IENDR 00002040
15W 0216 60 TO 2 
- -00002050.. 
I-sN O217 99 STOP 00002060
 
ISN 0218 END O3000Z060
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
 NAME= MAIN._PT=OI.LINECIT=41,.IZE=OOOOK_
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
 SOURCEEBCD1C,NOLISI ,NODECKLOADNOMAPNOEDITID*NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 217 ,PRUGRAM SIZE 5894
 
*STATtSTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 
*** END OF COMPILATION ** 8eK BYTES OF CORE UOT USED
 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 0S/360 FORTRAN H -




ISN 0002 SUBROUTIhE FILTLR(NCONF.ICODE) 
 00000010




orqNINUS1I IS RETURNED FOR UNACCEPTABLE.COMINATIONS:' 	
-0000b030
 
NCONF IS ARRAY OF CONFIGURATIONS 
 00000040
 
* rC "''CflDOIS COt .RETUkNED 	 00000050ISN oot,
-~ 	 ISN.0004... DIMENSION NCONFI6! 
- 00000060ISN 000i-t 	 00000 7DP:IFTSMA
0 	 P HOI iUF C *ANU,-PkOT0,TAU X'tA6Y ,TAUZ T 00000070 





,I$ 0005 -7,. COMPN , 11,31S-PSSARRAYWilI 00000110
,NM EQ









AIS u /USER5/IVOLTOPTEmP 	 0000140 
..... Q08 ­'GD0 
 oo00oi6 
, OCHECK ,S'RLC ,.AND. NCONFd1) :EQ. iritQDE- 00000j60L;!(um 0IFUQDTRX-.c-1.-01lo I N®11 	 0*00001700 	 IF-PPQTRX .LT. .01 .AND. NCqNF(I) 3) ICODE=- . 
-0000180
0 1-----F--,---If1
I O, 	 A NtH(PH X'HIRYpdIRZ) .Ll..0 O AND. NCONF(I) .EQ. 2) O000014O 
- -* 	 00000200
-,- , .. C &EUVERABILIT-Y IS:.MANV AND IS'VALUES 1-4 00000210
 
IS~.OIF5
-	 A-:ND. NCONF(Ii .EQ., &t NEQ 1) ICODE=-1 	 00000220 
" 
0000230
,.,,LUOAtAWIS O OR-I, 	 q
ISN,,O01$. IpAtdC0NI'I1 E 4AND.-NONF(31;,EQ. 2)IODE=-
 -- 00 O 
- 0 	 IPTCM(),IS. RANG1NG11=YES)IOPTCM(2 IS SEPARATE LINKvAND 00000Z60
XIOPT"C!,3).1S,'SEPARATE.-ANTEkWAS 
-66'6 
--, 	 ~QO0ISN9,0021 40 IF,' QOPTMjI1)*IOPTCM(2) 
.GT. 0 .AND. NCONF(4) .EQ. I)ICOQE=-1. QQOO080
WOpZ3 	 (T 
 " 0 .AND. NCONF(4) .EQ. 2)ICODE=-1 00000290
ISN 00,25, IF-IOT&M,'2) .Gl.fO .AND. NCONF4) .LE. 3JICODE=-i 
 09000300
ISN-00, 	
-IF"(3)a T. 0 .AND. NCON-(4) .EQ. 4) ICODE=-1 0000310'




ISN 09,32" DQ,43 J=,3, 
 00060350
IS0933 	 IF (ARRAYNIJ) .GT.TO| GO TOJ5 
 00000360




ISN 0036 	 ICODE=-I 
 00000380
 
ISN 0037 45 CONTINUE 
- 00000390 
C IVOLT=i MEANS VOLTAGE REGULATED 00000400
 
iSN WJ38 50-IF (IVOLT EQ. I AND. NCOF(5) *LEv 2) ICODE=-I 00400410
 
ISNW 00460 IF (NCONF(5) .EQ. I .AND. NCONF(f) LT. 3) ICODE=-1 00000420
 
ISN 0042 IF (NCONF(5) .EQ. 3 .AND. NCONFEI) .11. 3) ICODE=-I 00000430
 
ISN 0044 IF (NCONF(5) *EQ. 5 .AND. NCONF(I) .LT. 3) ICdDE=-L 00000440
 
TSN 0046 60 IF (NCOF(6) .E'Q. 2,.AND. NCONF(I1.LT. 3) ICODE=-1 00000450
 
ISN 0048 99 RETUkN 
 00000460
 
S 0049 END 00000470
 
*OPIIONS IN EFFECT* NMME= MAINOPT=O,LINECNT=41,SIZE=OOOOK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* StURCEEBCICNOLf$TNODECKLDADNOMAPNOEDITID,NOXREF ",_,"
 
*STATISIICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 48 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 844 
*STATtSTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 
**s*** END OF COMPILATION ****** 11K BYTES'OF'CORE NOT"USED
 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 OSfS6O FORTRAN H
 




ISN 0001 SUBROUTINE READBB(IEN0DB) 

C THIS READS THE DATABASE FOR ONE SUBSYSTEM AT A TIME 

C lOB IS SET AS THE DATAbASF IS READ BY SCANNING EQUIP NUMBERS





ISN 0005 DATA STORE/55*0./

ISN 0006 IF (IENDDf .LE. 1) GU TO 2 

SUooe 1F CSTOREll) .LQ. 0.) GO TC2 
ISN 0010 DO 1 J=1,55 
- ISN 0011 '1 ATAB(J,1)=STORE(J) 
-S=00000580
 
lSN 0013 IDOLD=STORE(l)jiOO. 

ISN 0014 IIDB=1 

I SN 0l0-y G YU 3 

ISN 0016 2 Il-





L ISN 0019 3 RiAD(1,10OEND=9O) (DATAB(JI)tJ=1t55)

h OOIS 100 -URMAT (F5.OA2,3A6,5lEO.O,/,5(aEIO.O,/),sEIOo0o
0040 

ISN O2Z IF (IDOLD .EQ. 0) IDOLD=DATAB(LIfo0
]SN 0023 ID=DATAB(1,I)/10O. 1 
C TEST FOR EflD OF SUBSYSTEM 
ISN -oIF (-- -. f-,fDLD GO 10 80 
C TFST FOR NFW EQUIP TYPE 
1SN 00c6 IF (ID .EQ. OOLD) GO TO 4 
-. Ys-02W- ioBI1=--1 
ISN 0029 IIDB=IIDB+I 
ISN 0030 I0OLO=ID 
1-] -0031 4 I=I+1 
1SN 0032 GO TO 3 
L HlcRE WHEN SWITCHING SUBSYSTEMS 
- - ISTS 5Bo33bLW=l,551 
ISN 0034 5 STORF(J)=DATAB(JI) 

.ISN 0035 IDB(IID0)=I-I 

s --0b36 IENDOB=I-1 

ISN 0037 RETURN 








































































fSN 0039 6 STORE(J)=O. 00000850
 
ISN 0040 IDB(IIDBJ=I-1 00000860
 
ISN 0041 REWIND 1 00000670
 
ISN 0042 IENDDB=I-I 00000880
 
ISN 0043 RETURN 00000890
 
ISN 0044 END 
 00000900
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAINOPT=01,LINECNT=41,SIZE=OOOOK,
 
*OPTIORS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCDICNOLISTNODCKLOADNDMAPNEDITID,No-XREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 43 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 1042 
*STATISIICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATEO
 
A, 




LEVEL 21.7 C JAN 73 ) 







ISH 0002 	 SUBROUTINE SAVE(IIN,NIN,NOWATITEST,IENDDE) 
 00000910
C THIS SUBROUTIKLE SAVES ICHOSENCH0SEAND AK PORTIONS OF 00000920
C THE DATAbASE REQUIRED BY LATER SUBSYSTEMS OR ROUTINES 
 00000930
ISN 000:5 	 DIMENSION IIN(15)t IN(15) t_:_ i_ 00000940
1SN 0004 	 CQMON /DBCOM/IDB(30),DATAf{330 j 
­ 00000950







ISN 0006 	 DO'1I -§ - 	 I17TrE T-
- I=I0 , - TES 100000980	 _____ISN 0007 	 IF (IIN(I) .LE- 0) GO TO 1 00000990





--- 0010 	 NCHoSE(NO.wA1-rN-{V
I000010.0
 
ISN 0011 D0 3 J=,IENODB 
 0000100
ISN 0012 	 IF (DATAU(jJ) .NE. lINEI)) Go TO 3 
 00001030
UN- O-r4 
 Df KKK=I,5 

,"
ISN 0015 2 COST(KKK,NOWATW=DATAB(45,KKKJ) 	 00,
 00001050






ISN 0018 4 REL(KKKNOWAT)=DATAB(39+KKKJ) 
 000080




ISN 0021 	 THMI1,NOWAT)zoAT 7(11,J)
I00001110'
 
SN 0022 THM2,NOWAT)=OATAB(18.J) 
 00001120.
 
1SN 0023 	 THM(3,NOWAT)=DATAB(27,j) 

00001130
ISN 0024 THM(A,NOWAT)=IA1AF(28J) 
 00001140





ISN 0027 - DO 6 KKK=3,7 	 00001160 00001110
,ISN0028 6 SKDKKKtNOWAT)=DATAB(48+KKKJ) 
 00001180
15N0029 3 CONTINUE 
 00001190
ISN 0030 	 NOWAT=NOWAI+1 
 00001200
ISN 0031 1 CONTINUE 
 00001210
 
--h 'o 2R t URN 

- : 
-6ISN 0033 	 END 
 0000 220
1 3  
*OPTi-ONS IM EFICT* 
 WAME= MAINCPT=O1 
LINEC T 41,SIZIE=OOK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
 SURCE,EBCDICNOLISTNODCKLOADNOMAPNOEDITIDNOXREF
 
* 	 I"' 
ATSTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 32 ,PROGRAM SIZE'= 1076 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
-**"*END OF COMPILATION *****1 21K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
























IS.. 0SG-3 COMMON /US[RT/ISATORORBINC
COMMON USBE A1/ MUTh 








_______ * THRMIL(4,60),DPIA(l, 6O),SKD(7,60) 60),KEL(6 60)t 00001B60 
ISM 0007 
- DI NSI-- NC6FFT" 000187 0









C'**S--UI LtuT-E IH-RML-USLS A MTti-ODOLLGY FGR SIZING THE ThERMAL 
 ,*00001940
C ** CUNTRL SUB-SYSTEM FOR A VAIQIETY OF SPALECRAFT. THIS METHODDLoGY, 00001950C * DETEI.INES SIZL ANDC ****** **** * PbkFORMANCh OF THE THERMAL SUB-SYSTEM
*********t4**-**-****** 
 **00001960
*¢ * =**** 01980
 













 0 = 9iUTPUT, = INPUT FROM MAIN OR OTHER S/S











E ALPHA INT T0.30 MTENS1ONLEss3 
 CONV.RAD.CONST.**000021






C ALT U 
C ** 
C ** BV INT 
C 
C ** CA INT 
C ** _ _ _ 
C ** CONST INT 
C ** 
C ** EMISS INT 
C ** 
C ** EPSLUN INT 
C ** 
C ** 
C ** ETAT INT 
C ** 
C ** HPT 0 
C ** 
C 4* HTPIPE 0 
C 4* 
C * - HTPT a 
c ___**00002350 
C ** HTRPRB 0 
C ** 
C HTRPwR 0 
C ** 
C I INT 
C 
C *4 IBTLOC I 
C ** 
C ** ICONF INT 








C 4* NCONF(1) I 
























vDO MAX BATT.VOLT. *400002170
 
**00002180 
AMPS BATT IRICKLE **00002190 
_*00002200 
K CONSTANT **00002210 
**00002220 
BrU/(HR*FT**2) EARTH EMISSION **00002230 
*00002240 
(DIMENSIONLESS) CONV.RAD.CONST.**00002250 


























BATTERY LOCATION *V00002420 
4*00002430 
TYPE OF CONFIG. **00002440 
(DIMENSIONLESS) EARTH ORIENTED **00002450 
(DIMENSIONLESS) SUN ORIENTED **00002460 





























PAX INT (DB) WATTS PWR MAX *V00002610 
C PMIN INT "C WATTS PWR MIN --
V*00002620 
--­ 00002630**00002640 




QMAXB INT *00002660IBTU/HR) BATT.POWER MAXIMUM **00002670 
C *E 
C ** 
QMIN IT (BTU/H|) **00002680MIN PWR DISSAP.**OOO02690 
c 
CC 
QMINB INT -**00002700 (BTU/HR) BATT.POWER MINIMUM **00002710 
C QS INT 442.0 BTU/(HR*FT**2) SOLAR CONST. 
**00002720 
**0000-2730 
C* C* RADA 0 LFT*-2) RADIATOR AREA **00002740 *400002750 
C *4*00002760C* RADAB 0 FT*Z BATT.RAD.AREA **0000770 
C*r 
-c* 
RAT C ** 0 FT**2 TOTAL RAD. AREA nod00liao *00002790 
CSATLG 
C 












SIGMA INT 0.1714E-SBTU/(HR*FT2*R4) BOLTZMANN CONST*00002850 






















C ** TMIK8 INT 
 BATT. MIN. TEMPO **00002950
 
C ** *00002960
























c* ,0 0 
 *00003070
 
C S I I 
 *00003080




 + 0 D 0 D H A *00003000'* 
 V T E S R E 0 *00003110
 
t C H R V A I *00003120
C* 
 H E H H T A *00003130
 
C * P
E R E E R R E T 
 *00003140
C* A C K A A A A R 0 *0003150
 
C* 
 T M A T T D D R *00003160C t .L I I P . *00003170
 
C* A P M I P P A "A 0 A *00003180
 
C0 D I A Z I' I T T W R *00003190 
C A P S E P P 0 0 E E *00003200 






C 0 IERR = X XX X X X X 
 *00003230 
C x*00003240 
C * WHERE 0 MEANS NO SUCH REQUIREMENT, OR *00003250 





































































































































































SEARCH FOR MIN(MAX TEMP) AND MAX(MIN TEMP), AND 

ACCUMULATE THE POWER (EXCLUDING 'XMTRS AND BATTERIES) 

IF (ICHOSE(I).LE.0) GO To 50
C00003570
 





ISN 0031 TMAX=AMIN1(TItXfTHRN'DB3,1-) -




ISN 0034 PMAX=THRMDB(1,IJ.PMAX 










ISN 0036 20 TMINB=THRMDb(4,I)+460. 









































































60 	 LNGTH=SATLG*2.54*O.75 
















C SATELLITE LENGTH IN INCHES (MUST CONVERT TO CN)IFROM VS)
C (SPHERE) 

80 ' LNGTH=PIE*SATRAD*2.54 
C 
C 
90 	 CONTIIE 

IF (ALT.GT.19000.) GO TO 300 

IF (ALT.LT.500.) GO TO 160 





GO TO (i20,l20,110lIO~IlOj, ICONF 
C 
C ** ORBITS GI 500 8UT LT 19000 AND, 
C * SULAR ORIENTED AKD, 































































































































C -INE -WE -ATPI P F 








GO TO 380 

c
C ** ORBITS GT 500 BUT LT 19000 AND, 

C * SOLAR ORIENTED AND,



















C * DETERMINE HEATER POWER 
0 
HTRPWR=V-.25*((SIGNA*EPSL0N*RADA*TMIN**4)-IQMIN)-wEMISs*EpSLoN) 











130 	 ICSNF=NCNF(I) 

















































































C * ORBITS GT 500 BUT LESS THAN 19000 ANDv **00004500 
C ** EARTH ORIENTED AND, **00004510 
C ** SPIN STABILIZED (EQUATION 3.4.1.2) *400004520 
c 00004530 
ISN 0077 .140 ALPHA=0.08 00004540 
ISN 0078 EPSLON=0*73 00004550 
'c 00004560 
C * DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 00004570 
C 00004580 
ISN 0079 RADA=QMAX(SYGMA*EPSLON*TMAX**41-(QS*ALPHA) 00004590 
C 00004600 
C * DETERMINE HEATER POWER 00004610 
C ,' 00004620 
ISN 0080 HTRPWR=l.25*((SIGMA*EPSLON*RADA*TMIN**4)-IQMIN) 00004630 
C. 00004640 
C * DETERMINE PCM 00004650 
C 00004660 
ISN 0081 PCM=(0.26*ALPHA*QS*RADA*CONST)/40. 00004670 
C 00004680 
C * DETERMINE HEAT PIPE 00004690 
C 00004700 
ISN 0082 HTPIPE=(QMAX*LN(TH)/3.41 0000471b 
C .00004720 
ISN 0083 IERR=I0011011 00004730 
ISN 0084 GO TO 380 00004740 
C 00004!50 
C ** ORBITS GT 500 BUT LESS THAN 19000 AND, 4*00004760 
C ** EARTH ORIENTED AND, *00004770 
C ** 3-AXIS STABILIZED (EQUATION 3.4.1.1) **00004780 
C 00004790 
ISN 0085 150 ALPHA=O.08 00004800 
ISN 0086 EPSLON=0.73 00004810 
c 0 004 B2 
C * DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 00004630 
C 00004840 
ISN 0087 RAfA=QNAX/((SIGMA*EPSLON*IMAX**4)-(QS*ALPHA)) 00004850 
C 00004860 


























































































-C ** ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND, 4*00005100 
C ** EARTH DRIENTED AND, I I. * 000051W0
 






































ISN 0102. IERR=10l1 " -
ISN 0103 GO TO 380 
C 
C * - ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND, 
C * EARTH ORIENTED AND, 
C * 3-AXIS STABILIZED (EQUATION 2.1.2.1) 
C 
ISN 0104 190 ALPHA=0.08 
'ISN 0105 EPSLON=O.73 
C 
































isN 0110 IERR=IOIIoit 

















C ORbIT LT 500t ORBITAL INCLINATION LF 30 DEGREES AMU, -*00005620
 
C ** SUN ORIENTED AND, 



















































































































































C * ORBIT LT 500, [BITAL INCLII&ATION LE 
30 DEGREES AND, 	 **00005840
C ** SUN URILNTEO AND, **00005850











































































C ** ORBIT LT 00, ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 DEGREES AND, *C500006160 
C ** EARTH ORIENTED AND, **00006170 
C ** SPIN STABILIZED (EQUATION 2.2.3.2) **00006180 
- C 00006190
 
ISN 0131 250 ALPHA=.08 00006200
 
















C * DETERMINE HEATER POWER 00006280 
C -- 00006290
 




ISN 0135 IERR=101 00006320
 
ISN 0136 





C ** ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL-INCLINATION GT 30 AND, **00006350
 
C EARTH ORIENTED AND, . l*00006360
 





ISN 0137 260 ALPHA=.Ob 
 00006390
 


























1SN 0141 PCM=(O.Zb*US*ALPHA*RADA*CONSTI/40. 
C 1 









ISN 0143 IERR=11011011 











ISN 0145 270 ICONF=NCONFI1)





C ** ORBIT LT 500, ORbITAL INCLINATION GT'30 AND' 

- C A* SUN ORIENTED ANO, 





ISN 0147 280 ALPHA=.08 









ISN 0149 RADA=QMAX/((SIGMA*EPSLON*TMAX**4)-(EMISS*EPSLNI--(ALBDO*ALPNA)) 
C 
C * DETERMINE HEATER POWER 
C 
ISk 0150 HTRPWR=1.25*((SIGMA*EPSLON*RADA*TMIN**4)-QMIN--(EMISS*EPSLON|) 
C00006800 




























































































































C ** ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 DEGREES 00U06920
C * SUN OR1FNTtD AND, 00006930
























C * DETERMINE HLAmLP POWER 























































































































GO To (320,3Z0,330,330,330), ICONF 

ORBIT GT 19000 AND 

SOLAR INERTALLY ORIENTED AND,

SPIN STABILIZED 






















GO TO 380 

ORBIT GT 19000 AND, 









DETFRMINE RADIATOR AREA 
-00007550 















































































C * DETERMINE DIODE HEAT PIPE (2 REG-0) 
C -- -
ISky 0177 HTPIPE=(QMAX*LNGTH)3.41, 
C 

ISN 0178 IERR=11l0111 









ISN 0180 340 ICONFFNCONF(1I 





C ** ORBIT GT 19000 AND, 

C ** EARTH ORIENTED AND, 





ISN 0182 350 ALPHA=0.30 

ISN 0183 EPSLON=0.75 
C 
C * DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
c. 









ISN 0185 HTRPWR=1.241 SIGMA*EPSLON*RADA*TMIN**4)-QMIN) 
C 
C * DETERMINE HEAT PIPES 
c 





ISN 0187 IERR=1O111 

ISN 0188 GO TO 380 

C 
C * ORFIT GT 19000 AND __T__ 
C * YAW SPIN STABILIZED o**00007970 
c 

















































































C DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 00008010 C -. . . ..._ _ - -0 0 0 0 8 0 2 0 




C *7 -ETfRMINE 
.HEVFC7OE.. 
 . . 008k
 
c C * 0000805000008060
 





ISN 0193 IERR=10I1 
 000018090





C ORBIT GT 19000 AND, 00008120
 
**00008130
C ** EARTH ORIENTED AND, 
**00008140
C ** 3-Axis STABILIZED {EQUATInN 12.1) "00008150
 
ISN0195 370 ALPHA=0.30 
 00008170










ISM 0191 RAOA=4Z.*QMAX)/(SIGN4A*ECPSLON*TMAX**4i 
00008220
 




















ISN 0200 IERR=110111 
 0000,63,10 




 HERE WE WILL SIZETHE BATERY THERMAL CONTROL NETWORK 0008350
 







ISN 0202 380 CA=.5 00008390 
ISN 0203 BV=1.5 00008400 
ISN 0204 - ALPHA=O.08 00006410 
ISN 02Q5 EPSLON=0.73 00008420 
ISN 0206 QMAXB=NC*CA*BV*3.41 00008430 
ISN 0207 QMINB=0. 00006440 
C 00008450 
p -* DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA FOR BATTERY 00008460 
C 00005470 
ISN 0208 RADAB=MAXB/((SIGMA*EPSLON*(TMAXB--O.o**4)-(QS*ALPHA)) 00008480 
C 00008490 




ISN 0209 HTRPRB=1.25v:SIGMA*EPSLN*RADAB*(TMINB**4-QMINB) 00008530 
C 00008540 
C * DETERMINE VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE HEAT PIPE 00008550 
C 00008560 
.SN 0210 VCHP=QMAX*LNGTH/3.41 00008570 








ISN 0212 RAT=RADA+RADAB 00008620
 
1SN 0213 HPT=HTRPWR+tITRPRB 00008630
 










ISN 0216 END 00008690
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,0PT--O1,LINECPT=41,SIZE=OOOOK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCt ,EBI)IC,NOLISIJ NOE CKLOAD,NOMAP,NOEDITIDNDXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS 215 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 3900 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 










































( JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=01LINECNT=41,SIZE=OOOOK, 
SOURCEEBCDIC,NOLISTNODECKLOADNDMAPiOEDITIDtOXREF 
SUBROUTINE COMM (IPICIERRIThRMCONFlCHOSENCHOSEJ 00008700 
INTEGER RESET,StOSSSGRP 00006710 
REAL LMARCNF,MODLOSIaER 00008711 
DIMENSION IPIC(),ICHOSE(II),kCHUSEtll,KPIC(9),MCONF(6), 00001720 
*KCHOSE(Il) t 00005721 
DIMENSION SIGb$OI(2)tLMARG( ),TCLOSS(2)tGT(Z)ODX(2) 00006730 
DIMENSION BER(14,3),IBER(14ESS2)LIMPIC(9) 00008731 
COMMON 7-USR4/IUPTCM(3),IMSSEP,SEOLSGLSLUS8,PREQX(2),APOGEE, 0000874 4 
* NETtNADIRFREQRLOMRATBWIDTH(2) 00008750 





































SIGNOI /10.,10./v, LMARG /6.t6./, SLANT 0-i.EIO/,
0008860
 
GTO[ /-1.EXOI, GR/-1.EIO/, T/-l.LlO/, Nf- /-I.ElO/ 00008870 
TCLOSS / O.tO./, PILOSS /0o./ GAMMA /.1/ BFTA /1.8/, 0000s880 
GT f-1.EX0,-1.ELO/, MODX /0,0/9 ANTLOS /0°., 00008890 
COVER /0./IGRP /01 00008900
 
C BER IS BIT ERROR RATE DEGRADATION DUE TO HARDWARE 0000890
 
















IF (ITER *GT. o) GO TO 3 00009040
 
Do 2 1=1,11 0.0O 50­
2 NCHOSE(I)=1 00009060 
ISN 0022- 3 IF lITER EQ. 6 *AND. IPIC(C4).1Q..0)IC=6 .U009070
 
,. 'N 00009080 




1 BITRAT{M =-.001. _BITRAT(I .... 
-S-SS=O,--
IF. iMCONF{l) .. I .OR. MCONFM1 
.... 




ISN 0030 1NX I. 0093 
---N031 1 F INCONF.EQ .UR.CN.Q N= 00009140 
C INITIALIZATION OF IPIC AND ICHOSE 00009150 
ISN 0033 ICC=IC+l 00009160 
-SN0 -34- IFf|I TE,.NfE.O| 7 C-C= ..... 00009170 
,ISN 0036 DO 10 I=IC6.9 00009180' 
ISN 0037 10 KCHOSE(II=O , 00009190 
ISN 0038 D20Il900009200 





IF (ITER.EW.O.AND-.I-PlC(l) .LQ.O) KPIC(I)=RESET(1)' 00009220 
00009230 
ISN 0043 IF (NCONF E.EO 2 *OR. NCONF .EQ. 4)Fi=l. 0000924'0 
1SN 0045 IF IF1 .EQ. 0.) KPIC(9|=O 000092t0 
ISN007 F F1. . 1 KPIC16) O "00009260 
I]SN 0049 IF (ITER.NEoO) IC=O 00009270 
ISN 0051 IF (IC.NE.O| GO TO 700 00009280 
-ISff 0053 FyM Ij;-cl,=fI-) -­ * 00009290 
ISN U054 LIMPICf2)=ID6(2) 00009300 
ISN 0055 LIMPIC(3)=IDB[2) 000093n0 
ISN 0056 cL-IPC{ }iD-lB( 3I 0b0D09320 
ISN 0057 LIMPIc(5)=IDB(3) 00009330 
-ISN 0058 LIMPIC(6)=IDtB(2) 00009340 
ISN 0059 L IMPIC{7|I FB () 00009350 
ISN 0060 LIMPJc(8|=ID5(5) 00009360 
ISN 0061 LIAPIrf9)=IDB(6) 00009370 
IS -6-- 2 -- C-ALL t E S I ------ - -- -5 -6I 00009oo 38 
ISN 0063 30 CONTINUE, 00009396 
ISN 0064 IF (NCONF.GE.4.0R.BITRATfi .E(.O) GO TO 40 00009400 
I'SN,0067 40 CONTINUE 06094Z0 
ISN u068 RATEI=IbER(1) 00009430 
ISN 0070 
ISN 0071 
DO 50 1=1,13 










































































IF (NCONF.EO.1J t0 TO 90 00009500
 
ILRR=1 00009510 
IF (LSGLS.EQ.O) GU TO 770 00009520 
C SGLS BBAU SELECTED -** -******fl**** -*-*-*-*-***l-*--*-'*'0"09530 
IERR=O 00009540 
IC=I 00009550 
C ONE HOUSKEEPING BIT STREAM'ONLY (THIS SEMESTR) 00009560
 
C I IS SGLS 2 IS USB 00009t70
 
60 IF (DATAbi(l1,J1).EU.I GO I'0 10 




IF (JI.GT.IDB(1)) GO TO 760 00009600
 
GO TO 60 '0009610
 
70 	 IF (BITRAT(1).GT. 128.) GO 10 80 00009620
 




IF (J1.GT.IO8(1)) GO-TO 760 00009650
 
GO TO bo 00009660
 
80 	 I9R=2 00009670
 




IF (DATAB(I82,J1).hW.I.7) GO TO 690 00r,09700
 
di=-Jl+l 00009710 
IF (JI.GT.IDB(1)) GO TO 760 00009720 
GO TO 60 00009730 
C END OF BSAU SELECTION 00009740 




GO TO 110 00009770
 





C ANTENNA SELECTIOM ********t*****t******** * *0009o2o 
J2=KPIC(IC) 00009830
 
IF (SEO.EQ.0) GO TO 250 00009840
 

























































C OMNI (8 OMNI) 00009670 
120 IF (DATAtlIAlIJ4.J.EQ.1I GO To 130 00009880 
--- J2=J2-.-1 - -- - 00009890 
IF (J2.GT.1Db(a)) GO TO 760 00009"vO 
GO TO 126 00009910 
GF(KXMTR)=-9. 00009%30 
IF. (COVER.EQ.O) GO TO f,0 00609940 
GT(IXMTR)=-5."-.......... 00009r5o 
IF (COVER.EQ.15.) GTCKXMTR)=-I. 00009960 
GO TO 690 00009970 
140 .... 0IERR=309980 
IF (ALT.GT.19323) Gb TO 170 00009990 
IERR=O 00010000 
IF EGT-KXMT-?--N-E.-1.E IO) GO 10150 00010010 
GT(KXMTR)=2. 00010020 
C BICONICAL (A) 00010030 
150 ,oIF JN IF(DAALI( li-wJ;-)00010040(OA1 B(1AI, 2}.EQ.21) GO)TO u90 000 
J2=j2 1 
IF ,(J2.GT.ID(2)I GO]00 760 
00010050 
00010060 
G 'TO-150 . .. 00oooio 
160 IF (ALI.GT.7000) GO TO LiO 00010080 
IF (NADIR.EQ.O) 60 TO 190' . ..--­ 00010090 
170 IFcuTKXMTR}.NE.-I.E+LFiO To 160 - 00010100 
GT(KXMTR)=-I. 00010110 
,C CONICAL SPIRAL (F2) 00010120 
180 IF (DAT(AiAI,4j.zE.41) Go TO 690 0001(130 
J2=J2*1 00010140 
IF (J2.GT.ID8(2)) GO To 760 0001.015O 
GO TO 170 00010160 
i90 IF (GRP.,EQ.0) GU 10 170 60001oio 
IF (GT(KXMTR.NE.-l.E+10J GO TO'200 .. ....... 00010180 
GTfKXMTPj. 
C MONOPOLE (F1) 
..... .- 00010190 
O001ozoo 




IF (J2.GT.IDL(L)) GO TO 7*O 0000q230 





















































210 IF (ALT.GT.1 000.) GO TO 230 
C 
- IF GT(KXMTRhoNE.-l.E+IO. GO TO 220 .. . .00010270 
GT(KXMTR)=iO. 
C HELIX (F3) 
220 IF (OATA6EIA1,J2).EQ.31)
. ....
GO TO o90 ­. ... .
 
IF (J2.GT.IDB(2)1 GO To 760 











C . .. . I. 





C PARABOLA' (B HIGH GAIN ­




IF J.T.1-B ) GO TO 1-60 .................... 
GO 10 240 
C 

C STEERABLE PArAbOLA OPTION WiLL BE INLLUDEV NEXT SEMESTER 

250 IF (ALT.LE.12000) GO TO 120 

IF BIITRAI(KXMTR).GT.IO) GO TO i20












IF (NCONF.GT.1.AND.KXi-TR;E'QAJ-- LUNI=- . 
C 

C SPACE LOSS 








IF (GTOT.NE.-i.E+Io) GO TO 320 


































































ISN 0216 IF({NF.NE' -fl10.A1.GRNU.-IYE+'[f GPTU-3o6..... ..... u"'ooi6J 
1SN 0218 
C NET.:Q.o FUR AFSCF NET.NE.0 FOR NASA 






JSN 2-2-- 9 
T=170 
GO TO 310 
..- --
00010680 










GO TU 310 











C TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT LOSS 
IF (TCLOSSCKXMTR).NE.oI GO TO 330 
TcLOSSXMTR=; 
........... 







'0C 330 CONTINUE 
.. . . .. . 
0001081
_000 2 












C MODULATION LOSS 
MODLUS=O 
-WTLUNi-e. GF.O-VTO 340 
IERR=1O 
IF (LSGLS.EQ.O) GO TO 770 
I E R R = O .. . . . . .. .. 
C BL-SSJ(2)=Jl'(ETAJ / BLSSJ(1)=JO(bTA) 
MODLUS=AS(I0*ALOGIO(2(BESS( )*CJS(AMMA))**2))
340 C E-- .....C HARDWARE DEGRDATIOR LOSS 
IF (LUNI.EQ.i) GO TO 360 
Ftl,94 
350 IF (BITRAT(KXMNk).E0.lbER(I)) HDLOSS=6FRlj,3J 
GO TO 380 
ISN 250 ~ Th l5R=1O 

















I N 0254 














ISN 0258 	 370 IF (B1rRATi).o .1BiR(uii HDL0SS=&ER(I,rK) 000110b
 
C BANDWIDTH IN DB 
 uUD11040
 






C CALCULAYiON OF HKP 
 0001i080 
ISN O2o3 . ERP=SiGNOI KXMTRI+SLI)SS+B--GTT+LMAR (KXMTR) TCLSS ( KXMT +PULOSS+A(C016S96 
INTLOS+MODLOS HDLOSS-228.6 0&011100
 






ISN 0265 KNSIRA= .
 00011140
 
ISN 0266 IC=KXMIR+3 
 00011150
 
ISN 0267 J3=KPIC(ICI 00011160
 
ISN 0268 390 IF (LUNI.EQ.6J GO TO 4-*0 UOOI1370
 
ISN.0270 400 IF (DATAB(ITI.J3).E4.I) GU TO 410 do01.1-c
 
ISN 0272 J3=J3+1 
 00011190
 
ISN 0273 IF (J3.GT.IUB(3)) G 10 loo 00011200
 
ISN 0275 GO TO 400 
 00011210
 
ISN 0276 410 IF (DATAB(IX3WJI).Ef.0) GO TG 4,0 , 00011220
 




ISM 0219 if-(AA3IiJEQJTLIJ) Gt. TO 460 60ii 46 
ISN 0281 J3=J3+1 0001125-, 
ISN 026i IF (J3.Gf.IDn(3)) GO TIU Io 0011260 
SN b 4 Gb TO 400 00o12d 
ISN 0285 420 IF (DATAd(ITZJ3).EQ.0) GO TO 440 000112at
 
ISN 0287 J3=J3+I 

- 0011290 
ISN 0288 IF (J3.GT.I1f8(3f) al-To z7 o 00011300 
ISN 0290 GO TO 400 o01310ISN 0291 	 430 IF (DATAb|Ib2JI).EQ.DAIA I.LT-,J3).rJRoDATA811B2JII E.i:4.rDVi (IT4JO0011320 
13)) o 46- 0ooo11330
 
ISN 0293 J3=J3l 
 00011340
 
ISN 0294 IF (J3.GT.IDB(3)) GO TO 160 00011356
 




ISN 0297 	 440 CONTINUE 
 0001.370
 





ISN 0299 IF (bITRAT(KXwIfR)/iooo.LE.DA Ad(IT6,J3)) GO TO 460 00011400
 





































































iF (J3.GT.IDB(3-))-- Gab" T 
Go TO 450 
460 IF (LSCLS.Q.0) GO TO 410 









IF (J3.GT.IDBt3)J GO TO 76U 00011470 
TO 440 - 00011480 
C FREQUENCYVPOWER,AND MODULATION COMPAT1BILITY 00011490 
470 _IF FGfT4X(KXTRI.GE.DAAb(-T7 
J3=J3+j 

IF IJ3.GT.IDB(3)J GO TO 760 











480 IF (PW.LE.DATAbIIT9,J3J) GO TO 490 00011550 
J3=J3+j 00611560 
IF J.2GYflBi3i GO 101760 . 00011570 
GO TO 390 00011580 
C MODULATION. PHAS_=1 ,FRLQUENCY=2, AMPLITWDE=3 00011590 
490 IF (LSGL.EQ.O) MODX(KXMTR})=- 00011600 
IF IMODX{KXMTR).EQ.O) G TO 5615 00011.610 
IF (MODX(KXMTR).EQ.DATAU(IIO,J3)) GO TO 500 00011620 
.... 3- ... 
IF (J3.bT.1dB(3)) GO TO 760 
GO TO 390 





IF (Fl .EQ. 1.) GO To 690 

--	 IF(FSd;. OTO 52r . 
IF (SSS.EQ.L) Wt TO 530 

520 	 IF (DATAa(XAI,J7).EQ.11) GO TO 690 
J1=Jln - - -
IF tJ1.Gt.IDB(21) GO TO 7o 
GO TO 520 

530 I:F (ANAO .0) Gb TO 








































I(J.TIB2)GO TO 760 
GO TO 540 4 
0 ..Obils6I 
00011820 
ISN 0358 550 IF (GRP.EQ.0J GO TO 540 00011830 
IS 0366 560 F(DAbI1J)E.I1cl) Tb 690 00011840b 
ISN 0362 / J7=J71 00011850 
ISN 0363 IF IJ7.GT.1fb(21) GO TO 760 O0011860 
IS 0365W -' GO TO 560 ... o..o 11870 
C END RECEIVER ANTENNA SELECTION 00011880 
-- C RECEIVER SELECTION 
iSN 0366 570 1C=. "60011900 
ISN 0367 - IRR=1O 00011910 
ISw 0368 
ISN 0370 




-ISN 0371 580 IF IDATAB(IRIJ4).EQ.1) GO TO j90" 00011940 
IsN 0373 J4=J4+1 ..... 0O011950 
ISN 0374 IF.(J4.GT.IDB(4J) GO TO 760 00011960 
JSN 0376 GO TO 580 00011970 
ISM 0377 590 IF (DATAB(IRZ,J4).GE.COMRAT) GO TO 6&0 00011980 
•ISN 0379 4-=J4+1 00011990 
ISN'0380 IF 1J4.GT.IDBI4)) GO TO 760 00012000 
ISN 0382 GO'TO.580 000120i0 
, 1 ISM 03g3 600 rc=s 00012020 
- - C COMMAND SIGNAL CODITITOER *****4w***** ****t**?********* 0012030 
_"_C RECEI'VER CONSTRAINT TESTED. 0012040 
"I--SN 0384 610 IF (DATAB(IR3,J4).EQ.O) GOTTO. 30 00012050 
ISN -0386 620 IF (DATABIIR3,J4).FQ.ATAb(I,J5)) GO TO 640 00012060 
ISN 0388 J5=J5+41 00012070 
ISN 0389 IF "(JS.GT.IDB(5)I GO To 760 00012080 
IsN 0391 GO To 620 00012090 




IF 4J5.GT.IOB(5)) GO-TO 760 
00Q12110 
00012120 
IS 0397 GO TO 630 00612n1b_ 
C LINK SGLS OR USE 000i2140 
ISN 0398 640 IERR=IO 00012150 
ISM 0399 IF (LSGLS.EJ.0) GO TO 770 00012160 
ISN 0401 IERRO 00012170 
ISH 0402 
ISA 0 
IF (DATAb(1C2,J5)°EQ.l) GO TO 650 
J5J5 -10J... .. 
00012180 
oo0i2i90 
ISN 0 0 
ISN 0407 
~ I J.T1W5JGGO TO'610 O7000 0000122  
1 1 C C OMMAND RATE, 0012220 








C D1PLE)iER SELECTION 
660 1990012290 




a-I N O zl 
ISN 0423 
IF (F1 .iEQ. 0.) GO 70 o90 
C LINK .GLS OR USB 
IERR=10 " 
IF (LSGLS.EQ.o) GO TO 770 












I I . 
ISN 01427 
IF (J6.GY.ID6(6)) GO to 160-
GO TO 610 














IF (6.GT.IDB(6)) GO TO Ioo 
TO610' 
-00012440' 




C"PROGRAM CONTROL AND BUOK'KFvPING*************'t****0la0 
- - C 
C 









J 5-SIGNAL CO Dil IONE 4 -- "0 
-
000-2490­00012500 
01 5 0 
C 36-oIPLEXLR _ 00012,20 
C J7-RECEIVER" ANTENNA-.--
-00------------30-
ISN 0434 690 IF (ICEQ.2-.ORIC.LQ.3)'KPICIC=J2 00012540 
ISN 0436 
- 38TSN 043ai- '-
IF (IC.;EQ,4.DR.IC.K.51 KPIC(IC):J3
K O)NT=O 
-.. ...N=PC0 C ' " KPCI) . . . . . . . .. .. . . .00012550 
ISN 0439 1N=KPIC(IC) S )A ,00012570 S0900012560 



































































IF (1C.EO.9.AND.ITER.NE.O) GO TO 740 
 00012600

IF (IC .EQ. 9 .AND. 1PIC44) .EQ. O)GO TO 740 
 00012610
 
IF (IC.EQ.9) GO TO 710 

-.-.. 00012620

















IF (KCHOSE(III.EQ.O) GO TO 720 
 00012"100
 







GO TO 740 
 00012730
 




725 IF (!L.EQ.i) KCHOSE(l)=-i 










IF (KONr.EO.I.ANO.KcxOsrja).NE.-1.) GO TO 
700 	 00012800'
 
IF (ITER.NE.0) GO TO 752 
 00012810'
 
Dri 751 1=1,9 
 00012820
 
IF 4KHF(Il.EQ.O) GU To 151 
 00012830
 















DO 753 1=1,9 
 000i2900
 
IF (KCHOSE(I).EQ.o) Go TO 753 
 00012910'
 


























- Ioe a ---
















ISN 0509YIS 0510 
-IF 
IF (DATA(1,J) NE. ICHOS(I}) GO TO 780 
(DTA(2 J .__0.__ T-7000012997 
IF (ICHOSE(ICONv) *EQ. DATABE22,JI 
.OR. ICHOSE(ICONV+I) 
.EQ.
* DATAB22,JJ) GO TO Tao 
___ 
IF NE-. 0) GO To 70 
ICHOSE(ICONV)=DATAB(22,J) 




















DO 756 J=1,IDB7 
- -~rf~~i;-~U-tuinj~G o76 
-00013600 
I -DTBiJoEo ICH1FSff(1)) GTO 7!56 --
IF (I .GE. ICONV) CONVWT=COt4VWT+DATAB(23,J)*NCHOSE(
1 )WT = WT + DATAB(23,J)*NCHOSE(I) 
, 
V--- VO=L + DATAB(24,J)*NCHOSE(IJ 
PL = PL + DATAB(16,JJ*NCHOSEEI) 























IF (IC.EQ.2.OR.IC.-Q.3) KPIC(IC)=J2 











GO TO Tio 
CONTINUE 




ISN 0535 ICHOSE -t ...... 

... 00013220 ­
- ISN 0536 RETURN 00013230
 
ISN 0537 .___ END 00013240 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=01?LINrECNT=41SIZE=OOOoK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCOICNOLISTNODECKLOADN6MAPINOEDIT1D,NOXRE
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS 536 *PROGRAM 'SIZE = 
 7994
 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENFRATED 
**** END OF COMPILATION 3?KBYTES OF CORE NOT USED
7 ** 

LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 0S/360 FORTRAN H
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=O1 ,LINECNT=41,S1ZE=OOOOK,
 
SOURCL*EBCDICNOLISTNODECKLOADNOMAPtNOElTIlDtNOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE BESS (XBESJNMAX) 00013250 
1SN 0003 - DIMENSION BESJ(I), TJ(200) 00013260
ISN 0004 EULER=0.577215664901533 00013270

Isl 0005 PI=2.0/3.141592653589793 
 00013280
 
ISN 0006 NU22=20 
 00013290
 
ISN 0007 IF (lo.-X) 10,10,20 
 00013300

ISN 0008 10 HATN=(1.05)*X+2b. 
 00013310
 
ISN 0009 GO TO 30 
 00013320

ISN 0010 20 HATM-=35./(3.5-ALOG(X)) 
 00013330
 
IsM 0011 30 NU=HAiN 
 00013340
 
ISN 0012 TJ(NU+2)=0.0 
 00013350
ISN 0013 TJ(NU+I)=O.000001 
 00013360
 
ISN 0014 DO 40 J=I,NU 
 00013370
 
ISN 005 " K=NU+I-J 
 00013380
 
ISN 0016 FK=K K 
 00013390

ISN 0017 ZC, 40 TJfK)=FK*TJIK+I)/X-TJ(K 2) 
 00013400
 
ISN 0018 SUM=O.O 
 00013410
 
SISN 0019 00 50 J=3,NU, 
 00013420
0
'ISN 0020 50 SUM=SuM+TJ(J) 
 00013430
 
ISN 0021 SUM=SUM+SUM 
 00013440
ISW 0022 TK=I./(TJ(k)+SUMe 
 00013450
 
ISN 0023 N=IABS(NMAX)*1 
 00013460
1S 0024 00 60 J=IN 
 00013470
 
1SN 0025 60 BESJIJ)=TK*TJ(J) 
 00013480
 
ISN 0026 RETURN 
 00013490
 
ISN 004? END 
 00013500
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NA4ME= MAINtoPT=OltLINECNT=41,SIZE=OOOK
 
*OPTIONS 1 EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCDICNOLISTNOOECKLOADNOMAPNOEDITIDtNXREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 26 *PROGRAM SIZE = 1604 
*STATtSTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
**t** END OF COMPILATION *** 121K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 
LEVFL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 OS/360 FORTRAN H
 




ISN 0002 INTEGER FUNC1IONRkSET(K) 
 00013510
 
-ISN 0003 CUMMON /DbCflM/1)(3(,),DATAb(55,qO) 
 00013520
 
ISN 0004 IF (K.t4.l) PHS-.T=I 
 0(013530
ISN 0006 IF (K.KJ.2.LP.K.F..R.K.EU.6) RESET=IDi(1)tl 
 u0013540
 
ISN 0608 IF (KELJ...0F.K.L-b.5) RESET=IDR(2)+I 














*OPTIUNS IN LFFECT* 
_ NAME= MAirrvoP=oLINEcL1NT 4.,Sz=OOOK, 
*OPTIONS IN .EFFECT* SOURCL,EBDICNOLISTNODECKLOADNOMAPNOLDIT,1DOkXREF 
STTSc* ....-S-O-U-R-CE TATEMENTS=" -1 ,PROkAM LIZ- = 318 
*STKTISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
*44.4* END OF COMPILATION ***1=4 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 CIS/3,0 FORTRAN H
 



































* 6.,9.,6°,t. ,th.S.,..e.4"6* 2 .O* 4 .,iZ, O001360
 




C CONF ROWS ARt 
 ] To 5 FOR S AND C 
 00G13690
C 
 6 Tu 8 -OR AUXPROC . 00013100TO IC FOR uPI U00i3710C I1 TO lt, FUN COMM 00013720
 
-. C I TO 21 FOP EP 0001,3730

-22FR 22 MISN 0010 00013740















 IS .61. 1a ItTRT-1tmu1 

.. 000137t0
ISN 6d7 - IF (IS .EQ"Ip END5 NEOUIP(I) " O03800ISN 0019 













 DO 2 J=ISTr,IiNt 00013850
00013860
ISN 0026 TCO=08SKrn{ij+D S~to(.J)

ISN 0027 00013870





IF (ICO .1T. TSUrP( I) 1Su l()=IL
ISV 0032 00013900
C=C+(1.-35*DbSK i tI,J)+A.41*BSKE(2.,J) *io00, 
 00013910
 
flN o63 .. ­.. 

ISN 0034 XNUM=NuM 

ISN 0035 RkDJN=XtUM/kwUIP(IS) 

ISN 6036 ... .C1Ci(L b)+NCfINF(IS) 

ISN 003-7 R=RFDUN**.125 






ISN 0040 TSDQ=SUb( )

ISN 0041 IF(TSUB(2) .LT. TSUB(3)+TSU(.-JTSLD=TSUb(3)+TSub(4) 

ISM 0643 TSUbt5=CO-NFtIC,3J*FKtTSUHA) 

ISN 0044 TsUb(&6=TSUB(1J TSUQ 

ISN 0045 IF (TSUB(5 .LT. TSAVE(51) ISU-t(±=TSAVE(5) 

isNOb4' - f' (Tsuei '.-i;'i TSKAYEI$)TSAvE5)=tSubj-)

ISN 0049 IF (TSUB(6) .LE. TSAVE(6)) GO TO 4 

ISM 0051 DO 3 J=1,6 

1 9N 0052 3 TSAVE(J)=TSUB~j - -

ISN 0053 ISSAVE=IS 

ISN 6054 4 C0NTIUE 

c NOW DO MISSION EQUIP

ISN 0055 DO 5 J=L3 

ISN 005b 00,5 1=1.7 

o SN 00j " JJ=4-J 
ISN (*056 IF (SKOME(IJJ) .GT. 0.) Go TO , 

SISN 00e0 5 CONTINUE 

-- ISN 641 j-0 
--
ISN 0062 b IF (jJ .EQ. O Go TO 0 

ISN 0064 TSUBtX)=0. 

-fl.--13plu I=O 
ISN 0066 C=G. 

ISN 0067 DO 6 J=lJJ 

ISN 068 CD=SOMUJI+KI)M4.j 
-. .
 
ISN 00a9 IF (TCD. GT. TSuBti)) TSU5(1)=ItL 

ISN 0071 TCQ=SKDME(5,J)+SKDME(bJ)
1SN 0072 IF (1CQ .01-.TS-B(2)F-iSUR( )=tCQ 

1SN 0074 b C=C*(l.335*SKbME(z,J)+io.ISKDMt( ,J))t!Oo 





ISN 0077 TSDU=TSUB2) 












































































'- ..o .. .... N IPOBY -J-5 F', , . .. 





ISN 0082 IF-TStj3(5) 
.LT. 
TSAVe(±))j TSUb(5)=TSAVE) GOC 14285
0001-4286
J flFAI j 




ISN 0088 ' DO 9 J=1,6 ,GU To 20
 00014290
isk 669J 9fSAVC(J)=TSUP(JT .
 00014300
1SN 009C 0 TSAVE (6)=TSAV161)*TVE j~ 
 0014320
 



















*STATISTICS* N) DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 





LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 OS/300 FORTRAN H
 
COMPILER OPTIONS --







... C ... SUBROUTINE INITIL(NCONF.IEKR) O A000000O
. TS SBRU-iF-F APPROXIMATIONS FOR ALL VALUES lu ETWfl ObbO00020-
C 
 WHICH ARE USED a>d-ORc THEY ARi CALCULATED 00CP00030
ISN 0003 DIMENSION NCOtF{b) 
 00000046








*t4,AYNT ALPO.TL,TACCUL,ANN,THnLP POI;AitPDOTl;TPHIFOV I SAT 000000op0 
ISN 0005 COMMON /USEPI/ FQM1WTEQM2W1,DIAMAXtALT 00000090
lSN 0006 . . COMMUN_/Pt]CL/ACCRCYCISARFLRMLMMOL 







 060001301SN 0007 









ISN 0008 IERR=O 
 00000190
 
ISM 0009 ACCRCY=AMINI(PHIR'X'HfaY~pHZ f ob 0bo"




TsW 0012 EQBVL=;i S-ATWT ..... .. ... .. 00000220
0000230
 
ISN 0013 TPRIM=T 
 00000240

ISN 0014 N=NCONF(6) 
 00000250
ISN 0015 GO I(, 120,30 N .. 00000260 
C "FRE IF A bOX 
 00000270
 





ISN 0018 EQBSID=.70?*LQBDIA 
 00000300
ISN 0019 IF (EQBDIA .LL. DIAMAX) G.O I 11ISN 0021 EQBiDIA=DIAMAX 00000310 
... ...- 0000320-
ISm 0022 vEOBSID=.101*&U6DlA 00000330
ISN 0023 EQBL =IEQEVL*i728./(FQBSIDEeSIU 00000340
ISM 0024 11 SATINX=C-STW16.*ESSI- Q .... 00000350"









C H&RE IF A CYLINDER 
20 SATAM=IE5VUL*201.)*;.3 
E-E - ... -00000410 
00000390 
00000400 
ISM 0030 IF (SATOAM t. DIAMAX) GO TO 21 00000420 














GO To 100 
















c IF SATDAM TOO BIG STOP PROGRAM 











'IN_~iFf(ERR .GT. b0I) _RETURN 
GO TO 100 
C SETS VALUES NEEDED)bY S AND C 






T W 1 __ 
DX=.5*SATA/2. 
* i-_()GO f 'f6 -IT-- -
-00000610 
0000600 
ISN 0052 120 IF (NCONF(Ij .NE. 2) 6U TO 136 00000610 
ISN 0054 XJ=SATINX 00000630 











-IF (NCONF(6) .EQ. 2 
IF ({COF(6).tQ, 1) 
GU TL; a0 










130 IF(NCUNF(1) C.T. 
XJ=SATXNx .-.. 







ISN 0072 D=SATDA4 

ISN 0073 D=SATOAM 
 00000780
ISN '60-7- IF (NCCdKF(6).iQ. 2)" "EfQBDIA 

-000090
ISN 0076 DT=.5*EOBLG 
 00000800
ISN 0077 






 IF (NCONF(6) .EQ. 2) DX=.5*EQBLG 
 00000830




 008. .. DZ=DT 
 00000850
ISN 0084 zoo CONTINUE 
 00000860
ISN 0085 300 COMRT=2000. 
 00000670
ISN 0086 
 R URTUN . .... 
-00008 
 80
ISN 0087 END 
 00000890
 
*OPTILNS li L-FECT*k? NAIF: 
 Kv­
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
 SOURCE EBCDICNULISTN0DECKLOADtNUMAP*NOzDIT,1DtROXREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATFMENTS 86 sPRUGRAM SIZE = 1280
 
*STATSrTICS* NO DIAGNOStI-CS-GENRAJFP 
-
-­
** END OF COMPILATION **t*** 109K BYTESOF CORE NOl USED
 
'0 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 





SrfuRCF 9BCDICNDLI TNOL)E CKLOAU,"MAPfOEDIT,1DXREF
ISN 0002 BLUCK DATA 
 00000900
C sF1 








. * PHIAXPHIRYPHIRLPDuTXPUTYvPDOTZ*XyYNtZNYPDOTRXPDOTYRy 
00000930


























SIs 010C"fF 01 ...... 
SEN2ZCG,CCEEXI9),EEL ),CGSISC~G A 3 .. 
COMMON /USERI/ISATURoRBINC 


















COMMUN /USERC/ FVN VXMERvXMEUtFFEPCTIMETYpCOMML SEfUl,,TN.2,,.X,,0.,M000p.O,tAUX,JT.NFUDOLT
* 3.,1., *b2208000.,24./, 
COMMON /USER9/CACt 
D)ATA 
*POTRZ/3*.01 6* .,3*.012, 
AIA OMESOMFGtPJXNNKMANV]PAYAW/1.5708tOO.,75.,21.,ItlD/_E07,i,5."W00001150 l- i-Az. bo 
DATA EAY-ANIPALPHA*TLOACCLJXNJNPTHOLDvPDOTAV*PDOTSJiPHIFOV

















DATA IOPICM ilSSEPiLSGLStLUSBFKElAPOGEENIt NADIRPFREORiCOMRAT, 00001220S-WIITH/O0)0,ool,1 
,&Zt .O*500GO a i800",Oc00-,2*-I-EIO/ 00001230 DATA F-PF;Nw12iHJ0T6cEQ MjYLEQ ,FUXL- MyL/,l 00001240*.5*4. 
IS'N 0025 DATA LQM2ZLISBOFGNUMbEQ 00001250 
*/40.,2*0,21*0./ 
- 00001270 
ISN 0026 DATA EMZZCGLGEEXEELOLXCGSAI,XCGSA3 /O.,9*2.,9*=.,2*1./ 00001280 
ISN 0027 DATA 1SATRUk INC/IZ8.5/ 00001296 
ISN 00-28 DATA Sfr,MF/21*0./ 00061300 
IsM 0029 DATA CAC&/1O.,f./ 00001310 
I1SN 0030 DATA IMIWT,f-M2ITDAMAX,ALT/2*4a5. ,LO.,500./ 00001320 
iSN 0031 OAIA KtOPtSYSLbUFIXEDSLPEMXISP-tSPECSP'CItISUB/I10., 00001330 
* 1.1bO0000.1t0 t *.9.6916.,0/ 00001340 
ISN 0032 DATA NFVNQVXMLRXMEUFEEPCTIMETYP/4itO.0..07 ,' 00001350 
ISN 0o3 END 00001360 
*OPTIOf IN t-E-CT* NAME= MAN,!PT=OILINECNT=4,SIZE00OtK, 
.
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCEEBCDICNOLISTN0DECKL0ADtOMAPNDEDITIDOXREF
 
VSIATISTICS*- ' SO7URCE: StATEMENfh=- -- 32 -,PROGR-AM SIZE 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 




LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 nS/360 FORTRAN H
 
........ CO-MP-IKeR- oPTION 










 THIS SUBROUTINE COLLECTS COSTS FOR CATALOG ITEMS AND CALCULATES *t00001390




















 .. COMMON /CHOSL/ICHOS6oh*CHOSE(60)COSI(c,60),PEL(
 00001480
 
6 ,6 0 ),THM!4 ,6 0 )
3 0 0 0 14 90
 
1 ,O




















INE JIp( 5 )9 00001580
 




























/1300. t 8 7 19.,25600.,4,31Uo.,i'z.9 40200./00001690
kP /2300.5882.,3900.,23900.,67408.,32400o/, 
00001700
8 E /.4t0d&9 
3


















* , ./, SF //06001140 
00001750 
00001160 




SUMTDc = O. 
TOLR = 0. 



















1sN 00 9. 
..... 
PMP = 0. 
SUMP- 0. 
'TOJSUM 0. 
SATR = 0. 
SAT!NV- 0. 
MEINV = 0. 
PAYR = 0. 
PAYiNV =C 
PAYQUL = 0. 
GSE = 0. 
XLTO-- = 6. 
CTOT = 0. 


















-SN bo '" 
ISN 0033 
D01 = 0. 






































ISN 0048 SUBUE(1)=O 00002130 
ISN 0049 
- ISW 66soISN 0051 
ISN -005L 
SUBUP(I)=O.









. . 2 COMPk()0. 




ISN 0055 X(2) = HARNW. '00002200 
YIN'0 6ISN 0057 
ISN 0658 








SN 0059 x j PtSST - 00002250 
S S N 0 0 60 C 
-­
6ooo2--o0 0 0 2 2 0 00002210 
1ISN 0061 100 IF (NCNOSE(I).EQ.0) GO TO 200 00002290 
C 
___ 6____________000230 













Q =NQV +NFV 
= Q * NCOSEuI) 
0Q5=5.*NCHUSE(I) 
P5 = LOST (3,-)










.IF (FQ.LT.1.) FO = 1. 
FR----- + 0.115*F 






C COMPUTE DESIGN ENGINtERING CUST, (DE OR COMPE) 00002240 
..SN 0075 
C ** COMPUTF TEST ANU EVALUATION COST, (TE OR COMPT)COST(2,[)=CSST(2,x)*PI*FRy*1O00. 0000247000002480 
ISM0076 C 
C 
*SUB-TfOTAL EYNtE~~ COTS 
--
-------
COMPR(I)= COS(,I) * COST(,1) 




COST(3 11=1 .277*P5*QP**.84-8*,PI*IOO0./Q 00002520
 
C 
 *4 COMPUTE COMPONENT CUM AVG 5 UNIl PROD. COST 00002530 
ISN 0078 COMP5P(I) = 200.* P5 * Q5**0.848 * P1 * 1.277 00002540 
... C * COMPUTE COMPJ.LT AVERAGE PRODUCTION ENGINEERING (PE.QR COMPU | 00002550 
TSN 0079 COST(4,Ij = t.*IQP*.4db-l.)*PI*FRE*I000.fQ 00002560 
L ** COMPUTL COMPUNENT CUM AVG 5 PROD. ENG. COST -00002570
 
1IN0686 tRPbELIX = 200. * Ci (4.6*0.485 - 1.0) * FRf * PI 00002580 
ISN 0081 COMPU(1) = LOST(3,I) * COST('.,L 00002590 
ISN 008 1 = I * 1 00002600 
[sh o83 (,b TO ioo 00004610 
C 00002620 
-----




C * COMPUTATIONS FOR SUBSYSTEM COSTS BASED ON COST ESTIMATING 00002660 
C * RELATIONSHIPS (C.E.R.-S) 00002670 
ISN 0084 200 M = 0 00002680 
ISN 0085 J = I + 5 00002690 
TSK'0086 ISAVF = . 00002700 
ISN 0087 PRPIT 9994 00002701 
ISN 0088 - 9993 FORMAT(//) ......... 00002702 
ISN 0089 DO c30 K = IJ 00002720
 
0I90 M M + I _.0000730
9U = 
ISN 00691 -GO TO (4210,260,2L0,04,250-),A 00002740 
C SET SOLAR ARRAY FACTORS (FOR ALL EXCEPT DUAL SPIN) 00002750 
ISN 0092 210 ICONF = KCONF(I .00002760 
0093 .ISN 60 TO (260,21-5, 2--2i.,21,I CNF 00002770 
C 00002780 
ISN 0094 215 FR(M) = 3. 00002790 
=
 1SN 0095 FT-_M) 3. 00002800
 
ISN 0096 FP(M) = 4.67 00002810
 
ISN 0097 FElM) = 4.67 .......- 00002820
 






C SET THERMAL FACTORS (FOR ALL EXCEPT DUAL gPf-k'- ooo6z8b
 
ISN 0099 220 ICONF = NCONF(1) 00002870
 
ISN 0100 GO TO (260225,225,225, 25),ICONF 00002880
 
C 00002950 
. ..... .- ­ --- - -- 6-

ISN 0101 225 FRM) 00002890
ISN 0102 FT[M) = 3. 00002900
VSW 0103 FPPM) = 467 
 0000 910
 
ISN 01Q4 FE(M) = 4.o7 
 00002920





SET PROPELLANT Fh;D SYSTEMS FACIORS 









iSN i1d" 41 FRiMj-= 2.f-- .-
_000o0300
ISN 0109 FT(M) = I. 
 00003620
ISN 0110 FP(M) = I.
¥ N . . - .. . .. . l )7 --. 0000303000003030 
-E 0111 -Ft(A) = Y.31 -ISN 0112 GO TO 270 66b0 &w0003050 
_ _ 
_ _ . . . ..' . . . .. 0C003060
 
ISM 0113 Z4 FR(M) .9954 ... 03070
 
'ISN 0il; FTEM) 1.0
ISN 011, 00003070
FP(M) = 1.0 
­
--N 1- t hf 2 . ..... .o00003090 
1511 117
ISN 0117 0003100




c 0U003130SET STPUCTURE iACTORS (ALL tXCEPT DUAL SPIN) 
 00003140
ISN 0118 250 iCNF NCurt(hj 
 00063150
YS4 0119.. G16 O 0 00003160 
ISN 0120 255 FR(M) = o.O o





-- . ? 

. .. .... . 00003190
ISN 0123 FE(M) = 4.67 6000300
 






ISN C.125 260 FRIM) = 1. 00003240




ISN 0172 FT(M) :. 
 00003260





ISM 0129 270 COMPER = RE(M)* X(M)**BE(M) 00003290 
C DESIGN ENGINEERING COSTS (COMPE OR DE) 00003300 
ISN 0130 COSJ(1,Ki = COMPLR * SF * PI * h-R(M) 00003310 
C TFST + tVALUATIDN COSTS (CuMPT OR TE) 00003320 
ISN 0131 COSTI2,K) = RT(M)*X(M)**8T(M*SF*PI*FT(Mo 00003330 
C SUBTOTAL o6o6b340 
ISN 013e COMPR(K) = CuST(pK,) + COSTf2,K) 00003350 
C 11NIT PRODtlCTION COST 00003360 
ISN 01.3 CUST(3,K) = RP(M)*X(M)**BP(M)*SF*PIQ**(-.152)*FP(M)*1.277 00003370 
C UNIT ENLIHcRINr LOSTS 00003380 
ISN 0134 .. CfSTl4,KJ .COMPER*(k**.4b -1.)*SF*PI*FE(M)/Q . 00003390 
C ** COMPUTE COMPONENTCUM AVG 5 UNIT PROD. COST 60003400 
ISN 0135 COMP5P(K) = 0.7C3 * COST(3,K) * Q**0.152 00003410 
C . ** COMPUTE COMPONENT CUN AVG 5 PROD. ENG COST 00003420 
ISN 0136 CUMP5E(K) = 0.236 * C&ST(4,K) * Q/(u**0o.485 -1.0) .- 00003430 
C 00003440 
C SUBTCTAL PRODUCTION 00003450 
-- ISN 013? .C.. OMPU(K) =CST(,K + CST(K)4 # - 00003460 
C 00003470
 




__-EP ..... CER SUB-TOTALING 0003490
 
!ISM 0139 28C SUBEnbJ = SUbl 5) + coSTK) 00003500 
ISN 0140 SUBTI5) = SUbT(5) + COST(2,K) 0&003510 
XSN 14 SUBR(5) = SUbR(5)+0C0MPR(K) -o003520 
ISN 0142 SUBUE(5)= SUbUE(bj COST(3,K) 00003530 
ISN 0143. SUJUP(5)= SUBUP(5)* COSTIA,K) 00003540 
ISN 0144 StJBUI() = SUEU (5)+ CrMPU-c)-"" 060036550 
ISM 0145 SUB5E(5) = SUESE5S) + COMP5L(K) 00003560 
ISM 0146 SURSP(5) =_SUhSP(5) 4 COMP$P(K) 00003570 _ 
ISN 0147 GO .300-U- 00003580
 
C * THERMAL CER SUB-TOTAL 00003590 
ISM 0148 281 SUbEtY) = SUBEI?) + COSTII,K) -00003600 
ISN-0149 S BTI? " - S7 ) " UST , 00003610 
ISN 0150 SUbR(T) = SUB(7) + COMPR(K) 00003620 
ISN 0151 SUBUJT)= SUbU&E7)+ COST(3,K) 00003630 
IfSN 012 U6UPif(i3f= sUfUPUi)+ LOT(4,vk) ooo6ji; b 
ISN 0153 SUBU(7) = SUBUC7) + COMPUCK) 00003650 

















(7F= SUB5;P5{(7?) ZMPP .. 
GO Tq 300 
Z* 
=l- SU~RJ. C0sfT1K)
SUAT(2) = SUBIE2) + LOSI(2,K)
SUBR(2) = SUBRC2) + COMPRK) 
StJltfE i i t()tQ K 
-oob-SUBtP( )= SUeUP(2)+ CUS(4,K) 
SUBUC2) tSUbo (2)+ COMPU(KJ 
UESF(2)_ UBSEC I_)4*CUMPAE(K)SUB3P(2) = SUbpt2) + COMPSP(K) 
GO 10 300 
... . . . .00003670 
00003680 











ISN 0166 283 SUBE(t) = SUBE(6) + COSI(1,K)ISN 0167 SUBTI6) = SUTI6) + COST(2,K) 
_S f 8NN6f6__A-T_'_ SUBE6) CZOMPRI(K)YSN 0169 SUBUE(6)= SUBUE(6)+ LUST3,K)





















SUB5E(6) + COMPbU(K) 




C SUM SUB-TOTALS E.Y SUbSYSUiML OF CA'ALOG ITEMS 
 00003920
TSs------sss
tim .c is -i .. . .. 






1SN 0176 lK = 0 
 00003950
ISN 0177 
 DO 320 J=1,5 
 00003960
TSN 0178 I( J.NE.I) IJ=IKK. 

- 00003970ISN 0180 







 SUBF (J) = SUHE (J) + CUST(1,I) 00004010
ISN 0183 SU8T (J) = SUB (J * CUST(2,) 00004020
TW f9- sUWI (J)= SU-pR -0) ' LOMPk(1I000040
ISN 0185 SUUE:(Jj = SUBUHIJ) + OS 1 +30
 00004640









































uau (j-) = ugu (.Ji C-it&io~T 
SUBSEiJi = SUBI!E(JS * COMP5E(1) 






L TOTAL COSTS FUR bASIC SPACECRAFT 
C 
Dr 400 j 1, 
DE = O * SUBfirl) 
tF= Tt 4 SULT(I 
-S ;Y.SR' = SYSR* *S U8RI) 

PE = PE + SUBUE(1) 

PU = PU + SUBUP(1) 

TS-U =-ihitU-+ Sn-U(IJ 

PSE = PSE + SUb5t(I) 





C COMPUTE TOOLINb ANP TESI EQUIPMENT 
U-

TOULP = 0. 









QCR = .015*DE + .4*p 
OCU = .015*PE * .14*PU 
6.C5 = 0.015*P5E + G.i4P0 
C 
C COMPUTE SYSTEMS tNGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 

C 
StIR = .32'Dr + .7*TE 
SEIP = .3 *PW + .z2*PU 
SI = O.3s2*P5F + 0.22*P5>P 
C 













































































 PMR, = 9.19* f + O.02*TE 
-00004460

ISN '0212 "PP = 0.1 + O.02..*PL0 
-I 1 s .+&O*Pp-- 00004470PMS =6.0.i*5 0000480
C 







ISN 0214 SATR = SYSR * TOULR 4 QCR +,,SEIR + PMR " 00004520
ISN 0215 






c * TOTAL-PAYLOAD COSTS 

..... ..- --- .. 
 - 00004560
 
ISN 0217 XMEINV =NFV ; XMU, 
 ,. 
 00004580




I-SW ---- EP =X-K.....- . 00004595
 
ISN 022,0 PAYQUL =NQV * SATU 00004600
 
ISN 0221- PAYINV = SATINV +'XMEINV 00004610
 
C ... .... ...... .. ....
 0000'4610
 




S 2--022 SATS" --- 5-E + +.......
ISN 0223 d600-460





C ** -' UPPOR LQUfpMIjt COS (DlfEVELi:. AND PROfD5.)0060 C00004690
ISN 0224 IF00049
 





-'*t S'9ET FACTUbR FUjR CRXISN 0226 410 FGS= 0.380 QO4
00004120








0 0 00 4 750
 LEO.5)) GO TO 430 

...... 
- / 00004760 
.. 











































FL = 1.0 
C 
- " IF (NCO4(-(1,.0E..APO.NC0NF(5).EQ,1.UR.NC0NF(!.E0,3 
1 .OR.NCONF(5).EQ.5)) FL = 2.411 
C 





XLN = 17I0.*SAT-. 4 FL 
C 
C * COMPUTE TOTAL LAUNCH COSTS 
C 













IF (WCON l).Ci. .ZAND.(NCONF(5).EQ.tL.UR.NCONF(5).EQ.3 

1 .OR.NCONF(5).EQ.53) FFO =4.6 
C 
C _ _COMPUTt UNIT I-LIGHT OPERATIONS COST-
C 
CFO = 0.b937* (SA1KRSA15)**O.7Ib * FF0 
C 
c - COMPUTE 1OTAL fLIG-HT'O70iRAiIONS COST .. 
C 













 **TOTAL DDT+E COST 










































































1SN 	0245- --- -- DTWWT PdyQIUC 4 $.VER 
- - - - - -7 0052 
02t b CSN P **TOTAL INVEStMEnT COST C000230 




CS 	 I - I 	 **TOTAL OPERATIL4S COST '00005260

-40248 -(LTT cps + 	 " ' 
ISN 049 RETUPN ''0060290
 
I~q02 - Cr ....
s o ...... EN 	 00053000005310 
!-OPTIONS IN EfFECT*' 
_ NAME MAL4,UPT=01,LI'4C'4,STZE±AO9YP~
 
*OPTIOS IN EFPCT* SOURCE, eLtICNOLiSTNODECSLOADNOMAPNOEDTTIDNOXREF
 
*STAIS1ICS 	 ;PRUMhAM SIZE~
S~JRCt\1~fl~!%S 
 -249 -6 
-­




**W** FND OF CtIMPILATON ***1*6. 
 77K 	BYTES OF CORE .tOTUSLD
 
7­
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 











00005330C ** THIS IS THE CUItTPUT )UBROUINE WHICn CONTROLS THE PRINTED *t00005340


























ISN 0005 COMMON(,61 
_000054530
1 THM(4,o0),OPIA(1IoO) 00005460
ISM 0006 COMMON /DBCUM/I1fi(303,DATASI55r90)
ISN 0007 DIojO FR(IN~IPbtCN~b 00005470
 
.. 005 -8-0-
ISN 000b REAL MMDOLD 00005490






 IF ENALCEP.7,.i) 600TOO
 00005a'0L
ISN 0013 PRINT 9000 
 00005510
xiw oog?_V_ -q9000 fQRflAT(f 
-- 00005520
ISN 0015 9001 FRMAT(/,IXz 
 00005530

ISN Golf PRINT 9002 00005S40
ISM 0017 900 &RLl8~ii NASA SYSTEMS COST /PtRFRMANCE STUDY **) 00005550ISN 0018 PRINT 9001 00005560
ISN 0019 PRINT 9016 
 00,005570
 
136HSTABILIZATION AND CONTROL (NCONFIEI),15X,31HAUXILIARy PROPULSIO0000550O
 
2N ( CNF(.2),/,7X,23HNCONF(Il=I IS DUAL SPIN,28X,22HNCONF(2=1 IS 00005600
3cOLD GAS;/,7Tx, 2HNCONFE-1)2--IS"YAW SPIN,29Xtrnr4CONF|2l=z IS MONOPO00O561O
 
4SOPtLLAN1,/,iX,28HNCONF(1)=3 IS MASS tXPULSION,;3X 
6HNCoNFc2)=3 I0000>620
5S bIPRtIPFLLAT,/,1X,37HNCONF(. )=4 IS MASS EXPULSION W/ CMG-SqUX200005630
 
65HOMNNIATINS ./7X;8-UCOF( 3=5ISMASS EXPUJLSION WOOO05640NCrtF4J
1/ M.W.-Sj13X,42HNCQF(4)=1 IS SEPARATE UPLINK AW DOWNLINK,/,SX,4600005b50
























3 IS UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANTENNAI/,70005680

BX,3 HNCONPF3)=. is SPLCIAL PUR-PUSE 
PRdcESSOR,1ZX,4HCONF(4)=4 IS 00005690
CUN I F EDtLIfNK-ZcCMbAit-
-+ -DDoNLINKI,5X,2-HELECTRICAL P-OwE tkCONFOOOOS100D(5)),26X, OHNCNow(
 4 )=5 IS LNIFIED LIK-SEPARATE ANT + DOWNLNK,/7 0000510
EX,-HNCONF(5)=1 1.S SHUNT REGULATION 
- PADDLE M'TD_ X,25HVEHICLE S10005720FZIYNG (NIttLikFrMg) )I,7ZHcwc 
 I'S SHUNTRELAO 
-BDYM.0053
G.9X, 4HNCu e-(o0 = IS CYLINtR,/,7X,44HNCoNF(c)=a I'S 
SHNT + DISCH.,RO0005740
KEG - PADDLE MTU.,?X,1THNCONF(o)=2 IS BOXi,TX,42HNCONF5)=4 IS-SHN00005750I- DT H. REc ,-Z'91 ODY "MTD•, 9X, ?otNOgF(), - , -is M-S ..SPERE) 00005760....
9011
9011 UJRMAT I7X,44HNCONF(5)= IS SERIES LOAD REG.- 00005770
PADDLE MT .,X llHROOOS78O
 
'iELIABiLIi/-71 X,4HNCN(5i=t 
IS SERiES LOAD REG. 

-- BODY MTD.,9X,400005790
25HREDUNDANCY CUNFIURATION = i IS SINGLE 'STRING#958X,43HREDUNDANCOOO05800 
3Y.CONFIGUKATII;' = .. ... . 1 IS 
-
DUAL STRING)S  . .. .. -- - -o . . ....-- . .. .. .........00005810
PRINT 9001 o- o~bibzo 
.0O00820
 
______0 000 5 $3 0
 
" N00005850
901' FORMAl (iH MESSAGES (IERR),/,5X#25HSTABILiZATION AND CONTROL,2600005860
IXZOHAUX1LARY PkOPULSIONv/jTX,9HItRR 
= 0 MEANS NO MESSAGESZ20000567O
 
z43hFHI:ff-- b0 MU-fNt)-W MES~A 4§-1tgiR30WAiLE SYS. E&ROR UNSAT.,2X,5OHIERR = '-i- MEANSK MAX ALLOOOOSBBC88= I MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF ATTITOOO5890
4UDE AND CUNTRULu/,iX,42HIERR 
= 
 IX MEANS MAX RATE ERROR TOO SMALLO0005900
 
5,25~t2~n~sY~j
ISTOOS10R,,,xW~j-f~Tfi MENS 3-ATXIS WHT-005910
6bLLS ACCFPIAbLFqX,,LHIERR'= 10 MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF TRANSLATIONAL 000059.20
?THRUSflR,/X,',2HItRR 
z iXXX MLANS DhL GIMB.CMGS ACEPTAbLE!bx,120000593O
BIiIS bO SHORT;i/5iJSKHDATA PR"E0S0IN4 
AND INSTRUMENTAnON0i8x,4gHIOOOOsg O
9ERR = 11 
MEANS CYCLE LIVES OF BOTH THRUSTERS ARE,/,TX,3OHIERR 
= 0005950A 0 MEANS NO MESAGES,37X,9HTOd 'SHORT,/,I#7x,3iuERR 
= 1 MEANS M00005960
BUi RIQUIRF ,ibXTHFRMAL-,/,,xT,4HIERR 

= 10 WORDLENGTH GREATLROOO09-0
C THAN 256,ioX, 49HIERR - IXXXXXXXXX MEAMS BATT HAU AREA IS SUPPLIE00005980

DD,/,7X,34HLtpk LO0 nIt PATE IS 100 LARGE,3PX,6HIN,RADAB,!,Xt30005990
TUR1AR= Yoto0 9WEcab. syNc;T.-Cf ML 0,15XC 5IE tR = 1xX* .0006000YFM(ANS O±;R 
CONy. AND VARIABLE LUND IpYX,6HIERR = 10000 END OF 0A100006-ioGA BASE SENSEU.,33X,34mUCTANCE 
HEAT PIPE INFO IS REQUIRED,/2X4IVEo0006O20
 




7514 0027 9013 FORMAT E7XZ6HIERR =0 MEANS NO MESSAGiS,43X,15HSUPPLIE=D IN PCM,/,00006060 
l7Xt6HIERR = I MEANS BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY LENGTh,5X,5IHIERR = 00006070 
2XXXIXXXXXX MEANS ISOTHL RMALILER IS xLQUIREDj,,6X,28HLXCE&DS £QUIPOO006080 
3MENT BAY LFN6TH,14X,2IHIfRR = XXXXIXXXXX MEANS DIODE HEAT PIPE IS 00006090 
4PEQUIREO,/,76X.tI2h(2 RLQUIRE)J/iSBXjIHIERR = XXXX)IXXXX MEANS C0000O100 
5NV. htrA PIPL 1 RLQURLD,/,5X48H1ERHP = XXXXXXIXXX MFANS OSR RADOOOOI1O 
....... .... 6IATOR IS REQUI ,/,58X,5 R = XXXXXXXIXXMEANS CONV. RADIATOR 00006120 
71S REzUIRtb,/, gX,g4SHIERR XAXXXXXXIX MEANS HEATER POWER IS SUPPLOO006130
 
BIED,f,76X,9HIN HJF.PWRf,58X,49HILRR = XXXXXXXXXL MEANS RADIATOR AR00006140
 










ISN 0028 100 PRINT 9000 00006220
 
ISN 0029 PRINT 8P00,NACLFP 00006230
ISN 0030 -- 8000 FORMAT (381 SYSTEM bEsCRP N - - DESIGN NUMBER 113) 	 00006240 
ISN 0031 PRINT 8005,NClNF(I) 00006250 
ISN 0032 800t FORMAT(28H STAB1LIZATION AND COrNTROL,/,5XZ4HCONFIGURATION IDENT00006260 
. IFIUR, bX'-l-I- -" 000O270 
ISN 0033 IK = NFQLI'P(I) 	 00006280 
0 	 ISN 0034 PRINT 80I0,IICh9lS_(I),If=iK) 00006290 
ISN 0035 8010 FORMAi (30H EQUiPMENT CODE I6NfIvkERVISif l) - - 00006300 
ISN 0036 PRINT b01,(NCHOSE(l),I=IK) 00006310 
ISN 0037 8015 FORMAT(5X,2OHELUIPMENT QUARTITIES,5X,15(IX,14)) 00006320 
ISN 0038 PRINT 8020,ACCRCY 00006330 
ISN 0039 8020 FURMAT(5X,S,HCALCULATEb ACCURACYtbXtII.4,SH(DEG)) 00006340 
ISN 0040 PRINT 802!-,TVRR(1) 00006350 
ISN 0041 8025 FORMAT(5X;4HIFRR,21Xi1OI) -- 00006360 
ISN 0042 PRINI 8030,NCONFIZJ 00006370 
ISN.0043 8.030 FORMAT (4XdOIAUXILIAHY PROPULSION,/,bX,24HCUNFIGURATlON IDENTIFIEO000380 
IRw 6X,11) 00006390 
ISN 0044 IJ = IK + I 00004060 
ISN 0045 I = IK + NEiUIP(2) G0006410 
W-046 ... . ... 00120420PRINT 80i0,(ILOfE(XJI=IJiK) 

ISN 0047 PRINT 8015v(NLHUSE(i),I=IJIK) 00006430
 
ISN 0048 PRINT B045,T1 00006440
 
ISN 0049 
 8045 FORNAT(5X,13HTOTAL IMPULSE*12XE11.4,SH(1BSEC)
ISN 0050 PRINT 8025,1ERR(z) 00006450
 00006450
ISN 0051





IJ = IK + 1 00006490

-SN 0054 
 1K = 1K -+ NEQ---..."--'~--00006500 
ISN 0055 PRINT 80l0,(ICHOSE(I)I=IJXK) 6 0U006510
ISN 0056 
.)PRINT 8OI5,INCHOSF(x), =JK) 
 ' 
15:00006530-R1 fT_ -- 0- f, yuu p 00006520 
ISN 0058 '8060 FORMAT(5X,!Z5HCOMPUTER OPERATION'S RATE ,EIX.4,5HfIPS)) 
 00006550
C PUT TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY PPINT xEE
!S 05 ~ RNTS2,tR3 LATER -00006560 00006560
ISN 0060 PRINT 070NCONF(4) 00006580
ISN 0061 
 c000b5a0
8070 FORMAT(3 X,14ttOMMUN1CATIO 'S,5X24HCONFIGURATION IDEtIFIER, 6Xb00006590
 
ISN 0062 
 'IJ ='IK + I 

ISN 0063 00006610
* NEQUIP(4) : = 1K 'K 00006610
ISN 0064 PRINT 8010,EycHUScg1if-T-jgy 
00006620
 




TSWo6 F0.AiR2'i4t4IN~WP G9 Z7-(-8 pSif00006650ISN-0068 IS140066_Tfli iJATA 'RATE,6X,_E114j(jp)-87 PRINT 80f0,BITRAT(2) 
 00006610
ISN 0069 
 8080 FORMAT(5XZnMISSION EQUIPMENT DATA RATE,,EI.46H(KbPS)) 
 00006680
 
ISN 0070 PRINT 8090,NCLF(5) 
 00006690
ISN 0071 
























ISN 0079 8105 FORMA'Tf5X,16HSOLAR 'ARRAY AREA,16X.El.4 ,(F.**z)














ISN 0082 PRINT 8120 
 00006840
ISN 0083 8120 FORMAT(3Xl5HTHERMAL CONTROL) 
 00006850
 
ISN 0084 PRINT 81Z5,RADARAOA5,RAT 
 00006860
 
1SN 0085 ... 8 FORMAbXti RADIATOfR-iRA,9X,Eli.4,3X,3hIiigiZ" * BATTERY RADIATOOOO0-7
 
LOR AREA,8XLil.4,3X1 IH(PT**),/,51X,IQHTUTAL RALIATUR AREAIOX# 0000688Q
 
isN 00'b6 PkINT fJI30,'HTlPWRHTRPRbHPT ... 06006890
00G690 
ISN 0087 8130 F0PMATI(5X,12HHEATER PfERIOXFII.4,33H IBTU/Hk) BATTERY HEATERO0006910
 








 81I5 FORMAT(SX,9HHEAT PIPELLXvt1'tp38H eBTU/HRI v VARIABLE CNDUCTANQ0u06950 
------- ICE H.P.,4X,ll.4*9H (BTU/HR),/,1XI5HTOTAL HEAT PIPE,14XEIi.4 00006960 
29$ IBTU/HR)) 00006970
 





ISN 0091 PRINT 9000 
 00007000

ISN 0092 PRINT 8140,T 
 00007010' 
ISN 0093-6 
-- TUX 6STRUE 
-v-";G7H WTHICKNECSS ,IEII.44t1UI) 00007020.1SN 0094 PRIRT %I45,A*!,TSBS 
 00007030
 




j ISN 0096 PRINT B1SOAM.TFeaI 
 000070'0

ISN 0097 8150 FORMAT(5X,5MfRAML NU, THICKNESS, HT 
 t6XF4.0,2H, ,Ei.4,bH (IN),00007070














ISN 0100 PRINT E160,NCONFfb),SATWTSAJLGDD 
 00007120
 
JSN 0101 8160 FORIAT(3XI4rVFHILLE SIZING,I!5XZ4HCONFIGURATIUN IDONTkFIER, 6X, 00007130

-- - - -- III, ,gXt]4LAUDC WEIGHT,E:1.4,6H(LES%,,14X,9HLENcTH ,E11.4, 00001140
 
Z6H(IN) w,/,12X,1HWLDTH ,ElI.4 
 00007150
 
...00. 35H(l3f,),IX.9HHEXIGHl tE1I.4,H (IN),) 
 00007160
 
ISN 02PRINT 165,XJYJZJ 
 00007170
ISN 0103 BIC, -OufMAT(5XoHlXX ,l1.4,lzm (Le-IN**2),,6X,6HIYY ,Ell.*,I2H (L800007180
l-IN**2),6bXbt6gIZZ ,'II.4,Ih (LB-IN**;|) 00001190 
ISN 01b" PRINT 8025,!ERR(6) 
. .. .. 00007200
ISN 0105 PRINT 8101,IRFL 
 00007210
 





ISN 0108 	 -­ ob6if
8675 FORMAT(SX,21HMEAN MISSION OUATICN,-11.4,5H(MO),,IIHRLLIAbILITY, 007PRN007230LOL(TRNTi~N
00007240
±E11.4,28HRLLIARiLITY TRUNCATION. TIMiI,1.m,,4HIMU)) 
 00007250
is - bi-6s 
-- PRINT 81 
--





I-SN Cii- PRIN-VT E,. ;D-pcFI 9-r I -ISN Ol. 




.PRINIT 9iJiO,1&,Pd 	 00007310 
ISN 0114 	 00007320
8190 &URMAT(1X,19HTEST ANO EVALUATIQN,18X,FI3.IsX,,15HUNIT PR00UVI0N, 00001330
 





-- 6-007340ISN 0116 
 8195 FQRMAT(1X,26HlU0LING AND TIST EUUIPMLNI IIX,Fi3.1,5X,26HTt)aLIN(. AN00007360
l, -- ­ it) TEST EfktIPM~tT,9XF13.1)

-007ob
SN-Ol-oy PRI'--b 0,LR,-76 00007370
 
ISN 0118 





 INT- P-TR U20s-, S f Wsi-
































. 00007520ISN 01F28 822ob-------

ISN 0129 	
-PRINT 8230aPAYRPAYINV 	 0 0o 








- PRINT 8,35'AyUC 

-ISN 013 	 6-0bot566­235 ,FORMA$(1X,I9IQUALIFICATDON IJNITS'i--12.o)




'SN 01-34 . 4.0 	 .00 80
8--T( 




 PRINT 8245,XL7UT 




ISN 0137 -- PRINT 8250tCTffT . 00007620
ISN 0138 8250 FORMAT(7X,17tHFLIGHT OPERATIONS,45X,F12.o) 
 00007630
ISN 0139 PRIT 8255,FFER,FEEI-V 
 06007640

ISN 0140 8255-FORIAj4* 4HC-NTRACTO FEE,8Xs-iia,8x F12.O) 
 007o50
1SN 0141 PRiNT 82t0,DDIEXVESTOpS, 
 00007660
ISN (142 
 d2O0 FORMAT(7Xl3 PROURAM TOTAL,XtF2.OXtF2.,BxFi2.O) 
 00007670
 
ISN 0143 PRId'. 8270 
 00007680
ISN 0144 8270 FORMAT(3X,3HSCHLDULE) 
 0000769,
ISN 0145 PRINT_280,SKTAU(1) 
 00007700
fSNP- 6i4" 82ab0 FORiM-A(53,51NEjjjNi AND Cbh4NF5NTkYEVELOPM4ENT IfMhi,ExF5.1,SHt(MoNTOOOol-1lo
1HS}) 
 000Q7720
ISN 0147 PRINT 829CSKTAU(3) 
 00007730,
ISN 01498-- -8290 FOR6AAT(5X,Z6HSUBSYSTEk DEVELOPMENT flMEdi9XvF5°iSH(MON"HS|)) 00007740
ISN 0149 PRINT 8300,SKTAU(2) 
 00007750
IsN O16 8300 FORMAT(5X,28HCOMPUNENT QUALIFICATION TIME,17XF5.BH(MONTHS)) 
 00007760
ISN 0151 PRINT 8310SKTAU(4) 00007770
ISN 0152 
 8310 FORMAT#5X 1 8HSUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TIME,17XF5.IH(MoNTHS)J 00007780iSN 0153 PRINT 8320,SKIAU(5) 
­ 00007790.





. ISN 0155 PRINT 8330,SKTAU6E6) 
, 00007820















*OPTIONS IN E;FECT* NAME= MlNOPT=OLINECNT=41,SIZE=OOOOK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCE-EBCbICNOLISTNODECKLOADNOMAP*NOEDITIb,NOXREF 
STATISICSC 
- SOURCE STATLM&NTS..= 157 ,PROLRAM SIUE = 8978
 
*S7ATISTICS* NO DIANOSIICS 
ENEkATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION * * 
 89K-BYTES"OF CORE NOT USED'
 
--- 










































MPIwiER'uPTI'-j jV- NME=- MAINOPT=O1,LINECNT=41,512F







C 	.......ICHS i-F' 
S-LECD EQUIP-AS FUR G-EQUIP 
"--MANF = 000000cCNCONF 
 IS CONFIGURATION NUMBERITER IS NUMBER OF THIS ITERATIO01 00000030
C IERk 
IS 	A MULTIPLE MESSAGE ERROR FLAGPIPIC IS THE LAST 

C COMMON USkp 
LISTS USER INPUT PARAMETERS
C 
 C9MMON BTWW LISTS NICFSSARY COMMUNICATION BLTWEEN SUBROUTINES
C ~~CORMON CtTA I~iS LAST SljbSCRIPT 








---- HIRXFPHIRYPHIRZPDOIX.POiYP1IZXNYN dPDTRXPDOTRY, 
EAEANTALPHATLTACCLXNNNTHOLD,PDOTAVPDOTSTPiFVIST 













IF (NCUNFII) ti.. 1) Go TO

























































































IF (NCONF|l) .Ew. 
GO TO- 200 








.F-u. 4) GO TO 400 












ISN 0038 II=1abfIl 00000480 
ISN 0039 















PLMIN=PLMIN+EATA&It OSE 8 
100 ICHOSE(1)=UATAb(I,II) 
IF (ITER .EO. 0) NCHOSE 
IT .EQ. 
N 6 0 
=1 
(I)" 







































IF (IPIC(I) .NE. 0) J1=1PIC(1)+1 
IF (IJEP .GT. 0) JI=IPICl) 
IF (IPLC () .E(f . 0) Ji=-ib...1. +1-000-6-0 










C GH CORRaS GIMBAL ANGLE 
I F Er .6f.- 6 -i o 









*tsW db'r3 I U f I-
- ­ ... ..
ISN 0074 
 00 106 1=1,2 00060770 
iSN 0075 10o DMA(I)=DATAB(x+6,I) 00000780 
iSNbof6trg~F-
ISN 0077 bO 108 z=1,5 0000190 O0000800
ISN 0078 108 C(I|=DATAB(I+5,I) c000080
 
"SN 0-79 .. (7) . . 
-00000820
ISN 0080 DO 11,0 1=1,3 00000830
ISN' 0081 110 G(J)=DATAb(I)11)
isN 0. 2 .. . ... .. .. .. .... . O000840isg a1~i =i1DB(5) .. ....-- .
 -.. . --.. . . . .ISN 008300000850
ISN 0083 GH=CATAB(6,1I) 

00000860











ISN 0*(7.DA(L)PJ)*a+(Cs -IF 
-0EZ=XMI+XK2- -. LQ100000 14.75pj) )6920 
-30
ii F-o i K. kci. I) Cd~T- i 00000930ooooo4o 
,'ISN 0091 EY=SQRT([S14).*2+ES(5)a42)tXKI 00000950 
ISN 0092 EX=tZ 00000960
 
'is 0§3- .. 6 T O 116 ...-- 00000910 










ISN 0091 116 IF (LX.LE. PHIRX .AND. EY .LE. 
PHIRY .AND. EZ .LE. PHIRZ) 00001020
SGOT 000001030
 




 IF 0i1 .LL. JiE) GO TO 103 
 00601050
 
.C.. . LSLT dnKE "R & ANb - N ---ISN 0102 1 ICHOSE)=-I00160
 
1SN'0103 
 RETURN , 00001070
 
.. . ..A-- BLE v cE S L R E .---- .-- -- 00001080 
LSN 0104 120 IPIC(i)=J1 00001090
 
ISN 0105 IP1L(2)=O 
 00001100
l'S-'N O-rO -
-. I'CHuSE(8 iiKA(i,J1) '-7 ' N 0 10 60 -- -. ...... oo000o1z0 000 1 1 10
ISN 0107 WT=WT+ATA(3,J1)*NCHOSE(8) 0000b230
 
ISN oiob VOL=VOL+DATAB(%4,JiJ*NCHOS(b) 00001140
 






ISN 0110 PLMIN=PLMIN+DATAB(1SJ1)*NCHOSE(a) 
 00001i60
ISN 0111 TI=267.*TPRIM 
 00001170
2w 011z FF 5 00001180
1SN 0113 I -C4.IE-9*FF*DX*DI/(RJ*.4*PHIRX) 
 00001190
ISN 0114 RETUR.. 
 0000200
0 0 0 0 1 2 00
I N N F I G .
 
C INITIALIZE SKIPPING SOME IF ITERATING 

C Y A W S-P iO ... .. .. 
00001220
ISN 0115 200 IERR=O 
 00001230
1sN 011-6 TFMPTN=SATINX 
­ 00001240
ISN 0117 SATJNX=SAIINZ 
 00001250
ISN 0118 SATINZ=TEMPIN
£sN cdih .... .. i=zo~i if . .. ....... -00001260
. .. ..  . .....
_ ..... .... - - - - - _f N 
 _ - 00001270
 
ISN 0120 ICH-SE(IJ=DATA6(1,hl) 
 00001280
ISN 0121 12=I08(9)+1 
 00001290
 
ISN 0122 3= 
 00001300
 
ISN 0123 ICHUSE(2)=DATAB(i,12; 
 00001310

_ISN 0124' ICHOSE(3)=DATAB(1,13) 
 00001320
ISN 0125 ..... . . ... 

. . . 3114=IDB(3-
1SN 0126 ICHOSE(6)=DATABE1,114) 
 00001340
ISJ 0127 






4, ISN 0129 IF ITTER .GT. U) GO TO 203 
 00001310
 
ISN 0131 D0 200 =1,9 DO 20.100001380 1=19 0
 
ISN 0132 202 NCHUSE(I)=1 .. ..
 
"-........ 00001390
ISN 0133 203 T=WTNCHOSEIu)*DATA hg23,11).NcHOSE2)*DATAn23,12) NCHOSE1 3 p* 00001400
* OATA$(23,13)+NCHOSE tl)*OAIAB(23,I14)+NCHOSE(7)*DATAB(2391) 00001410
sN--








15S4 01317--~0011 DATAB(1C,13)- CHOSE6)*DATA5( 1bII4)+NCHOSE(1)*DATAB(16,17) 00001460
 
... ..1 - PLMIN=PLMTN+NCHOSE1*DATAB[18,11) NCHOSF2,*DATAB18,12)*
. *.-- t HO S'- 31)VDAfF :; ff) ;i - -SE4&i-ljA6-(AT8,* 1 00001470+it j0 EC-T ..... b-oI--BO­
4 PATAB(1bI1) 00001490
ISN 0136 ICH[SE(8)=O 
 00001500
i6
YSN 135 . IC0HS009=5 0  

C IERR=1 
 MAX ALLOWABLE SYSTEM ERROR UNACCEPTABLE 00001520
 
1SN 0140 --
-- IF (PHIRX LT1. .1251 IERR=1 0013
 




IF (DO .LT. .05) Db=.05 
 00001550
C 





ISN 0146 Ft2)=(DPHI*DT/57.3+.o4*6)*FEIDZ 
 00001580






*ISN 0149 F(5)=YMD/DY 000160 
ISN 015 0001610SN 0151 FM1N=AMAXI(F'I)F(?)F(3),4iF),F5)) 

- 00001620 
C IERR IX MAX RATE ERROf TOO SMALL 00001640







-, IF (FMAx LTi FF1 FF=FMNN 
 00001670








ISN 0159 IF ( 6 .LT. 0.) '.=, 
 00001700

C SELECT EARTH SENSORt WITH PHIX)=PHIRX 
 0001710
"' SN.-- TFRIPIC(1) .GT61 GO TO 2f0
-3ISN 0163 J1=I0DL'(1)+1 " 00001,73001 
 
iSN 0164 
 GU TO 206 
 007
 







,ISN 0168 II=IO8(10) 
 00001780
1s$ 0169 PHIX=SQRT(DAT46(7,Jl)**Z+DATAb(,J1)**a)+DS+DATAB(ll lI)+E 
 .00001-790
ISN 0a70 IF (DATAbtoJ+) .GT. DBI 
rO TO Z11 

. pOooieo0T&M _%00001810 
SN 0174 ICHOSE(4)=DATAB(CJI) 0000820 
ISN 015 IPIC(1)=J1 0000480 
- EEARC_HRS-NSOR-SET o0018 0T 

ZSN ' 017-GO :T0 212 - 00001850 
ISN 0177 211 j1=Jl+l. 0"i6 
ISM 0119 IF (Ji .LE. juE) GO TO 206 008





- - - - - oifb

ISN 0182 ICHoset()zo '00001910
 






C HERE WHEN ACCEPTABLE EARTH SENSOR 





C SELECT REACTION WHEEL WITH MOMENTUM GRTP THAN H 








IF (J2 *GE. 108(13) .AND. ITER .LQ.O) IPIC(2)=O 
IF (IPTC(2L .EQ. OJ2=!DB(12)+1 
IF lTER .EQ. 0 .ANO. IPICI?) *NE. 0) J242 1 
J2E=1[)B(13) 
214 HI=DATAB(6J2) 







ISN 0196 J2'J2+1 00002030 




























_ISN 0201 XI-3-0000.*-PRiM*DX*( F*E-l**,I(XJ*.4*Pg-IPRX) 00002140 
*+Z./57.3*.04* *DPHI*FETSMALL/DX
*+XNU*XJ*PDOTO/(57.3*DX) 00002150 00002160 
---­*+*XJ*PDOTX*XN/(57.3DX
*+XMD*TAUX/DX 00002170 00002180 






ISN 0209 ZI=(DPHI/57.3*DT*.°O4* *FE*TSMALL/DZ 00002240' 
S*+XNU*ZJcPDOTO/(57.34DZ) 









C 3-AXIS M CONFIG 00002300 








.. .... . ... 0; US.... . 00002350 
c 









ISN 0215 12=108(15)+l 
 00002400
 
ISN 0217 ICHOSf(2)=OATA {I19I2) 00002420 
•ISN 0218 114=IOBfl3)+l 
,00002430 
ISN 0220 IF (1TER bT1. 0) k.0 TO 303 00002450 
ISN 0222 UO 302 I=1, 9 00002460 
-'V;N-0-2300002470 
ISN 0224 303 WT=WT+NCHOSE(I)*DATAts(23tII)+NCHOSE(2)*DATAB(23vI2)+DATAB(24pl143*O0002480 
SN0-2-- NCHOSEJ3)' .00002490 
I VOL=ViJL/NCHDjSt|li*DATAb(2431LiiI CHOSE'2)*)OATAB|Z4,12)+Sh 0)226 00002510
 









ISN 0z29 DO 30i 1=6,9 
 00002Z570

ISN 023o 301 ]CrfSE (I)=0 00002580
 
C CALCULATE F VALUES 
 000OZ60
 
ISN;0232 F(l)=fDPHI D)T/57.3+.O4*f))*F /Dy 
 0000,2610
 
ISN'0234 F()2.. f}O I .*FbX 
 00630 
I SN :0235 F)=D/ 00002640
 
B N 02T ...... FS= Mb/t)Y 00002650
 





1$N 0;(40 F(f") PL, OTRY*YJ/l 1)1ry J O0046§0
ISN 044 .... F)=P0iUTRZ*Zj/ (0]*Di 000700
 










IkRR IX MAX RATE ERkOR TOO SMALL 
i W- tTLT.*FIN)"IER- 'ib 
FF=Z.*UMIN 



















IF DBX .LT. 
IF (OBY .LT. 

























h SELECT 3 GYROS 
IF (IPIC(t) *GT. -) 
ISN- 026? 






GO TO 306 





























GO TO 310 
308 J J 
-. . . 
IPIC(2)=O 









MINUS ONE FLAG FOR NOT FOUND
ISN 0285 C ICHOSE(4)=-1 	 0000310000003110

ISN 0286 	 ICHOSE(5)=O 
 00003110
 
' - -	 RETURN .....
 
- .. . ... .. -....... 00003120 
SELECT EARTH SENSOR 00003130
ISN 0288 310 J2=IPIC(2)__ 	 .. 00003140

-ISN- 0289"- IF(JZ"-GE. 1DeC18) .ANUT-YIER .EO 0) IPIC(2)=0
ISN 0291 
 IF (IPICE2I .EQ. 0 J2=ID8417)+1
15W 0293 	 00003170
IF 










ISN 0298 ' , 2 A ' T B , 2 -00 	 0 3 2
















P N 0300 00003270
EX=DBX+SQRT(POMEN (DATAL(1,J2)G1**2JE*ESEI*G1.AX*AxfDDX*DDBX) 
00003280
15W 0301 	 EZ=BLtSQRII(DATAbI7,jL)*OMEGO*64)** 
+(DATAB(bsJl)*G
N 	 3 ),*2 00003290t*+DATAB( 7,jj) **t+(DAIAL(otj1)/OMEGO)**2+AZ*AZ+(DATAU(IJ)0030000 0
 
*fi-*2 i-b F7i 6-6)C2 VISN 030 
 If- (EX .LT. 	 00003310
PHIRX 
-AND. EY .LT. PHIRY .AND.




ISN 0305 IF ( J2 *LU. J2L) GO TU 314 	 00003340
 00003350






L ACCEPTABLE COMBINAT1ON FOUND

ISN 0309 	 00003380
318 ICHOSE5)=DATAb(I,J2)

- I N 031CF 	 I-jPIC(2F= ". 




1SN 0311 WT=WT+DATAL(23,J2)*NCHOSL(C,) OATA(23,Jl)*NCHOSE(4) 	 00003400 
... 0312 	 00003410
VOL=VOL+DATAI (24J2)*NCHUS(5)+LAl-AB(




(5) jDA1A8(lI)*NCHOSE(ISN 03i4 	 4 J6
PLMIN=PLMIN+DAAb( BJ2)NCHOSE(5)+DATAB8lBJ1)*NCHOSE(	 ij-o
 














































- -- obj&tISN 0320 RETURN 
 00003620
 
C CONFIGURATION 4 00003630
IS 0322 400 IERR=O ..... . .... 
... 00003630
ISN 0322 QJI=XJ*PDOTX/-7.3 
 00003650
ISM 0323 QJ2=YJ*PDOTY/57.3 
 00003660
I5k 0324 0J3=J*PDOTZ/io.3 
.6. 
..... 00003670
1SM 0325 HMAN=AMAXI()J lQJitQJ3) 
 00003680
 
ISN 0326 TMD=AMAXi(XMDZ!YMDZZMz) 
 00003690
ISP- 021 HR t =HMAN+86400.*TLTMD "-00003700 
1SN 0.428 TRLU=HMAN/TACLL*TMV 00U03710
 
C TFST IF OflLY 3-AXIS WHEELS OKAY 
 00003720

f-SN 0 OO6TN=A#4AXIiP6c7TxPDOty,bofTiij 
- 00003730ISN 0330 P001RM=AMINI (PL0TRXPDOTRYPDOTRZ) -- 00003740
IsN 0331 
 IF (TREQ/HREw GP. .OL .AND. .O0008J*PDOTM .LT. 
PDOTRM) GO TO 40300003750
f1N 033 DL 40 I=I,-9 

-00003760
ISN C, 40? ICHOSEI)=-1 00003770
C TST IF 3-AXIS ACCEPTABLE 00003780C IW.k iXXTMEANW 3-AXiS-WHEELS ALC 5PAaE 
..... 0003790"
ISN 0335 403 IF (IRLQ/HREQ .LT. .1) IERR=i00 
 00003800
 
c IERR IXXX MEANS 
O0UELE GIMBAL CMG'S ACCEPTABLE 
 00003810
1SW 0331 




IS 0.:539 HL-HAN+IMD*TL 
 00003830
ISM 034C0 HS=AMINI(QjsIUJ2,QJ.3) 
 00003840
iSN 034I HStHS+TMD*TL 
 00003850
C SEI FIXED EQUIPMFNI ELbCTRONILS PROCESSORVALVE DRIVER, 00003860




ISN 343 1 : (i -]i..
1=10818)+1 . .. ... .
I~n 34312=lE~l)+i00003890 00003880 
ISN 0344 IF (ISAI .E. 1) 3=10B(17)+. 00003900 
2TSN o34-6-- -1- MF(IAY G.1 3la~)I 00003900
 
ISN 0348 ICHOSE(I1)AiAH(II,1) 
 00003920
 
ISN 0349 ICHOSEUZ)=DATAB(1,1z) 
 00003920 
ISN 0350 - ICHOSE (3)=hAVi(1;i P0.6O03930ISN 0351 ICHI-SF(7.)=0 0090u3940
 




ISN 0354 IF (ITER .GT. 01 GO TO 407 6"0903910
 
ISN 0356 
 DO 405 1=1,9 00003980
 
ISN 0 5 18 4 O I S E 1 ) I









..  . . . . NCt- S'(3) "- ..-
-
1 6 1 2)+DATAB(b, 1 3 ) bo0ob5o 
00004060
 





C-- SrLfCT CMb 00004090
 
ISN 0362 GAMMA=ATAN(IHS*IXNNN-2.)/(HL*XNNN) 

00004100
1SN 03=63 di=IS/(XNNN*SIft(GAMMA)) 

00004110
fTh1- 65.&4 - -fl IPiLl)I .0. G) 000120­J1=JPIC(1I 00004110O
ISN 036c IF (IPICL) .tu. 0) J1=x e(lQ)+I 00004130
C RETURNS HERE TO TESI NEW CMU 
 000041-0

--- S-N U366 . 416 IF HJATAb(b,JJ) 
.[. H) G0 TO 414- ..................-

- 000041--ISN 0370 
 SDOIM=2.* hETACCEL*DATA0g6,Jl)) 

00P04160






- "- IFCSO1M .LL.'-DAT Jjf-.ANj. iMAX .LL. AThfiJI
ISN 0374 ISN TO 411 00004180
43-+ JI=Jl+l 37 ~ 4i..J1=i~i00004190 
'
 
TSN 03-75 IF (JL Lr. I19d20)) GO iu 4LO 0600410 
-S---N0317HOS7(7j-1 - 000420 
ISN 037B ICHOS(5,.=0 60004220
 
ISN 0379 ICHOSE(6)=O 
 00064220
 









ISN 0383 XKK=fiATAb(7JI)PDOTM/5T.3 0000280
 
ISN 0384 =-3Z+(o68 °29XKKI(DAABI6tJ) 960#} 00004290
 
- -oUS2 4iS§-t ..... ......... 0004270
 
I$N 0386 V=T45(*00O2°S-*O062*XKK)*iDATA~fb Ji|-ITZQ-| 00004310
 
ISM 03b7 DAA(23J)=W "" "00 40320
 
SM C389- DATA (IsvJ I=P 6000 43 0
 
c 6RO EXT 000043SO
 
SN,"392 IF IPIC() .f. 01 J=D~lAo)+I 0000370
 
" -- I L SELECT TA§ SENS6R900-"9 
ISN 095 PHI=AMXN1|PtiRXvFHiRYPH1RZ) 00004,400 
ISM 0396 TSMAX=o3PHiR 00004410 
1iSN 0-9 7 3 E I j. . .... . .. . .. . - ".. . . . 000044,.20 ' 
ISM 0398 IF {J3 . 1 (21) .AND. TIR .EQ. 01 PIC43)=O' 00004430
 
ISN 000 TF. iPIC M3 . 40),OJ3=10(20]+1 • 00004440

ISM 0402 IF . 0 . N-ii3 . d-)E. 0 ,a -';Dj-i ...... .... . o oo,5o 
ISN 004 4k2 IF (DATA(6J3J .G. 1. AND. PDOTST,GT& 2*1 0 TO 40 0000460 
ISN (006 IF (I)ATA6169JL) KEq. 2. .AND. PHIFOV" GT. 30.) G6O" 0~¢ 000044rt'7 
01 IXNF (iATA8i6J3f E" 1: °ANDo THOLD oGTo TSMAXI GO TO 440 0000490 
IS M r" '.l IF ( tlA& ( J 3 ) GT . 1 ) G ICT O 2 %* 00 0 0 5 0 0 
[SN DATAB(9J3)*.451 ,"GO ... 0000510614IF LT 
ISM 016 XN=ALOGIO(-. ,4Il*ATA(9*,J )), 00004520 
SN 04 7 .. . S =57./( XNMDAAb ( J ) pOTMI -- 00004530 
ISN 0418 - D3A=DT S 0000540 
ISN 04Z4O PHESF=DATA(ftJ)DPHIAV ' '0000560 
• Pt!IFSFP"IESF-) 0000580 
is " 04,2 2 GO TO 26 0004 9 0,
 
ISM024 4 6 IF (PHIE .LT. PHIP) 60TO 50' "00004610 
ISN 02, 40 3=J3+1 0000460 
ISM 0Z9 IPIC(31=O , "00004640
 
Is--o4 
­.......- IF (y 
 i-m 0 420 ..-................
ISN 0433 	 00004660
 IPIC(2)=O

ISM 0434 J2=1DB(16)+1 00004670
 
-s GO-T 4000046903 

C ACCPTABLE COMBINATION FOUND 00004700

ISN 0436 450 ICHOSFf6)=DATAB(I*J3) 
 00004710
 
ISN -- IP C(1)=j-- - - ------ .-- - - - - 00004710
 
ISN 0438 IPIC(2)=J2 20000410
 








ISN 0441 V!L=VOL+V*XNNN.+CHOSE(5)*oATAE(z4,J2|, CHOSE(61*DATAb(3,J j~-	 00004750 2 4 ,j3 I 00004760
 0-4-3-+P)XNNN 
-SN 





NOW THRUST AND IMPULSI
TSW 0444 .. C -" 	 00004800 . OR I *b- i&7'3 
-. D ) -/Dy . . ... 
 ..















iFtTPRj M*T2$vzij.*( (K 1 7ISN 04 9 FC=FF*XDI/IXJ4.4*eHIRA}*14.lf-	 boodDYiti5 
-i 
ISN.0450 9 	 00004880
 
. 	 RETURN





C SELFCT FIXED kUIPMFNI 

ISN 0C451 	 00004910
500 I=IDB115)+ 

CSN 0,452 	 00004920
2 TIj=D-T.-(.- *CHS 





-. '00004950_ISN 0455 

ISN 0456 00004960
DO - 02 15,S 





ISN 04--	 IF (1Tm 
 .6f61 GO ,05t""
ISN 0460 DO 504 1=1,9 	 00004990
 
00005000







4 , 2j 	 00005030
1SN. 0464 
- . PL=PL+NCHCISF(3J)*ATA (1,1)+NCIHSE()*AIAB(It 


























































































F(PIkti) W. 0) JI,=Ic(1) 00.005140
 
IF (IPIC(I) *EQ. 0) JI=108(17l1 
 00005150
 
508 E=SJRT(0ATAa(b,J1)**+ DATA(?,Ji)**,'+ATABfe;j)* + 00005160
 
- D ATAB(101JI#)*2f4SQRT(DATAB(9TJI*_2+DATA8(lotJi)*i 2) 00005170 
IF (F *LT. EHS) GO TO 512 00005180
 
510 J 1=Jl+l 
 00005190
 















IF (J.GE. IB(13) .AVO. ITER EQ. 0) IPIC(2)=O 00005250
IF"1P-Cfi}) .TO.--j)J=] I) . .... 00005260
 











IF (J2 .LE. IDB(13)) GO TO 515 .
 00005310 
IPIC(2)=O 
-- - ----- 0000320
 




































- ISN 0515 DZ=.5*D*SIN(ALPHA) 0 ­00005450
ISN 0516 DY=.5*D 00005450
 
....G . .. 00005460
ISN 5...........W) 
 pT A +. ODI :F 6- 00005470








ISN 0521 FM=AMI f 
 0-6,0 00005510 
IsN 0522
ISN 0524 ,IF -FF .LT. ,FMIN) FF=FMIN
TIf=(F(i) F{)+F3V*O1 
-. .0.00...... . 005520 
XNU*PDOTO/57.3i*IXJ/DX+YJ/DyZJ/DZJ 00005540
 








ISN 0525 FC=14.IE-9*FF*DX*L*I/(XJ*. *PHRX| 
 06005560
ISN 0526 RETURN 
 008
 










-SOURCE 'STATtEAFwfS 5>b16,PRDuRAIZE = 1j8234 
*STATI.STICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENE-RATED 
* *** EZND OF COMPILATION *** 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 I OS/3bO FORTRAN H
 





ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE STRUCTINCONF)' 00005600
 
ISN- o03 DIMENSiO-N NiQNfT - 00005610
 
ISN 0004 COMMONZUSERv/CACk 00005620
 
ISN 0005 COMkON /BTWN/ W1,yU,OTSATDAM,DX,DYOZXjYJZj,RJ,FFTI,PL,PLMINOOO562_
 





* HPI,HTPIPFVCHPTPTIFCXNZERO,COMRTACSSNBITRAT(2), 00005624 
* &-- LGSAbOLGSATWT. 0665 2s
 
ISN 0006 COMMON /USFR6# PFMBISHFMIXLt.MiYLtEQMIZLt£M2XLEQM2YL. 0005626
 
-.* EQM2ZL,1SBOFG,NUME& EE QWT(9)#LQVL(9),EMIYCo-fMZCG,EM2YCG, 00005627
 
- .t*M2ZCG ,GEEX(9),EELOC(j9,XCGSAl.XCGSA3- 00005628
 
ISN 0007 COMMOC /PRTCOM/ACCRCYICISTARIRELMMDOLDTRUNCITRUNCtDETE, 00005629
 
* 1OULRQCR,SkIR,PM4R,PE,PU, rOOLU,QCPStIPPMPSATR,sA1fl*VMER, 00G05630 
* MEINVPAYR,PAYINVPAYLUL.LSLXLIOTCTOTF5ERFEEINVDDTEXVEST, 00005631
 
* OPS%,SKTAU(6),RULD(6 ),T,.',I'S,ES,AMTFtBF,TCTATB*TOTOPS 00005632 
ISN 0008 DATA E,XNUSIGYPI/.EY,.33,3.4,3.14lb/ 
. 00005648 
ISMl 000-9- TB=6 0. OOS6
 
ISN 0010 XXNU= 1. - XNU**2 0005650,
 
1SN 0011 ICHECK= 1 
 00005660
 
ISK 06012f l,~N 
. .iXO. 00o00 





 2 MEANS THAT SyLAR ARRAYS Akt PADDLES AND MOUNTED AT 00005700
 










ISN 0015 IF(1CHECK.,.,) :XL = .5*I-QELG 
-0000570
 










- - ... . APPLIED LOAD (ONLY 8E'tDINt MOMENT) ..- . 00005790c 0000:;6800
 
C 
 CUMPUTi WS-IUHT PER PADOLt (AS±,UMt 2 PADDLES) 00005810
 
ISN 0019 WE= .b*SOARWT 
 00005820
 
"".. . C 
 0....00(0-5830












































- - - - -0ot05926 00005910 






FAC1= (PI*E* 2*XMA/(8.* *SABOLG**2b)*s.3333 00005960
 


























































XN= P/t2.*PI*RR) + XMI(PI*RR*RR)-'" 00006210 
C 
- 00006220C 





ISN1 0037 91 TM= -672*(XXNU*XN*XL*XL/E)**.3333 00006250
00006260
 
XSN 0038 FAC2- XL**2*SQRT(XXNU)/IRR*TM) 
 00006270
 
-- G 2- &lf 0039 -- IFf(FACZLE31 TO~-' 00006280
ISN 0041 TM= 2.76*S0RT(SQRT(XXNUJ*XN*RR/E-
 00006290
 
ISN 0042 2 CONTINUE 
 00006300

Z"... o00. 31-' "
 



















ISN 0044 T= .44*1IBAR 
 00006380
 





ISN 0046 BS 4*TS{T(TbAR/(XXUXN)) 
 00006400
 
ISN 0047 B= I.49*8S 
 00006410
 
ISN 0048 N= I. + 2*PI*RR/B 00006420
 
lSN 0049 AN= N %.... . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ...... . ..... . .. . . . ..
 
ISN 0050 B= Z.*PI*YER/ANt 
 00006440











ISw O052 A= F.ALPHA***TBAR*z/XN" 00006490
 
ISN 0053 RHOF= *0564*IRR**2/A)*(XN*ALPHA**Z/IE*A))**.25 
 0000t500

ISN 005- AF= .000785*XN*RR**4/(ERHOF**2*A. 
 00006510
 
ISN 0055 f6F= 3.4&6t*P-HOr 
 00006520
ISN 0056 TF= AF/bF 
 00006530















ISN 006G TC= .352*SQRt(CA*SAIWT/SIGY) 
 00006600
ISN 0061 TA= TC 
 00006610
 
ISN 0062 XLD= RR 
 00006620
 










-IS 0065 IFVT(W tNFWT. E---.2-T... 
.... 
.... . . 00006660S C 00006670
 
SN 0067 W= *707*SATDAM 00006680
 
.---. . . . . . . . . . . .-.---
.. - 00006690
 
C EQUIVALENT AXIAL LOAD 00006700
 
00006710
CZSN~~ - " ~ 2 . . . .. . .. . . .. .0 . . . . 0672 OW 'W 0 8XN 
](- C 6g NG OF 00006730 








 3 3 3 3 00006780
 
00006790C EQUIVALENT'THICKNESS OF STIFFENED BOX 00006800
 
C ____ _______ 
___0000600 
ISM 00.3 -TAR& .267*TM 00006810C 00006820C 







ISN 0074 T= .44*TBAR 
 00006850
 









ISN 0078 N= 1. +





ISN 0080 AN= n 
 00006910
 
ISN 0081 B= W/AN 
 00006930




C SIZING OF FRAMES 0O00o950
 
...... 0000960
. . .. ...... .. . . . .. 9 069  
=
ISh 0083 A E*ALPHA**2*TBA(**/XN ----------------------------------------- ­ -00006970
00006980
ISN 0084 RHOF= .405*(W**21A)*(XN*ALPHA**2/(E*A))**.25
ISN ooab AF- OI N- -/ *HF ) '- 00006990
-- 0--f6o6b-" 
ISN 0086 BF= j.464*RHOF 
 00001010




ISN 0088 1. + XL/A 00007030
 
ISN 0089 AM= M 
 00007040
 
ISN 0090 . .. A= XL/A .. 0000oo 
C 00007060 
C SIZING OF END COVERS 00007070 
C .... 00007080 
ISN 00~ TC= .303*SQRT(CA*SATWTISIGV" 
- 00007090 
ISN 0092 TA= TC 00007100
 
ISN o93 XLD= S*w 00007110 
S--00007120 
ISN 0094 I CONTINUE 00007130 









ISN 0097 WC= .455CA*SATWT/XLU**2 00007180
 
ISN 0098 TB=.b59*XLD*SQRT(WL/SIGY) 00007190
 
c C p 00007210 
-- fsff '099 CONINUE00007220
 




10 ISN-0101 END 00-007250­
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=01,LINLCNJ=41,SIZE=0004.K, 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOUKCE,&BCDIC,NOLIST,NODECKLOADNOMAP,N6EDIT,IDNOXREF
 
*STATUSTICS* SOUPCE 1ATEgENTS = - 100iPROGRAM SIZE = 2800 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 
* ** END OF COMPILATION * 1**09K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 
LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 ) 
 OS/3t0 FORTRAN H
 





"ISN 0002------ . SUBRUTNt. VESIZE(IERRNCONFF,ICHSE) 
 00000010











































ISN 0009 RLD=.617 

~ ISIN =1 
--- 0000015
 




T -f-51,i... .t . .. . . . ... . .. = ..1. ..... 00000150




C DEitkM[Nf LQUIPMENI LAY LQUIPMtNT WLIGHT AND VOLUML 
 00000180

"--9i3 EQWT= 1.025(STNWT+ACSWP) 

- 00000190ISN 0016 EIVOL= 1.025*SATVOL I 
 0000020
ISN 0017 THCMWT=EQWT-S1INWT-ACSWP 
 00000210
C THE THERMAL QINTRUL 
SUBSYSTEM IS ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE 1.025 FACTOROO0O0220








 EQPVOL= 1728.*EbVOL*EQPF 
 00,000270
 
C OETRMIN EQUIPMENT BAY LE£GTH 00000290
C 00000300

-TSN 0W9_ .... C.iHOS= ...... 
-. T
ISN 0020 IF(JSHAPE-2)92, s 
­
00000320









ISN 0025 SATE;aM= UIAMAX 
 00000360
 
. T. . .. .. . . . . ... 
ISN 0026 EQBLG= EQBVOL/(oT85*SATDAM*'2).- 00000370 
•ISN 0027 GO TO 4 00000380 
ISN 0028 2 EQBLG= (2.EQBVOL)*.333 00000390 
ISN 0030 IF{SATDAM.LE.DIAMAX) GO To 4 00000410 
ISN 0032 SATDAM= VIAMAX "00000420 
ISN 0034 GO TO 4 00000440 
_ISN 0035 ._ .3 SATDAM= (EQBVOLf.524)**.3-33 00000450 
SN036 E[ SAirDAk ... . . . ... 0000460-
ISN 0037 IF(SATDAM.LE.DIAMAX) GO TO 4 00000470 
- ISN 0039 lcCDOSE=-I 00000.........OOpO480_o~ 
C THAT It THIS -lSNOT AN ACCEPTABLE MACRO CON-FGURfATIONR 00000490 
ISN 0040 RETURN 00000500 
ISN 0041 4 CONTINUE 0001 
C 000005z0 
C DETERMNE SATFLLifC LENGTH 000005-4 
ISN004 
C 
SALG EBLG • QIL*EZL00000550 
00000540, 
c DETERMINE SOLAR ARRAY DIMENSIONS 00000560 
it 0S0b-43 . C ... -k 0000057000000580 
ISM 0044 SAAREA =144.*5XAREA 00000590 
ISN 0045 
I N 0647 
IF(IEQTYP.EQ,2) GO TO 54 




ISN 0048 51 SAZXL= SAAREA/SATDAM 00000620 
ISN 0049 
"--f N -051........ 
IF(SA3XL.LE.EQBLG) GO TO 55 
R- R-¥-- .... ... ... ... 
00000630 
00000640 
ism 0052 60 10 55 00000650 
ISM 0053 52 SA3XL= 1.414WSAAREA/SATDAM 00000660 




GO TO 55 
00000680 
00000690 
fS 00q ... ... -S-X-- = S RT('i 3 473SA -REAJ .. . ... .... . . . . . . O-000 0700­
ism 005S lF(SA3XL..LF.SATDAM) Go TfO 5 00000710 
ism 0061 IERR=IFRR+l 00000Z20 
IsNTO 062 .55 . .. .. ... G.. .. ... 0%000730-
ISM 0063, 54 SAIYL= .O05208*SAAREA 00000740 
- ISN 0064 ......--- ­ -SAIX = .... 0000b750 
ISN 0065 SAZfL= I. 
ISN 0066 SA2YL= SAIYL 
AISN 0067 SA2XL= SAIXL
"IS O .......... . SAPZLJ% i .. . ..-. 










C DETERMINE EQUIPMENT 5A SIRUCIJWAL Wr~i -------
--- - -
'o~oooaso 






IF(IQIY. " bST-= .59*EQBSTR 
-0-000850EQbWT= I.k*QWT + QbSTR 









IF(MB12SH.EQ.z) GO1 TO 5 
EQM 9T - 8rEY M.Tf 1EUM0L0SATD ,2 





.n ISN 0079 
ISN 0080 
GO TO 14 
IFLAS= 1 






* EQMIYLjj IFLAG= 3 00000970
 
lStt 0084 IF(IFLAG-2) 6,7,8 

- 00000980 
N' 0085 6 EMILNG= EQMIXL-- 00000990 
XSN 0086 
-£MfjDIAL 'sQ RT (tkQ mI YLE*2 EQ1L i 
___00----0 00_jSN 0087 GO.TO 9 
-OO0O0l0
 
ISN 0088 7 EMILNG= EQMIYL "-. 
 00001020
IST-0--8-q .... EMI-A=fff-SQRT(IQM1XL**2 + EQMIZL- .. . . . . . O60O1 
ISN 0090 GO'TO 9 
 00001040
 
ISN 0091 8 EMILNG= LQM1ZL 
 00001050
1SN. -Z0-f2 EMIA=T -SO M1XL , 4wE jy9T &MRYLi)2 00001060

ISN 0093 9 CONTINUE 
 00001070

ISN 0094 FQMIST= *218*lQMIWT**.9a6*(EMXt1 /EMIDIA)**.263 '00001080

-N 0 
-.- 'I-LAG= 1 99001090 








ISN 100* EM2Y)Js 
- 00001120
ISN 0100 IF(WFLAG-) 10,11,12 
 00001130
 




ISN t6~~ - EN2IA~SQR~eQMYL*2*EQM2L**) 00001150 
ISN 0103 GO TO 13 00001160 
1SN 0104 11 EM LNG= EQM YL 00001170 
ISN 0105 EM2D1A= SQRT(EMZXL*2 + EQMZZL*42) 00001180 
ISN 0106 GO TO 13 00001190 
ISN 0107 1Z EMZLNG= EQM2ZL 00001200 
IS-N O-68 Fiz9iA= SQRTiF.M2XL**2 * FQM2YL**2) 00001210 
ISN 0109 Li CONTINU 00001220 
ISN 0110 EQMZST= .218*FQM2wT*#.AB6*(WMZLNG/EMZDIA)**.263 00001230 
ISN Olil 1. CONTINUt 00001240 
C 00001L50 
C ACCUtUN FOR MISSION EhUJPMtNT StPPORIS 00001260 
.. 00001210 
ISN 0112 FQMIST= EQMIST + .1*EQMIWT 00001280 
ISN 0113 EQMZST= EQM2ST + .I*EQM2WT..-........ 00001290 
c 00001300 
C PETERMINE MISSION EUPMENT BAY TOIAL vOLUME 00001310 
C 00001320 
IS 611.4 IF(MBI2SH.EQ.2) 6n TO 15,0 0d0133-0 
ISN 0116 EQMI'VL=, .785*rWML'YL*Z*QMXL 0000L340 
ISN 0117 -EQb2VL= .785*FQMZYL**2*FQM2XL 00001350 
oISN 0112 -- TO 151 00001360 
SISN 0119 150 CONJINUF 00001370 
ISN 0120 bWMIVL= LLMIXL*ECMiYL*QElMZL 00001380 
ISN oiz FQM2VL= EQM2XL*EUM2YL*-QM2ZL 00001390 
ISN 0122 151 CONTJNUF 00001400 
LSN 0123 FQMVnL= L-QMIVL * EQM2VL 000C410 
t 00001i420 
C DOTWRMINE SAiwT,SAZWTSA3WI 00001430 
C 00001440. 
1i4 0124 SA3WT S-JARWT . 00001450 
ISN 0125 IF(TEQTYP.EJ.1) GO TO 1,2 00001460 
ISN -01 7 SAiWI = .5*SOARWT 00001470 
ISN 0129 I C'ONTINUE 00001490 
C 00001500 
C DETERMINf BOOM AND MECHANISM WEIGHT 00001510 
C 00001520 
ISN 0130 SAbOLG= O. 00001530 
-- - -- 
ISN 0131 SABOOM= 0. 
 00001540
ISM 0132 SADRIV= 0. 00001550

ISN 0133 iF(1SPlh.EQ.i) G TO 43 
 00001560 
- - ABOL= 24 00001510
ISN 0136 SABOOM= 15'.2 
 0000b580








 23 CONTINUE " 1 ,00001610











C FIRST NEED MISSION LQUIPMENT WcIGHT AND EXTERNAL EQUIPMENi 
WEIGHT 0000170
 




ISN'0142 EONWT= EQMIWT+ EQM2WT 
 00001700





0 S N 14 4 .E E L 0 . .. 

ISN 0145 IF(NUMEEQ.tQ.o) GO TO 32 

.00001730 
OD--- I 00047D2311I=1,NUMH JQ 00-1740 
SISN 
 014W fDO W1= TQUWT 4 OW~)00001750
 
ISN 0149 LEQVOL= EfrVOL * EEwVL(1) 
 00001760
ISN 0150 231 CONTINUE 
 00001170





























C FIRSI-T!TIERMINj SOLAR"-ARRA'Y WiI-IT- " 
 o66oiob"
C - "00001910 







• , IF(EQTYP.EQ.2) 4,O TOF 233 
SOARWT= SASWT 
GO TO 234 


















SUBWT2= SUBWTI + EQWT - ACSWP + HARNWT 
COWTIN= .15*SUBWT2 
SUBWT= SUBWT2 + CONTIN 
+ STTPS EQBSTR 00002010 
00002020 
000C2030 




DETERMINE SATELLITE GROSS WEIGHT 00002060 
00002070 




DETERMINE ADAPTER WEIGHT 00002100 
00002110 
ISN 0168 SATADP= .012*SATWT 00002120 
C 00002130 
C DETERMINE SATELLITE LAUNCH WEIGHT 00002140 









EBXCG= 500. + .5*EQBLG 
EBYCG= 0. 
- - ~00002190 
00002200 
00002210 
ISM 0172 EBZCG= 0. 00002220 
C 






EMIXCG= 5O0.+ EQBLG+.-*EQ14XL .. 











ISN 0175 ,STRXCG= 500. + 5*EQBLG .. 
. . . 00002310 
-N-0176 . ... STRCG- O ..... 00002320 
ISN 0177 STRZCG= o. 0000-2330 
c . b0002340 
SC t'tiXTIPNAL EQUIPMENT Cdt. 00902350 





DO 239 1I,NUMEEQ 
E'SIV(i) = (1?2b EUVL ( =.33Z 
000Q2370 
0002380 
- ISN 0182 
ISR"0183 
IISN 0I84 
IF(CGEEX(I)-2.) 2 3 5 ,23t,
235 'FEXCL(I)= WO. 4 rObLG 




ISN 0185 z36 -EXL(1)= 500. + .S*tQbLG 
.­ 00002420 
I'15k 0186 GW To 2.38 00002430 
-I N07 ""237 E-XCG(IJ= 500!-.- -- 00002440 










* ISN 0193 
IF(EELOCtI).EQ.1.) EEYCG(I)= .5*(SATDAM + EESIOII)) 
I°F(EELOC(i).FQ.2.) EEYCG(,I)= -.5*(SATDAM * LESIDI)) 
.00002480 
-00002490 













c SULAR ARRAYL.GS 002550 
-C 
. 00002560 
ISNO20I I-kt YH.E0.) GT TO s44 00002570 
ISN 0203 SA3YCG= 0. 00002580 
IYSN 64&- SA3-ZCC5- 0. - ~ -00002590 
ISN 0205 IF'(XLGSA3-2.) 241,242, 43 00002600 
ISN 0206 241 SA3XCG= 500. + EQBLG 00002610 
ISN 0208 c44iSAiXCG: '50C. + .5*f:QLt, 00002630 
ISN 0204 
1SW 0210o-
',Gu TO ?t 
243 S 3XCG= 500. 
,00002630 
00002650 
- ISN 0 11 GO ITu 9 , 00002660 
ISN 0212 
ISN' bh-ij 24- LONTINUE 1t(Xt!A1e.) 45v24bv 4 - 600026700000Z680 
IsN (214 ct SAIXCG= 5GO. + FwbLt 00002690 
XSIN 6215 GO, TIn b 000021?00 












GO TO 248 
4A7 SAIXCG= 500. 
248 CONT!NIE" 
SA2XCG= SAIXCf, 






















SATELLITE CENTER OF GRAVITY CALCULATIONS
,6d6o286" 00002850 
C FIRST DETERMIN CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR ARRAYS 00002870 
18N 0229 
C 















SAX SAIWT*SALXCG * SA2WT*SA2XCG 4 SABNWT*SABXCG 
SAY = SA1WT*SAIYCb + SA2WT*LA2YL6 * SABMWT*SABYLG 



















TSW 0 43 
ISN 0,.45 
IC(NuM~EL.F..c 








E-EX= 1EX + t-NJW(T)*EbXCGCI) 
EEY= tkY * t',WT(1)*EEYCG(1) 





 252 CONTINUE-----------------.. 

... ...
ISN 0250 253 CONTINUE 
 00003100





LQWT*EbXtG + (EQMlST + EQMlWT*kMNXtG 0000,3130
S'1 (EQM2ST 4 EQM2WI)* A2XCG + SAX + . &EX * 00003140
2 (HARNWT 




SATY~b= (tbSTk*SIkYCb + EQWJ*bYCG + (EQMIST * kUM1WT)*EM1YCG 
. 000031701 (QMi!T + LCI-WTr)*M2YCG + SAY + 
 LEY + 90003180
 







Ish~~~~~~~~ 02jTC~~JSRSRC tST&ZC~ ;fisr 2CMlWT)*EH.IZCG 4. 00003210I (i-QM2Sr + EOYT*MZiWSAL + EEZ + Q0003220










.. 00003260C FIRST DETERMINE EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE AND EQUIPMENT BAY 
 00003270
1C 






®r ISN 0254 SAIRAC= &5*SAlfAM1P00001P90 




 o6 STRINX= FWESTR*=ATRAU**k 

.0090.320
ISN 0L57 STRINY= .5*iWBSTk*(SATRAD**i + .167*LQBLG.*2) 00003330
ISV Ob~h 
- _8fPf4f= 'SiNY'K0034ISN 0259 
 EQINX= .5 OWT*SATRAU**d 
 CO.s350
ISN 0260 CwINY=' .0B33*w1(t*sARp*; 
.ISN "'24 Q0b000-3360









 STRINX= .333tiubSTh4osIDb4 
 0003400"
ISN 0265 'SI1'jY= 
-(033*ETR(t*EsuD** B0 
 003410
ISN OZb SikiNZ= SRINY + 00003420

-N 061I QAx:'.It wTwsir 00003430
ISN 0266 b:Qly= .O833*flWT*(LQBSIn**L 
+ f(BL&**2) 
. 0000340
,ISN 0269 i-1NZ= Li]NY 
 060634!0




SlkINZ: .1LI*IRS1 ATPAM**2 
 00003470




[SN 0273 STRINZ= STRiNX 00003490
[SN 0274 EQINX= *I*EQWT*SATDAM**2 00003500
 
iSm 0275 EQINY= EQINX 
 00003510 
f'1N "0276 F01Nt= H IN- 00603520
ISN 0277 b9 CONTINUE 
 00003530











SN 0280 o0D70 =,NUMFFQ 

ISN 0281 FElNX(1)= .io?*FEQWTII,*f-tsE5UIJ*2 
 00003580
 
[SN 0283 EEINY(Ij= tENX(I) 
 00003590 
1- - 608 E7EhZ-(li=000603600ISN 0284 70 CONTINUE 
 00003610











- S 0 FIE1P4~2 GO to 37 0063-OISN 0288 SA3INX= SA3WT*SATRAO**2 
 00005660
.ISN 0289 SA3tY= .*S!A3WT*(SATRAD* + .167*SA3XL* 
__ 00003670 
IcSN9 SA3Z§6 $A3INY- 00:003680
ISk 21S#T
5 - 0291 00003690'Vi Tit 3b~
 
ISN 0292 
- 7 SAI|NX= .0h43*SAWIsI SAIYL**2 + SAIZL**2) 
 oooo'7
 
ISN 0293 SA1INYV= .6833*SAiWT*(SAiXL**2 + SAIZL**2) 00003710
ISN 0294 SAIINZ= 08.i,*SAlWI*(SAIXL**2 + SAIYL*42) 0000370
 
"SN 0295 SAZTNX= -Ob33*SAZWT*(SA2YL**2 + SA2ZL**2) 
 00003730 
ITSN 0296& SA2eiNY= .0833$*SAZWti*(SA2XL**2 + 2** Wi6d64bISN 0297 SA INZ= .0833*SA2WTI*(SA2XL4*2 + SA2YL*42) 00003750
ISN 0298 3d CONTINUE 00003160
 
- - C 
-. 
- 00003110 




I-k o9--F)79. fF(MB12SH.tU.ZJ G6-fT 39 6ob3800
 
ISN 0301 EMIINX= .t.*(LMISI * EQMIWT) * SATRAD**2 
 00003810 [SN 0302 EMIINY= *hb33*(EQMlSI + EQMIWTI*(3*SATRA**2 + EQMIXL**2) 0003820iSR 0303 EMI1NZ= EMIINY 000(8-30
ISN 0304 EM4INX= .5*(EM2SI + EQMZW11*SATRAD**2 00,003840
1SN 0305 EM21NY= .0833*(EQM2S1 4 EOM2NWI)*(3*SATRAD**2 + EQM2XL**2) 0008o 0 
2. NZ=N .... f306 EMflY...ISN 0307 GO TO 40 
 00003870
 




isN 0309 TEM2" 0bAA*iEQNCVT + fQM2W1)ISN 0310 00003890




 tEMsINY= T(I-l*(EWMltL**2 + EQMIXL**2)S f2 ,0 00003910
fzFMflZis r TUM1*(EjMkYL**2 4AscM3IxL** 2IS'V O3LtM. X TFMeH±.W.M2YL**4 + &UNZLL**2) o0003930
ITsn 
ISN 0315 EM21,NZ= + EQMXL*2}. . OO.2*{FQMZYL*2 
ISN 0ls 421Ny= F0M VL** + fQM!XL**2) 0003940 
00003940
 




fSN b317 EQMjTD= tQMjWt +.'FQ1ST " 000039810
 








c S-,ATtLLItL TO1AL I Lr.IIA CALCULATIONS 0040
Co00004020
C. 00040107
C FIRST DETERMINt CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR ARRAYS 
 00004030
 




 SA1Xm SA31NX + LA wT*({sA.YCu-!A3YC;}* 
. (SATZCb-zA27tG)*,2z) UO0040a0
ISN 0322 
 SAIY- SAiIN * SAaWT*((sATZci,-SAjzC&*2 * (SA1XC&-SA3kCG)**2) 
 0004070
ISNOa 





 GO TO 42
iSN'j " 41 1 I T9 N Z 53 C'N~i N dI1J-E0b B 1 C I .....-. 
- 0000 4090006641 6OISN 03 t, 




.I SAZTNX + SA WT*I(SATYLb-.A2YCG)**2 
* (SATZCG-SA2ZCG)**,) 0004110
cs- - Z + SAEMWTQ(SATyC ,-SAbYCG)*42 + (SATCb-SA5ZCG)**2)SAIY= SAIINY * SA1WI*IfSATtCG-SAIZCGJ**2 O0000411 ,+ (SATXCG-SAIXCGI**2) 4 00004140








 + (SAPCb-A83(t&**)1S '0328 0000416























IF(NUMEEO.EO.0) GO 1i ' 
00 '. W1,NUM 









FFIY= FEIY 4 rINYCIJ * EEQWToJ*t(SAtcjG4EECc(xI))**z 
(SA1XCG-LtXLG(n|)**) 



















I * LMIINX + EQMIO*l(SATYCG-rMIYCG)**2 + (SATZCG-EMIZCG)**2)
';Fq-NX+ t0 uIstc- c~z+ T -AfzcC-EMjzCUp) f 









2 + 'it.INY + tQMTO*((SA1ZLb.fMZZCG?**2 + (SATXCG-EMZXCG)**2) 
-1 v-QINY +i U)W1*(SATZC-G*vz + (SAJXCG-S1RXCGJ** )1 + SAIY '4 EEIY 






1 + hMIINZ + 




















COMi-UFpt ISIA,Ck I-RUM L.6. 10 MAIN INGINE(DT), GAS JET LEVER ARMS 00004530ON ROLL, PITCH, AND YAW AXES, RESPECTIVELY, (Dx,DYDZ). THE 00004540,CONVERSION TL U&ITS OF FT IS'DONE iii SJBROUfINi-SANOC .60-66-56 , 
00004560 
IF(ISHAPL- , '.±,4b,46 00004570 
DIi= SAIXCU - 00. 00004560DX- .L *LbL, 00004590 
PY= rny 00004600 
DZz .5*SATDAM 00004610GO TO 47 00004620 
46 DT = SAFXCG - w00. 00004630 
ISN 0352 
 DY= DX 

ISN 0353 bZ=DX 00004640 
ISN b354 00004655GO TO 4? 
ISN 0355 48 DT=.5*EQLG 0000465 
ISN 0356 DX=-5*EOaSID 0000()4660 




ISN 0359 47 RJ=SATINY 0066463 












,4 0 XRF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 360 ,PkOiRAM SIZE = 6982 
~Vtkrisr~t; o flA7iAdstrel G4 0A1 
LNea LF COMPILATION **4-* 
'0 65K bYTI.S UF CORE NOT USED 
. 
(C 
LfVEL 2I.7 ( JAN 73 1 
 US/360 FORTRAN H
 








C SU80(4CTN FP ­ *00004730 
C * WILL StLt]L AND SIZc IHc LL(LIRILAL SUBSYSTFM WHICH WILL bE *00004740
C 4 lHdSc CONFIGURATIIjNS AS D'OLLUwS - - *0000450 
C * NLONF (1) 1 IS DUAL SPIN 
 *00004760 
C * NCONF (1) = IS YAW SPIN *00004770 
C * NCUNF (1) = IS MASS EXPULSION *00004786 
C * "LVNt (1) = . 1L AM fXPULtItN(MUMtNTUM BIAS) *00004790 




 NCDNF (5) = ± IS SHUNT - PAODLL *0004810-C NCONF 
(:) = 2 IS SHUNT - BODY *00004820 
C * NCONF (5) = 3 IS S + b - PADDLE *00004830 
C * NCONF (5) = . IS S * D - BODY *00004840
 
C NCu4F 
(5) =., IS SLRIES PADDLL *00004856 
C * LONF (5) = 6. IS SERIES buOY *00004860 
c I MCONF (b) = I IS CYLINDER *000048O70 
C * NIUONF (b) 2 I BX *OO604880




L tA LlST OF Irit VAkaAbLtt FOLLOWS - - *00004920 
C *00004930
C * VAI]Ai,L: HOW UCSLD 






C *A ?N4T Epr 
 FT H~E - HD "AnO0 k6O
49
C Al INI -PS i-PS FT*t2 ARRAY ARLA*00004970
 
C A31 INT [P EP A**(3f2) *00004980
 
C. ALT 
 IINT Usk EPR MI ALTiTUDE *Q004990

C * ARfA U FPS VESILE FT**2 ARRAY AREA*00005000
 
C * CA INI 
 t'pS rpS A-H MIN REQ CP*00005010
 
L CAPMAX I*1 DF 
 TP A-H IN'REQ C'*00005020
 
C * CLELL L a LPS A-H CAP SEL CL*00005030
 
L * tHMINi IMi lPS UPS 2.0 HRS MIN CH& TM*OOOO,040
 
LP(,  
C * CI IN? FPS A-HMIN INST CP*6DO050O
 
C * CISFAR INT EPS 
 FPS A-HLAP S-L GEL*00005060
 










































































































































































































































































.03 DAT BASEXMIS LOSS *0005080*00005090 
.O' FAB LOSS *b06bi0 
.01. MISC Lba- * IcOio 
.05 Ok'o3'RAO.DEG FAC*OOOoblzo
 
TABLE ' TFMP.CORR. *O000130
 
. jp00100'1F140
0.8 'LFF DISCH *0000150
 
0.t!5 
 fF BATT *00005160
 
0.(1!t 




 EFF LD REG *0000180
 
1.0 PUJR DIST LS*60O05i90 


















AMP CH% CURA *00605290 

























PD INDEX '*UOO0542O 
r'a PD - *00005430 
Hr-WR INDLX *0C0)05440 
SPO INDEX *0000.1s0 



















































































































MU - IN -
N IT 
1T




















PBOL I T 












S*.. .	 ....-. . 


































































EPR 	 SRI INDEX *00005470
 
EPR END SRI *00005480
 
EPR SR2 INDEX *00005490
 
EPR 
- ----- END SR2 *00005500
 
EPS 1.02 BATT PKG F *00005510
 
EPS 1.4 BAT ST WT F*00005'2O
 
EPRREL 0.3 - AV D DISCH*00005530
 
EPS - ORINT FACT *00005t40
 
EPS 0.9 SLR PKG FAC*00005550
 
1 . 08E16 	 CONSTANT *00005560 
EP 	 EARTH RATE *00005570
 
EPS 2 NO BATT *00005580
EPS "- NO SLR CLL*O0005590
 
EPR 	 NO.CCU *00005600
 
EPS 2 NO CHGRS *00005610
 








EPR NO DISCH RG*00005660
 




EPR NO. PD *00005690
 
EPR NO. SPD *o0o5700 
EPR NO SHNT REG*0O05710 
EP 15. DEG. C BAT TEMP. *00005720 




kPR,EPS WATTPWD 2B DISP*00005750
 
EPS 3.14159 CONSTANT *00005760
 
EPR WATT AV PWR LB *00005770 
EPP WATT MIN PWR LD *00005780 
EPR WATTTOT PWR LRE*00005790 
THERMAL WATTPWR DISP.LR*00005600 
EPR,EPS WArTEOL SQL-OUT*Q0005b10 
EPS TiMP DEG FC*00820 
. ---... USED IN ALC OF TE *00 6 




--	 ECPS TINE. *00005850­
C * TEDTS INT EPS EPS 
 DARK/LlTriO0005B60
C * VNT EPS EPS 
 FT**3UNIT BATVOL*O0005870
C VBM INT EPR 
 4PS 
 BAT VLT*'006588O
C-- ... VT 
-
 EPS 
 FT**3TOT BAT VOL*00005890
C 
 IVCT EPS 
 EPS 1.1
C * VCELL INT VDCMIN CELL U *00065900DS MAIN 
 M3VOL CELL *0oo05910

- VOB N 
 EPR EPR
C VOL VDCAVE ALL VOL*00005920
0 MAIN 
 FT**3 EP VOL *00OO5930
C *' WATE iT,(o EPS VESIZE 
 KG ARRAY WT *00005940

-WB .NT ERS EP* KGUNIT BAT W*00005940

C * WBT INT EPS EPS 
 KGTOT BAT WT *00005960
CCELL TNT D EPS 
 LB CELL WGT *00005970
 















* HPTPHTPIPE VCHPHTPTFCNCOMRT ACSSN BITRATI2)00 00006040 
EQBLGSABOLGSATWT00006050
O-5C"MK,
ISN'O I-WbE........7P TCOiACCRfCYvC-19TAR fkREL9MDdLDTTRUNG-lTR-U-N
T ... E .. 0--0006053
 









ISN 0006 COMMON IUSkRI/EQMIWTvEQM2WTDIAMAXtALT 00006056
 
ISN 0001 00006060











.... 00ODT REAL NOUNYICHPLMbODLIBOGLMBDPKiK
ELF/.O3/,[OELI/.O2JPOELM/oO1/,ETAI/.10O/vETAR/I.0)/,KJL
2 00006090







---.. . .C.. *. ..-- 00006130
 
. ... 00006140 
C ** INITIALIZATION 
ISN 0012














ISN 0016 HP=6076.*ALT. 
- 00006200 















. . ..... 
00006250 
00006260 
ISN 0023 TE=2.*S/N 00006270 
ISN 0024 
ISN 0025 
ISN 0026 10 
RFU=.01*PTEMP+.o 





-­ " 00006290 
00006300 
ISN 0027 IERR=O -. . - I"_-0Q006310, 
ISN 0028 
ISN 0029 
ISN 0030 20 
. . BU-ST GO TO RiEL----
NB=2 








"I N 03 g 
c 
NLR=2 
ARFA= .0.0 . ..---. 
00006360 
00006310, 














ISN 0034 C DELR=.05 --- TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FACTORS): 00006430",00o0440­







If .(ALT.GT.5000.) GO TO 80 
Y&W=,NcdF5) -o * * 





ISN 0041 30+ 1CONF=CONF(1) 00006520 
ISM 0042 GCo( 0 5r,,04) CiF06530 
C 00006540 
ISN 0043 









ISN. 0045 50 I CONF=N tONT-f.. ..... . .... .... .... . .. . .. .
 




-SkN .- .. OrcE T=c5 i­i477 o--';&.........
 0...66.1oISN0084' 











ISN 0050 GO TO, 140 
 O3006650
 
..... " - *C 
 00006670
C **b ALTITUpE'it GREATf-R THAN 5000 AUICALMILES 





ISNbbsi c0 ICONF=NgONF(5) 00006690






--ISN 0053 90 ICNF=NCuNE(1) 
-. - 0006730Z * 
- 7" ­ 00006750
 





,j--S-N---5 G0~ To 140 :'00066760 
.c I N 05 G T 1 000007 
ISN 0057 110 ICONF=NCONF(Q)
C 0000619000004810
 
ISN..0059 120 DELi=-.o5 F 00006810 
ISN 060 -- Go TO i40 . .. ... .. ... .
• "c ' 0000,6830 










c .- 00,006860 
000068,0

S* - Nw WILL ~D0NG TC-ING-HEL- MAC-
 SELECTIOFN (SSAND,SLR) 
 00006890
 
tS''bY ''-i --V- 








c -- .06%7... ,-o--oc 






































GO TO 160 























GO TO 210 







- ISN 0005N 

















GO TO 210 
' 




GO TO 210 
_00007270" 

















































































- R - -­ , 00007430 
.. 00007440 
C 4 
.7 ~ ~~~~~--- -- I.- - - - -z k -































'IF (PLMIN.Gc.PEXCES) GD TO 23u 
;NSR=(PEXCEs-PLMIN/CAPMAX 
- --


















C 4 SET VOLTAGES FOR THIS DESIG$







C ** BA'fERY ALGORITHM 000770-
C 00007770
 
C DETERMINE REQUIRED CAPACITIES 00007780 
C 00007790 
ISN 0124 CR=APL*TE/3606.)/(LMBDDETAD) 
 00007800





. . .. 00007820
 




ISN 0124 CI=CA*RF-) 
... ....... 0007g6
C 00007860
C** DETERMINL NUMbER OF CELLS IN SERILS(T0 BE SUPPLIED TO RL) 00007b70
 
00007890
ISN 0125" NC=VBM/VC 

C 
C DETERMINE SELECTION PARAMETERS ON CELLS 00007910 









C * DETERMINF LvHARGE CURRE4T RATING REQUIRED FOR _THE BATTERY CHARGER *00007960 
ISNi 019CELCSTP- 00007970 
- ISN 0130 ICH=CCELL/CHMINI 00007980 
00008000
CC ** 0000799000008010 
_ ___ C ** COMPARE THE HARDWARE PARAMETER TO THE SELECTION PARAMETER **00008020 
C ** 0000030
 
ISN 0131 IF (DArAb(6ISR1).GE.CAPMAX.AND.DATAbI6lCELL).GE.CISTAR.AND.ATAB000obO4O
 




ISN 0133 IF (ISRL.GE.ISRLE) GO'TO 240 
 00008070
 
ISN 0135. ISRI=ISRI+1 00008080'
 
ISN 0136 GO TO 220 U008090 
C 00008100
 
ISN 0137 240 IF (ICELL.Gt.ICELLEi vO TO 250 
 0000LO
IsN-13 ISR1=1 .008120 
ISN 0140 ICELL=ICELL+1 
 00008130
































C_""____.. O76O6 60 






































_ _ _ _ _ _ _ '"'o060o'4000'0   8 10 
"lsN '0161 
ISN 0163 
ISN 0164 . 
IF-N-HOS FE. SR) GO TO 7......(IF 
NCHOSE(1.)=NSR 
-, 








272 IF INCHOSE(3) .GE. NiCH) 
NCHOSE(3)=NCH ..-I 
273 IF (NCHS(-4,.G NPCU)
NCHOSE(4)=NpCu 
GO TO 273 





















































































































































































cIF (ITER.EQ.Ob GO TO 300 
IDR=IPICi( .. 
ISR2IPIC-(2)008970 
IX F =IPIC 2-

























ls b~l .- GTi-1100009020 










. -­ , 






- ISN '0227 
GO'TO 360 
C 
'310'-'IF ( WR2R-.ISZCY 
IDR=IDB(3)+l 
ISRZ=IPIC(2)'+ " 





















































ISN 0243 ICCU=Ipfc{S * 0 00 32
 
ISN 0244 GO TO 360
 
C 00009330
ISN 0245 340 00 350 1=1,5 
 00009350

'5 00009340LSN 0246 350 ICHOSE(I)=-1 
 00009360






C ** COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS FOR SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - 00009400C T UISCHARGE RbGULATORSHUNT REGULATORBATTERY,BATTERY 00009410C * CHARER AND SIZING THE CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT - - 00009420 
Ct 




ISN 0248 360 ND=Nb
C 00009460
00009470 











ISN 0252 IF (ITER *GE. 
I .AND. NCHOSE(1) .GE. ND) ND=NCHOSE(I) 00009550ISN 6254 PD=PL/(ND*ETADff 
-- 00009560
C 00009510
C ** DETERMINE NUMBER OF SHUNT REGULATORS REQUIRED 00009580C 00009590ISN 0255 370 CAPNAX=DATAb(6*ISRZ) 
 00009600
ISN 0256 NSR=I 
 00009610
I-SV-0-257 IF (PLMIN.GE.PEXCES) GO TO 380 
 00009620
ISN 0259 NSR=(PEXCES-PLMINJ/CAPMAX+.9 
 00009630
ISN 0260 IF (NSR.LE.0) NSR=1 
 00009640




C * SET VOLTAGES F-UR SHUNT AND DISCHARGE DESIGN 00009670
C 
 00009680
ISN 0263 VDB=21. 
 00009690












































C I 0&009870 
C . DETE-RMINE'MINIMUM INSTALLED CAPACITY 00009790
C 
. . . . . . ... . . 
- -... ... .CI=CA*RFDl 0000980
 
C 
_ _ __ 
_ 
_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 00009810 

























































ILL)-GE.CISTAR.AND.DATAB(6,ICHGR).GE. CH) GO TO 440 0Q010060 
t--C 
-
IF (IDR.GE.IDRh) GO TO 390 00010070 90010080
00010080 
. .. . .00010090. . . . . . . .. 

ISN 0279 GO TO 370 '.00010100 
C 00010110 
ISN 0280 390 IF IISR2.GE.ISRZE) GO TO 400 00010120 
I9 0282 IDR=IDB(33+1 00010130 
ISN 0283 ISR2=ISR2+ 00010140 
ISN 0284 GO TO 310 00010150 














ISN 0289 ICELL=ICFLL+l 00010200 
ISN 0290 GO TO 370 00010210 
c 00010220 
ISN 0291 410 IF (ICHGR.GE.ICHGRE) £0 TO 420 00010230 
ISN 0293 IDR=108(3)f 
- 60010240 







ISN 0297 GO TO 370 00010280 
C 00010290 
ISM 0298 420 00. 430 I=ll5 -
_ " 00010300 
I N 62q§ 430 1CHOSE(I)=-1 00010310 
ISN 0300 RETURN 00010320 
C 00010330 
c ' 00010340 
ISN 0301 440 EIAD=OATAB(7,1DR) 00010350 
TSN 0302 ETAE=DATAB(E1lCELL) 00010360 
ISN 0303 ETC=DATAB(7,ICHGR) 00010310 
ISN 0304 VCELL=DATAB(24,ICELL) 00010380 
IsN 0305 WCELL=OATAB(23,ICELL) 00010390 
ISN 0306 WB--%C*WCELL*K2 00010400 
1SN 0307 VB=NC*VCELL*K1 00010410 
ISN 0308 WET=WB*NB 00010420 
ISN 0309 VBT=VB*NB 00010430 
ISN 0310 NCH=Nb 00010440 
C 00010450 
ISN 0311 ICH-OSE1)=DATAB(1,IDR})- 00010460 
ISN 0312 ICHOSE(Z)=DATAB(IISR2) 00010470 
ISN 0313 ICHOSE3)=DATAB(I1ICELL) 000i0480 
.... SN 0341 
 ICHOSE(4)=DATABT1,ICHGR)

ISN 0315 ICHOSE(5)=DATAB(1,ICCU) 0
00010500
 
c " " 
 0001000
 
0318 IF NCHOSE(1)-GE; N)
N-OS(1=N'.
•ISN 0318 NCHOSEM -|ND". GO TO 451 ,- 00010520
.00010530
 
ISN 0319 451 IF (NCHOSE(2}







ISN 0322 452 IF (NCHOSE(3) .GE. NB) GO TO 453 
 006105650
 
ISN 0324 MCHOSEC3I=NB 
 00010510
 









0328 454 IF.NINCHOSEg5) oGE. NCCU) Go To 455 
 00010600

-" S , 3 -- CHOSEf U)=CCU 
00010610
 
ISN Q331 455 IRIC(1)=IDR 
 0010620 
.IN 0,332 AIt 1-1421= FR2 00010649
ISN 0333 IPIC(3)=ICELL 
 00010640
 
ISN 0334 , P1C14)=ICHGR 
_ ,,_ " 00010650 









__ _ _ 






_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 0001069000010670
 
SN 2 jj urTB2A:,23SRu)2)+WT
9; H*DATA__239ICHGR|+ 00010700
 
_... * NCCIJ*DATAB(24,lCCU)+vLc IoD8o0o26, 00010710





- - - - C 00010740 





SSERIES LOAD REGULATION DESIGN S- .00010780
 00010790
 
ISN 0339 450 ICONF=NCONF(5) 

"0001080



















ISN 0347 iL~R IDBt'7).;i ' , ," " ; "" ' " " 6"000108,o0 
ISN 048 'ICELL=IDB(1) l :. 00010900 
IYSN0349 ICHGR=IDB(S|+I-- 00010910 
ISN 0350 rspo=IOBtg)+I 000109z0 
ISN 0351 IPD=IDB(1O| I 00010930 







SN 0355 FTDIO00010970 
SN0356 NSP0=1 00010980 
ISN'0357 NPD=1 00010990 
-Ts-R 0358 G?; TO 520 ", , ,,, 00011000, 
ISN 0359 
c 
460 IF (ITERoEQ.Oj1, GO TO 470 % ooo111 060 i"i"'06 -"b 
ISN 0361 ILR=IPIE;(1) 00011030 
TSN 0362 ICELL=IPiC(2) 00011040 
YSN 0363 ICHGR=IPIC(3) 00011050 
ISN 0364 ISPD=IPIC(4) "" :"00011060 
ISN 0365 IPD=1PIC(5+ :, p , ,, 000110_10 
ISM 0366 GO, TO 520 ," '"" '0001y080" 
T c- 00011090 
ISN 0367 470 IF (ILR.GE.ILfE) GO TO 480 00011100' 
ISN .0369 ILR=IPIC(1)+l i 001j110 
- -S 'U370 ICELL=IPIC'(Z) .. . : ": ,00011120-
I5N, 0371 ICHGR=IPIC{3} 90011i36 
IsN 0372 ISPO=IPIC,44) -­ ,<. . ,, 00011140 
-'S--033IPD=IPIC(5) 00011150 
ISN 0374 GO TO _'20 00011160 
C 00011170 
ISN 0375 480 IF _(ICELL.GE.I CELLE) GO-TO 490 . . 00011180 
ISN 0377 ILR=IDB(7}+I 011 
ISN 0378 1CE LL=I PI C (2) -0 .. 00011200 
ISH 0379 'ICHGR=IPIC(3) 00011210 
ISN 0380 ISPD=IPIC(4) 00011220 
I-SN 0381 IPD=IPIL(5) 000112,30 
...-c 00011240 
ISN 0382 490 IF (ICHGR.GE,.ICHGRE) GO TQ 5iW 00011z 0 









IPD=1PICi5) 00011290 0001130000011310 




RETURN 00011330 00011340 
C 
C 





































PEXCES=PBOL-PLMIN 00011490 00011500 
C 
C 00011510 00011520 





IF (ITR GE. I WAND. NCHOSEE1) .AE. NLR) NLR=#tCHOSE(1) 
PLR=PL/(ETALR*NLR? 


















* :SETUP BATTERYSTL-ECTION PARAMETERS 



























































IF tiTE R .GE. 1 ) NB= NCHOSE( a)_ 
_ _ _ 
_ __ _ 
_ 










C ** CHARGER SELECTION PARAMETER 00011830 
'C 






































GO 	 TO 530 00012020 
C 00012030



















GO TO 530 
'"'" 




60 TO 530 













ISN '0427 560 
C 
DO 570 I=lv5 
.: "'00012140 




















































'" " . . .: 
0 0 2 1 
00012320 











ZF'(NCH~sE(1) -GE, NLR.) to01'0561 
NCHOSE(l)|=NLR. .,
































































_7,';'- 1"Q- '''4"Q 
"' 0001240583 IF 4 E NNHOst'SD GO&TM t28,' 00012450NCHOSEI4)=NsPD , 
 -,0061240
 







































' t 000126Z0' 











!590 ,CONF=NCDNF,%,1 , ,''," , 
."'<000126 0
 
'" GO TO (061,0,l6O;I, iot. ' 00012690C,. 

, ", .. oooifbo 




-, ' LGED1;T ". *.'. ...- - 00012730'"'"'" '": 0027-..
 
'0'' 00012740












GO'TO f630,62Q,650J, ZC, F' V.. 090i2800 
c- 04012810,,
*C BODY MOdWTED BOX SHAPE, N NlSPINNIN& A ", 00012810i 
C 





















IF (ICONF .GE. 3) GO TO 640 
C 
BODY MOUNTED CYLINDER SPINNING 
FW=3.4 
LMBDG=I./PIE 





































If (ICONF .GE. 3) GO TO 660 






























-'ISN 0496 b*4tTAj |,)fl'| " ' 0O 13220670 'PS=PL/ETAR,(I1*TEDTS*t(I-JtETAD# .EA . 3  ' 
- SN,0496 .670., 00013240 
C COMPUTE SIZING FACTOR 00013250 
C 00013260 
ISN 0497 FS=LMBDG*LMBDP*((l-OELR)(il-FDELFI. (.-DELT)I.-DEL1)*(.-DEU4))00013270 
C 00013Z80 
C COMPUTE ARRAY AREA 0001329"' 
C 00013300 





COMPUTE ARRAY WEIGHT 
' ,. -. 4% -- I: ; 
00013320 
00013330 00013340' 
ISN '49 WkTE--AIVFW ," , - , 
~'0001335060133 6 & 
~t.00013360--',







ISN 0500 AREA=A*10.76426265 
 00013390
 









- ISN 0503 END 00013440 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT' NAME= MAIft.OPT=01,LINECT#41,I,SZE=j)6pK-""... 
*OPTIONSIN EFFECT* $OURCE E___C___OLXSTNODECKLO D NO0APiNODTli D,NXE& 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 502 PPROGRAM SIZE = 8368 
*STATISTICS*D N DIAGNOSTICS GE ' "' .. ' 4 'D -KF R" 
***lEND OF COMPILATION ***e 
-, 57K' rto,OF CORE 'N6T2jsSE0, 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 1 
 0S/360 FORTRAN H
 


































































IF(NCONF(2-.T.I) GO TO 38 

THIS Is COLD GAS CONFIGURATION 





IF(FMAX.LT.50..AND.TOTIMP.LT.50000.) GO TO 1 










IF(ITER.NE.O) GO TO 3 











































































































Do 299 1=5,8 00015150 
299 NCHUSE(I)=1 00015i60 
. -00015170 
II= lDb(5) + I 00015180 
J'= ID8(6) + 1 00015190 
CHOSE(4 = DATAB(1,II) 00015200 
ICHGSE(8j = DATAB(IJJ) 00015210 
C 00015220 
3 CONTINUE ", 00015230 
C t.--
-' 00015250 
C THRUSTER SELECTION . 00015260 
C 00015270 










10 THRUST= DATAB(6J1)I 00015330
 
IF(THRUST.GE.FMAX) GO TO 12 00015340
 
IF(Jl.EQ.J1E-) GO TO 11 - K J '- 0001530 
Jl= J + 1I 00015369 
GO TO 10 00015370 
C 00015380
 
















 SELECT PNEUMATIC ATTITVOE MA4ONtROL THRU$TERS 00015490C 000ooo,490 
C FIRST DETERMINE SET OF ALL 
THRUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE INEQUALITY 00015500





"f'-047 	 1= 1 
 000155,30
ISN 0048 	 Jj= i 00015540
ISN 0049 13 THRUST= DATAB(6,J1) 
 00015550
1E 0050 	 TF(THRUST.GE.ACTgST GO TO 15 
 00015560
ISN 0052 14 IF(Jl.EQ.J1E) GO TO 16 

= 	 00015570
ISN 0054 	 J1 Ji + 1 00015580

"SN 0055 O T 
-----
-	 001590ISN 0056 15 IACCPTI1)= J1 
 00015600
ISN 0057, 1= I + 1 
 00015610
1SN 0058 	 GO TO 14 
 00015620
ISN 0059 16 CONTINUE 
 00015630





C CHOOSE THAT THRUSTER FRUN 'THE ABOVE SET WHICH MINIMIZES THE 0001,5660













ISN 0064 	 DIFOLD= ABS(THRUST - ACTHST)

ISN 0065 17 ICHOSE(1)= OATAe(IJ1) 	 00015726
 00015730"
0066~ 	 JSAV?=J1 
 00015740
ISN 0067 	 IF(I.EQ.IMAX) GU TO 20 
 00015750
ISN 0069 18 1= I + 1






IsN 0071 THRUST= DATAB(6,JI) 	 0001510 
ISN 0072 
 DIFNEW= ABSiTHRUST- ACTHST), 
- , 00015790I 007 	 IF(DIFNEW.LE.DIFOLD) GO TO 19 
 00015800
ISN 0075 	 IF(I.LT.ItAX) GO TO 18 
 00015810
ISN 0077 GO TO 20 
 00015820

- -NShom 19 OIFOLD= DIPNEW 
 00015830
ISN 0079 GO TO 17 
 00015840
ZSN 0080 ZO JI=JSAvE 000i5850C 
 00015860











21 THRUST= DATAB(6,J2) 00015900 00015910 
ISN 0084 IF(THRUST.GE.TTHST) GO TO 23 00015920 
ISN 0086 
ISN 0088 
N 00 9 
22 IF(J2.EQ.J1E) GO TO 24 
J2= J2 + I 
. . . TO 2 -1 
00015930 
0001594000015950 




I= I + 1 














DIFOLD= ABS(THRUST - TTHST) 









IF(I.EQ.IMAX) GOtTh 28 
















DIFNEW= AfBS(THRUSI - TTHST) 
IF(OIFNEW.LE.DIFOLD) GO TO 27 
- IFII.LT.IMAX) GO TO 26 
0,111 
GO TO 28. 













C THRUSTERS HAVE BEEN 'SELECTED 
0001618000016190 
C 00016200 




c CHECK TO SEE IF CYCLE LIFE REQUIREMENT'IS SATISFIED 00016250 










- SN 0125 
ISN 0126 
-ISN 



















IFfDATAB(7,J1).LT.CLIFE) IERR= 1" 






C IERR= 1 IMPLrES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE ATTXTUDE AND CONTROL 

C THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. IERR= 10 IMPLIES THAT ThE CYCLE LIFE OF
C THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS 
TOO SHORT. IERR= 11 IMPLIES THAT




C PRELIMINARY CALCULAIOtS FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC ISOLATION 

























C DETERMINE HARDWARE INDICES 
 , 

00 0 11, 







31 IF(ITER.NE.0) GO TO 5 , 

IF(IPIC(1).LT.J3E) GO TO 6 

IF(IPIC(Z).LT.J4E) GO TO 7 

IF(1PlC(3).LT.JSE) GO TO 8 

IF PICE4b.LT.J6E) GO 09 

C 












































































ISN 0146 4 CONTINUE 00016680 
__C .... 00016690 
ISN 0147 J3= 13T(1) + 1 00016700 
ISN 0148 J4= IDB(2) + 1 00016710 
ISN 0149 
ISN 0150 
J5= IDe(s) + I 
J= 108(4) 1 00016720 00016730 
C 00016740 
-ISN 0151 . GO TO 1200 - 00016750 
C - 00016760 
ISN 0152 5 CONIINUE 000770 
ISN 0153 J3= IPIC(1) 00016780 
IN 0154 J4= IPICf2) 00016790 
ISN 0155 J5= IPIC(3) 00016800 
ISN 0156 J6= IPIC(4) , 
ISN 0157 GO TO 1200 00016820 
c "00016630 
ISN 0158 6 CONTINUE 00016840 
ISN 0159 J3= ipIC(I) + 
- 00016850 
ISN 0160 J4= IPIC(2) !B 00016860 
ISN 0161 J5 IPIC(3) 
_-00016870 
IsN 0162 - 6= IP1C(4) ..-- It880 






ISN 0165 J3= I08() * 1 00016920 
ISN 0166 
- iN 0167 
J4= IPICE2) 
J5= IPIC(3) 
+ 1 00014,930 
0001h940 
ISN 0168 J6= IPIC(4) 00016950 
ISN 0169 GO TO 1200 00016960 
C 00016910 
ISN 0170 8 CONTINUE 00016980 
ISN 0171 J3= IOB(1) + 1 0001t990 
ISiT0172 J4= ID(2) + 1 00017000 
ISN 0173 JS= IPIC(3) + 1 00017010 
ISN 0174 J6= IPIC(4) 00017020 
ISN -f75 GO TO 1200 00017030 
C 00017040 
ISN 0176 9 CONTINUE 
___00011050 
SN 0177 J3100017060 




J5= ID8(0) + 1 
J6= 1PIC(4)
C 




C THE HARDWARE INDICES ARE SET 0001712000017130 













DELPIS = (1.29E-3/RHG)*(WDOTPR/DATAB(7,J3,)|*2 
DELPFI = DATAB(7,J4)*WDOTPR**2 
ICHOSE3A= DATAB{(,J3) 
ICHOSE(4)= DATAB(1,J4) 










PREG= PTI + 2.*DELPIS + DELPFI 00017250 00017260 

























"SIZE PLUMBNGAND CONNECTORS 



















ISN 0199, IPIC1i),J3n, 1e ,00017450
 
ISN 0200 -IPICf2)= J4 
 00011460
000i7460
ISN 0201 IPXC('3)= J5 

ISN 0202 IPIC)= J6 --­
00017480
ISN 0203 	 N(7)= 11 

00017490
ISN 0204 N(8= J -( 

ISN 0205 ...- J ............ 
_'_-- 0001 50 ­00017510




- ISN 0207 N(3h 3 
tSN 0208 . N()= J4 .00017530 
0001750ISN 0209 	 N(5)= J5 
 70. 	 000175650ISN 0210 	 N(6)= J6 

_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _000 17 560ISN 211 	 DO 
 00017570
ISN 02ia J= NII) 

ISN 0213 WT= WT + NCH0SE(I)OATAB(23,JJ 
 . ,, .. 00017590
 
ISN 0214 VOL= VOL 4 NCHOSE(1)*DATAB(24,J) 	 00017600
 
00017610
SM 0215 PL= PL + NCHOSEI1)*DATAbI16,J) 

ISN 0216 PLMIN= PLMIN + NCHOSE(II)*DATAB(18,J) 00017620
 




 WT= wT + ACSWP + PCWATE 	 ,00017640 00017650











C HARDWARE SELECNTIoF Ni ACCEPTABLE- INCREMENT HARDWARE INDICES- 0001760-­
- C 	 0001 7700" 
00017710ISM 0221 - IF(J3.LT.J3E) GO TO 34 
00017720
ISM 0223 IF(J4.LT.JEJ) GO TO 35 

ISN 0225 IF(J5.LT.J5E) GO TO 36 
 00017730
 











ISN 0229 I HOSE(1)= -1 00017780
 
00017790





ISN 0231 34 J3t J3 + 	 00171
 
00017820
ISN 0232 	 Go To 32 









































I SN 0253 

ISN 0254.










- J4= J4 + 108GO 	TO 32 

36 	J3= IDBM() + 1 

J4= IDBtZ) + 1 

J5= 35 + 1 

GO To 32 

37 J3= IDB( + 

J4= IDb(2) + 1 

JS= IDB(3) + 1 

J6 J -f 

GO TO 32 

38 CONTINUE ­



































f- . t U G.. 4 	 .t% ..
 




C INITIALIZE ICkOSE.NCHOSE,IERR AND SELECT HARDWARE NOT SIZED





- _ __ 
_ 
_ 







































































































































II= 1DB(5) + 1 

JJ= 108(6) + I 

KK= IDB(11) + 1 

ICHOSE(9) = OATAB(1,JJ) 
ICHOSE(IQ)= DATAB(ItKK) 
ICHOSE(i)= DATAB(iI') ,, 






C -.	 _____ _____-








Ji = 10B(7) + 1 . ........ 

O0 THRUST= bATA(6tJi1) -,_,, 

IF(THRUST.GE.FMAX) GO To 120 

IF(JI.EQ.JIE) GO TO 110 

Jl= Ji + 1 

GO TO 100 

C 
C - NO ACCEPTABLE THRUSTERS 
C 


























































































 FIRST DTERMINE SET.OF ALL THRUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE INEQUALITY 00018630









- = 1 
IS-z87 
 Ji = IDB(7) + I 00018670
ISN 0288 130 THRUST= DATAb(6jj 
 00018680
ISN 0289 IF(THRUST.GE.ACTHST) GO TO 150 
 00018690

"ISN 0291 IF(J-I-.EQ.J1E) GO TO410 
 00018700
ISN 0293 Jl= J1 * 1 00018710
ISN 0294 
 GO TO 130 
 00018720
ISN 0295 I50 IACCPT(I)= J1 
 00018730
ISN 0296 I= I + 1 
 00018740
ISN 0297 
 GO TO 140









C CHOOSE THAT THRUSTER FROM THE ABOVE SET WHICH MINIMIZES THE 00018790
C QUANTITY, ABS(THRUST - ACTHST) 
 00018800




ISN 0301 31= IACCPT(I) 
 00018830
ISN 0302 THRUST= DATAB(6,JI)
ISN 0303 
- DIFOLD= A8S(THRUST 
- ACTH-ST) 0001884000018850
 
ISN 0304 170 ICHOSE(1h= OATAB(I,J1) 
 00018860
ISN 0305 JSAVE=J1 00018870
ISN 0306 IF(I.EQ.IMAX) GO TO OTO 
 (06018880
ISN 0308 180 I= I 4.1 
 00018890
iSN 030$" Jl= IACCPT(1), 

* 00018900IsN 0310 THRUST= DATAB(6,Jl)f 
 00018910
ISN 0311 DIFNEW= ABS(THRUST - ACTHST) 
 00018920
ISN 0312 IF(DIFNEW.LE.DIFOLD) GO TO 190 
 00018930
1-- 0314 IFfIILT.IMAX) GO TO 180 00018940ISN 0316 GO TO 200 00018950 
ISN 0317 190 DIFOLO= DIFNEW Aj 00018960ISN 0318 GO TO 170 
 00018970
 




*' - SELECT PNEUMATIC TIOA,, 01000 
00019010 
ISN 0320 1=.1 
- ,, 00019020
 
ISN 0321 J2 = IDB(7) + x 00019030 
ISN 0322 210 THRUST= DATAB(6,J2) 00019040 
ISN-0323 IF(THRUST.GE.TTHST) GO To 230 
_ 00019050 
ISN 0325 Z0 IF(J2.EQ.J1EJ GO TO 240 ---- "--00019060 
ISN 0327 J2= JZ + 1 00019070,

*ISN 0328, GO TO 210 
 o_00019080 
f SN0 IACCPTJi F= J2 . 00019090 
ISN 0330 1= I + i 00019100
 
ISN 0331 GO'TO 220 
 00019110
 






ISN 0334 1= 
 00019130
 
ISN 0335 J2= TACCPT(1) 00019150
 
ISM 0336 THRUST= DATAB(6lJ2)_- 00019160 
ISM 0337 OTFULD= ABS(THRUST - TTHST) 
_ 00019170 
ISN 0338 250 ICHOSE(2)= DATAB(1,J2) 00019180 
ISN 0339 JSAVE=J2 00019190,
 
ISN 0340 IFLI.EO.IMAX) GO fl 
 280 
___ 00019200 
ISN 0342 260 I= I + 1 00019210 
ISN 0343 J2= IACCPTIS) NU000192 
ISN 0344 THRUST= DAJAb(6,'J2) 00019230
.L 0345 012F f= ABS(THRUST - TT T" , "00019240 
ISN 0346 IFtFNEWAE.OIFOLO) 60 t 00019Z-50 
1SN 0348 1F(I.LT.IMAX) GO TO 260 
 00019260
 
ISN 0350 GO TO 280 
 00019270
 
ISN 0351 270 DIFOLD= OIFNEW 
 " 00019280
 
ISN 0352 GO TO 250 
 00019290
 














C CE TO 
.. 00019'O0

































IERR= I IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE ATTITUDE AND CONTROL 00019440
THRUSTERS 4S TOO SHORT. 
IERR= 10 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF 
 0009450
THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. IERR= 11 
IMPLIES THAT 00019460






PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTIN OF MONOPROPELLANT ISOLATIONOOO19500
VALViS AND FILTERS 00019510
 
RHOF= .036 00019520WDOTF=UYoiAtTHST + a.*TTgSrj/200o 000195403 
00019540 








































c DETERMINE HARDWARE INDICES 00019680 
C 00019690 
--









FfITER.NE.5F GO To 46 
IF(IPIC(1).LT.J3E) GO lu 47 





ISN 0382 IF(IPIC(3).LT.JSEI GO TO 49 00019770 
ISN 03-4 IFfyPICc4).LT.J6E) GO TO 50 00019780 
ISN 0386 IF(IPIC(5h.LT.JE) GO TO 51 00019790 
ISN 0388 ... GT052 -19800 0IF(IPIC6)LTJE) 
C 00019810 
C NO ACCEPTABLE COMBINATIONS 00019820 
C 00019830 
ISN 0390 ICHOSE(1J=.-1 00019840 
ISN 0391 RETURN 00019850, 
C .. 00019860 
ISN 0392 45 CONIlNU 00019870, 
c 00019880 
ISN 0393 J3= [D(8) + 1 00019890 
ISN 0394 J4= XOB(9) + 1 00019900 
ISN 0395 J5= I08(3) + 1 00019910' 
ISN 0396 J6= [D0(l) + 1 00019920 
ISN 0397 j7= ID(10) + 1 00019930 
ISM 0398 J8= ID814) + 1 00019940 
1SN 0399 C GO TO 53 00019950, 00019960 
ISN 0400 '46 CONTINUE 00019970 
ISN 0401 J3= IPIC(l) 00019980 
ISN 0402- J4= IPIC(2) 00019990 
ISN 0403 JS= IP1C3) 00020000 
ISM 004 J6= IPIC(4) 00020010 
IS4 045 JT= [PIC(5) 000200,20 
ISN 0406 J8= IPIC(6) 00020030 
ISN 0407 GO TV 53 00020040 
C 0O'Y20050 
ISN 0408 47 J3= IPIC(l) + 1 ___ 00020060, 
ISN 0409 J4= IPIC(2) 00020070' 
ISN 0410 J5= IPIC(3) 00020080 
ISN 0411 J6= XPIC(4) 00020090 
ISN 0412- J7= 1PIC(5) 00020100 
ISM 0413 J8= IPIC(o 00020110 
ISN 0414 
_ _C 
GO TO 53 00020120 
00020130 
ISN 0415 48 J3= IOB(81v+ 1 00020140 





























J4= IDM,(9) + 1 
45= 1PIC(3)+ I 
J6= ipi i j 


















- NO 6 
50 J3= IDB(b) + 
*W=1B(Y
J5= 108(3) + 
J6= IRIC(4) + 
. . 1 [PIC(5) 
J8= IPIC(6) 



















51J3= ID5(8j + 1 
J4= IDB(9) + 1 



















52 J3= 1DE83) 1 
J4= Ib(9) + 1 
J5= 1Db(3) + 1 
6F4-L)i1 
-
J='1OB(1O) t 1-. 













--- .o60 000Z0530 o4o 












ISN 04i52 	 EPS(.9-IHF*WOlT7J)*2 
ISN 0453 DELPFI= DATABITJ4)*WDOTF**2 
ISN 0454' ICHOSE(3)= DATAB(IJ3) 
" 0455 iATAi . ...ISN 	 I-CHOSl40=4 
ISN 0456 IPIC(I)=.J3 









ISN 0458 PTI= DATAS(8Jl) 
ISN 0459 PFT= P1I + '2.*DELPIS + 2.*DELPFI 
IsN 0460 PREG= PFT + 2.*DELPIS 
ISIT 0461 WDOTPR= 2.*I.o02i-7*PREG0WDOTF/RHOF 
ISN 0462 COAkEG= WOOTPR/SQRT(5600.*PREG/l.27E4) 
_ _ _ c *00020750 
1S1N 0463 	 1F(PRhGoLT.OATA8(8,JJr.OR.PREGGT.ATATiA- -R.oATABE?,J5).LT. 

* CDAREG) GO TO 55 
C 
"C REGULATOR IS ACCEPTABLE ' 
C 
ISN 0465 ICHOSE(5,)= OATAB(IJ5) 
-I-s 466 IP'IC(3)= JS, 
1 	 C 
C PRELiMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC ISOLATION 
C VALVE 
C 
ISN 0467 RHOPR= 300.*1.02E-7 

ISN 0468 CDAISO= WOOTPRfSQRT200.RHOPR/j.29-3) 































































































ISN 0473 WF-t I.I*TOTIMP/200. 
 00020990 
-IS 0474 VF WF/4W .. . . .00021010 
ISN 0475 VFT= 1.I*VF 00021020
 
ISN 0476 VPRT= PFT*VFT/(3000. 
-2.*PFT) 




iSN 0478 ACSWP=WF+WPRT 
 00021034
 






C * VPRT) GO TO ii 00021058
 
ISN 081 IF (DATAB(6,J8) LT. VPRT) GO iTO 
 ;5 00021059 
ISN--48 ... 1I T.E-". HT-i&AND.nDATJ .LT. PFT) GO TO 555 00021060 
ISN 0485 IF CDATAb(7,J1) .LT. PFT .OR. DATAB(6tJ8) 4LT. VPRT) GO TO 55 00021061
 
ISN 0487 IF (DATAB(6,JT) *GE. VFT) GO TO 550 1 00021062
 
ISN 0489 IF (OATAb(6,j .GT. VFTMAX) J7SAVE=J7 00021063
IISN 0491 IF 
(LATAB(6,J7) .GT. VFTMAX) VFTMAX=DATAB(6tJ7) 
 00021064
 
ISN 0493 IF (07.L1. JF) GO TO 55 
 00021065
 
-- b---95555 NCHOSE(-T=VFTOATABC6, SA o5 00021067
 
ISN 0496 JTJSAVE 
 00021068
 
ISN 0491 550 1CHOSE(7)=DATAbI{,J7) 
 '00021069
 







9 ICHOSEE7)= DATAb(1,JT) 00021100 
isN 0498 ICHOSE(8)= DATAt(1,JB) 000211-0
 
ISN 0499 TNKWT= DATAEC23,J?) 00021120
 
__ -- - -----
C 00021130 
C SILE PLUMING AND COhNECTORS 00021,140
C 1 000-21150 
ISN 0500 PCWATE= .z*(DATAb(23,J7) DAT.5(23J8J) 00021160 
.... ... 00O21170
 
ISN 0501 IPIC(5)= J7 
 00021180
 
ISN 0502 IPIC(6)= J8 
 00021190 
ISN 0503 N(9)= JJ00021200 
ISN 0504 'N(10)= KK 





1SN 0506 Nil)= J1 00021230 
ISM 0507 N(2)= J2 00021240 
ISN 0508 N13)= J3 00021Z50 
ISN 0509 N(4)= J4 00021260 
ISN 0510 N(5)= J5 00021270 
ISNM 0511 - N(6)= J6 ; 00021280 
ISN 0512 NIFT= 47 00021290 
ISN 0513 N(8)= JS 00021300 
ISH 0514' DO 542 1=1111 00021310 
-S 6515 -J= N........ 320 
ISN 0516 WT= WT + NCHOSE(I)*DATABI23,JI 00021330, 
ISM 0517 VOL= VOL + FCHOSE(I)*DATAB(249J) 00021340' 
[S-N051 PL= PL+; NCHOE)-ATAIJ) - 600021350 
ISN 0519 PLIN= PLMIN' NCHOSE(I)*DATABfI8,J) 00021360' 
ISN 0520 542 CONTINUE 00021370 
ISN0521' WT=,WT + ACSWP + PCWATE 00021380 
ISN 0522 RETURN 00021390' 
C 00021400 
1SN 0523 55 CONTINUE 00021410. 
C 00021420 
C HARDWARE SELECTION NOT ACCEPTABLE - INCREMENT HARDWARE INDICES, 00021430 
' .C I 0002144P.. 
ISN-0524'' 
±ISN'0526 " 
IF(J3.Lt.J3E) GO TO 56 
IF.(J4.LT.J4E) GO TO 57 
00021450 
00021460, 
IS4 052W -F(JT.LT.J5E) GO TO 58 00021470 
ISN 0530 IF(J6.LT.3bE) GO TO 59 00021480 
ISN 0532-' IFPJ7.LT.JTE)'GO TO 60 0002'1490 
ISN'0534 1F(J8.LT.J8E) GO TO 61 0002150, 
C 00oz1510, 
C NO ACCEPTABLE HARDWARE 00021520. 
C 00021530 
ISN'0536 ICHOSE(I)= -1 00021540' 
ISN 0537: RETURN 
__00021550. 
C 00021560 
ISN 0538 56 j3= J3 4 1 00021570 
ISN 0539- GO Tb 54 00021580 
ISN 0540 57 J3= IDB(8) - x 00021590 
ISM 0541- J4= 4 + 1 00021600' 





















58 J3= IfDT 8) + Y-
J4= TDB(9) + i 
J5= J5 + 1 
O -
59 J3= IDBI8} +i 
J4= 108(9) + 1 
........ -f6 .. 
J6= 36 * 1 
GU TO 54 
60 j-3-& ffBT) + -.... 
J4= IDB(9) + 1 
J5= IDB(3) + 1 
J6= iDB(1)r 1 
J7= J7 + 1 
ISN 
GO TO 54 
61 J3='IDB(81 + 1-
J4= 108(9) * 1 


























J7= 106(10) + 1 
VFTMAX=O. 



































IF(ITER.NE.0) GO TO 65
"--
_ ... .... ..... . .... 
'00021980 
0002190 
















































C - - ------ --- .. . . 
- .-- -- - --
.. .. . . . . - - 00022000 
C INITIALIZE 1CHoSENCHOSEIERR AND SELECT HARDWARE NOT SIZED 
 00022010
 

















































II 1IDB(5) + 1 00022200
 
JJ=I0b(6 - .. 
­
.. 00022210 










C ...... .. . .

















J1 = 1012) ...
 00022360
 
101 THRUST= DATABS(6,J1) 
 00022370
 


































IF(J1oEQJfEFGO To III. 
Ji= JI + 1 
GO TO 101 
C NO ACCEPTABLE THRUSTERS 
-- [...ii--i T f1 c2i ... .. ....... ... . ....... .............. 
RETURN 
C 
. . .. .. .. . . . . .... 
C AT* LEA-ST dNE AccEPTA-LT THRUST0R022 
c 
121 CONTINUE 
C . ........ .. .... . .... .. ... 
C SELECT PNEUMATIC ATTITUDE AND CONTROL THRUSTERS
C 

C IRST DETERMIFE SET OF ALL THffRUISTERS WHICH SATISFY THE INEQUALITY




J1 = IDB(12) + 1 
131 THRUST= DATAb(6,Ji) 




 J1 + I0260
 
GO TO 1.. 
151 IACCPT(I)= J1 
i= 1 - - ­
161 CONT1NUE 

IMAX I - 1 
C 

C CHOOSE THAT THRUSTER FROM THE ABOVE SET WHILH'MINIMIZES THE 

C QUANTITY, ABS(THRUST 
- ACTHST) 












































































































- ISN 0652 
u IS 0653 
.. S -0654 















IF(I.EQ.IMAX) GO TO 201 00022790 
181 I= I + 1 00022800 
J1= IACCPT(. 00022810 
THRUST= DATABE6,Jll 00022820 
DIFNEW= ABS(THRUST -ACTHST) 00022830 
IF(DIENEW.LE.DIFOLD) GO TO 191 0W022840 
IF(I.LT.IMAX) GO TO 181 00022850 
GO TO 201 00022860 
-l 9-1 bIFOLD6= DINE-W 000 2870 
GO TO 171 000Z2880 
201 JI=JSAVE 00022890 
C 00022900 
C SELECT PNEUMATIC TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS USING ABOVE PROCEDURE 00022910 
C 00022920 
I= 1 00022930 
J2 = IDB(12) + 1 00022940 
211 THRUST= DATAB(6,J2) 00022950 
IF(THRUST.GE.TTHST) GO TO 231 00022960 
221 IF(J2.EQ.JIE) GO TO 241' 00022970 
J2= J2 + 1 00022980 
GO TO 211 00022990 
231 IACCPT(I)= J2 00023000. 
I= I + 1 00023010 
GO TO 221 00023020 
241 CONTINUE 00023030. 
IMAX= I - I 00023040 
1= 1 00023050 
J2= IACCPT(1) 00023060 
THRUST= DATAB(6,J2) 00023070 
DIFOLD= ABS(THRUST - TTHST) 00023080 
,251 ICHOSE(2)= OATABV1,J2) 00023090 
JSAVE=JZ 0002310W 
IF(I.EQ.IMAX) GO TO 281 00023110 
261 I= I * 1 00023120 
J2= IACCPT(I) 00023130 
THRUST= DATAbt6*J2) 00023140 
DIFNEW= ABS(THRUST - TTHST) 00023150 








































IF(1.LT. IMAX) GO TO 261 

































IERR= T IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE 
TITUDE AND CONTROL 

C THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. 
IERR= 10 IMPLIES THAT TH CYCLE LIFE OF 

C THt TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS 
TOO SHORT. IERR= 11 IMPLIES THAT




C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF BIPROPELLANT ISOLATION 

C VALVES NDFILTER 































































































ISN 0692 JSE= IDB(15) 00023560 
- ISN 0693 J6E= IDB(15) 00023570 
ISN 0694 J7E= IDB(4) 00023580 
'ISN 0695 JOE= IDB(2) 00023590 
,ISN 0696 J9-= IDB(16) 00023600 
ISN 0697 JIOE= 10B(16) 00023610 
JI-- ..1 1 "- i5? ..... . 000236a0 
C 00023630 
C DETERMINE HARDWARE INDICES 00023640 
"SN R00023650 
rSN 0699 00 66 1=1,9 00023660 
ISN 0700 IF(IPIC(l).NE.0 GO TO 67 00023670 
-SN--70- 66 CONTINUE 00023680 
ISN 0703 GO TO 68 00023690 
ISN 0704 67 IF(ITER.NE.0) GO'TO 69 00023700 
ISN 0706 IF(IPIC(l).LT.J3E) GO TO 70 00023710 
ISN 0708 - F(IPIC(2).LT.J4E) GO TU 71 0&023720 
ISN 0710 IFI(IPIC(3)oLT.JSE) GO TO 72 00023730 
ISN 0712 IF(IPIC(4.LT.J6E) GO TO 73 00023740 
ISN 0714 IF(IPIC(5I.LT.J1EI GO 10 74 00023750 
ISN 0716' IF,(IPIC(6).LT.JBE) GO TO 75 00023760, 
ISN0718 IF(IPIC(1).LT.J9EJ GO TO 76 00023770 
ISN 0720 IF(IPIC(8).LT.JlOE) GO TO 7 00023780. 




NOACCEPTABLL COMBINATIONS 00023810 
00023820 
ISN 0724 ICHOSE(1)= - 00023830 
ISN 0725 RETURN 0023840 
C 
_00023850 
IS-N 0726 68 J3= I08(1'3) - I 00023860 
ISN 0727 J4= IDB(13)'+ 1 00023870 
ISN 0728 J5= IDB(1(4) + 1 00023886 
ISN 0729 J6= i0(14) + 1 00023890, 
ISN 0730 J7= I08(3) + 1 00023900 
ISN 0731 
ISN 0732 
JS=IDB(1) + 1 
Jg= IDB(1 + 
00023910 
00023920 
ISN 0733 JtO= IB(15)'+ 1 00023930 
ISN 0734 Jl11= IOB(4) + 1 00023940 
ISN 0735 GO TO 79 00023950 
C 00023960 
-- ISN 0736 
1S 0737J3IsN Oi38 
69 CONTINUE 










































J = IPICf) 
GO TO 79 
-00024180 
0002410 
o 4 . 
* ISN 0757 71 J3= IDB(13) + 1 
ISN 0758 J4= IPIC) + 10004200 
'SN, 0759 " -JS=(-3 Y--
ISN -0760. J0 PIC(4)JISN0161 T= P 
,SN 0762 4,SNor6PIC()--00024240 
ISN 0763 J9= IPIC(7) 
ISN 0764 JIG= IPIC('j
0765 J,00024270 
ySN 0766 GO T0279'. 
C 
ISN 0761 72. J3= ID(13)-+ 1 
* ISN 0768 - -J4= IDB(13) + 1 


























ISN 0774 J1O= IPIC(8' 00024380 
ISN 0775 
ISW 077.6 
Jll = IPIC(9) 




ISN 0777 73 CONTINUE 00024420 
ISN 0779 J4= 1DB(13) + 1 000 4440, 
ISN 0780 J5= IDB(14) 
-
_ 00024450 
Isk-078- J6= IPIC(4) + 1 00024460 
ISN 0782 J7= IPIC(5) 00024470' 
ISM 0783 8= IPIC(6) 00024460 
ISN 0784 J9= IPIC(7 00024490 
ISN- 0785 J10, IPIC(8) 00024500 
ISN 078i 
ISN Oi7 
- Jl1= IPIC(9) 




ISN 0788 74 J3r IDB(13) + 1 00024540 
ISN 0789 J4= 10B(13) + 1 00024550 
I1sN 0790 
IsN 0791 
J5= IDB(14) + 1 
J6= 108(14) + 1 
000245O 
00024570 
ISN-0792 J1= IPIC(5) + 1 00024580 




J1O= IPIC(8) 00024600­00024610 
ISN 0796 Jll= IPIC(9) 00024620. 
ISN 0797 GO TO 79 00024630-
C' 00024640 
ISN:0798 75 CONTIIUE 00024650 
ISN 0799 J3= 108(i1 + 1 
---. 000'24660 
ISN 0800' 34= IDB(13) + 1 00024670 
ISN 0801 J5= 108(i4) + 1 00024680 




J8= IPIC(6) + 1 
- 00024700, 
00024710 





















-ISN 0815iSN O~l6-. 
"ISN 0817 
J5= 108(14) + 1 
>J6= IDB(14) + 1 
-­ r -
J8= IDB( I+








































J4= 10B( 13) + I 
J5 IDb(14) + 1 
J6 IOB(14) + I 
o 
J8=IDB(I) + I 
J9=.IDB5) + I 
Jl= IPIC(9) 



























J3R 10(13) + 11 
J4=1O0(13) + 1 
J5= IDB(14) + 1 
J6= I0B(14) + 1 
J+ -D8(3)+ 1 
j8= IDB() + 1 
..J9= IDB(15) I 
J1O= IDB(15) * 






























































* 6T.RMAXFo0B.DfATAb(7,J6 )GT.RMAXU) GO TO 81 
FUEL .GT.RNAXO GO 0 81025180
 




























PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS'FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC REGULATOR 





PFT= PTI + 2.*DLPISF +'2.*DLPFIF 











* CDAREG) GO TO 81 
"" 








































































C . ... . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . 
C VALVE 
C PRELIINARYCALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC ISOLATION 0002551000025520 

























EUMATIC.ISOLAT1'-N VALVE IS ACCEPTABLE 


































ISN0881 C T' IF(UATAb(6,JSI-LTVFT.ARDATA (7J9).LT.PFT.OR.DATAB(tJlO).LT. 
00025760 
'00025770 





FUEL TANK, OXIDIZER TANK AND'PNEUMATIC TANK ARE ACCEPTABLE 







uT ap- -.... 
TNKWT= DATAB(23,J9) + DATAB(23,JIO) 






S IZE"P-LU MBIN G AND CON HFCTO S ............ 
PCWA'TE= *2*(OAIAB(L,J9g + DATAIL(23,JIO) + 
..--­ "--- - ---
DATAB( 3,Ji1)) 
. -- ... 
-
0002560 
.. . . . 




ISN 0888 IPIC(7)= J9 00025900 
ISN 0889 IPIC(9B= Ji0 00025910 
ISN 0891 N(12)= KK 00025930 
ISN 0892 N113= II 00025940 
9I= - rfSN JJ -. 00025950 























ISN 0902 N(91= J9 00026040 




DO 802 I=Itiz 00026060 00026070 
ISN,0906,.. J= N(I} 06026080 
ISN,0907 WT= WT + NCHOSE(I*DATAB(23*J) 
- __ - 00026100 
ISN 0909 NISN.09O0V L NCHOSEfI)*DATAB(24JiPL= PL + NCHOSF(I)*DATAB(16,J) " 00026110,00026120 
__ISN 0910 
ISN 0911 802 





ISN 0912 WT= WT + ACSWP + PCWATE 00026150 
ISN 0913 RETURN -0002616 
---. . . .. .... . . . ... .. ..... .. .00026160 
ISN 0914 81 CONTINUE 00026170 
C,c HARDWARE SELECTION NOT ACCPTABLE -- INCREMENT HARDWARE INDICES 00026200 
ISN 0915ISN 0917 IF(J3.LT.J3E) GO TO 82IFJ4-LT.J-,&E) O TO 83 00026210 00026220 
iSN 0919 IF(JS.LT.J5E) GU TO 84 00026230 
ISN 0921 IF(J6.LT.J6E) GO TO 85 00026240 [SN 0923 
ISN 0925 
.ISN0927 
XF(J7.LT.JJE) GO 086Yd 
IF(J8.LT.J&E) 60 TO 87 





ISN 0929 IF(JTO.LT.JIOE) GO TO 89 00026290 


















1tN OC8 + 100026380 









GO TO 80 
84 J3= I08(13) .,1 
J4= 108(13) + 1' 






ISN 0943 GO TO 80^ 00026450 
ISN 0944 
-ISN P945 
85 J3= IDB(13) + 





g ISN 0946 ISN 0947 
flN 0948 
J5= IB(14) + I 
J6= J6 + -




0SN6949 86 J3= IDB(13) + 1 0010265i0 





',J5= IDB(14) + 1 
J6= I0B(14) * 1 




IfW 0954 'GO T O00026560 
.ISN.:o55 " 87 J3= IDB(13) + 1 00026540 
1,SN 0956 
ISN 0957 
J4=,IOB(13) + 1 
J5= IDB(14) +- 1 
.0002b580 
00026590 




J7= ID(3) + 
J8= 8 + I 





8$ J3= IDB(13) + 1 













tN- -679 -66 - J7= B( ) 




-- J8= 108(3) +00026680
 
ISN 0967 8= 10B(1) 1 
 00026690
ISN 0968 J9= J9 + 1 00026700
ISN 0969 GO TO 80 
 00026710
ISN 0970 89 J3= IDB(131 + 1 00026720
ISN 0971 J4= 1DB 13j + 1 15.:r~i 00026730(fi i : 100026740
 
ISN 0973 J6= IDB(14) + I 
 00026750

'XSN'0974' J7= iDB(3) + 1 
 00026760
IS§N 0915 ... - s38= zi'( '+ 1 0002677b
 
ISN 6976 ' "J9='I08(15) + 1 00026780






S 09 8 ' "----- --
- - ... ..- - -
00026790OT 8 . . .. . .. ..... ........ao. ..
,-1SW07 00026800 
Ist 0979 90 j3= 1DB(13) + 1 
. ' 00026810
ISN 0980 J
4= IB(3) + 1 
 00026620
1SN 0981 J5= D(14) + 1 

,, 00026830ISN 0982 J6= IDB(14) 4 1 00026849
ISN 0983 J7= IDB(3) + I , 00026850
 
38=10,__- -()+ 1 00026860
IjN 0985 J9= 108(15) + I 00026870"









Is 0989 ENO 
 0"00269201 
*OPT'fNS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAINOPT--01LINECNT=41,SIZE OOOOK, 
*OPTIONS IN LFFECT* SOURCE,,EbCDICLNOLIST.NOOEKLOAD NOMAP,NOEDlI1D9NOXREF 
*STAIISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS -- 88 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 12634 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
***** END OF COMPILATION' ****** 
4 EVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
 OS360 FORTRAN H
 
COMPILER OPTIONS
--- W- - NAML= MAINOPT Crl'L-CNT=41,siZEOf6OK,SOURCE#EBCDIC-*NULISTMODECKiLDAD*NOMAPtitUEDIIIIDVNDXREF'
 
iSN 0002 FUNCTION GAM(X) 
 00000010
I- '0- .




ISN 0005 Z=X 0U000030ISN 0006 1 IF (Z.GT.O.)_ GO TO 3 

-0
ISN 00Z=Z+o + V. "- 04_ 00... ...
000050
1 N 0009 6O T3 1 
 00000060





-Noou 36=6. . :.o­" 
IS- 0012 TZG=Ti 5". 








6 .5053203 3 /(Z+i.),240140





' I-SN9-,2O- 1 




(-x0-i_ F XT.GT;iT_- 10 500000144 GAMZ=GAMZ/Z 
IF (Z.EQ.X) GO TO 5. 
Z-ti-
...... . ... 


















*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCLEBCOIC,NOLISTNOUECKtLOAD,NMAPOE0ITIDOXREF 
-"­
*STATISTICS* 
 SOURCE STATEMENTS = 24 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 602 
*STATI STICS* NO DIAGNT GENERATED 
------ OF COMPILATION 
.
 125K BYTES OF CORE'NOT USED
 
C 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 3 
 DS/360 FORTRAN H
 
















































































IF(Y.GT,4.0)tO TO 2 













































































































































































- -------.. 00000500 
/ 00000510 
.152467E-14____ / 00000520 
1.0 I 00000530 
/ 0 00000540 
I 1.970705272/ 00000630 
-.014339740271775/ 
- 0000640 












A A A I ) 
DATAAAY9 












DATA A(12) -90425901-11 
DATA A'Ai9| /-.8094705-12/...
1PN '-6'47----00000720 
DATA AA(IZ) 1-.b1718-I4/ 
DATA AA(12) /-.90715E-15 
DATA AA'!1T) /-.0046E-15 
DATA AA(17] .­01035-15 









S-IS] - .. ... 
bX=f-
AT 
"--'-" - 6 
6 -- 6ob4.q6 
AA(I4oX-2./-:00000E-1 
(1 8)---"6 . .. ./1o 00 000800 



























j= - . . . . .. 
3 BB(JY=COEFF*BB|J Z)-BBfJ+2) AAfj} 
B8ZtRO=(COEFF*BB(1)-BB(2), AAZERO 
ISN-DO6900000880 











*OPTIONS IN EFFECI* NAMk= MAIN,OPT=O19LINrCNT=41 SIZE=OOOOIK,. 
STATSTICS* SOURCE STAEMENTS 70 PR(JRAM 
-1ZE =1'040 











LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 )OSf360 FORTRAN H 






. . SUERLT 












ISNf 60b-64 ----- CuAMMON /UISF:P~r, K EEJPJ,SYS.L5HOF IX0i,SLBMX,IPSPE!jt6),coNsiTu 00000-ouI
ISN 0005 COMMON /USERI/EQMIWTEQM2WTDIAMAXALT O980  00000990
 





















-ISN~O Dir.NSION i NE6Uip ....~ .. . .00001030 
- ISN 0010 COMMON /DfLOM/R(M]),NR(60),RI(1,6o'),Z(31),RD( IP,RDUM(31),SAVR(3100001040
g)zSAVRNW(31),RNEW 
 31)YNMX(601,SAVMX(bO| COST(bO),DUM(2 631 
 00001050 
 4k
--- - ........ 
-M ,MMN--LAMS Z .. .. 
 0001060 
ISN 0012 INTEGER SAVMXSAVNSR 
 00001070 
C ...... ....................... ................................. 
.......bo.00108o 
C ---- C-- 00001090 iINITIAL -­ 00001100
 
C VARIABLES SIZE ORIGIN- BEFN 
 00001110 
.CGE .. 00001120
C NSMX I EXT-4&C MAX NUM SYSTEM REDUNDANCIES 00001130
 
C 




C IPTN I EXT-NC RETURN INDICATOR 000011tO 
t' JMIN I EXT-NC LOWE .LIMIT ON MODULE NUM 0000117O 
C-TKK " ' - -I ffgy-:-Nt UPrPER-LiMIT ONRMO-DLCE-N~uMK 0001180oC NR N(NSS) EXT- C CURRENT NUM OF RtDUNDANCIES INOOii9O 
C 
 MODULE J 
 00001200













































































































idop-W b IfOWPARkAETR 

TIME INCREMENT 
,UM'OF TIME POINTS 
RELIABiLITY'FMN FOR-MODULE J 
=ITRUNC MMD MODE 






















SYSTEM RELIABILITY MATRIX 





ABS I*NEW_- *OL)/pENSE 
LOWER BOUND FOR RHO 
PREVIOUS VALUE OF RHO 
PREVIOUS MMD VALUE 





































SYSTEM RELIABILITY FNC WITH A 00001460
 
REDUNDANCY IN MODULE JSAVF 00001470
 
RELIABILITY FNC FOR MODULE -0001480 
-

JSAVE WITH A REDUNDANCY ADDED 00001490
 
MMD WITH A REDUNDANCY ADDED INOOOO1500
 
MODULE 000016-66510 rSYSTEM WEIG.H1 00001520 C 
MAX SYSTEM WEIGHT 00001530 















C............ QSF- INTEGRATiON dY fIAPS6Nt RULE'" (SSP) 00001600
 
C 






C~~~  ~ .................................... 

.... 0001630




-........ ..... ."......,00001660 
0_SN013 00 110 Inl,bO:... 
- o00001670000 168 
 









C - KEOPTf EkPkNSE OPTION INDICATOR, 0066026 



























C ISUB( REQUIREMENTS OPTION 
 . 00001860
 
C 7.1 . " -- AT LEAT ONE SUb-YSSPEC - *0000870 -
C 
 OTHRWISE 





C PY !iNGLE P00114 _FAILLIRF REQUIRENTS O6PTIO~fN d 0190C 0 REQ NOT IN EFFECT ., 00001910
 











- -S-EcT---------i... Tgj su--$Si'k 'K=1,N S '.... bob -






C SPEC(NSS -i-I R(ITRUNC S Rw DEFAULT vALUE IS 0.0 
- . 00001990 
L 00002000 
C N(K)'( CUMULATIVE NUM OF MODULES ThRU SUB-SYS K -00002010
 










rs-i doff- ALP;H'A'dRU-NC/(-ALU&(RFNL))* 
.tQ5) booo62o3]
ISN 0018 SPELI=CUNS*730o. 
 0000204(

ISN 0019 ITRUNC=31 
 0000205t





 SET UM OF SUE SYS 000C206C











- 00 100 I=iNSS 0000209C
 
ISN "00- lo Ni)=NEUIP'(i+N(I-1) ,o6onuc
 
C 
 *** SIS INPUTS ** 0000211C
C00002120
 




C FMU(__ EXPENDABLFS INITIAL MEAN LIFETIME (HRS) 
 AP (0002150

C . .. . . .. . . 00002160
 
C ESIG( EXPENDABLES INITIAL STD. DEV. 
 (HRS.) AP 00002170 
1A 1A 6 C P .0-A CF-EiiPtNDAbLE iNCRCMENWTS 00002180AP- 00002190~ 
C 
 00002200















C D( DEPTH UFDISCHAGt (bETWEEN 0 AnD 106) OTHLROO002 70
 
C NC( TOTAL NUM OF CELLS 
 (ALL BATTERIS) OTHRO0000290
c .. 00002300
 
t- -- "PKAAE TER.S NECELSSA4RY 3011COMPUTE THE -CYCatS/HP i-AC-ibR ft --?;C0000230
 







ISN 0026 ESTG=TRUNC/6. 
 00002350
 
ISN 0027 MAXLXP=20 
 00002360
 
ISN 028 -- .. .. .. .. 
 .. . .. .. . . . ... .... .. . .






- - 66o6aj56C -.. *** FIXEC CONSTANTS *** 0004 
C. , 
--
-SF S fSWICn FAILUR 'RATE. 
- 0 2420 "" 00002410
1SN 0030 LAMS=120. -/ F U,00002430
C ~000024,30










ISN 0032 ,RH02=0.1 .o.




ISN 0033 - DELMU=2190. F-XPt1BLfs LIFE1NCR.02
 
7'c op02490

















- " . ,C C * SYS PARAM SPELIFICATION * 
----
. 00002550 





R--SHIFT NCHOSE AND COLUMNS OF 00002580 
C --ISN - - brAA BY'1 BEGINNING WITH THE 00002590o3 JMN=N(2)I 
 THIRD SUB-SYS 
 000060 




.-- -- l ~ IN-AcZ-----------
ISN 0037 
 00 130 1=1i'6- 00U-

13000002650






. .. -.. .
 
ISN 0040 DO 140 J=JMIN.JMAX ,00002660
 
C 





ISN 0042 ,NCHOSE(J+I)=NZ 
-002.0
 















ISN 0046 .ATAB(I ,J+1 )=Z() 06662 -0
 
ISN 0047 Z(1)=R1Il 00002760
 
ISN 0048 140 CONTINUE 00002770
 
C -INSERT EXPENDABLES PARAMETERS 00002780
 
ISN 0049 DATABtI,.IMIJ=3.*EACSWP+TNKWT) .00002190
 
ISN 0050 DAIAo(ZjMIN)=4. .0000280
 
ISN 0051-- DATAB(3,JMiN)=EMU 00002810
 
ISN 0052 OAIAB(4,JM1N)=ESI6 00002620
 
iSN 0053 DATA,(5,JMIN)=DELMU 00002630
 
ISN 0054 DATAd(6,JMIN)=UL-LSIL 00002840
 
C SET MAX NUM OF REDUNCANT ELE. 0,002B60
 




C RESET N(K) 00002890
 
ISN 0057 DO 150 K=2,NSS 00002900
 
ISN 005is 150 N(K)=N(K)+i ... 0000291 ­
1SN 0059 JMAX=JMAX+i 00002920
 




ISN 0060 00 160 JIJMAX 00002950
 
ISN 0061 MODL=INTtDATAB(Z,J)+. .. 00002960,
 
C FOR MOOLL TYPE 4 " 0000c970,
-dCk 

ISN 0062 IF (MODL.EQ.4) 60l TO 160 00002980,

", C MAX MUM OF REDUNDANCIES 00003UYP' 00 
iSN 0064 NMXIJ)=DATAB(6,J)+.1 M UU N 00003020. 
ISN 0065. NMX(,J)=NMX(J)-NCHOSE(J) 00003030 I 
ISN 0066 SAVMX(J)=NMX(J) 00003040
""ISN 0067 G~ n----1'i1,152,f'53,i60,i55), MCDL" - 00003050 ":I; 
C MOLUEL 1 00003060
 




iSN 0070 DATABI6,J)=DC 00003090
 
SN 0071 
 GO TO.160 .... 00003100
C MODE L Oo003.llO',
 
ISN 0072 152 DhTAfi(3,J)=uATAt (BlJ} IoOL-0(9 00003120
 
ISN 0073 DATAB(4,J)=ATAb(4,J)*i.OE-09 000031-30
 
[SN 0014 G--T 160 - - 6boo 46
 
C MODEL 3 .Oe003150
 






ISN 0077 DATAa(5vJ)=NZERO*3600./TWOPl 
 00003180







- 00196i1 6i*b + O.O0i124268b*TBii 




-- 10646114*Tb*Tg +'0.1930773 0D*o ­ 0.0002s7'105* **3) 
 00003220
 





ISN 00,81 155 DAIAb(t,J)=DC 000G3L50
 
-ISM ..... ... ' A ( j J =hA TAB ,J --





ISN 0084 160 CONTINUE 
 00003280 
ISN -0'85 DE'LH=TPUNC/FLOATI ITRUNC-1) 0003300 
_____ C CALCULATE RELIABILITY MAIRIX 00003310

- 4-i6 - -- .-.. 9:-AtM=(sSS) - - -.. 000331.-1

'ISN-,0087 DO 180J=I.LIM" 00003311
03,330  
ISN 0088 IADD=O 
 00003331
 
'TN - - - ACL ;f o , k 7 C,- 071 
-- CQu33406IN0090 00 170i 1=1,ITRUNC
N I-SN 0091 170 'RI(I,J.)=R(y) "03 00003350 








0001C4--.. .D '40---CTN0 k ­ o0003400
ISN 0096 190 - LOST(J")=DATA (1,J) Q0003410
,ISN 0097 GO TU 200 
 C00003420

-'.. . . . .
 
-.. .. .. ... CO 
 000034,30
 
I*SN 0098 195 00 i6'J=ILIM 
 QOQ03440
















C ...... 00 3z 1---.0000.520
C R(I'qUNC) MODL 
 00003530
ISN 0100 
- 00 LIM=NSS+1 00003540
 
C . RUC MODE-FOR EAH SUB-SYS 00003550
 
C 
 WITH A USER SPEC. 00003560
 
C- ­
- -FOR K=LIM SUB-SYS IS TOTAL SYSOOOO3570-

ISN 01Q2 JMAX=O 
 00003590
 








- ISUB=2 NO SUB-SYS SPECS. 00003620 
C ISUB= AT LEAST ONE 00003630 
- SUB3-SYS SPEC. 6003640ISN 0104 
 IF (ISUb *NE. I.AND. K *NE. LIM) GO TO 270 -, 0000:650 






 SELECT JMIN AND JMAX 00003680 
-
ISN 0107 
-IF tK.NE.LIM) GO TO.210' .......-
 00003690
 
ISN 0109 JMIN=1 
 00003700"
 
ISN 0110 JMAX=N(NSS) 
 00003710
 
ISN 0111 NSR=SAVNSR 
 00003720






ISN 0113 210 JMIN=JMAX+ 
 00003740
 
.. ISN 0114* JMAX=N(K) 
 00003750
C 
- CALCULATE MAX NUM SYS RED. 00003760
 
1 10115L 220 NSMX=O 
 00003770
 
ISN 0116 DO 230 L=JMINJMAX 
 00003780 
ISN 0117 230 NSMX=NSMX+SAVMX(L) 00003790
 
0118.C 
 CK FOR SUB-SYS USER SPEC 00003800
 
N 011 IF (SPEC(X.LE.RHOI) GO TO 269 "00003810
 





TISN 0121 'NT=1 
-....... 14 -
ISN NT• 0000"14' 

ISN 0122 IRTN=I, 
 00003815
 










ISN 0124 DO 240 J=JMINJMAX 

UN0125 407 RL(TUC=L(IUt*Rjj1N45-
­ - - - - -00003860 
C 
 CK RELIABILITY AGAINST SPEC. 00003920'
 





ISN 0126 OLORHO=--IO 60-0 0030
 
.. . ... .C. GO To :s90 '000390
ISN'0127 - IF RDLD(ITRVNC).LT.SPEC(K)).. . . .. . ! )  O . ._.0 0003*96 0 
' UPOATE NMX FOR K *LT. LIM
,ISN 0129 0d0b 9ao
IF' (K.EQ.LIM)*GO TO 269 

- -0603990ISN 01t3i_ 00 2 6 'W= J lMAY 00004000
ISN 0 13 260 NMX(J),NR(dg 
 00004010
ISN 0133 269 SAVNSR=SAVNSRINSR 
 00004020
 





LIST OF EXIT PARAM AND VALUES(066004o40










NSR= '00004070MUM--SYS RED-- 000040i0 
C 










-IS 0135 DO 280 J=IJMAX RESETVNMX TCUTRUE LIMITS 
 00004110­2 

ISN 0136 280 NIX(J=SAVMX(J) 00004130
 
.......
,, r"-- .. --... -.. - .. .. .--




- ..... 00004160 
,"' C " 
-
C 
C K FOR- SIN TG "POINT-F AIU R~ - 00004 -1-­
- REQUIREMENT( 000048
•~~SP= . . .. 
 . &. ...NO .REQ.'o66041 b
 
.ISN .0137 F (ISPT.EQ.O) GO'TO 300 
 1 .. 00004210
 
.. . . .,SINL
c .--
-
RONT FAILURE REQ.--I.N 00004220
FFi r --... . . . ..  00006 4230
 
00 290 J=IJMAX
ISN 01400140 IF ('(NMX(J).LE.O).OR.(NW:(J).GT.O)) GO 00004240
Jo L90 
 '"- - 00094240 
IFG T 9 00064250
 
ISN 0143 L=1 
 6d0261
 
:ISN 0144 IF(MODL.EQ.5) L=NCHOSE(J) '0 '0004261
 
S016NSR=sL '00004263 
- ISN 0147 NR(J')=NR(J)+L






ISN 0149 CALL R-MD(J,ELH0ITRUN-;IpijNC,KDr4b.2-6
 
ISN 0150 DO 285 I=I,ITRUNC 
 00004267
 
- ISN 015h 285 RII,J)=RtI) 00004268 
TS N9-- CoN-T-9NG 00004280
 
C 




 bEFORE ENTRY 10 THE REDUNDANCYO0004282
•C 
-..... 
 ALLOCATION PROCEDURE 
 0000o4783
 
ISN 0153 300 RHOTH=RH02 00004284
 
ISN 0154 NT=ITRUNC -. 00004285 
- - 0 55 - . .T N -- .0 0 0 0 4 2 86 
C 




c. FNC FOR SINGLE AND DOUBLE.. 000043
C STRING SYSTEMS 

- 00004310ISN 0156 330 DO 320 I=IITRUNC 
 00004320
 
ISN 0157 ROLD(I=RIf .1EXP- DoLHoFLOAT(-) )/ALPHA)**1. 6
MSN 0153 00004330
DO 310 J=2,JMx 

..... 00004340
ISN 0159 310 ROLD(1)=ROLD(I)*RI(IJ) 
 U0004350
 
ISN 0160 RD( = .- - -ROLD(IZ0 00 36
 





 LOMPUTE INITIAL MMD VALUE 
 00004380




'P--iSN 0163 MMOOLI=aFIxED z(ITRUNCJ 00004400
ISN 0164 CALL QSF (DELHF,R',Z,ITRUNC) 
 0000410 
.ISN 0165 c DSMMD=RI-,XED*Z(ITRLiC)... ... ... - - . -.. .-..... 
. . .. . ...- -6 00004420 
c ~000 04490C 
 CK MMDOLD AGAINST USER SPECI 00004500
C..
 0 TO REDAP 
 00004510
 
c ALSO RETURN POINT FOR REDAP 00004520
ISN 0166 OLDRHO=-I.O 
 00004530
ISN 0167 IF(IDS.EQ.0) GU TO 3±0 
 00004540
ISN 0169 IF(DSMMD.LT.SPECi tO T5390 ....... . .
 000045.50ISN 0171 GO TO 351 
 00004560
ISN 0172 350 IF fMMDOLC'.LT.SPhCIr 
GO TO 390 
 00004570
ISN 0174 35] IRTN=0 





 COMPRISS NCHOSE AND ADD RED. 
 00004590
ISN 0115 360 JMIN=N(2)--
 00004600
ISN 0116 00 310J=t~iW---------~---- 000 4610ISN 0177 370 NCHOSE(J)=NCHOSEIJ)+NR(J) 
 00004620




































JMAX=NTNSS) ... ..... .... .. .. . .. ... . ... . -000
... 
___0 
DO 380 J=JMINiJMAX 00004650 






'ITRUNP=lTRttNC -. 00004690 
...................... .... .06004-100
.... .. . .  

c ' 60b04-1 0
C 0 0 10  
C l MAIN R~tYNt6ANtY ALLOCATION PROCEDURE 
- 004-V30C (RLOAP) 
C 00004750C ....... 
 ............................... 






- . AOTHERWISE CONTINUE PROCEDURE 
004790
 





C- SELECT MODiU TO A-DO A RE-D, -1060004820 
C--












 ADD A kED T) MODULE AND "60004850 
-
____ 




"C CALL RIHOD(J,DELHITRUNCjNrnIADD1) 
CALCULATE.NEW SYS 00004910
RELIABILITY 0 0 00 9 20
 








400 CE-TIN . . . . 0004960C 
 CK FOR RITRUNC) OR MMD 0000490
 
N 
 COMPUTATIONAL MODE 
_ 00004980
IF G 4 -­ 00004990
 
C 
























































SELECTION, DECISION SEQUENCE 

IF (RHO.LT.DLDRHO),GO TO 440 .00005100
 






































°... . ... ...* ....................*°°....... o--.-.... .. . . . 
00005260
.o00005270-
RELIABILITY DATA, MODULE NUM, 00005120
 






. . 0000520 
00005220 









































GO TO 450 




























 YF {MODL 3j GO-TO'-5 
........-

ISN 0233 NSR=NSQ+I 
 00005430
ISN 0234 NR(JSAVE+ )=NR(JSAVF+1)+x 
 00005430 
"l O1 .... SYSL---SYstB+,ATAB(IJSAV ".. 000040 
.ISN 02i6 InfL0= 00005450
 






ISN 02Z9 452 R'II ,JSAVLI)=R(i) "0000.460 
ISN 0240 450 IF (NT .WN. 1) GO TU 4, 
SN 0242 IADD 0 
- _ .. . . . .00005461 
ISN 0243 LALL RIMODEJSAVLIOELHITRUNCITRUNCIADDo) 
 00005462
 
ISN 0244 DO 451 1=IITRUNC 
 0000546
 )- -T ­ 00005465
 
ISN 0246 455 DO jbO 1=1,I'PUNC 00005470
 




-SNi s 0-- C00TINIJ480 oooo
 -- -.. 
1SN 0249 IF (NT .NE. 1) Go TO 40 
 00005500
 
ISN 0251 MMOLD=SAVmMD 
 00005520
 
ISz 0252 IF(IS.0) 
 O TO 460 - -.
- 00005530
ISN 025> 
 00 470 INL=1,ITRUNC

- 5JN,.0255 '___ RDflflD)=1.-(1.-RbLoIxNU)). 0000554000005550

• - 7 . .... . 000055460
026, ONTINUEr 
 . .. .......- " 
 .. ... -00
 










15W 0259 EXCEED. 00005590
480 IF ISYSLE.GE.SLbMXJ GO TO 
(500,520), IRTN 
 00005600
c-. . . .

















-C 250 00-5650MMD ITRUNC 330 00005660





"* END SYRUP 
 O0005710
 
C ........... " . ."........ ........................................ 60 05o












X--SN 0-264 490 -	
-770 U00051
ISN 0265 	 GO To 360 
 00005780
ISN 0266 !00 ITN=-2 
-.....	 00005790
 
ISN 026? 	 (O Th 360 
-.. 

. .. 	 00005800
ISN 0268 510 IRTN=-3 
 00005310

ISN 0269 	 GO TO 360 
 00005820
 
ISN 0270i -- 20' iRTN=:Z4 	 0000583 
ISN 0271 GO TO oO 00005840
 




ISN 0274 540 IRTN=-6 
 00005870
SISN 0275 
 GO TO 360. ......
 00005880
C O00,5890ISN 0276 	 END 
 AAAA QAA 
*OPTIONS rN EFFECTL 
 NAtIE= -- MAXO'PTh0i LNEI--T=C 4E=O00OK, 
II
*OPTINSNL-FaC* $DUCEiC[PICNOO.'IOCK L ADNOAPNE1vDNX
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEM-NTS = 275 tPRO6RAM SIZE = 5734 
*7STATSTICSri-N 
- DIAGNOSTICS GENATD... ... .....­
******cEND OF COMPILATION ****t 73K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 
-J 
LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 
) OS/360 FORTRAN H
 




;. .. .. .. .. .. .........
 




-- - 00005940 
*),SAVRNW.i5).RNEW(a1I) NMX(60)1,SAVMX(60),COST(60iDUM(2563 00005960
 
ISN 0005 COMMUM /PRTCIJM/ACCRLYCISTARIRLLMMDOLDTRUNCITRIINPDLTE, 
 00005962
 
- f 0tdLR;QCR;SEIRPMRS,PjUTOLU QCP,SIPiPMPtSATRSATINV,MERV 
 00005963

MEINV*PAYRP9UINVPAYQUL, SLALTUTCTUT*FEER,-iEINVDDTEXVEST* Q0005964 




C " "002 -.''''ot. 






 ," . 000060,10 
C 
--
C I ' PURPOSE 
­ 00006030
 
C TO CUMPUTE THE RrLIABILIrY FUNCTION FOR MODULE J AFTER 00006040
 
C " REDUNDANCIUS ARE'AOD' 













-- C OFSCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
 00006100 
C * J -INPUT MODULL HUM-,--q06I 
-TI- ATN ICREMiENT 90096120. C ITRUNC -THE NUM-OF TIME POINTS 
 ,00,00613O
 




C "IAD -_ INPUT OPTION PARAMeR-...... .. 00006150 
C 
- IJOPT -INPUT OPTION PARAMtTER' 00006160 
C _r 11 _WWRKS00006180 
- ,OQP o119 
C OPTION PARAMETER VALUE ACTION 
 00006190
 
C NT A ONLY COMPUTE RELIABILITY AT. 00006200
 








 RETURN VALUES IN R. 
 00006240
C IADD 0 ADD NO REDUNDANCIES BEFORE CON- 00006250
 
C 




 ADD REDUWfANCIES BEFORE COMPUT- 00006270
C. 
 ING THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION. 00006280
 




. . .... ... . ...... 
.o0000






C GLO~BAL VARIABL1E-S 
PASShD THUUH COMMON 
-- - 00006330C f 




-INPUT VtCTOR OF 
IHE NUM OF REDUNDANCIES BY MODULE 00006350

-C- .. NC-HoS -INITiAL NUM OF ELMENTS IN NODULES 00006360C 
 SYSPAR -MATRIX OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
 00006370 
C 
-- SYSPAR(2,J)= MODEL ID FOR J-TH MODULE 00006380
C FUR FURTHER OESCNIPTION SEE COMMENTS PECEEDING THE 00006390





C SUBROUTINS AND SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
 00006420
 
C FORTRAN SYS F4C5 EXP, FLOAT, INT, SORT 
 00006430
C EXTERNAL FNCS 






















































SENSE/S1ITHFAILUR RATE 00006570 
FAILURE RATE 00006580 
DORMANCY FACTOR 00006590 
MODULE DUTY CYCLE 00006600 
NUM OF STANDBY ELEMENTS 00006610 










- .. -- -- - -.. .3 VALUE.O(- LAM ' 00006650
 
C f54 VA"6O-AM 



























ISN O0L3 O--0C=SYS PR( ,J)-

ISN 0014 -NREQ=NCHDSF(J) Dr J,00006750
 0006750

.ISN 00,15 NREUAR(J) 
C. . ,-0006751
SC-KM-.O...L . . 00006752
TY..PE 

-.- uKuuo4hizP-ISN 0016 IF (MOD EQ. 1) O TO 15 
 066;110





ISN 002u LAM=LA*FLOAT(NC USE(J)) 00006172
 
N 00006773
C CK INCR MOEl IQ=I ACTIVE 00006780
 
c
ISN 0021 15' IQ=INT(On.j) ff. -- ti W- T-58TYbOrb6is 












- o - . . . 
-. . . ...'". . .... 6 
-S 00004850
ISN 0021 20 NI=NtEQISN 0028 ICR IN STANDBY MODE' 00006'60
20 MI=NREU4TD




ISN 0029 CALCULATION OF MODEL CONSTANTSO0006890




Q B* Q X)0W = I I
ISN 0032 











. . . . . . . . . ... , _ . .. . .
 . .. ,. .. .. . .. . - - 00006960 
000695 





ISM 0035 DO So INO=INl'. ' 00006990'
 
.......... ... ... DO FOR EA H TIMF PKA N ; -jN " 06 -oc d-' 
IS036 c 
 DESCENDING DRUER, NT TO r" 00007010o 
IS I-I b.06I=ITRUMC+ 00007020




ISC03 UM-. SUNO ACCUMULATE.% RELIABILITYO000040
 
,ISNI 00 3 ..- ... .,_
O .. SU. 
 00067650 
" iXPONENTI AL CON.STANT. "" 0o-od&0 








ISN .0040DO0 N =- LM .... 
DESICENDlNG ORDER, LIM-1 TO 0. 000671:10 





. .. .. .. 
.... 









.. . . .. 
DO 40 INOD=KLIMNILIM 
IND3=-INDD-1 
. 
COMPUTE FIRST. SUMMATION 
. 
_ . .0000 
..... .. . .....-
00007160; 
170 








ISN 0050 ARL3=1.+AR6Z/05AR 

.000'0-200" 
ISM 0052' IF ((N3 K'D/J.,.}bK=-LK ,,00001226
 
ISM 0054 Z=EXPI-LAmBAR*JIML*FLOAT(lfND3)) 
 0060723b

ISN 0055 40 





 COMPUTE SECOND SUMMATION 000072 0
 
IS'06IF (MI.EQ.0) GO TO 60 ,. 
 . .... . 00607266
 
ISN 0059 ARGl=FL0ATKl~n3) 00007280
 




ISN 0061 AR3I RIBR"00007Z00
 
ISN 0062 
 CJ=GAM(ARGI+I.)! AM(ARG2|*GAM(ARG3 FLOATiNI-K))/GAM(ARG3) 00007310





ISN 0064 IF t-YCK-2i' kffr,.-Li.I) CJ=-CJ 00001330ISN 0066 Z=EXP(-Q*LAM*TIME*ARGI) 
 00007330
 
- ISN 0067 50 SUM2=SU032+Zc­









- 00007380ISN. 00 8 

ISN 0068 bO SUM2=SUMI+ECI*SUM2 00007390
 
ISN 0069 ARGI=FLOAT(NIP 

• .__ 00067400
0 1  
ISN 000 .... ARC2=i.-FLOAT(K)
ISN 0071 
 ARG3=I.iARGI/UBAR 00007430







..-. ACCUMULATE RELIABILITY 00007410 
0075 




ISN 0077 IF (MOO.EQ.3) SUMO=SUMO*R(i) -








ISN 0079 80 R-I =SumL 6?6iOo 
Ism 0080 IF (MOD.E.3) J=J-1 " 00007560 , ,-
ISN 0082 
.. .. i 
RETURN 
-. ... .. .. ... . .. . .. ..--. . .. . .. . .. . 
0000759000007590 
-. 000f7600 
C MOD......... ... .......................00007610 


















-MEAN UNTr LIFE . .. 
STD. DEV. 
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR J-TH 
MNODULE 
1=3 VALUE OF FMU 







C 	 NI 








ISN 0083 90 FMU=SYSPAR(aJ) 
 00007760






ISN 0085 	 LIM--NR(J)+IA0D 
 00007790
ISN.006 	 NI=LIM+NCHOSE(J) 
 00007800-





 COMPUTE NEW RELIABILITIES 00007820 





ISN 0089 K=ITRUNC+I-I 	 00007850
 
ISN 0090 	 Z=((DELH*(K-))-FUI/RODT *FSIs) 
 _00001860
 
ISN 0091 	 AN=CLRF(ABS(Z))} 
 00007870
ISN 0092 	 IF (ABS(Z).GT.4.0J AN=I.-AN 
 00007880
ISN 0094 AN=O.5*(I.-ANJ 
 00007890 '
 ISu 0095 
. W [-00007900 
c' 00007410 
C ' COMPUTATION OF CUMULATIVE 
 00007920

-0 	 C BINOMIAL PROBABILITIES 00007930 
C 00007946 
ISN 0097 	 Z=AN 00007950' 
.ISN 0098 =AN 00001960ISN 0099 	 SUM=AN 
 00007970

ISN 0100 	 IF (LIM.EQ.O) GO TO 110 
 0000798
ISN 0102 	 Z=(1.-2)/Z 
.. ...... . .. ........ 
-.. 
.... .. ... .... . .
ISN 0103 	 ISN 103LLLXrH=LIM2+1 	 LLI.=LI2+1000079990
 00001999'
 
ISN 0104 DO 100 LLL=ILLLIM 
 00008000ISN 0105 LLLL-1 	 0000800100008001
 
ISN 0106 AN=AN*IFLOAT(NI-L)/FLOAT(L+I))*Z 
 00006010
ISN 0107 100 SUM=SUM+AN 
 00008020
ISN 0108 110 RfK)=SUM 00008030 





c . ......  **** ........ . ... ......	 08..






- - ­ 00008080
 
-- -
C VARIABLES SIZE ORIGIN DEFN 
 0000-8090
 
c . 00008100 
-Ad Sc LOCAL 
 BATTERY CELL CONStANT "bbO08.1o
 
C CYC SC LOCAL CYCLE'.RATE OF3ATIEaY'' 
 '00008130
C NI Sc LOCAL 
 TOTAL NUM OF BATTERIES A)0008140

NC SC L.CAL ..... ' CELLS-INBArIERY 
 0008.50
C . .YSPAR 1,J 
 GLOBAL MODEL PARAMETERS FOR J-TH 00008160
 
c ':---=3 
 VhLut u, ' "- ooo0818

C 
 I=4 VALUE OF BB 0606819o
C 
-1=5 
 VALUE OF BCYC 
 00082o
C 
 1=6 VALUi OF NC '00008210 
c 
- 00008220 
S. C-- ....... - ............ ........................... ........... .'-o-3
oo0 o16'147--

1-SN 0110 120 AB=SYSPAR(3 J) 
 000082o
ISN,"OIIIBBfSYSPAR(4J)
ISN 0112 - Bcv YC=%4 P4 -- -- 000860C ,aJ... .. ...... .. .. - -- -. . ..-.... 
ISN 0113 NC:SYSPAR(,,J)+.1. 
- -- 00008270 
ISN 0 T_. 








-ISN 0111 - LIM3- - ,_ _ L 00006320 ISN 0118 " " , 00008321 _ 





- . . .. . - --- -- . 
00008340 
-I N 6119 -D0 140 ,I,NT . 00008350 
ISN 0120 K=ITRUNC+l-I " ' "- '0 fr86o 




ISN 0123 'IF BAN=.-AN 

-i.O0'838oISF, fl5BAN=.5*(.GT.N.O A=--N 
 ''0000840
 
ISN 0126 IF Ez.LT.P.o) AN=I.-AN bO O0o40I
 













ISN 0133 DO 125 LLL=l.LLL1M 00008434 
ISN f0134 L=LLL-1 00008435
 
ISN 0135 AA= A-FL (NZ-L )-FLDAf(- - * . -.... 00008436 
ISN 0136 125 SIIM=SIM+AA 00008437
 








00008440COMPUTATION OF CUMULATIVE 
 00008450
i -....... **I-------------.
 ... BINOMIAL PROBABILITIES 00008460
 
ISN 013) SUM=AN 00008480
 
ISN 0140 'IF (LIM.EQ.0) GO TO 140 00008490
 
ISN 0142 Z=(1.-Z)/z 00008496
 
ISN 0143 LLLIM=LIM2+1 
 00008500 
ISJ 014 6 DO 130 LLL=ILLLIN 00008509 
ISN 0145 LLLL .. 00008510
 
ISN 0146 AN=AN*IFLOAT(ft1-L)/FLOAT(L+I)*L 00008520 
ISN 0147 . 130 SUM=SUM+AN 0000850
ISN! 0148 10 R(K)=-SLM----------------..... 
. . ....-......... . 0 00 3_0
 
CCK 
 COUPLING OPTION 00008550 
ISN 0149 IF._(IOPT.EQ.G) GO TO 150 00008560 00 
ISN 0151 a=----..000085 10 ISN 0152 GO 10 10 
 00008580
 






C D.........0 ........................................ 000008610 
00008620 





C LOCAL MEAN LXPENA&LE pLEPTfOuN TIME 00008660
C FSIG 
 SC LOCAL STD. DEV. OF DEPLETION TIME 00008670
C SYSPAR 
 1,J GLOBAL MODEL PARAMETERS FOR J-TH 00008680
 
ODULI 00008690
C 1=3 , INITIAL VALUE OF MU 0000860 
C. 
- 1=4 INITIAL VALUE OF SIG 00008110 
1=5 INCR. VALUF OF MU
C 00008720
1=6 

















I  i &~- --
- -- 00008800*  79Ss -SOS (QRT(YSP





00 170 I=1tNT 
COMPUTE "NW RELIABILITIES 
00008820 
0000B30 
ISN 0158 K=ITRUNC+I-_ 0000850 00008860 
1SN 0159-ISN 0160 
ISN 0161 
.... N 1-N-6-3 
Z=0 LaW-(-:f FM,,(IROUT r;lvG)yR(K)=CER&(ABS(Z)) 



















*OPT1-DNS IN EFFECTl 
. wME- MAIT= t tLINECN-;4r1 SIZ5OO;K 
- ... 
. 




 SOURCE STAIEMENTS 
= 1W? ,PRCRAM SIZE= 4534
 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 
 93K BYTES OF CORENM"USED 
-C 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 1 	 0S/360 FORTRAN H
 
COMPILER OPTIONS- NANE= MAIN,-PT=-I-LNECNW4ISIZEOOK
 
SCURCEEaCOICtnOLISTODCKLOADONOMAPNOwEDxTtItNXRF 













C TO CoMPUTE THE--VECTOR INTEGRAL VALUES A GiVEN&OR 00009020
 




C USAE 	 0090
 




C IESCRIPTION F'PARAMbTIRS 	 00009080
 









- THE INCREMENT OF ARGUMENT VALUES. 00009090
 
- THE INPUT VECTOP OF FUNCTION VALUES. 00009100
 
- THE RESULTING qECTOR-O F-INTEGRAL VALUES. Z NAY BE 	 00009110 
IDENTICAL WITH Y. 	 00009120
 






-. C NO ACTION IN CASe.NDIM LESS THAN 3. 00009160 
00009170 
C SUBROUTINES AMU FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 00009180 
C NONE 00009190 
C 00009200' 
C METHOD 00009210 
C BEGINNING WITH Z(11=0, EVALUATION OF VICTOR Z IS OONE BY 00009220 
C MEANS OF SIMPSONS RULE TOGETHER WITH 6EWTONS3/- RULE OR A 00009230 
C COMBINATION OF THESE TWO RULES, TRUNCATION ERROR IS OF 00009240 
C ORDER H**5 (I.E. FOURTH ,ORDERMETHOD). ONLY IN CASE NDIM=3 00009250 
C TRUNCATION ERROR OF ZfZ) IS OF ORDER H**4. 00009260 
C FOR REFFRENCE, SEE 00009270 
C (1) I-.B.HILOEBkAND, 11TROAUCTIOTO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS* 00009280 
C MCGRAW-HILL, NEW YORK#TORONTO/LONOON, 1956, PP.71-7o, 00009290 
C (2) R.tURMUEHL, PRAKTISCHE MATHEMATIK FUER INGENIEURE UND 00009300 















ISM 0003 DiM--O- 1- . 
.0099380 
ISN 0004 HT=.3333333*r 00009390
' 00009400
 




ISN 0007 SUMI=SUMI+SUnI 
 00009450





1SN 09 A ,=Y( y F00009470
 
1SN 0010 AUXI=AUXI+AUXI 00009480
ISN 0011 AUXI=SUMI+HT*(Yt3)+AUX1+Yt5)) 00099490 
XSN 0012 AUX2=HT*(fl)+3.e7h*(Ygz)+ Y jM) 25*(y(3)+l4)- y| --- 00009500ISN 0013 SUM2=Ytb)+Y(5) 
 00009510 
ISN 0014 SU2=SUM2+SUMT 00009520
 
ISN 0016 Z(I)=O. 
 00009540
ISN 0017 AUX=y(3).Y(3) 
_ 
" 00009550
ISN o08 AUX=AUX4AUX • 00005o
ISN 001-9 Z(2)=SUM2-HT*tY(2)+AUX+Y4)) 009.'970 
ISN 00 0 Z(3)=SuMl 
 00009>0
ISN 0021. zCT-S iz 00 0950 
£ 
ISN 0022 IF(NDIM-6)5,52 o 
_00009610 . 
000 
-INTEGRATIONL OP ....... ....P0009620
 
ISN 0023 2 D0 4 I=7,NDIM,2 
 066,09630









ISN 0026 AUXI=Y(I-1)-+Yt1-1) 
 00009660

ISN 0027 AUXI=AUXI+AUXI 
 00004610 
ISN 0028 AuxI 1=SUIWT*U-2)+AUX]T+CI)) 
­1SM 0029 Z(i-2)=SUM1 00009690
ISN 0030 IF(I-NVTM)3,6,& 
 00009700
 
.. .. .. .... .. . . . . .. .oo--T ­
.IsNo 11 3 Aux2=Y(I +Y11 
.R N 00032 AUX2=AUX2 AUX2 
 0092
 




ISN 0036 Z(NIM)=AtX2 





ISN 06037 RETURN .... ... .
 ..... .. 0660"4770"
 













c NDIM IS EQUAL TO 4 OR 5 
 0G009850
 
IS'N 042 ¢T*YZ+(|yz-~("+(|Y{|Y3+(| 
.. . 6U61O-O60-- z - ' 
ISN 003 SUMI=Y(2)+Y(2) 00009870
 
ISN 004 - SUMI=SUMI+SUMI 
 00009880
 
ISN 0045 SUMI=HT*(Y(I)+SUMI+Y3) ............ 00009890-

ISN 006 Z(l)=O. 
 00009900
 
• IsN 007 AUXI=Y{(|,tY(3) 
 00009910
 
ISN 0049 Z(2)=SUM2-LHT, IY(2) AUXI*yt4)) 
 00009930
 
ISN 0050 IF(NDIM-5)10,9,9 .
 ........ ...... . .00009940
 
ISN -0051 9 AUXI=Y(4)+YI4) 
--- O0-'--

IsN 0052 AUXI=AUXI AUX1 ... 
 00009960
 
ISN 0053 Z{5)=SUI HT*iY(3)+AUXI+Y(5)) 0000990
.. . . .... 

ISN 0054 10 Z!(3-)=-SUM1 -- .. .. ... . .... .- 0 9 8 "
 








ISN oo57 11 SUMI=HT*(1.25*Y(l)+Y(2)+y[2)-o25*y(3)) 

',C NDIM IS EQUAL TO 3 b 
00010030
 
ISN 0058 SU 2 Y 2-Y 2 .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
 
ISN 0059 SU 2 S H + U Z00010040
SUM2 SUM2 SUM200010050
 









00 4E N D 
. ..... ....... .
 ....... .
 
__ _ 00010100 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
 NAME= MAIN.OPI=O1,LINfCNT=4ISIZFI=OOOK,­
*QoPTINS IN EFFECT* 
 SOURCELBCDICNOLISTNODECKLOAD,,4OMAPNOEDI1,IDNOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* NO 'DIAGNOSTICS GENRATED 
* ** END OF COMPILATION ****** I 




LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 3 	 0S/360 FORTRAN H
 
COMPILER OPTIOUS - NAME= MAINOPT=O.LINENTi=41SIZL-=OOOOK, 
SOURCEtEBCDICNULISTNOUECKLOAODNOMAPNOEOITlDNOXREF
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE DPI (IPICIERR1 ITER,NCONF,ICHOSEtNCHOSE,NOWAT) O00io
 
ISN-0003 DIMFNSION IPIG2-)- ICHOSE(2),iCQNF(6)'tHOSE(2) 00010120
 
ISN 0004 COMMON /UScR3/BTRMX,SCSFLJPRFL,OPSMStAkKAYN(II,3),NMSEQ 00010121 
ISN 0005 COMMON /BIWN/WTVOLtDTUDXDYDZtXJ,YJtZJRJFFTItPLPLMINt 00010130 
" LMLDDiAREASATLGWATE,NC,ACSWPtHARNWTTHCMWTCONVWTThKWTPASSTRO013­
* SATTWTTPRIMrIBILUC.RADA,RADABRAT*HTRPWRHTRPRB, 	 00010132 
* HPTH'TPIPEVCHPgHTPTFCXNZEROCOMRTACSSNtBITRAT(2), 	 00010133 
" EQBLGSAPOLGSATWT 00010134
 
ISN 0006 COMMON /DbCUM/1fB130),DATAif55,9O0 O01O 0
 














* OPSSKTAU(6),ROLDI6O)tTSRT1 ,ANTSDSAMTFBFTCTAThTOTOPS 
ISN 0010 DATA ACSRTgACSOPCOMPOPkEQ/I1UtSO.6.t.4/ 
C 


















































1 0 SOURCE UNITS 

R Y ALL S/S 

R Y ALL S/S SPS 

k Y ALL S/S 

R Y ALL S/S 

R Y ALL S/S SPS 











R U SEC-1 
DESCRIPTION 

GRANULARITY HIGH RATE TABLE 

SAMPLE RATE HIGH TABLE 

N] OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS HiGH 

GRANULARITY LOW RATE TABLE 

SAMPLE RATE LOW TABLE 

NO O-F-ANOL-A-'ND DIG POiNTS LOW 

SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG 









































NCONFI3) - SPEC OR GaN COMPUTER FLAGOG0IO320 
TIME TAG COMMAND FLAG 00010330 
TELEM PROCESS FLAG 00010340 
SU 6&tSSESO 00010350 
COMMAND RATE 00010360 
MISSION UPS.- OOO037O C 
C MS .
 U 




C ERROR, FLAGS 

-- - -- 00010390
-- 00010400

C IERR = 1 MUX ISEQUrEo.

C IERR 00010410
= 10 WORD LENGTH GREATER THAN 256C .IERR .00010420
= 1oo 
 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE'
C 00010430
TERR =Ytoo SET '-{OMMt SYNC FLAG IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO
C 00010440
IER = 10000 JI *.. 00010450
 
- S N 0911 IE = C 
-- . . . .. ... . 
00010460 
, .. .. o000.o1 0o
4 6 0o
 




. 000i0o70ISN 0013 ICHOSE(2)=o 

00010471 
- tv VS fl4Ti- E.ONHSE1I 
­ 00010473




ISN 0018 BITRAT(Z)=O. 

."00010474 
N 0019 0IERR0000476iSN 0020 1ERR2=0 
 0-600r-




0022 IERR4=0- " 

_.01O5O0




- N 0024 NEWFL=O 00010520
 
ISNo --f 0001,0530
002 l(NCONF (3) i02-AD C0Fi-47T . 3)-00156
CA'LL MIS(IPICIERRITERNCDNFICHOSENCHOSE,) 
 00010561
ISN 0027 IFINCONF(3) .EQ. 2 .AND. NCONF(4) 
GT. 3) GO TO 110 
-
- 00010580ism 0029 NEWF1Y----......-001059
 


















1SN 0035 TTCFL=O 
 00010650
 
ISN 0036 NTABH=O 
 00010660







cCN 0038 WE NEEDNTA8* 
 00010680
ISN 0038 
 NTAB= NOWAT - I "- " " 0 
------ ~00010700ISN 0039 K= -' 

. .01010 
iSN O700I=1NTAB. AO.... 00010730
 
* ISN 0042 TTCFL=rTCFL+ARRAY(K+4)xp*CHOSG(l) 
 00010750






ISN 0046 HSRT(NTABHJ="RRAY(K+tI) 
 00010780
IS" 0047 6RA4H(%TABH)=ARRAY(K 8,1) 
 00010790

"-TS-N0048 L- +RRAY (-K6 *I J *N6H6S f . 00010800ISN 0049 150 IF (ARRAY(Kt,,I).NE.O.) MUX=i 
 00010810

ISN 0051 IF-(ARRAYIK+1IlI).°Q.a.) GO TO 160 
 x 
 00010820
ISN 0053 NTABL=NA.... 
.0.010830
 
ISN 0054 XSRToNTABL)=ARAY(K 11,I) 
 00010840
 
ISN 0055 GRANL(NTAbL)=ARRAY(K 12I) 
 00010850
ISN 0056 TLPTL(NTABL)i kRK 9,i)+ARRAY(K -0-1)--NHo-G-I 00010860
 
ISN 0057 160 IF (ARRAY(K10v,).NE.O.) MUX=i 
 00010870
ISN 0059 ANOLH=ANOLH+ARRAY(K 5,I)*NCHOSG(1) 
 00010880




1SN 0061 IF (NEWFL.EQ.0) GO TO 240 
 00010900
C ******* WE tNEED NTABN ************f**** lt*4* 4 , 00010910
ISN 0063 * NTABF= WMSEQ ... 
 00010920
 c ~***********s**** 00010930
ISN 0064 K=-100010940 
1SN 0065 00 Z30 i=I NTAiN "- .. .. 00010950
 
ISN 0066 TOTC=TOTCM ARRAYNK+kI)ARRAYN(K3I) ARRAYN(K+4)11
ISN 0067 TTCFL=TTCFL4ARRAYN(K+4$I) 00010960
 00010970

ISM 0068 IF (ARRAYN(KflI).EQ.3 GO Tb z16 00010980ISk 0070 NTABH=NJABH+1 
 00010990
ISN 0071 HSRTINTAH)=AQAYq(K+7,J) 
 00011000
ISN 0072 GRANH fTA-i R-iARAYN(K+,I) 00011010
ISN 0073 TLPTH(NTABH=ARAYN(K+5,JI+ARRAYN(K+6, ) 
 00011020
ISN 0074 210 IF (ARRAYN(K+bI.UE.0.) MUX=1 
 00011030
ISM 0076 TF 1,I).EQ.-0.T GOT6--i6 
 00104O-
4ARRAYN(K
1SN 0078 NTABL=-TAHL l 
 00011050







ISN 0081 TLPTL(NIABL)=ARRAYN(K 9,I)+ARRAYN(K10,I) 
 00011080
ISN 008k 220 IF (ARRAYN(K+10,1).NE.O.) MUX=1 
 00011090
ISN 0084 




ISN 0085 230 ANOLL=ANULL+ARRAYN(K 9,I) 
 00011110
IsN 0086 240 CONTINUE 
 0001ii120 
C ANOLH-NO OF ANOL PTS IN HIGH TAB -00011130 -
C ANOLL -NO OF ANOL PTS IN LOW TAB 00011140 
.ISN 0007 
I-S" 0089 
IF (MUX'.NE'.0) IERRI=1 
"IERR=IERR41ERRJ ....... .... 00011150 0.. 




jL=o A._ l0L8O 0001110 
isk 009Z BTRFL=O 00011200 
ISN 0093 'IF (BTRMX.N.I.024Eb) BTRFL=1 00011210 
C ORDER TELEM POINTS BY SAMPLt RATE - HIGH 00011220 
ISN 0095 
isN 0097 250 




ISN 0098 CALL ORR EK -- AiB--fSf 
. 00011250 
ISN 0099 JL=JL+1 00011260 
ISN 0100 IF (JL.EQ.2) GU TO Z80 00011210 
ISN 0102 -DO 270 I=1RMEDIAN . 00011280 








1ISN 0101 GO TO 260 00011-320 
-t-ISN.0108 270 CONTINUE '-.._00011330 
ISN 0110 280 SSR=HSRTI1) -T. ..0001134 00011350 





IF (NTABH.EQ.1) GO TO 320, 
00011370 
00011380 
ISN 0114 290 'CONTINUE '00011390 
ISN 0115 CALL ORDER T00011400 
1SN 0116 JL=JL l 
'00011410 
ISN 0117 IF'(JL.EQ.2) GO TO 320 00011420 
ISN 0119 
ISN 0120 300 
DO 310 I=1,MEDIAN. 
IF (GRANH(I).LE.XM2) GO TO 310 
00011430 
00011440 
ISN 0122 GRANH(I)=GRANH(I)/2. 00011450 
ISN 0124 
TLpTH-I2. 
GO TO 300 
P,00011460 
00011470 
ISN 0125 310 *CONTINUE 00011*80 
ISN 0126 GO TO 290 00011490 
ISN 0127 320 SUMWH=O 10061150 































. ISN 0150 

ISM 0152 














































SUMWH=SUMWHTLPTH(IL P.. . 00011520 
SUMWH = NUMBER OF WORDS 00011530 
SUMWH=SUMWH*1.2 00011540 






DO 350 NN=5,8.-.. ..... .. . . . .-. ... .. 00011610 
N=NN 00011620 
POWLR=POWLR*2. 00011630 
IF (POWER.GE.SUMWH) GO TO 360 ..... 00011640 
CONTINUE 00011650 
TLMID=POWER .00011660" 
MAIN FRAMF LENGTH - LMWD 00011670 
WDLMAX = WORD LENGTH TO MAX REQUIRED LENGTH 00011680 
WDLMAX=N 00011690 
B1RATE=WDLMAX*TLMWD*SSR 00011700 
00 370 MM=1,18 00011710 
NZMM-1 00011720 
TT=2.**N*7.8125 





IERR = 100 BIT RATE TOO LARGE 00011790 
RETURN . 00011800 
BIRATE=TT 00011810 r.' 
BITRAT(1)=BIRATE 
-'--....00011815 
JL=O 00011820 C 
ORDER LOW SAMPLL RATE 0001183-
IF INTABL.EO.1) GO TO 420 0001184C 
CONTINUE 00011850 
CALL ORDER (NTAL,XSR1,TLPIL,GRANLXM2,MFDIAN) 00011860 
JL=JL+I 00011870 
IF (JL.EQ.2) GO TO 420 00011880 
DO 410 I=lMEDIAN 00011890 





























ISN 0187 430 


































IsN 0202 460 






















IF (SFL.LE.2.**N) GO To 440

--- .. , .. .. . .. . . --.. .. . ... .. 

IF (SFL.G6.2.**N) GO Ti 440 

DO 430 N=5,7 






DO 450 I=LNTABL 
UML=SUMTFCWLTLPTij 1) - -...... 
SUMWL=SUMWL*1.2 
NSU-FR=SUMWL/SFL I 
(|I i ] AKTE TT00012140
 
(2) WORD LENOH WDLMAX 

(3,) NUMBE F M/F WORDS TLRWD 
 -ooz2160
 
( VFE0 be-O 79f - AuFitS i4suBR 
(5) NUMBER O- WORDS PER S/F SFL 

(6) NEED FOR DIGITAL MUX ... MUX 

SPFClAL,COMMAND SYNC FLAG 








DO 460 NN=1,0(,O 

















































































































































- -. ... . . . . . 00012310 
4480 0 0 0 ( 8 , o )TLMOPS=O 
IF (TPRFL.NE.O.) TLROPS=TT*OPREQ/WDLMAX 
IF (TPRFL.NE.O.) GO TO 490 .. .... ..... . 
- -
.... 





O F 2 = A A ( f )--I&ITEk.EU.o) NCHOCSE(2)= 1 
WT= WT * NCHOSE(2)*DATAb(2,JI
VOL= VOL + NCHOSk(2)*OATA-c(i4jj 
......... 






PL= PL + NCHOSE(2)*DATAE(16,J1) 


















510 L=1 00012530 
JIE=IDB(M) 000125304  
IF (IPICEL).NE.0) GO TO 520 
1-- =l ---




GO TO 540 
IF (---FR.EO) 
JI=IPIC(L) 














-00012660 CHOSE(L)=DA!AB(lojl1) ....... .. . . .. fo2670 
IIITER.E.O) NCHOS-4LTj- .... 00012680
 
ISN 0252 
 WT= WT + NCHOSE(L)*DATAb(23,JI)





ISN 0255 PLMIN= PLMIN + 00012710NCHOSE-(L)*DATAb(18,JL) 
 00012720
ISN 0256 RETURN 

00012730
ISN 0251 560 HARPAR=DATAE(t-J1)*l-0-O'.. 

00012740
ISN 0258 IF (TOTOPS.LE.HARPAR) GO TO 55(, 
 00012750
ISN 0260 IF' J1.GE.JIEJ GO TO 510 
 00012760
 
I Z;2---ISN 0263 GO TO 560 --- - -6-f~000i2770
 


















" [ 0268 END 0012820 
NAME= MAIN,OPT=Ol,LINECNT=41SIZE=OooOK'
 





 SOURCE STATEMENTS 
= 267 ,PROGRAM SIZE 51c 
­
*STATISTICS* NO QIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
kg**** END OF COMPILATION * 81K BYTES OF CORE NOT.USED
 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 )OS/346O FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINYOPT=Ol,L-NECNiT=1-gIZ-E=OOOOK----
SOURCE tEBCD IC 9NOLI ST,%QDECKt LOAD, NOMAP thOEDITw ID tNOXREF
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE ORD)ER (NvApB,CXM2vMEDIAN) 
 00012840
 
c -0--0 g i v ........ . 012850
ISN 0003 DIMENSION A(Ilt B(Ill C(I) 
 00012@60







ISM 0006 KKK=2 
 00012890





ISN 0009 DO ; O Z=I1N 
 00012920

IS-1 0010 IF (A(I).EQ.O.) GO TO 10 
 00012930

ISN 0012 L=AI 
 00012940

•ISN 0013 JJ=I 
 00012950
ISN 0014 DO 10 J=I,N 
 00012960 
ISN 0015 IFf (XLGGE.A(JJ) 60O 1000012970 
ISN 0017 XLC=A(J) 
 00012980
ISN 0018 JJ=J 
 00012990

ISN 0019. 10 CONTINUE 
 00013000
ISN 0020 IF (I=EQoJJ) GO TO 20 
 00013010

ISN 0022 . AS,=A(I) 
 00013020

",o-ISN 0023 BS=BfI) 
 0001303
ISN 00,24 CS=C(I| 
,) 00013040
 
ISM 0025 A(I)=A(JJI 
 00013050
 
ISM 0027 C(IT=8tJJ) 00013060
 
ISN 0028 A(JJ)=AfJJ 00013070
 
IsN 028 IJJ=AS l. 
 00013080




ISN 0030 C(JJ)=CS 

' 00013100
ZSN 0031 zo -- CONTl4uE 
 0031
ISN 0032 GO TU (30,401, kKKK _ __ 
___ ­ . ... ..... .. 0001'312I0­
iSN 0033 30 XMZ=A(MEDIAN}2.

ISN 0034 RETURN 0033
 00013140
 
ISN 0035 40 XM2=A (MEDJIAN) +Z(OI7 AN+I}) 
 00013150
!SN 0036 RLTURN 






*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
 NAME= MAINOPT=Ol LINECRT=41#SIZE=OOOOK,
 
R OPT IUNS IN TFF CT* U C , B D L ; j / - S A 6 D I I , S -- .. . . . .. .
 
I 
*STATTSTICSi SOURCE STATEMENTWS . 36YPOGRA SIZ= 824 
-­
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GFNLRATED 
**** 
N 
ENO'OF COMPILATION *****t 125K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
a 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ), OS/3@0 FORTRAN H
 




ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE MIS (IPiCIERR,ITERNCONFICHOS ,NCHOSE) 00013180
 
ISN 0003 ,DIMFNSION IPIC(21, ICHUSEE2); NCUNF(b), NCHOSEE2) 00013190
 
ISN 0004 COMMON /USER3/BTRMXSCSFLTPRFLtOPSKSARCAYN(11,3)NMSEQ 00013191
 
ISN 0005 COtAlh /BTWN/WTVCJLDT.ODXtDYDZ.XJYJZJRJtFFtTIPLPLMIN, 00013192
 
* UMBDD#AEA,SEAT-v9TE ~~iThhil~ TWMT,TNKWTPASSTR66bj3193





ISN 0006 COMMON /rJRCOMiDBi30),DATAB,55,s0) 00013200
 












C INPUT ,CDPI T n SOURCE UNITS DESCRIPTION 00013280
 




C GRANH, 36 R Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY HIGH RATE TABLE 00013320&
 
C HSRT 35 R Y ALL S/S SPS SAMPLE RATE HIGH TABLE 00013320 
N,, C TLPTH 34+35 R Y ALL S/S NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS HIGH 000133300 C GRANL 40 R Y ALL S/S :GRANULARITY LOW RATE TABLE- 00013340 
C XSRT. 39' R Y ALL S/S SPS SAMPLE RATE LOW TABLE 00013350 
C TLPTL 37+38 R Y ALL S/S NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS LOW 00013360 
'C SCSFL R U SPECIAL'COMMAND SYNC FLAG 00013370 
C TOTCM 30T032 R DB TOTAL NO OF COMMANDS 00013380 
C COMTY R MACRD NCONF(3) - SPEC OR GE% COMPUTER FLAGOOO13390 
C TTCPL 32 R ' _TIME TAG COMMAND FLAG 00013400 
C TPRFL - R U_ TELEM PROCESS FLAG 00013410 
C ACSSN R SC SUM OF ACS SENSOR 00013420 
C, COMRT, R COMA COMMAND RATE . . 00013430,
 
C OPSMS R U SEC- MiSSION OPS 00013440
 






C IERR = 1 MUX IS REQUIREO 003480
 
C IERR = 10 WORD LENGTH GREATER THAN 256 00013490, 
_____ 
____ 










1000 SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG IS NOT 
10000 J1 .GE. JiE 
00sw XRR=000013540 




001 01EISN 1 f =1ERR2=0 
- -
- - --














ISN '0015 ANOLH=O. "-00tf- i600-




















o ISN 0022 NTAER= NMSEQ 00013680 
0 
____ 600013700ISN 0021 






ISN 0026 TTCFL=TTCFiL+ARRAYN(K 4-
 00013740
IS" 0027 IF (ARRAYN(K+7,I).EC.O.) Gti TO 40 
 b001375o

ISN 0029 NTABH=NTABH+1 
 00013750 
T N-- , . .. . . . . .0 0-1 3 760 
1sN 0031 HRANH(NTABH)=ARRAYN(K.I) '00013780ISN
031GRANH(NTABH 
 )=ARRAYNCK+avxp
tN 0032 TLPTH(JTABH)=ARRAYNK+5I)+ARRAYN(K6,I 
 060137,0
ISN U033 40 
 T ; 
 IFx17Nt.0;T
00&13800
ISN 0035 IF (ARRAYNCK1Ix).EQ.O.) G TO 50 

"00013810
ISN 0037 ISN 031 ________NTAbL=PfTAbL I
 0013820
rswmgw N~b~P~TAL+100013630 
ISN 0039 GRANL(NTAbL)=ARRAYN(K+12lu . 0001384-0 
ISN 0040 TLPTL(NIALJ=ARRAYN(K49,xJ+ARRAYN({K+iOI) 00013850 
SNW004 I -(ARRY#-1J-- - - - 000138600 R -NOT I.N.O.J MUX=I -
ISN. 0043 ANOLH=ANOLH+ARRAYN(K+5,I) 00013660
 

















































































ANOLH-N&0O0- iUL Fih -IN HItGH TfAB


















T L.E. POiNTS'!BY.SAMPL9 E -'-H-ri 








IF (JL.EQ.2) GO TO 100 











GO TO 80 

CO VrINUE 
GO 	TO 70 






SSR = MAIN FRAME RATE 
IF (NTABH.EQ.i') GO TO 140. 
JL=O 
CONTINUE 
CALL ORD-K-(NT ABn ,iANHLPTa;HSRT,iMM'L6I'AN) 
JL=JL+1 





























































































--N OOC 150 SUMWH-SU w-LT HI)....
 00014280
 
C SUMWH,= NUMBER OF WORDS 
 00014290
ISN 0088 SUMWH=SUMWH*1.2 
 00014300
 
ISN 0089~ IF (SUMfWN.LeC.2564;(j '160GOd 
 00014310
ISN 0691 ,ICHOS[(1)=-1 
 00014320






ISN 0094 RETURN 
 00614350
 





ISN 091 =NN 
 00014380
ISN 0098. POWER=POWER42. S00014390
4390

IsN-0099 Iz EPOWER.F.S-UMW) o td ISO-----4---

ISN 0101 170 CONTINUE 
 00014410
 




C MAiN FPAME 'LENGTH" '- Z TLMWD . 014430 
C WOLMAX =.WORD LENGTH TO MAX REQUIRED LENGTH 00014440ISN, 0103 WDLMAX=N 00014450

S 0104 . . TLL..... 
 00014O460ISN Q105 DO 190 MM=I, l 00014470
:jsN 010& NMM-1 000144801SN 107 
 TT= N7.t25 
 00014490
IN=OIO& IF ITT.GE.b1RATFJ GO TO 200 
 00014500





"Is-- l1m HS(= z.. 00014520

ISN 011 IFRR3=100 
.00014530
1SN 0113 C ,IERR=IERR*ILRR3

.I .dI c 00014540

-VR -- -- -i-A- G-oo5o 
1.R' -:166c11 IT fo Ofi E00014,550
.ISI.0114 RETURN 00014560










ISN 0119 , JL=U 
 00014590
 
c ORE'-E--LW SiMPLE-RATE..... (--4600

ISN 0120 210 . CORTINUE 
 f"oi4iO






ISN 0123 IF (,JL.EQ.Z) GO In zO 
 00614640
ISN 0125 DO 230 I=1,MDIAN 
 0001,4650
 




ISN 0131 230 










1SN 0132 GO TO 210 00014710 







SFR = HIGHESI RATE IN LOW RATE TABLE 
SFL=SSR/SFR 
-
-FC SUb F-RAME LNGT . . . 
N=5 









































(1) BIT RATE 
(2) WORD LENGTH 
(3) NUMBER OF M/F WORDS 
(4Y NUMBER OF SUBF-- -- ..RA...S 
(5) NUMbER OF WORDS PFR S/F 































WT= WT + NCHOSL(2 *OATAB(23,JI) 
VOL= VOL + NChuS002)*DATAB(24,-) 
PL= PL + NCHOSE(2)*DATA8(a6,J1

















'PTIt'-IN-'EFFECT*- .-.. g= INtCNY'=41,SIZE-O-K, 

-AIN,--PI'' -­
*OPTIIONS IN EFFECT* S(IURC E-.BLUIC,nOLIST,NUWCK,LOADNOMAP,NOEODT,iD,_NXREF 
*STATISTICS* SUUR.CE SIAIMENIS 1"1 ,PROGRAM SIZE 2900 
S*STATIST1CS* NO DAbN0 S11Gq.-Ni-ATED. 
***4* END OF COMPILATION ***** 
-OlK BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
*STATIS.TTCS* Nn FlA.NfTTrZ TwI I TC D 
10 
10. DETAILED FLOW CHARTS 




PECK THIS IS THE MAIN DRIVER
 








PODIA ONEGS.OME&R,PJ*XNN*K sMAVPIPAWAWsEPt #AX fay sale 
































































CONT. ON PG 2
 












- aKELIST /USRDP/STmME.SCSFL.tPRFL.OPSMS.ARRAYN.MtS~PO.NSEO 
oc a






























































t 14.1$toll.1103 >+ 
t- i4 
D. t4 
Oo I 16=ISfTnS.IltiO% -
Do I IzZ.?I6I UDt -E0 
< o wn 
WCOUFI 2): 22 
1CO FI$ 16| 
UICNl 4I: A 
.14 









.- . . . . .- - .- ­ .- - .- ­ 00 2'3 [=t.g 
IPp 
-4 











0oo 20 Ill.$ 
00c To I
 
F 11TERJs.0eO. ICR EQ1
r 




















CONT. ON PG S 
PG S IS 
10-6
 
o to 2I 







I a II I Gy 0 
[CALL SAVE[ICH02, WH05OURNOIT.EStI., =0001| 
EOUIPISQI)+ZO 
6 -Is 




00 tO3 1 1.11TESTF 
CONT. ON PG a 
- - - -









- - - -- - - - - - - 00 2 9 4.. . 
IPIC,4lI l)0O 
CALL COMNI IPICIAIERO(4I.1TE. WCODNF.ICOS.WiCHOSII 
NEOUIPIA).o J
 
• • . (o~~ro, to!.t3t~y .P
lO10 1 31EY 
CONT. ON PG I0 




tC'ltt S i 
.1O~t(Std.lIkOO13) 





th . 0 .0*. MICRO Eq. 63 
1.---- --.­s
 





00 tos I:1.KTESt, - - - II 
CONT. ON PG it
 




F IICHOSSI11 .r.T  N D. I CRO L. S 
I-fICHOSS.I) At. O-S iD. MICROt.S . 
- IO- II>t 
TO I P0 t 







CONT. i P 3 13
 
PC, t2F IS 
10-13
 
- -- Cl 31 i.1n75 
WCI+HOI( I ii. NCnO!i i iiF ] 
FwH~II*Iw~q( RZRI, 
102: tI4UIP2 








- - < 00 33 Ift . I:. 
N -CS)I11ft:tWCHOSEI taf:) 
tlit 1 1 1 
- ­ 00 34 1 1 14 2 
r NCHOSI IIN,1CHOSE( III 
Ill lt lI l l I 
IR2tWEOUIPISI 
0o 35 1;1.12I-.-
Illl--1pp t~i Is 
CONT. OD PG I 
10-14
 
UiMhOSS1 I3):)COSEI 1111 
[iL IRU I IC ONO 
A [ t so luu toi lr -
ct t lteanta 1ut.COnF T 
rra&L .1twRI 11i.WhI ) 
ICArt -COSTrs1ICONmy -uP)I 
[ffii L S4(tUE.WOuIPACCIcaT 
I 
IC-QCL PWOA(OUEPA ClCO MFJ 
3 .1 . .3 +.3 u u m_ _.+ 













WINE SErs appopilialicks FOR L-vi ufs Ii -w%




COMMON /USERI /GPMl 'FE; TSMALL. XNU.PODVO. 1AUX. Tour.-tALTI-. 
PHIRXPHtRYPNtwz*PO TX;PO0tYPOOT ; I KNO.ZhI.POOTIN000tor
 
POCTRZ;.?NEGS,?MEoltPja IN K.MANv.Ip
0 aLPHa0 LaAN A  TL.TACC L -. n w (Pl4f0yeal,nftlai,I.XN.l
EVEANT TneCt -XMNMTMOLOPAYROf V*P 0 t.041fow.1sal
 

































so To 1 0,301 'N 
C WERE IF A BOX
 
I 














I OFOf N O Q *ti *,-*' *D 
-t 





rC WERE IF A CYLINDER'] 
iSATCAnN F EQOVOL.220 t1 )wv.333 I 
EOB0 =SA TO RP I 
D~O TO 21 
SATOAN:DIANAX 
CONT. ON P 3 





3SATINY:J SAtTu/It.l .:SASTOAM.S*TOAR,|OIQLGe§BLGI 

GO TOa 100 o 
SA Wfat IF A SZof J 

















SEtS VALUES-NEEO0 SY S AND C ]
 




IIf Jt [1,1 
J :SRT INN 
Dz:.SOSATOAPI
0-o200 
CONT. ON PG 
PG 4 O 
IO-zo 































FeL o5-6-p-t a-l 
FC RTS ALL DEFAULT VALUES I 
. lb 








































JDATR ':EANT ALPHA -TL TACCEL XNNM.THDLD 
1 12
 











CONT. ON PO 2 


























PG 2 FINAL 
10-25 








ACSSN.BITRATI 2),OILOSIOL.SASINT 	 J 
"COMON
































































CONT. ON PG 2 




















































00 2 1:1.60 
CONPRII):o. 
CONT. ON PO 3 
PG 2OF 14 
10-27
 
1151l T"N.UTIA.) E1COII! I 
I1( I'"K' ? I 
XI,) PSSTI
 
IT ,. CONPUIAtION$t FO0 CRSOLOG Itlis] 
CI- COSTIII. 
0 -= N. "
N ov ' 

SP=0.NCNOSEtI 
06-5..,NCtHOSE I I 
p5 m cost t-3.1i 
OR(F = COST,d.11I 
FO ,WCNCSEI IIglff
 
IF 0.osT.I . 
iFRE= 0.8085 * o.II2SgFQ 
-
rFRT x 0.3 .7.f
 
C ur COMPUTE OEUIGN ENGINEERING COST. IDE OR COMPEl 
CONT. ON PG 4 
P 3 F 14 
- 10-28 
[COSfl, . )1.COS I I 1.1!1 P I F -ICOO 




Fton MI~x= ts ..•tO C0 t 2.ZI I 
CPPO~lf- AVEaaG UlIT #*DOtUCtIOw COSt.iPu 0R coiPuvl_ 
COSI iT :47,-aPStOtP...asaz oo00.1 I
 
[F5Tf6iRUuc CONPOifkuI CUR AVo S UN! PaOD. COSt I
 
6 
fleus~to ) 700.. PS a OSssO.S4l, * P! o 1.277 i 
-eoOlli raowPlOnr nyti PbyOOutOtlo w ktuEufiw IP.OA COPUU J 
•iCOStit.lI +: ttoiQPso.IS-t PI. BE.leI OOO .,Q
 
jjp. CONPUTE COMPOlkEiM? CUN AVG S PROD. Ei. COST 
COmPStill 200. . C* S.oeO.asS - 1.01 s FE . PI
 
CONPutIi COSti3.1t * COStI1)
 
















GqOy70 t 264a0.225.2650.2AaO-i650.Ni] 
Ic sET SOLAR ARRAY r SCtOI$BAHn cTifPiTi~i]W 
FPIM..4:67. . .. . 
• GO T O 1260*.2|5.2S252.tS0)f
 
Ic SET THERMAL FACTORS fF09 ALL WKEPT DUAt S#0iWTJ1 
210 
FE M 4.67'J '- , 
[CONT.: ONG
 
PG s OF 14 
10-30
 
rf ST PIOPELLiiT FIEO-SISTERS FACTORSJ 
A3 





IFfu1l 1.0 1Fal) . .9954FTPI 1.0 
"lIN) t.04
 






CONT. 04 PG 2 
PG 6OF 14 
A6 
FPIRi I I, 
C:OMPER RFI) 1.s 1 
Cr DESIGN ENDINEERINO COSTS I.CORPtO@ *iJ]
ICOST Ii I : COPPR S a+Pt 0 FR. 
IC TEST E+VALUATION c:osts ICONPT I | 

IC06ST2.kN R2l)sl-.)IwiTl NmsrsPls N 3 
Ic SUITOTAL I 
ICOMPRIKI = COSTI.) * COSI2(2 









IC ie COMPUTE CONPONEWICUN AVG S UNIT PROD. COST
 
ICOMPSPIK) 0.783 9,COST13.K) * Om'O.!52
 
SC m.m COMPUTE COMPONENt CUM AVG S PROD. ENO s
 
CONT. ON PG a 





[ O N OU I R I C O S T# 3 .4) - CO S T , 4 .9} 




[SUI2) tSU8E12 * COSFI l.K) 
SUlti l :-$UITIS)| COST12.11)
 





SOWSI) SUOU 16). ComPUlIm
 
SUSSE1161 SUISEIS) • COMPSEIXI
 
SuISPISI SUISPIS) - CompsPIX)
 
{C me ~THERMAL CERSU-OL
 
SUIT17) : SUITi7) COSt[2.K)
 






SUBU171 SUIU17) - COPIPUiKI
 
SUISE171 SUBSE17) - CORPSEIK}
 
ISUISP17) SUOSPf7) - CORPSPIK)
 









9uG1r12) ='SUB8121 - COSTI2V%4I 






SUSU12) Sulu 12). COMFUIKI 
'SUBSEIZI1 SUBSEt?) * CoRP'sEt i'
 
-SUSPI?') SUSSPf2) * COWPSP(()_
 




SUBUEI'S)z SUSUIEIB). * COS~T).')1 
SUBUPtS)z MUSI). COSTII.U11
 
SUBU1B) -SUSUISI * COMtPUIK) Ii
'SIJSEIBPz SUBSE) - CONPEFI
 
SUBSPIS) r 'SUBspiB) * cONP$P1I'I)
 
Fc SUM SUB-TOTALS BY SUBSYSTEMS OF CAIBLO"Iti~
 
IF (J.dE.d) 





[Suit Li) Suit 1J) * COST13ISUIT 1JI SsuJt * COST 2.?!: 
SU l* 1j) '-Sui JJ * CORPI )
SUIUI-fl SUBUCIJ) * COSVTIJ.)
SUIUPiJI SUSUPIJI * COST.l 
SuIu ;J1; Sluu 1j) OPUI
a 

SUIS IJ) SUISIJ) * COPSEIiI 
SUISPIJ) SUISPj) * CONPSP I) 
ttc'iINut 
ft .. TOatI COSTS FOR IRSiC SPACECIAFt 
*D -0400 1. .;7
 
r| : 01 * SUS~IZ 
ri It . Suitili 
SYSl$ SYVG * Susant)
of ; PC SUIUEII)
Pu Pu * SuIUPI I 
SOSU SYSU * SUBUIZI 
PSi 0S * SuISEtI) 
PSP PA * SUISPIL -







C COMPUTE OUALITY CONTROL
 
OCR 2 .0ISsOE * .14TE
 
OCU .OISsPE * .I4oPu
OCS O.OIPSE * D.I4.PSP 
COMPUTE SYSTEMS ENGINEERINO Awe INTEGRATION
 
ONT. ON PG 11 
PG Il F t4 
10-35
 
SEIR = .320E1 * .27.E 
SEIP : .32.PE - .22.Pu 
SETS z 0.32PS * 0.22406P 
IC COMPUTE PROGal MANROGtR Wi] 
PMA 0-OI~eDE *.O.fl2*t1 
PNP * O.IsPCf O.0OPU 
PMS :O.IePS O.02e*PSP 
C em. TOTAL SPACE CARP! COSYS] 
1S1U , rOo OCR S14 0 -YS4 ]

SATU SSU . TOOLU - CCU - S(IP * PAP 
IC see TOTAL ,PRYLORO COSTS 1
 
SATINV :NFV SATUfa 
XRINV zNFV * XlEUPAYS ± SATO * EKESe
aym[ : sale 
YKtA z KNIN 
PAYOUL :NOW a SATU
 
PRY[MY z SATINY * Elf[I%6 
1C CUMULATIVE AVERAGE COST R fl11) SPACECIJ
 
INVTS: P!£ 6,PS~p - TOOL ."OCS - S(IS VMS1
 





IC . SET FPAnTO FOR COMSAT 
"FGSE t 0.390 I 
CONT. ON PG 12 




Tr ;I - f. . 2 AIIO.VUI S) . At.01.iCOltro s .I.E 3 .0folQ0 f n-­
-.-- __-o- T-- - --T- - T . j 
s[ri' Sf 'i t...... ..... 
r­ ..... 1GS.. 
rt. --- --- a SET IC!QR FOB GENIERAL PADOLE 
[114k'__2S.,.,3.SA TOe..7)SGSE 
Ljn.o COMPU~T LAUNCH cosrs 
. 1t 2411 . ---------- -
COfT Ol lP E S) 
PG I2W 14 
10-37
 
CC- NU COPT t AU.il|•T-6 ]?|.S I 









FC COMPUTE UNIT FLIGHT OPERATIONS Ot'] 
CFO = O.5937m ISATR.SATS)lsO.?i6 a F ] 
iC COMPUTE TOTAL FLIGHT OPEORTIONS COST 
,ICTOt NFv a CFO 
FEER z FLEPCT * ISATR * PAYOUL * OSE))FDE PRYR PAYOUL OSEG * FEE 
iC *.TaTaL -TIhVSREN COS? J 
FEEINY FEEPCI SATINY 
XYEST PAYINV * FEEINY 
IC **TOTAL OPERATIONS COST] 
CONT. ON PO 14 
10-38 
$PCTTit * * 1.0 * FC 






C as THIS IS THE OUTPUT SUIROUIf MMICH CONTROLS tmf PRINIED es
 











































CONT. ON PG 2 
PG I fkF 12 
10-40
 
fOURut Isw.14o MASA SYSTEMS COST/PERFO RNACE Sruov "') 
be0ret 1iS5 OIIINI!IONS - -.1.261 CONFIGURATIONS IMNCOI3)/.SX. 
)6wStNBILI ZAtIO ANO CONTROL IWCOFflII.ISX.,IHAUXILIARY PROPULSIO
% fICOF21I.i.71.t2MlCO$Il IS OUAL SPIN.2SX.2tHkCDNF12:l IS
 
COLO MS.T7XttwCOFittt:? IS YAM SPIN.2gXo2NMeoNFt2):2 IS MONOP
*OPELLBN!./.71.lS~WWCOI~F |l IS MASS EXPULSION.23X.25bNCONFI2)k3 I
 
S *PtLmt./.7v*snwcowFI: |I MASS EXPULSION M/ CMO-S.12X.2
 
EsCONNUWICAtIOWS ICOFILI)./.7ISNWCOMFIII:S IS MASS EXPULSION W
 




S UNIFIED E -COMMON aINENlR.,/.7X.)HCONFII3;t IS GENERAL PURPOS
 
M0l41 PROCISSING AND IWCO3III1).71.AIMNCOMFIJI:2 

I PBOCISSOI.I2EXt4WHCOWFIA1t3 IS UNIFIED LIWN-SEPARAYE ANETENNA./.?






sS)I.26.SOwN1CO~ia-S, IS UNIFIED LINK-SIPARatE ANY DOWNLINK./.?
 
IMUCONFISId IS SHUS REGULATION - PADLE MfD..SX.2SHVE*4ICLE SI
 
ZING IWCON6LS.J71.42le4CONFIS):2 IS SWUI REGULATION B M IDv*r. 
S.9I*NOC
ONFI6IRI IS CYLIWDER./.71.4*NCOFLS3 IS SHUT *DISCHR
 
(G PAODLE MTU..7X.I7I4COtFlIS z2 IS OX./I.1.A2MNCONFIS]= IS S N
 
I O!Srn.OEG - 8001 fftO..nX.20ConWrowr):g IS SPHERE) 
PRINT 901g 
fOBMR? t7X.IIHNCONFISh=S IS SERIES LOAD REG. MrD..SX.IIHP
-PADDLE 

fLIaSILITY.I.1X.4ZMNCONFIS%:S IS SERIES LOAD RED. - BODY MtO..9X.A
 
SI4REOUNDANCY CONFIGURATION =0 IS SINGLE STRING./.S8X.AIHREOuNDANC
 
if CONFIGURATION z IS DUAL STRING)
 
CONT. 04 PG 3
 










X.2OHAUXILIARY PROPULSION./..I*HI2IERB c 0 MEANS NO MEtS4O4S* 
X.27HIERR z 0 MEANS NO NESSAOEgS/,7.?2NIRl . MEANS " ALL
 
OIABLE SYS. ERROR UNSAT.*2X.SOtEOAR . I MEANS CYCLE Lfi Of WIT
 
UOE AND CONTROL./.7X.42HER1 x Ix MEANS mAX *ate Eaton tOo SMALL
 
.25X.22HTHRUSTERS IS TO0 SNORT .I.7x41HIli z iXI REANS 1-Aits M 
EELS ACCEPTaBLE.gXS2NIERR = tO REAMS CYCLE LIFE Of TRANSLAICWAL 
THRUSTER./.7X.A2HIERR : IXXX MEANS OIL OIRI.CROS ACCIPTILE.1i2Xlt 
HIS TOO SHORTs/mSX.ISOAtA'PROCESSINO AND ZNStIuHENTAtIOMvlleXdIHI
 
ERR = I1 MEANS CYCLE LIVES Of BOTH THRUSTEAS It./l7iOHl(II

0 MEANS NO MESSAOES.37.NHTOO SMOlT,/.7,ltSIll r I MEANS M
 
UX REOUIRED.16XE7HTHERMAL./.?7.diHIEIR . 10 WOlO LENOTH GEATER
 
THAN 256.IOX. 49HIERR : IXXXXXXX MEANS BATT DAD AREA IS SUPPLIE
 
D./.7X.34HIERR = 100 BIT RATE IS TOo LAROGE0Si.SINM *AOAB*,71.1
 
SHIERR = 1000 SPEC.COMD.SYNC.FLO NE 0.161 * SIHhERA z ItIlxiIII
 
MEANS DSR CONY. AND VA*IAULE COND /97X93I"E1 1 0000 NO Of OAT
 
A BASE SENSED.33X,34HUCTANCE HEAT PIPE INfO IS 1(OUIRED..ti.'4%V(
 




FORMAT I7X.26HIERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES.43X.ISHSUPPLIED IN PC"./.
7X,4HIERR = I MEANS BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY LENOTH.SX.5OHIEhR -
XXXIXXXXXX MEANS [SOTHERAALIZER IS REQUiRED./ISX2SHEXCEEOS EQUIP 
KENT BAY LENGTH.IAX.SIHIERR = XXXXIEXXXX MEANS DIODE HEAT PIPE IS 
REOU[RED./.76X.12H12 REOUiREO)./.SX.SIHIEAR = XXXXXIXIXN MEANS CO 
NY. HEAT PIPE IS REOUIREO./*SGX.48HIERR = XKXXEXIXXX MEANS OS RAG 
[ATOR IS REOUIREO./.S8X.SOHIERR : XXXXXXXIXX MEANS CONY. RADIATOR
 
IS REOUIREO,/.SSX.4HIERA = XXXXXXXXIX MEANS HEATER POWER IS SUPPL
 
IE0./.7SX.9HIN HTRPIR./.SBX.49HIERR = XXXXEXXXXI MEANS RADIATOR AR
 
ER IS SUPPLIED./?SE.7HIN RAOA)
 




IC. S W1.PRIWIWC output S!AINO Idly" SUNDC 
PRN 9000 
100KB? 1384 
I~eiwt oo.WACC(Pl I 
OYTEESCRIPTION DEIG-NUMB R 
PRI11 S.Nt) 
-13 
fOIR"Af2HtlER.I 61ll STALtIZATL0 aWO COItOL./.SI.Z4HCOWfIOURATION 














CDNT. ON PO 







FORMAT '13X.2OHAUIILIARY 'PROPUSION.d.Si.?dit0nT.ij IO itfii
 
R-, . W . .
 
J K* I 
 ]
 
IN IN - NtOUIPI2I 
PRINT 1010.1 ICO4$gi 1 h1il,I 










IFORAfr3X.3sHOATA PROCESSING N10 S A- -
TI0k IDENTIFIER. 6X.Ot) 
 +
 
IJ z IK - I
 








FFOAAAaTtSX,25HCOMPUTEA OPERATIONS RATE ,AtI IliPS))
 
I c PUT TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY PRINT HERE LATER -.-'-J.
 
am
I PAN T 8 2 .,ERI )3'
[PRINT SO?7 NEONF141
 
FORMATI 3X.IJH4COKNUNICATIONS./.5X.2A4HCONFIGURAtION IDENTIFIER. 61.1
 
CONT. ONPG 






















FallsR MlB tSfiWII OPI OSf(f 1• Il:IJIzZJ ) SI I,
 










[FGRRAXISI.32Hn1mRu0 BArTERY CAP. 
 *EII.A.BHIHAP-HRI)
 











FORqAtSX.I3HRROIAtOR AREA.BK.(I.d.1Il|wifteo2l * *tfCPm acgay 1 
OR ARER.BX.ElI.4.3X.7HIFTes2h./.SIx.lgNt0IAt *AOIITOI aOlA.I0t. I
 
.Eli.4.3X.7HIFT 2)) ......... .J
 
a ImfI
PA INT IS30.HTRPiNR.n Pe 

am1130 
FORNRTISX,12NERtER POMEE.IKOKll.f*jjd ItU/mI . Salftty solottI 






FORMATIsX,9HHEAT PIPEI.3I.E1I.*3SSH RITU/43) . VARIABLE eOaUcn1A
 



















CONT. ON PG a 
PG 7O 12 
10-46
 
rOSM1+ f' 51,h#fu bnnil ,WO. tNIC-aS S',v-141; .,6i.,I4.Oln, .ll 1.4.6k+ f IN).* 
j lt- I , i_____,sill ,0,0 1 % !CENT a 
8,I ,1. l V s It1214M I_____________-~ ~hn~~I ....ge+O-waCCVI'I +IWIS- *AO+, t&&l.d ns~.~r
 
_____ I _ .S!T VL.. 
4w9 I .I*tHN.IOF 
. 
u . Ao.l 
LT a II..... 
_.'. 3,-. ++,S 
..1 J 
jix. Is".. 
.J . . 
. 
* I 
F'0n owam+,ll3ms ai TYl' SX,';.25t+ 
5 
O NtCeF 
- . I 
ex), 




@PIIMVIT-75.U1 PWH7Mlg AR*L0I;UMCRUNC 
,12)I 
IIII 
CONT. ON PG 9 






' E : t . )














 FOA1IATX I7.gH IEST ANO EvA4LUATION.Iatort3.I,6.ISNUl|t PRODUCT ION.
 
_0pitNT. tgS _________,T OLU 
FoMAnITfx.28411MOIN0 AlNo TEST EOUIPEWTII.1IGI.n11I260TOOtlWO ita 1
 










FORMArI 7X.3sHSYSrIERS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATIOW.21 

35HSYSTEHS ENGINEERING AND INtEGRATIOW.F13.I)
I
 






IP&IWT *210.PAiPt P 
[ J~llti~tGIR ,,RAWAEMET.I j.;l1.t .6K.lISPIOOIAN NANAOEkTI




tfjjpji~ SKI)MCO[S? CItfOOQv.1I.6wOOT*f .ISI.IONIWVESTNMt.1OI.
 












































I CUALIFICAIOW t[NIf.1X.F 6.SIIROWTHSU 





I I XO 
Patii ii 2 sxmw( "I 
[Yiiaiiss.SNSVSrr(cvcOE wfPEANo F'10o4r READINESS ItEs.. 
L!~I!OGila I 
[rOuwarzsz-tBUSCM(OUL( DURATION sTO taUwtw).I6X.F6.IiowtHsn) 
PG t2 FINAL 
10-5 1
 
I SUBROUTINE fILtERINCOWfJED II 
C FILTER CHECKS FOR COMPATIOLE COROIWT1OS Of COW"IO tilS-I 
C A MINUS I IS RETURNED FOR UJACCEPTASL( CORMIU0TIO$S
 
C NCONF IS RPRRAY OF COFIGURATI[OdS














CORMON /USER3/OTRNI.SCSFLTPRFL.OPSRSARKAAVW1 1T.Rus, a 










FIPOOTRX At.. .01 .QWD. WCONFII) .E.1---3-

CONT. ON PG 2 
PG I O0 ­
10-52
 
.-.. zrt~ttN~wi1ng,81 vP-WL III L.I. .02-A.Ahi D. CI F II 
7tiT ,+,,,.o.,I',Lsiv.sP w a n 
.,Fa . ONa o 01 3.o11111 
I 
LC .~firt!~PAYLAD1 ISAVQOKVL(A 







ikC~P.I -t4 ANhf. HCONf(3) .10. 21 
CONT. ON1PC 3 
P1 2 OF 
•10:-53 




IOPtCMI3) IS SEPARATE ANTENNAS
 
IfIDPrCff II,OPrTCR121 G01 0 .ANW. VCOWI .'.r 
£ 








I:OPICKI 2) DTr. 0 .ANDO. hCOMJF'14) .t~ED .. 





















iloiI VOOE. I -ANOD -tCWFI 
I .A.hO~u.Pp
 INCO~~jIS ICOD. 
ICODE- I
 
1It*CONFiS 16J0. S .ANDO. IiCOkf I I LJ­





~ NA.2.mW-C< ~~ ~ ~ CNI!I.t ~ ~ P F; It'fli 
I1Q-57
 
[SUBROUT INE A E AOctI tlliillJ 
DATAASE FOR ONE SUISYSTIVn AT A TIl c THIS REGS THE 

C JOB IS SET AS THE ORTABRSE IS READ BY SCANNI1NG QUIP ou"NiellS 
0 [NENSION $TOOEI S )
 


























IO1 LOI I 
"I3/00 
IOI,1).0. 
Ic tSt FOt ENO OF SUBSYSTER 
it TEST FOR NEM EQUIP TYPE 
IF t10 -EQ. ICOLD) 
F 






4so To I, 
C HERE WHEN SMITCHINO Sulssvlisu ] 
-­ - - - - -
- - -- - - ---
- DO S J=1.S 
syoflil 










CONT. DN PG 4 a A -
lo-60
 
PO 4 FINAL 
10-61
 
SUBROUT INE SAVEI UN.llINIkOiAt.ItLSllTNO-611A
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SAVES ICNOSE.WCHOSE,.AWO ANY PORTIONS 01 1 
C THE DATABASE REQUIRED BY LATER SUBSvSTERS OR ROutT-tS 




I PIAM .160)|.SKOI ?,GO1 - ----­
00 1 I:.ItESt 9> 2
 
IF flING Ii A.t 0) ---
Go to I 
 L 
ICHOSENOAT ID liIS JI 
00 3 J:I.IENOOS 7 
------- - - - - -










. iELiOMlOA!];At )9.EJ) 
*~~~0 ~l:OI9. KK.JIbtiii. 







































C .a CONTROL SUO-SyStE FOFRAFOLLeOWtSe-RIETY Of SPACECVAR IANEs e-C an DETERMINES SIZE 440 PERFORMANCE OF THE THE[RAL SUB-SYST[P of
 
C on A GLOSSARY OF VANRGILES FOLLOWS - - as
 
C ** CODE IS AS FOLLOWS - - So 
C me U = USER INPUT. 0 = DATA BASE. IN?. INtfRl so 
C on O' OUTPUT. I =INPUT FROM MAIN OR OTHER S/S so le.n..lgi.lilg.gggil@lO,,lgig3llO56@*SUlO3l@3606lSlSSl@SSSSSl 
C mm VAR. NAME CODE UNITS (OEFAULT) DESCRIPTION e 
C .......

C an o 
C my 3 
C m ALBOO INT 155 BTU/IHRFTSS2) ALB(DO *a 
C us as 
C ALPHA [NT 0.30 IDIMENSIONLESS) CDNV.*RO.CONST.eo 
C a. 0.08 I[MENSZONLESS) OSM. RAO.CONST..e 
C as of 
C a. ALT U ft."[. ALTITUDE as 
C an as 
C a BY TNT 1.1 VC -MAX BATT.YOLT. as 
C so me 
C am CA INT 0.5 AMPS BAT! TRICKLE me 
C so CONST INT [.S K CONSTANT as 
C no as 
C m. EMISS [NT SD TU/IHRFT..2) EARTH EMISSION am 



















































































































I? 0.7 IDflMENSIONLESSI CONV.RAD.CONST.:
 




O IBU/H) TOTAL HEATER POWER 

'8. 
a I1tU/HI) HEAT DUE TO H.P. so
 
IBtU/HR)TOTRL HEAT P[PE as
 
0 IATU/HR)IATT. HEATER POWER ..
 
0 I8TU/HR)OTHER HEATER POSER
 
ilol INDEX 5* 
INf 
 TYPE OF CONFG.
 
U I IOIMENSIONLESS) EARTH ORIENrE
2 'OIRENSIONLESS) SUN ORIENTEO






 S.C MACRO INDEX..
 




 DEGREES ORBIT INCLINAR...
 
0 
 XG PHASE CHANGE MASS as
 
INT 3-14159265 CONSTANT a.
 
OB)9 WATTS PSR AX m
 




 MAX PHR DISSAP.::
 
N ISTU/HRI SAfT.POHER MAXIMUM m
 
INt IBTU/HR) ARTT.POSER MINIMUM MI
 
IN? 442.0 BTU/IHROFT..2) SOLAR CONSt. mm
 
CONT. ON P 3 





















































































































v I E 
C H 
E H HI 

E P R E E 

a C Ni A A 

T M A 1 1 

R L 
A PM I[PP 

0 EPREIK1 AK  2 1
xxxxx R 

A P S E p 

B E S A E E 




















On oA 1lo[ Asia **iIfft .o. 

f.? TotA. Rao. Aia
 
sft. RIN. tiP. 	 .. 














A afA 0 
0 0 A 
[[IP 
A A G A 
T W RRK REK I I
































C o WHERE 0 "laNs No SUCH REOUIREMENt. On aC a 1 "EONS ME HAVE t'4s REOUIANENE 
a 




















CSEARCH FOR MIiWRx TEMP) AND0MAXIMIMN tER1PI.aANkD--










Pr1t HRl ma. tH'~
 
T MI SI .RO0
.PRBWK 1 . 1 P A := 





I 4 x.3.112 6:P0 










PGSOFCONT. ON PG 
10-68
 
W Siwio"fL" Tf!F i v lirw iTWC USFo I, -ai -nFe ip-IFmow vsI 1
 
i--,s Las-i- ­
t 1 -41Mito 1 T0 CPIFcnBO v I
UCM must TCOtWiaf 
f
 
















[Go TO e . 
oRITSI0 t , j 29000 AO. "'0 
f ("II SOLAR 011111I(t) SPil% STROItI 010. O [EQUATION 3.3.1.21 ". 
A 6 
[S • OTISNIPE paooaTO AIEA 
t -~~1 lONBk'-;7'++.--S'-l. t ..-i(MeI ss.EPSLOoll­
,* 04 9SI O.(PSL0 OfetRlIsPiW ed4 -1 OnINI ISSetPSL O J 
C • OETINNIMI "lot PIPE 
OI(*Ncwstwf "WIN OWER 
"tY+IPl sI011RxtoG.)311;Ol 
[cc o, 10 >o~ 
P44___7-1 
GOT I.dO0..I S01. It kFI 
cE. 
C.. 
coltS GT s00 GUT LESS tHAW 
taRt ORIENTED AO. 
19000 AND. 
C SPI% STABLIZIEO EQUATION 3.4.1.2) 
i:PSLO -0O.73 1 
CONT. O PG 9 











IC • DEFEININE EAT PIPE'I 







00g 10 360 > 
ORBITS OT SO0 BUT LESS THAN 19000 AND. 
EARTH ORIENTED AND. 





DETE RMINE R ADIATO R R E A]j 
IRURA:MAX/I ISIGMAEPSLONRMATXIN4)ISRLPWN)] 
IC DETERMINE HEATER POWER 
iHTRP R=|.25 I I GtA EPSLONwRRR oTHsI~t%=O4)- IR N ) 
Ic •Ofth-MINE R71-4-
I 
IPCM:I=.2GALPHAPQSSRAOASCONSTI / 4O. 
IC "a DETERMINE HEAT PIPE I 
H .p!E:IOMAXmLNGtI4/3.4IERR:lO00ttloll 
CONT. ON PG 10 




- IF 1'0ISIUC.Gr.30.I 
UIJIE= 
m .[MCOFOWF 3 
OA7iTL INC.tLIwBION Lf 30 DEGREES AND. m 
C [nlt" ORIENTEO ANO. 
-ILI 0602 
"




LPHAIP[Er c Oi0TfinmtNE Ranl-To-n =AnEn
I0
 
[RaDA-lqAgti I ST GHAaEPSL OI~oTHRlAa4 ]-1 EMISSmEPSLUN/PIE 1 -1OS-ALBOO )NRLi 
Lpl4.,pIEl
 
,--OEERM[I HEATER POWER i " 
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flC75i i QETERMNE CON!RIBUTioN OF ,E1tERNAL
 
COuT. ON PG' 19, 








GO TO 2563 ­
- - 400 22 :1.NM('O 
EEX: EEI . ((ash [|)giXCOf ) | 
EEY: EEY . EfOSTI I EQVtOlI) 






SATXCG: IEOBSTRmSTRXCG * EOSTIEBXCG I[OWISI . F(ORIsT 1(RhltG 
'1(O12St * E0125t)wEP2XCG * SAX * H(I 
IHARNST * STTPS)wEBXCGI/ISATST - CONTINI 
ILOKISt LONISTISEICG
SAIYCO: IEOBSTRSSTRYCG - EOSTsEIYCG * * I 
* ((VE0127 * £0125T)aEH2YCG + SAY 
IHARNST * STIPS)EBYCGI/(SATSt - COWt!Nl 
SATZCG: lEOBSTRsSTRZCG'rEOST.EBZCG * gEOgtSt * [ORISiE tO• " 
IE12ST + EQ2WT)sEM2ZCG '.' SAZ * El 
IHARNT + StTPS)iEB7CGI/lSRTT - CONTIN) - -
C CALCULATE MOMENTS1 OF INERTIA
 
BAY STRUCTURE AND E0UIPMENT DAY
C FIRS! DETERMINE EQUIPMENT 

C EQUIPMENT INCREHENTAL INERTIA 
- SfTR90:- .SmeSA 
CONT. ON PG 20' PG 1W 26 
ORIG~hA ASi 
Q10-M080o OR[I 10-208 
If1 IsHAPE 2)66.67.69 
0 
[Stlmi: t0Samstao.zJ 





j0t?: .OB|)3.OMt)i.SSAOADet2 * Et~Ot2) 
CQIW: Eel%, 
USO10: .E SATOAM -




jOlt!: .CSolet iJ~ 
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CONT. ONTI N 22 
PG 2DW 26 
.O-21
 
rs .0v SAe. 5AI-ILm2)
o IUt.SaIfLOM2 

SalItil .0S3)3SBIMetS IEL*S2 • S4|YL-e2)
 
SR21tE O3.sSAtWtI SBZYL.*a2 * R21Le. 
SR2?Ituv .0OSI0SA2Y1tISA2ELo2 * SA2ZL..2) 
Llat-J. --.Ohi iSA2w?.ISR21LO2 SAZYLo.2I 




I(Piltit .SeitORIST * OW I *SAYRB. 
(RII: .B3I.' ORIS lt - EQMILsa2]I (ORIM?11sSRRAD. 

(Nlllz: EpillIy 
IR12fti: .SaIfOR7St * (GR2Mtl.SRSBO..2 
(N21W: .0S3)1IOR2S? * EOW2M? .fE3SA!rRO..2 * (OM2IL..21 
TEM1-I:--4-833,I [RIST ,:Mon.} 
lf+iF: A833v(EGR2Sl+ -Ei 2Mt+ 
CONT. ON PC 23 
PC 20- 26 
10 -211
 
NtN rTEN~sfEQMqIJL..* EO;12tss2t 
ENIII~rEI~EOMItt. * NItsi 







!0W2, 0 E0N25i 0N5
t 

C SAELLTE TOAL IWEITIAO~v2 SUATI
CA 

SSC'ZS4'''~~-FIATOlL-AINCONTRIBU!LON2 O*lSOAR ABBTSa1cG,:2 
CONTINUEI
 
SAIX: SAlINE * SAIST.ItSATYCG-SAlYCG~..2 , ISATZCO4SAILCGo*,2)
SA2ZNX * SA2IIt.I ISAtYCG-SA2.YCG-)asZ... I SATZCG-5022C03n2)
*SABPIST.I SAYCO-SRAYCGI.*.2 ' SAt-ZCG-SA82CO).. 2) 
SAlt: SAIINY . SAZSTslISATZCG-SADZCOJ,.2 * ISATICG-SAIXCGou2! 
SA21NY * SAZMT.IISATZCO-SA2ZCGai"2 -,ISAtICD-Sft2XC3s 2)
*SABNSY.IISAtZC&-SABZCO~vu2 * ISATXCG-SASECO)..2) 
- CONT. ON PG 24 
10-212
 







- 004) 0:Suf~ 




• ~ EWaO SONX* * ~Z~o)*SoCToI YCGe2 |lJ 
SATINY: StNYv * EOSStRc(SAtZCO-StfZCOI.. . I lttO-ttlltO-lsTe 1I*MIINY * E* OoIsAtrco-ENIze,.., * ISAtlCe-nIcOIel)
* EF2INY * EQP2tO.llSAtZCO-EWZZCO)..2 0 ISAWOIENIICO1o023
* EOINY * EOMTsISAtZCOm2 * AISICO-ITIACO).e?3 * saMY IMY 
SATINZz STRINZ * £fStRm-SNtYCO-StRCo).l * ISATICOSRzCDIlIe 
* ENI[Nz * EOrITOmgSATYcO-iwEYC4).2 * ISATXCG-IRtNCO).e,!
* EM21N2 * (OM2TO.lISRtYCD-(RM2YCO.2 * ISAI!tO-INtCOlvsll
* EOIWZ * EOSTIISTYCGvs2 * ISAtICG-SfRaCG,.2) . $il - (fit6 
c 
 co-purs DISTANCE FROM C.D. tO RANM IMONllifl, OAS JET fL(VI ALS 
c 
 ON ROLL. PITCH. AND YAM AXES. *ESPECIvELv. tI.Or.Olz. tl
C CONVERSION to UNITS OF Ft 






ott .SAITXo - SOD. 





















[SUBROUTINE EP IIPIC.IERRITEA.NCONF.IlcOS(,wCwOSE, _
 
C a SUBROUTINE EP
C : S ILL SELECT AND SIZE THE ELECTRICAL SUBSVSTER WHICH WILL I a
 
C a" THESE CONFIGURATIONS AS FOLLOWS - - a 
C * NCONF II) r I IS DUAL SPIN ­
.C •WCONF 11) z 2 'IS YAM SPIN S
 
C NCONF It) = IS MASS EXPULSION S
 
C 'a NCONF IL) = 4 IS MASS EXPULSIONIROWENWUM BlOS) S
 
Ca NCOF It) s IS PITCH NOMENT°u BIAS
 
C NCONF IS) 1 IS SHUNT - PADODL
 
C NCONF IS) :2 IS SHUNT - BOO
 
C NCONF IS) 3 Is S 0- PADOLt
 
C NCONF IS)., 4 IS S * 0 - BODY
 
C.0 -NCONF (5) -S IS SERIES PADDLE 
C a NCONF 15) : 6 IS SERIES SODT• 
C a NCONF 16) I1 IS CYLINDER 0 
C o NCOMF IS) . 2 Is BOx
 




C A LIST OF THE VARIABLES FOLLOWS - - S 
C VARIABLE HON USED FROM - To DEFAULT O(SCRIPTiON. 
.N
C. iNEP EP fUH HIP.a
 
C a at INT EPS fPS FT..2 ARRAY AREA.
 
"C a A32 INT EP EP Beel3/21 * 
C a ALT [,INT USER EPR NI ALTITUDE I 
C v AREA 0 EPS VESIZE FT9e2 Allot ARIA. 
C CA INT EPS EPS A-H "IN RIE Coo
 
C a CAPHAX INt as EPA A-H OIN E0 Cpa

C * CCELL INT 0B EPS AkH CAP SEL CL.
 
C, a CHMiINY IN? EPS fps 2.0 Has PiNl tU0 in. 
C a Cl INT EPS EPS a-NAIM INST CPS, 
C a CISTAR INT EPS EPS R-CAP SEL C[Le
C m CR INT (PS EPS M-oNIN REO CAP. 
C a OATAB I.INT.O MAIN EPR.EPS DATA BASE . 
:C a DELF INT EPS EPS .03 XMIS LOSS .
 
C a DELI INT EPS EPS .02 FRI LOSS a
 
C v DELM INT EPS (PS .01 MISC LOSS a
 
-a DELR fiNt (PS EPS .06 OR .3 *AM 0EC PAt.
 
C a BELT INT EPS EPS TABLE' TEWP.CORR. &
 
C a ETAC [NT. OB EPR 1.0 EFF CHGR .
 
C a ETAO INt Do EPR.EPS 0.95 EFF 0ISCH a
 
C v ETRE INT 09 EPR.EPS 0.65 EFF ATT 

C a ETAI INt EPS EPS 0.105 SOLAR CL ,EF

C * ETALR [NT DB EPA 0.90 EFF LO RED a
 
C * ETAR INT EPA EPR.EPS 1.0 'PAR DIST LS.
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COt SNOX OR. 
-	 END DISCH 
ERROR FLG 
COL tNOX LBe 
EO LR a 
PCUElNo INOEX aPCU 
PD INDEX a 
HOW*SPIT INDEXINDEX .a 
ENO SPO a 
SRl INDEx aEND SRI a 
S12 INDEX w 
EN sR2 a 
1.02 	 SAt? PKG F a 
1.4 	 BAT St St F.
 
0.3 AV oP OISCe 
- ORINT FACT a0.9 SLI PKG FAC. 
1.408(16 CONSTANT a
EARTH RATE a 
2 	 NO BAT a 
NO SLR CELL. 
NO-CCU a
2 	 NO CHORS a 
NO. EQUIP. a 
SANOC MACRO. 
EP MACRO a 
VSIZE MACRO. 
NO 1[SCH ROo 









C u NSPO IN! (PA IPA NO. spa. *]
4081 

C a OPTEMP I USEI (P 16. DID I fP a
 
C . NSR IN! (P PA O $ I
 
C a POOL IN! EPA (PS,.(PS 4fP0a I.O.a. 0 I
 
C * PO INT EPw EPp ofrt3St Pu0.0to]
 
C v PEXCES, IN? EPA fPm.fPS mSltouO oIS1S.
 
C a PIE INT fPS CPS 1.14169 COStaNl 

C u PL I ALL S3S EPA walt IV Pun to *
 
C a PLMIN I ALL S/S (PA mAit M0 POB iO .
 
C PLR IN! EPA EPA wutitOt PoB ts.
 
C * PLRO a EPA THERfMAt 6satipv CISP its
 
C * PS IN! (PQ (PISPS 4i1(O1 SOL OUT*
 
C * RFD [NT fPS [PS 1(5P CIO Ito
 
C * s luT IP IP uSto IN catC Of ?
It 

C * SOL INt [PS fPS [163 WMsS? SOL Iot 1 
C * TE INT EPS (4 ECPS liNt 
C * TEDTS [NT EPS fPS OBB./Lil * I 
C a ve IN! (PS fpS FP..UlUIt I!VOL.n 
C a VON IM EPP EPS WOCRIN OitW 
C a Ot W! CPS EPS FTit..ii Iat Fot. 
C * VC [IN EPS . (PS I.E VOCWlh CLL U 
C a VCELL INt Do MAIN RIVOL CELL
 
C v VOS IN? EPA tPS VOCIVE ALL VOL.
 
C . "VOL 0 "AIN fle.$P O *
 
C s MATE INt.O EPS VISIZE KG ASSaY of
 
C . MB [NT EPS EPS KGUNtI got wt: 
C a SOT [NT EPS fPS KO5OT oa Ut 9 
C * WCELL [I BO CPS L CItI 9OT 
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Go ro 140 
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C* NOWWE WILL6E DOINGTHE EPR CROSLEIOW4S.SWOO.StBI 
SICONFAMCOVItS)
 
<-- FT0 M 15,t0 I C 0W. ,28 0,280 ,4 5 0 A50) 




?POOR QIJAWI 10-222 











IPCu.ISI II 3. 
I .!il° t +I!" 
lit'fo.,,, 





PC 9 OF 
OUGJNAU PAGE IS 









I l IThl IeI
 
IF t II IS t. 
ICELL:IPICI2
 






CONT. ON PM, 10 







rFI 	CwOL r .t1wG-f 
ItwOSLI :l'-
CCHSIHfaSU1E~OS.EIiTRVCAREY AN 
'C 	 cc THIS IS (01 S..uW?! llOulR. oTTEBVRhrO DATTEQ~iY C:HARGER - -J 




 EoTERMINE EXCESS ARRAY POWER FOR REGULATION
 






oc to 230 ----
f-wSNtPECES-PtLllI/CPRR,.S ]9
 
IAS kiE SA v
CC. NOTE - R-D SPECIAL EOUIP ENT 

















IC DETERMINE NUMBER OF CELLS IN SERIESITO BE SUPPLIED TO RELI
 
COT. ON PO 12 




[r difieniwi si IECU[ StPR1ES OW CELLS 

L.*i'EIt~i~A*GCU011wf 441101 *EIU(O FOR twi SWtEQY CHANG~ER 
ft. ;.---T4 
C.COMPA"t tf "1ASOMAft tPINi!(flt It 'wE SELECVZOW P4APAITIeA p 
JORIGIL/NRI!
 





1oo to 2o-0 












CONT. O PG - It 
PG 13DF 37 
10-228
 





































IP C 10-230L 
[wotwseoarf SeIso-t-rCw9ouaIAl24ICNm)PCU*faasr24.IPCU
 
















CONT. ON PO Is
 
PG IM 37 
10-232
 
I $ol02IPI C I,1 














CONT. ON PC I 
10-233
 
PC IV 37 









COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS FOR SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION 
THIS IS FOR DISCHARGE REGULATOR.SHUNT R(GULATOB.SATTEOY.SRTTERV 
CHARGER AND SIZING THE CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT -- -
DETERMINE NUMBER OF OISCHAROEREGULAVORS REQuIRED 
" 




CONT. ON PO 20 
Pr IMF 31 
10-234
 
poPII P TO!1 




LC so SET VOLTAGES* FORl SHUNTV IWO OICWIOE oi$1f1ij 
-FO.2 
aes SET UP IRTTIRY. SELECTION PIthiteli I 
OETER"INE ubE CAPBCITIES J 
CR:IPieT'350. 1/IEoINICNOsE VI 
CA: CR/VOl 
C EfTERMEINE "INluf IINSTLLEO Cli-
C C DETERMINE sfeits(Ta-sC.CisR-E SUPPI|EC TO lit iJ]NURSERI OF:CELLS iN SEBIE[SITO BEl 'SPfL TF f 
•]. wantv +Vt" 
IC CISTAR IS SELECtION PARANEfO C1 CELLS 
MANGERRSELEC-ION 





COMPARE THE HAROMARE PARAMEER T.0THE SELECTION PARAMETER . 




...... iAi$s0o!iDA -.P. A .044lwO , ! 12 I.R.OfCAPNAl.ANO.otAitT " 
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WCHOSE 4)-WC , 
CONT. ON PI 26 








LL:7 5 ±I 11( LUU IOU.IUW 0) 
CONT. Mi PG 21 






lelf ol l lISPA. 10OBS ).1I 
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o ro 520> 4 










I[C WGlOIPil l~ SI 










IILR:1B I I7.1. 
CONT. ONtPG 29 
PG 2tF 37 
10-243
 






,C .. COMPUTE SELECTION-"ARANETERS FOR S1(1 LOAD R(QiAT1fl
IC THIS IS FOR.TH LOAD REO4JLAtOleSATTER,IAfITR CHARMES &%0 
C SIZING THE SOLAR POSER OIISTRIIUTd AND POSER 0STIIUIDO 
C NL IS THE NURSER Of LOD RIEOULAORS REOuINEO
 


















SET VOLTAGES FOR THIS DESIGN
 
CONT. ONPG 30 
P 2w 37 
10-244
 
osit up eMtU i staCIIo rIs 
F[f IPLoa II' JOAO.ft ~AD) 
...... TIAMINE W ImInUN ZUSt iLED CAPACITY 
OTiflkf %uptaI 
 Of- ELLS IN StOLES1 70 l SUPPLIED 10 SELl
 
[ C.V5R/VC 
[i.... rSro. IS SfLtCtIQt PANEfERS Ol CELLS 




0COMPARE THE HA*DMAR( PARAMETER TO THE SELECTION PARAMETER
 
CONT. 0N PG 31 
PO 3]DI 37 
10-245
 
t I GECELL t0.q I C L c 
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CONT. ON PG 3S 
PG 34)F 37 
Poop, 91JAIXjy 
10-249 
C se SOtar ANN~i SI1 11] 
DO TO 1600,610O.600.10.600.61O I lOE FJ 
c a. ORIENTED PADOLE SOLAB uRARY INOI-IF!fAilgE 
SGO t0 
ICFO N IG 
1630.620,650). IrOlIF I 





I C O F'=NC NF II I 
COr. O PG 36 




If IIC0 F .GI'. 31VF 
- ." moor.N__ilito CVLIMOE SPIWWIj6 
-
['C" o* Ofv W*OunTE tYtIWDOESFs3. 4 iOk.-SPIWNtNG] 
1lMI0G:2.iPjf 
t0o 660 
OF POOR QUAUIJ 
__m BODr qOum"ED SPHERE 
CONT. ON PG 37 
10-251 
SPINNING 
PG 3SDF 3 
E 9 
tMIDG- .26 
C .so OukEOE D-SPInI-BODY SPLERV 

C COMPUtE ENERGY BLANCE__ECUf OW
 
PS=PL/ETARsI I..TEOfSe.I ./IEIAOEtAC.EtRE 3sj}
 
FS:tM800.LBDPIII.-OELRIztI.-OELn~II..ELTIoiI. OEI~.i. 0ftfl3l 





IC COMPUTE AIRRY MEIG4IT 
FIATE I I: A 
C CONVERT TO ENGISH FROM ME TRC ] 
AREARIsI 0.76426265 





SUROUTIINE AUXPfAOIIPIC.IERA R.IT.ER°CGyw;- cOSr.t.os s( I
COtNU /USER2/TTHST.CLIFE 
CONmOH /BTu/T VOL OTOX.Oy.OZ.xJ.rJ.IJ--cfxs:-ror:Rp.#L.
PLH!N.LMBO.AAEA.SATLO.UATE.NCSACSSP.HARnWTINCHUI tCOtilT .!~aTg 
PASSTR.SAtTuT.TPkIn,:eTLoC*RAoA.RAOA.,RATN.HtPMo.HTRPR9.HPT.HTPZPE.VCHP.HTPT.FC.XwZEmo.CORRT.ACSSheeIT i23
EOBLG.SABOLO.SATT 
COMMON /USERI/ECMINT.0K2uT.OIRulx. T1COMMON /OOCO0/IOBI3O.OATABISSgOi
 







IC THIS ISCOLD GAS COaPIOUAATtot ]
 














CONT. ON PG 2 
PG; I OF 61 
ORIGINAL IP4GH 1& 
OF POOR QUA1lij 
10-253 
DOSELECT H RRIM A~nE OT S I ZE D (,O E. CHoost,.I ft~nA10 T~l/t
V'l'l 

VE:F.l NA.D,vEi ti V A+L N M IELIE F VALVE + t 





I kCHOSEI Il- 0 1 
NCHOSE, I :I'





03:0 25.80 2G99 
I[:-lO81 
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ICHOSEISI ::0ATA91 t.JJR 
3CONT. Ott P 




t FIRST CHECK T0
FE I-HAUSTEt SELECTIONSEE IF THEAE IS AN taCCEPtaIL 
 wQJSuE0 1t
C BASE 7,( Cato
 








CONT. ON PO 
10-255
 
[L7 Ar LEASt ONE.ACCEPTAILE THOUSTER
 
-Sli? PIifuWAIC AHTIUOE AND CONTROL TNRUSTERS
 





14 i t I
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IoI Lo IN A 




LT"Oust: D I S-4[..2),
 











































THRUSTERS HAVE SEEK SELECTEO 
SET NUMBER 0f EACH TYPE Of THRUSIEO 






[ERR: [ERR *I0 
[ERR: I IMPLfE-S THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE AtTD ~ ~iOTHRUSTERS IS TOO 'SHORT. ER1R: I M[NPLIES THAI THE CYCLE L1$ Or
'THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO SNORT. [ERR: I [PLIES T 5THE CYCLE LIVES OF BOTNTHRUSTERS ARE TOO SHORTPRELIINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC ISOLATIONVALVES AND FILTERS 
Pth=OAAiBe..j 
RHO: 1.02E-7.PT[
WOOTPR= I3.mACTHST * 2.mTTHST),6S.COAISO: &OOTPR/SORTI20O.SRHOl 
.29E-3)RMAX: 200./SOOTPRma2 
[C SET LAST EQUIPMENT INDICES 
CONT. ON PG tO 
10-261 
Atu, tllogil 
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I P 1 .j '¢ 
C NO ACCEPTASLE Con#INAylNS 
ICHOSE) ,, I 
JJ: IOBI4J * ICONT], NUE] 
OF PO1 10-263 
7i-- IF~l 1 
i: lp l ~l 
,J-sjh; IlF Ito3nPCIZI
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C PRELIMINARiY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF REGULATOR AN 



















PCNI(* .00! AS 23 6)
 
ft st IA5 aeetPTAottj­a w§1IES 
IIC11i: 14 
IIPICI T): 'JS 
I PICIJI: A5 
tile). JJ 
Al: i3J 
UT *f CHOSEI II.QATA8i23.Jl
 
VO1t VOL . NlCHOSEI I imoDATABI 24.43I 
P1P - WCHOSEI I).DATABI 16.43 
[MN PIAIN .- CIOSEI)vOATA8hI8.J)
 
-3 
CONT. mi PG I5 





H~fOHAE ELECTION NOT! ACCEPTABLE I"CtiN~lit eaiAst INC($1f
 
GO10-237 
0 A'CC(P!ASILE HB1ODMAi*Ell CIWBtlIlOW* 




a; ; Jc Hao-I 
E021 
1.: .o14 • i
 
-isJ I
 J4NT Jk -O 1 '
 
10-
J3: 10911) . I
 
CONit. ON PG 17
 
10-268 
It 11, 1 
JS: M100(31 * | 
Js: 6 . 1 -1 
C THIS [S MONOPROPtLLOWV COtdflQuIAOt] 





IC THIS IS NOT AN ACCEPTABLE CONFI( URAtION"I 
[CHOSEN) : -i 1 






I,.. tJI 21LI( 
CWDSE.IEIaCOSE.iN0 SIELC! HARDWARE NOT SIZED 
VaLV(.FILL AND WEN! VALVE AND rILL AND A! 
• Do 40 t: .14 
1 C70#0S EI I I a 





- §oo At I:S.tii 
(MCHOSE II=3: 
II: 109(63 ', I 
CONT. 04 PG 19 
PG IMF 21 
I0-?70
 
'JJ: 10811) • £]
AK. ltll 4 I 
tIc"OSEI ) OlTAlil.,Jj)[Ic"Olf~ltO ). Dotalil I ,I tw)







FIRST CHECK tO SEEBASE IF THERE iwSOn CCEPtABt INOUST 
Jl[= IDa I 
JA~ 1066 
111t T( OINII 
A 
JI : 11114* I 
00 to 120 
IO 
IJI= A , I I 
Oo To I oo 
CONT. ON PG 20 







- a tEAS, 	OW *CCPTASE THRUSTER 
07 
FELEC PWIUICafI IfuO IO COhTROL I WRUSEQS 
c LFST OffANM SW3 OF ALL tHRUStlRS SNICH SAtiSFy THE INQUaLITY 
I*O~ GfAC 	 NSFI fBUS 
00 toiTISO I -

GQO to IGO ,
 
CONT. ON PG 21 
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E3 
tHax. I . I 
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[iT2osu:;. ORI l.-J) 
J?;~"a IOCfl 
tweuSt1 oarasslJn 
- f'Ohf~WML1 .OIFOLOi 
6'al[Mi|nU~ -60S~ 
--­ ___ 
CONT. ON Po 25 





C THRUSTERS HAVE BEEN SELECTED . 1 
C SET NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF T440USt(R
 
C CHECK TO SEE If CYCLE LIFE *IQUII* t%--I SSf116 1(
 
Ci IEnA= IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LICE OF THE ATTI-TUDE giO CO---OL
 
C THRUSTERSIs too SHOR. ERR 0 IPLIES THAt THE CCLE LIFL OF
 
C THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. 1EftR II 1lPLIES THAI
C THE CYCLE LIVES OF BOTH tHRUSTERS. ARE TOO SHORT
 
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION Of MOWOPROPELLANt ISOLATION
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jI I I I f 01 
DI jto AisD-
CONT. ON PO 27
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010-,279 
IjF. IIcI 7 is 
ji- PI..0 I r ­
[L siCUCPYASLE CNSItOsiS 
ICWOSE 3: -L 
RE I Uosa 
S4
 
J3= 10816- )* I
 
Ji: 106593 *' 1
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lJ3= lOB) ) 






[A1 'fal 1 1IZF 







IiJ: 10lO91, '1 
Fis7 f0lls) AI 






J7: 10111 * 
Jjet InI16 II 1
 






FC THE HAAoSaR ItOIClS-A-E SEt 
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